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Vibrant civil
Abolition of the death penalty
The EU considers the death penalty to be a cruel, inhuman and irreversible punishment, which fails to deter criminal behaviour and represents an unacceptable denial of human dignity and integrity. Yet, thousands of executions are carried out every year. More than 50 countries still retain capital punishment for a variety of crimes.

The EU opposes the death penalty in all circumstances, and works for its universal abolition. It lobbies for the immediate establishment of a moratorium on the use of the death penalty as a step towards abolition. Where the death penalty still exists, the EU calls for its use to be progressively restricted and carried out according to minimum standards. The fight against the death penalty is an integral part of the EU's human rights policy. It has played a key role in the emerging positive trend in favour of abolition, and has funded specific projects implemented by non-governmental organisations.

The EU's political commitment is reinforced by the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights. The EIDHR support for civil society organisations seeks, inter alia, to raise awareness in retentionist countries through public education, outreach to influence public opinion, and studies to see whether death penalty systems in force comply with minimum standards. Other priorities are to secure access for death row inmates to appropriate levels of legal support, and to train lawyers. This 2007–2010 Compendium lists 21 projects for a total value of nearly €10 million. In the decade from 2000 to 2010, 50 projects were funded at an overall cost of €23 million.

Fight against torture
Torture is among the most abhorrent violations of human rights and human dignity.

In line with its guidelines on torture (adopted in 2001 and updated in 2008), the EU is committed to the absolute prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. In this context, it has taken initiatives in international fora, intervened diplomatically with non-EU countries and increasingly taken up individual cases.

The EU provides substantial funding for projects by civil society actors around the world working to eradicate torture and ill-treatment. The prevention of torture and the rehabilitation of torture survivors is a major priority of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights.

In the last five years, an annual average of €12 million has been allocated to funding anti-torture projects, making the EIDHR a leading source of funding for torture prevention and the rehabilitation of victims worldwide. Between 2007 and 2010, the EIDHR supported more than 80 projects. Of these, 55 were selected from a global call for proposals and more than 30 from the EIDHR’s country-based support schemes.

Projects have resulted in:
- raising awareness of the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture (OPCAT)
- investigations into the supply of torture technology
- the development of torture prevention and monitoring networks
- the creation of national prevention mechanisms to monitor places of detention
- support for the rehabilitation of torture victims and the fight against impunity.
Mary Verzulli’s 29 year old sister was one of eight women murdered by a serial killer in New York. She says she had never thought much about the death penalty until the District Attorney asked how she felt about it. “I couldn’t imagine what, if anything, could lessen my pain or despair” she says, “But I knew it wasn’t that.” With her sister’s killer serving life sentences, Mary’s testimony is taken from a gallery of victims’ stories displayed by Murder Victims Families for Human Rights.

Supported by the EU, the gallery puts real faces on victim opposition to the death penalty by presenting photos and statements of murder victims and survivors, challenging the common assumption that anyone who has lost a family member to murder is in favour of capital punishment.

Death penalty is a profound violation of human rights. Defying the notion that executions are the way to achieve justice or closure, MSVHR is involved in a worldwide movement to abolish the death penalty.

Testimony ranges from families affected by the 9/11 terrorist attacks in New York to that of Hector and Susie Black, who told the sentencing judge they did not want the death sentence for the man who raped and killed their daughter in 2000, to Robert Meeropol, whose parents Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were executed for espionage in 1953 when he was six years old, accused of passing information about the atomic bomb – a decision that was and still is controversial.

Founder and Executive Director Renny Cushing’s own father was killed by two shotgun blasts fired by a stranger. Already opposed to the death penalty before his father’s murder, Cushing states: “For me to change my beliefs because my father was murdered would only give more power to his killers, for then they would take not only his life but also his main legacy to me: the values he instilled.”
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**Countries:** Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Advocacy for death penalty moratorium and abolition in Nigeria

**EC internal:** 169373

**Summary:** Compliment efforts at improving administration of criminal justice; increase awareness and better appreciation of issues involved in the administration of criminal justice in Nigeria (especially as it relates to the death penalty).

**Starting date:** 23/12/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** The Human Rights Law Service Incorporated

**Beneficiary address:** Trustees, Creek Road 34, 2nd floor, Maritime Complex - Apapa Lagos, PO Box 3169, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 76,862.60

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** China, Japan, United States

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Voices of victims against the death penalty

**EC internal:** 167748

**Summary:** Limiting the application of the death penalty through a categorical reduction of death sentences and then achieving moratorium and abolition through the amplification of victims’ voices against the death penalty

**Starting date:** 01/09/2009

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Murder victims’ families for human rights

**Beneficiary address:** EU contribution: € 495,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 71.22%

---

**Countries:** Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Togo

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** From a moratorium to the abolition of death penalty

**EC internal:** 167753

**Summary:** To help CSOs to become actors in the specific area of the abolition of the death penalty in some countries in Africa, Asia and the USA.

**Starting date:** 25/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** S Egidio, Piazza San Egidio 3/A, 00153, Roma, Italy, www.santenegidio.org

**EU contribution:** € 725,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 73.50%
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**Countries:** United States

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Changing the course of the death penalty debate a proposal for public opinion research, message development, and communications on capital punishment in the U.S.

**EC internal:** 167889

**Summary:** To move individual states and the United States as a whole towards less use of capital punishment by shaping the messages and strategies of death penalty organizations through effective research.

**Starting date:** 22/07/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Death Penalty Information Center, Milwaukee Avenue 9333 - 60714 Niles Illinois, US, www.deathpenaltyinfo.org

**EU contribution:** € 193,443.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

---

**Countries:** Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Egypt, Georgia, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, United Arab Emirates, Yemen

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Progressive abolition of the death penalty and alternatives that respect international human rights standards

**EC internal:** 167880

**Summary:** Support democracy issues and to protect human rights globally through progressive abolition of the death penalty and implementation of human rights standards in criminal justice systems.

**Starting date:** 18/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Penal Reform International UK, Ferndale Road 241–251 Bon Marche Centre Unit 450 SW9 8BJ London, GB, www.penalreform.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,000,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 69.66%

---

**Countries:** Cambodia, China, Lao PDR, Libya, Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, Yemen

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Restricting the death penalty for drug offences through human rights impact assessment (HRIA) of multi-lateral drug enforcement assistance to death penalty states

**EC internal:** 167901

**Summary:** Restrict the application of the death penalty for drug offences through harnessing the political and financial influence of multi-lateral donors in states receiving donor support for drug enforcement activities.

**Starting date:** 01/09/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** The International Harm Reduction Association, Westminster Bridge Road 50 The Chandlery SE1 7QY London, GB

**EU contribution:** € 292,565.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Yemen

**Areas of activity:** Abolition of death penalty

**Project title:** Limit scope of death sentences in Yemen

**EC internal:** 253417

**Summary:** The objective aims to contribute towards limiting the scope of the death penalty through the abolition of Tazir death penalty stated in the Yemeni laws and its replacement by proportional prison terms.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** The National Organization for Defending the Rights & Freedoms Foundation, Al Zubairy St Al Saeed Trading Center P.O. Box 748 Sanaa, Yemen

**EU contribution:** € 116,450.00

**% financed by the EU:** 85.00%
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Countries: Yemen
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Towards rationalizing death penalty in Yemen
EC internal: 252329
Summary: Project aims to work towards establishing a moratorium on passing death penalty verdicts and their implementation through political round tables and awareness campaigns.
Starting date: 01/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Political Development Forum Ltd, Alriadh Street Apartment 4 Mazaia Tower P.O. Box 1726 Sanna, Yemen
EU contribution: € 105,487.02
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Strengthening and structuring of the abolitionist movement in Morocco
EC internal: 242446
Summary: The objective is to contribute to the abolition of the death penalty in Morocco and make abolition a priority of public action in the goal of reducing the scope of capital punishment, to strive for the establishment of a formal moratorium.
Starting date: 15/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 285,000.00
% financed by the EU: 62.21%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Promotion of social and political conditions for the abolition of the death penalty in Guatemala
EC internal: 228383
Summary: To promote the adherence of Guatemala to the additional protocols on the abolition of the death penalty and counter the increasing social demand for it as a consequence of the high levels of impunity of crime in Guatemala.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Institute of Comparative Studies of Criminal Science in Guatemala, Calle 5ta 1-49 Zona 1, 010001 Guatemala City, Guatemala
EU contribution: € 75,007.00
% financed by the EU: 77.60%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Death penalty and human rights project
EC internal: 232743
Summary: Contribute to the transformation of the national criminal law and to respect the international treaties and conventions on DP.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Asociacion Instituto de Estudios Comparados en Ciencias Penales de Guatemala, Calle 5ta 1-49 Zona 1 - 010001 Ciudad De Guatemala, GT
EU contribution: € 215,852.00
% financed by the EU: 79.78%
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Countries: Egypt, Jordan
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Towards reducing the application of the death penalty in the Arab World
EC internal: 167750
Summary: Abolish the death penalty in the Arab countries. Awareness raising campaigns and training activities targeting judges, public prosecutors, lawyers, media professionals and parliamentarians.
Starting date: 06/07/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: The Arab Center for the Independence of the Judiciary and the Legal Profession, Egypt
EU contribution: € 657,674.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Alhaya Haque ‘Life is a right’
EC internal: 167489
Summary: To contribute to abolishing the death penalty in Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt. To lead a change in the public and official perceptions of the death penalty.
Starting date: 01/08/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Sharek Youth Forum Association, Al Irsal Street Jasser Building 500 Ramallah, PS
EU contribution: € 628,274.00
% financed by the EU: 79.98%

Countries: United States
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: The death penalty assessments project toward a nationwide moratorium on executions
EC internal: 211244
Summary: To seek implementation of a nationwide moratorium on executions in the United States. To conduct a series of assessments in up to six U.S. jurisdictions that retain the DP to see if they comply with minimum standards of fairness and accuracy.
Starting date: 01/09/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education, 740 15 Street NW 20005 Washington DC, USA
EU contribution: € 708,162.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: United States
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: American Dream Campaign
EC internal: 167888
Summary: Shift U.S. public opinion toward an anti-death penalty stance. Reform, restrict, or repeal the death penalty in one or more U.S. states. Reform the death penalty system in Texas to reduce and/or prevent wrongful capital convictions.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Witness to Innocence Corporation, Locust Walk 3916 - 19104 Philadelphia, USA
EU contribution: € 395,000.00
% financed by the EU: 60.40%
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Countries: United States
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: National coalition to abolish the death penalty intensive assistance program
EC internal: 167820
Summary: Strengthen abolition groups in key states in their efforts to abolish the death penalty. In particular, the expansion of this programme in Texas and Virginia, where the DP is most in use, and which epitomize the United States’ reliance on it.
Starting date: 31/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The National Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty, Desales Street 1705 NW 5th Floor - 20036, Washington DC, USA
EU contribution: € 305,974.00
% financed by the EU: 60.00%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: Implementation of the UNGA Resolution for the moratorium on executions in Africa
EC internal: 167918
Summary: Implementation of the Resolution on the moratorium on executions approved by the United Nations 62nd General Assembly (UNGA) in the target African countries.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Ne Touchez Pas a Cain Asbl - Hands off Cain, Rue Belliard 89 1040 Brussels, BE
EU contribution: € 397,322.00
% financed by the EU: 79.60%

Countries: Nigeria
Areas of activity: Abolition of death penalty
Project title: SALI Saving Lives strengthening the role of lawyers to fight against the death penalty
EC internal: 167379
Summary: Reduce the number of people charge with the death penalty thanks to the commitment of civil society, political and judicial stakeholders, especially lawyers.
Starting date: 17/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 734,333.44
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
**Countries**: Kyrgyzstan  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Human prison system  
**Project title**: Actions against torture and fostering a culture of human rights in correctional institution no.10 (Jalal-Abad)  
**EC internal**: 138224  
**Summary**: Promote the practice and culture of human rights in correctional institution no. 10 in Jalal-Abad town.  
**Starting date**: 22/09/2007  
**Duration**: 12 months  
**Beneficiary**: Egalitee Foundation, Micro District 11/37 Bld 13, 720049, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan  
**EU contribution**: € 36,496.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 57.41%  

**Countries**: Indonesia  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention  
**Project title**: Strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations to promote human rights and eliminate torture in Indonesia  
**EC internal**: 253700  
**Summary**: Strengthen the capacity of civil society organizations in monitoring the implementation of RANHAM 2010 - 2014 on the prevention of torture and UNCAT principles in Indonesia.  
**Starting date**: 15/01/2011  
**Duration**: 12 months  
**Beneficiary**: Kemitraan Bagi Pembaruan Tata Pemerintahan Partnership, Jl Brawijaya VIII 7 Kebayoran Baru 12160 Jakarta, Indonesia, www.kemitraan.or.id  
**EU contribution**: € 100,000.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 94.93%  

**Countries**: Pakistan  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Human prison system  
**Project title**: Locked up and forgotten prevention of torture in prisons in NWFP, Pakistan.  
**EC internal**: 223086  
**Summary**: Improve the human rights situation in Pakistan with specific emphasis on reducing torture and improving the quality of life for inmates in prisons in NWFP.  
**Starting date**: 01/05/2010  
**Duration**: 24 months  
**Beneficiary**: HMD International Response, Liverpool Street 1 EC2M 7QD London, United Kingdom, www.responseinternational.org.uk  
**EU contribution**: € 258,727.49  
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%  

**Countries**: Indonesia  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title**: Strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations to promote human rights and eliminate torture in Indonesia  
**EC internal**: 212694  
**Summary**: Strengthen the capacity of civil society organisations to monitor the implementation of the Convention against Torture and the National Action Plan on Human Rights in Indonesia.  
**Starting date**: 15/01/2010  
**Duration**: 13 months  
**Beneficiary**: Kemitraan Bagi Pembaruan Tata Pemerintahan Partnership, Jl Brawijaya VIII 7 Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta – 12160, Indonesia  
**EU contribution**: € 93,940.77  
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Egypt

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Combating impunity and stopping torture in Egypt (a multi-level integrated approach)

**EC internal:** 169634

**Summary:** Contribute to the ending of impunity for torture in Egypt with the overall goal to end its practice. Provide legal assistance to victims of torture, monitoring torture practice in Egypt, training for lawyers, academics, journalists, etc.

**Starting date:** 19/10/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** The Egyptian Organization for Human Rights HTS Association, Mathaf El Manial Street 8/10 Manial, 11451 Al Roda, Cairo, Egypt, www.eohr.org

**EU contribution:** € 135,457.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.70%

---

**Countries:** Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice, Torture prevention

**Project title:** Project to strengthen legal protection against torture in Nigeria, (Project -SLEPTORN)

**EC internal:** 168770

**Summary:** Strengthen the rule of law and democratic reform; enhance respect for Human Rights, especially the rights to life, dignity and the integrity of the person; reduce the culture of abuse, violence and impunity in law enforcement services delivery.

**Starting date:** 05/12/2009

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Access to Justice, Badagry Road 9E off Marine Road, PO Box 1868, Postcode 234 - Apapa, Lagos, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 92,697.95

**% financed by the EU:** 60.76%

---

**Countries:** Ecuador, Peru

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice

**Project title:** Reinforcement of investigative processes in the Public Ministry in Ecuador and Peru

**EC internal:** 167346

**Summary:** Increase the capacities of professionals conducting investigations to document cases of torture according to valid national and international standards

**Starting date:** 02/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Centro de Atencion Psicosocial Caps Asociacion, PE, www.caps.org.pe

**EU contribution:** € 842,118.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims, Human prison system

**Project title:** Strengthening the system of rehabilitation for torture victims in Georgia

**EC internal:** 148184

**Summary:** Strengthen the existing non-governmental, nationwide system of rehabilitation for torture victims in Georgia, focusing on a complex, multi-disciplinary approach; and implement international standards on prevention of torture and rehabilitation.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** EMPATHY, Saburtalo Street III, Block Apparment 26, 0194, Tbilisi, Georgia, www.empathy.ge

**EU contribution:** € 680,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Human prison system
Project title: Preventing torture and other forms of human rights violations in places of detention in Kosovo
EC internal: 168444
Summary: Contribute to the prevention of torture in places of detention in Kosovo.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Kosovo Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims Association, Rr. Prizreni 42, Pristina, Kosovo, www.krct.org
EU contribution: € 78,000.00
% financed by the EU: 65.00%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: People’s involvement in torture prevention -2
EC internal: 211012
Summary: Promote fair court process for torture prevention through activation and strengthening of the institution of people’s assessors in Tajikistan.
Starting date: 10/11/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Public Union Rural Development Initiatives Association, I Nurmatova Street 5 Djabborsasulov Rayon 735820 Proletarsk settlement, Tajikistan
EU contribution: € 124,448.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Human prison system
Project title: Echo of war in Northern Caucasus assistance to prison staff and police in overcoming the negative consequences of armed conflict
EC internal: 166549
Summary: Contribute to the elimination of the negative consequences of armed conflict in the Northern Caucasus. The project focuses upon the abuse of physical force, including torture, to resolve problems within the penitentiary and law enforcement institutions.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Moscow Regional Public Charity Foundation Social Partnership, Luchnikov per., 19/2, entrance 3, office 22,101000, Moscow, Russian Federation
EU contribution: € 960,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Nigeria
Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Guaranteeing the due process rights of accused persons and degrading the prevalence of and use of torture by security agencies and vigilante groups in the north west zone of Nigeria
EC internal: 169269
Summary: The reductions of incidents of torture and other inhuman and degrading treatment and improvement of the knowledge and capacity of key stakeholders in the criminal justice system on reducing incidents of torture.
Starting date: 21/12/2009
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Human Rights Monitor, Kanta Road 3 Turaki Ali House, 4th Floor Suites UF 80 & UF 97, PO Box 1584, postcode 234 – Kaduna, Nigeria
EU contribution: € 80,222.85
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Burundi, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, South Africa, Uganda

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Harnessing African institutions for the prevention and combating of torture and other ill-treatment in six African states — the development and implementation of operational standards.

**EC internal:** 222102

**Summary:** Overall Objective to promote the prevention and eradication of torture and other ill-treatment in Africa by supporting African institutions to improve domestic compliance with international law obligations, norms and procedure.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** University of Cape Town Private Bag Research & Innovation, Lovers Walk 7700 Rondebosch Cape Town, www.uct.ac.za

**EU contribution:** € 1,194,359.00

**% financed by the EU:** 100.00%

---

**Countries:** Colombia

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Psychosocial support and mental health rehabilitation process for torture victims and other cruel punishment, inhuman or ill-treatment in Colombia

**EC internal:** 170209

**Summary:** Implement psychosocial support and a mental health rehabilitation process for direct and indirect victims of torture and other ill-treatment. Strengthen local capacity to obtain the abolition of torture, other ill-treatment and impunity in Colombia.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Corporation Avre Acompañamientos Psicosocial y Atencion en Salud Mental a Victorias de Violencia Politica, Calle 61F no 24-42, Barrio Campin 100100, Bogota DC, Colombia, www.corporacionavre.org

**EU contribution:** € 953,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.09%

---

**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Reducing police torture against Muslims at the grass-roots level by engaging and strengthening human rights institutions in India

**EC internal:** 232295

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute towards strengthening the role of human rights groups and institutions in dealing with minority rights at the state and national level.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Janmitra Nyas Association, Sa 4/2a Daulatpur Uttar Pradesh 221002 Varanasi, India, www.pvchr.org

**EU contribution:** € 269,199.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
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**Countries:** Peru

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Incidence of victims’ organizations in the implementation of repairs

**EC internal:** 157634

**Summary:** Enhance participation and influence capacities of victim organisations as well as Peruvian highland and Amazonian communities to influence the implementation of the Integral Reparation Plan recommended by the Commission of truth and reconciliation.

**Starting date:** 01/06/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** International Center for Transitional Justice, Boulevard Bischoddsheim 11, 1000, Brussels, Belgium, www.ictj.org

**EU contribution:** € 250,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.60%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Comprehensive rehabilitation of torture victims

**EC internal:** 168742

**Summary:** Rehabilitate torture victims in Venezuela through an integrated programme of services.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Red de Apoyo por la Justicia y la Paz, Parque Central, Edificio Caroata, nivel Oficina 2, PO Box 17476, Caracas, Venezuela, www.redapoyo.org.ve

**EU contribution:** € 379,692.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

---

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina, Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Comprehensive rehabilitation program for torture victims in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina

**EC internal:** 148304

**Summary:** Contribute to comprehensive long-term assistance to torture victims and members of their families in Serbia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** International Aid Network IAN, Admirala Geprata 10, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.ian.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 748,117.14

**% financed by the EU:** 77.83%

---

**Countries:** Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Uganda

**Areas of activity:** Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Healing torture survivors and building rehabilitation capacity in Central Africa

**EC internal:** 148092

**Summary:** Increase resources for healing torture survivors in Central and Eastern Africa in the long-term through increased direct service provision and through intensive modelling and training for professional and paraprofessional staff.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Victims of Torture, East River Parkway 717, Minneapolis, 55455 Minnesota, United States, www.cvt.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,499,446.00

**% financed by the EU:** 49.93%
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**Countries**: Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity**: Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title**: Support and rehabilitation of torture victims in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

**EC internal**: 148156

**Summary**: Strengthen the financial, material and human capacities of medical centres that assist victims of torture so they can provide an integrated medical, socio-psychological and legal programme, together with socio-professional reintegration.

**Starting date**: 15/03/2009

**Duration**: 30 months

**Beneficiary**: Solidarite Pour la Promotion Sociale et la Paix Asbl, Avenue Tombalbay 20 Quartier Salongo Sud Commune de Lemba, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo, www.soprop-dho.org

**EU contribution**: € 432,007.16

**% financed by the EU**: 69.98%

---

**Countries**: Moldova

**Areas of activity**: Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title**: Rehabilitation of torture victims from Moldova

**EC internal**: 225705

**Summary**: The overall objective is to contribute to the improvement of the health status and quality of life of victims of torture and other forms of cruel and degrading treatment and to the defence of their rights to appropriate reparation.

**Starting date**: 24/03/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims 'Memoria', Strada Igor Vieru 3 Ap 2 2009 Chisinau, Moldova

**EU contribution**: € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 59.76%

---

**Countries**: Iraq, Liberia, Sweden

**Areas of activity**: Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title**: Improving structures for rehabilitation and identification of torture survivors in Sweden

**EC internal**: 223197

**Summary**: Rehabilitation work in Sweden; awareness-raising towards national authorities, international exchange and transfer of capacity with Liberia and Iraq.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 33 months

**Beneficiary**: Swedish Red Cross Society, Hornsgatan 54 118 91 Stockholm, Sweden, www.redcross.se

**EU contribution**: € 643,030.00

**% financed by the EU**: 50.00%

---

**Countries**: Germany, Iraq

**Areas of activity**: Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title**: Rehabilitation of torture victims in Iraq and Germany

**EC internal**: 148190

**Summary**: Provide comprehensive, effective and sustainable rehabilitation services for the 3,000 victims of torture and their families, whilst contributing towards the prevention of further torture in Iraq.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Behandlungszentrum für Folteropfer, Turmstrasse 21, GSW Moabit, 10559, Berlin, Germany, www.bzfo.de

**EU contribution**: € 1,490,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 50.58%
Torture

Countries: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Georgia, FYROM, Moldova, Montenegro, Russian Federation, Serbia, Turkey, Ukraine

Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Targeted project ‘Peer-to-Peer II’ – promoting independent national non-judicial mechanisms for the protection of human rights, especially for the prevention of torture

EC internal: 226588

Summary: To help avoid, put an end to or compensate for human rights violations in CoE member States which are not EU members (especially Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Georgia, Moldova, Montenegro, the Russian Federation).

Starting date: 01/03/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe 67000 Strasbourg, France, www.coe.int

EU contribution: € 1,200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Lebanon

Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Prevention and rehabilitation action of victims of torture and other ill-treatment during police custody, pre-trial detention and incarceration

EC internal: 148189

Summary: Contributing to the fight against torture in Lebanon by adopting a comprehensive approach, including rehabilitation for victims, training for law enforcement officials and litigation on torture cases.

Starting date: 01/02/2009

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Association Justice et Misericorde, Centre Aramta Se Etgem P.O. Box 2509 4212, Antelias, Lebanon

EU contribution: € 1,200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Russian Federation

Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Support for the development of a rehabilitation centre for victims of torture

EC internal: 166538

Summary: Assist victims of torture and their relatives, as well as relatives of missing persons. The Rehabilitation Centre will use a multidisciplinary approach to help its clients get back to normal life.

Starting date: 23/12/2008

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Human Rights Public Organisation, NIISO Klyuchevaya 139, 364029, Grozny, Russian Federation

EU contribution: € 311,061.00

% financed by the EU: 65.87%

Countries: Russian Federation

Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Comprehensive rehabilitation of torture victims and improvement of anti-torture policy of the state

EC internal: 166556

Summary: Provide legal, social and medical rehabilitation for torture victims through the ‘Committee against Torture’, thus encouraging state authorities to respect and protect the right to personal integrity for all citizens.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 960,000.00

% financed by the EU: 65.00%
Torture

Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims
Project title: Treatment and rehabilitation of Adibashi (Tribes) victims of torture and organised violence in Bangladesh
EC internal: 155247
Summary: Provide rapid and effective physical, psychological, and social intervention to the Adibashi victims of torture and organized violence through a community-based rehabilitation approach.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Bangladesh Rehabilitation Centre for Trauma Victims Association, Bijoy Nagar 27, Flat B-2 (1st floor), 10000, Dhaka, Bangladesh, www.brct.org
EU contribution: € 159,875.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina, Serbia
Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims
Project title: Torture prevention and rehabilitation programme
EC internal: 253487
Summary: Overall objective is to contribute to eradicating torture and impunity in Serbian society and in the region through building capacities of stakeholders to prevent and report on torture and provision of comprehensive rehabilitation for victims.
Starting date: 01/11/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 730,875.79
% financed by the EU: 79.29%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims
Project title: Use of forensic evidence in the fight against torture
EC internal: 148103
Summary: Contributing to the prevention of torture through promoting documentation of torture to facilitate investigation and prosecution of court cases concerning allegations of torture.
Starting date: 01/04/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: International Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims, Borgergade 13, PO Box 2107, 1300, Kopenhagen K, Denmark, www.irct.org
EU contribution: € 1,425,006.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims
Project title: Ensuring access to rehabilitation services for people affected by torture and contribution to the prevention of torture in Georgia
EC internal: 222921
Summary: Overall objective to contribute to successful rehabilitation of torture survivors and prevention of torture in Georgia. Specific objectives: Ensuring access to psychosocial, medical and legal rehabilitation services to torture survivors.
Starting date: 01/09/2010
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Georgian Centre for Psycho-Social and Medical Rehabilitation for Torture Victims, Bakradzic Str 8 380070 Tbilisi, Georgia, www.gcrt.ge
EU contribution: € 766,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.63%
## Torture

**Countries**: Philippines  
**Areas of activity**: Violence against women, Violence against children, Torture prevention  
**Project title**: Dialogue and consensus-building for the monitoring and prevention of torture & violence against women and children  
**EC internal**: 246133  
**Summary**: The project aims to popularise and build awareness on human rights and the anti-torture and anti-violence against women and children laws.  
**Starting date**: 11/08/2010  
**Duration**: 24 months  
**Beneficiary**: Task Force Detainees of the Philippines Inc Association, Saint Mary Street 45 Cubao Quezon City, Philippines  
**EU contribution**: € 50,000.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 83.33%

---

**Countries**: Guatemala  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims  
**Project title**: Torture prevention and rehabilitation in the multicultural context of Guatemala  
**EC internal**: 118164  
**Summary**: Contribute to psychological treatment of torture victims and to the prevention of torture through training programmes for justice officials.  
**Starting date**: 15/01/2007  
**Duration**: 36 months  
**Beneficiary**: Equipo Estudios Comunitarios y Accion Psicosocial, 2ª Avenida 1-11, Zona 3 Colonia Bran, Guatemala, www.ecapguatemala.org  
**EU contribution**: € 850,813.73  
**% financed by the EU**: 75.00%

---

**Countries**: Kenya  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims  
**Project title**: Initiative of holistic rehabilitation and prevention of torture project  
**EC internal**: 148075  
**Summary**: Contribute to psychological treatment of torture victims and to the prevention of torture through training programmes for justice officials.  
**Starting date**: 01/02/2009  
**Duration**: 24 months  
**Beneficiary**: Independent Medico Legal Unit, David Osieli Road, off Waiyaki way, Westlands, 00606, Nairobi, Kenya, www.imlu.org  
**EU contribution**: € 1,047,536.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Democratic Republic of the Congo, France, Russian Federation  
**Areas of activity**: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims  
**Project title**: Enhancing and strengthening the support of victims of torture and political violence in France and abroad.  
**EC internal**: 223072  
**Summary**: Overall objective: strengthen and improve support of victims of torture and political violence in France, Europe and in third countries (Democratic Republic of the Congo and Chechnya).  
**Starting date**: 08/09/2010  
**Duration**: 36 months  
**Beneficiary**: Primo Levi Association, Avenue Parmentier 107 75011 PARIS, France, www.primolevi.org  
**EU contribution**: € 1,499,718.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 50.00%
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Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Project concerning the 5 different treatment and rehabilitation centres for torture survivors in Ankara, Adana, Diyarbakır, İstanbul

EC internal: 148207

Summary: Provide free medical care, social and legal assistance for torture survivors and relatives; improve treatment quality through research and training; raise awareness by improving reporting methods and promoting debate.

Starting date: 01/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Human Rights Foundation of Turkey, Akbas Mah Sarica Sok 7/1 Altindag, Ankara 06080, Turkey, www.tihv.org.tr

EU contribution: € 650,000.00
% financed by the EU: 59.85%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Breaking the silence, saying no to torture

EC internal: 147998

Summary: Reduce both the prevalence of torture and the intensity and duration of trauma by torture survivors.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Treatment & Rehabilitation Center for Victims of Torture, Al Ersal Street, Al Esra Building, 7th Floor, 468, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.trc-pal.org

EU contribution: € 627,482.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Breaking the silence, saying no to torture

EC internal: 147998

Summary: Reduce both the prevalence of torture and the intensity and duration of trauma by torture survivors.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Treatment & Rehabilitation Center for Victims of Torture, Al Ersal Street, Al Esra Building, 7th Floor, 468, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.trc-pal.org

EU contribution: € 627,482.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Torture prevention, Rehabilitation of torture victims

Project title: Karama - dignity law governance prevailing and enhancing anti-torture culture

EC internal: 236955

Summary: Raise awareness on the prevalence of torture and ensure the rehabilitation of victims.

Starting date: 01/12/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Transparency Center for Studies and Researches Association, Nwakshot St Branched from Baghdad St in front of the Hall of East Pearl Lotat Alshark Building 2 P.O. Box 15732 00967 Sana A, Yemen

EU contribution: € 79,106.04
% financed by the EU: 78.00%
**Torture**

**Countries:** Russian Federation, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

**Project title:** Strengthening institutions and building civil society capacity to combat torture in 9 CIS countries

**EC internal:** 222086

**Summary:** Contribute to the eradication of torture in prisons and others places of detention (including police cells, psychiatric institutions, juvenile centres, homes for the elderly and military detention facilities) in nine CIS countries.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Penal Reform International UK LGb, Commercial Street 60-62 First Floor E1 6LT London, United Kingdom, www.penalreform.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,130,583.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.98%

---

**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Atlas of torture monitoring and preventing torture worldwide - building upon the work of the UN special rapporteur

**EC internal:** 222226

**Summary:** Enhance the knowledge on the root causes of torture in five targeted countries; strengthen the capacities of civil society in the fight against torture; enhance the effectiveness of international human rights procedures such as follow up of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture.

**Starting date:** 06/10/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Bim- Ludwig Boltzmann Gesellschaft Österreichische Vereinigung zur Forderung G der Wissenschaftlichen Unsr. Forschung Nussdorfer Strasse 64/6 1090 Wien, Germany

**EU contribution:** € 1,379,202.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Argentina

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Domestic prosecution and torture prevention in Argentina.

**EC internal:** 148053

**Summary:** Improve standards of torture investigation within Argentina by capacity development for prosecutors, civil society and private attorneys, and improve international information-sharing by communicating the Argentine experience abroad.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales, Piedras 547, Piso 1, C1070 AAK, Buenos Aires, Argentina, www.cels.org.ar

**EU contribution:** € 640,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Argentina, Brazil, Madagascar, Morocco, Thailand, Turkey

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Preventing torture through the promotion of the optional protocol to the convention against torture in five target countries

**EC internal:** 148045

**Summary:** Prevent torture and other forms of ill treatment, particularly through effective detention, monitoring and promotion of a preventive legal framework.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for the Prevention of Torture, Route de Ferney 10, PO Box 2267, 1211, Geneve, Switzerland, www.apt.ch

**EU contribution:** € 986,307.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Torture

Countries: Guinea Conakry, Ivory Coast, Libya, Paraguay, Philippines, South Africa
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Strengthening the absolute prohibition of torture and ill-treatment
EC internal: 223125
Summary: Promote optimal use of international mechanisms of human rights by NGOs in 20 to 30 countries. Drafting and submission of alternative reports, follow-up of the recommendation of treaties, submission of complaints on behalf of victims of torture.
Starting date: 04/09/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: World Organisation Against Torture, Rue Du Vieux Billard 8 1211 Geneve 8, Switzerland, www.omct.org
EU contribution: € 1,459,372.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Suppressing and punishing torture in Serbia – from adopting legal standards to improving practice
EC internal: 148177
Summary: Ensure more effective prevention of torture and other similar forms of prohibited treatment or punishment through the continual monitoring of the situation in the most vulnerable parts of Serbia’s society.
Starting date: 24/04/2009
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 235,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.41%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Prevention of torture in the military guardhouses
EC internal: 148044
Starting date: 19/11/2008
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Association Justice and Liberty, Krilovi Street 7, 0102, Tbilisi, Georgia, www.ajl.ge
EU contribution: € 225,440.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: India, Nigeria
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Developing resources and civil society capacities for preventing torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment of people with disabilities
EC internal: 222195
Summary: Overall objective To reduce the importance of torture and ill-treatment of persons with disabilities. To increase understanding and awareness of the nature of the discriminatory torture and ill-treatment of persons with disabilities.
Starting date: 25/11/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The Equal Rights Trust Lbg, North End Road 126 W14 9PP, United Kingdom, www.equalrightstrust.org
EU contribution: € 359,815.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Torture

**Countries:** Kyrgyzstan

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Torture prevention and support to victims of torture in Kyrgyzstan

**EC internal:** 216405

**Summary:** The project will provide juridical assistance to torture victims and will support advocacy groups in torture prevention, including support to OPCAT NPM implementation.

**Starting date:** 15/08/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Golos Svobody Foundation* Voice of Freedom Foundation Gs, Ulica Abdrakhmanova 204, Bishkek – 720040, Kyrgyzstan

**EU contribution:** € 95,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Kenya

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Addressing Torture as a Systemic Human Rights Violation in Kenya

**EC internal:** 148250

**Summary:** Reduce the prevalence of torture in Kenya through research and documentation, legal and policy reform, monitoring places of detention, litigation and training for law enforcement officers.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, Lenana road, CVS Plaza, 1st Floor, P.O. Box 74359-002000, Nairobi, Kenya, www.knche.org

**EU contribution:** € 479,761.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** India, Peru, Sri Lanka, Sudan

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Reparation for torture: global sharing of expertise

**EC internal:** 222733

**Summary:** Overall improve torture survivors’ access to justice and repair and prevent future torture. Specific: Increase opportunities for survivors to seek & obtain justice and repair in target countries and worldwide.

**Starting date:** 15/10/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** The Redress Trust Limited, Vauxhall Walk 87 3rd Floor SE11 5HJ London, United Kingdom, www.redress.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,033,805.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.71%

---

**Countries:** Burundi, Cambodia, Zimbabwe

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Criminal defender program

**EC internal:** 148025

**Summary:** Contribute to fostering an enduring culture of respect for human rights, in particular for the right of freedom from torture, the right to release from arbitrary detention and the right to a fair trial and due process.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** International Bridges to Justice Association, Rue de Berne 10, 1201, Geneve, Switzerland, www.ibj.org

**EU contribution:** € 766,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.80%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areas of activity</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project title</td>
<td>Prevention of torture in the PRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC internal</td>
<td>148024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Promoting external monitoring, ethical investigations and complaint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mechanisms to law enforcement agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting date</td>
<td>29/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiary</td>
<td>Great Britain China Centre, Belgrave Square 15, SW1X 8PS, London,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom, <a href="http://www.gbcc.org.uk">www.gbcc.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU contribution</td>
<td>€ 797,704.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% financed by the EU</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Moldova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areas of activity</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project title</td>
<td>Support to strengthening the national preventive mechanism as per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPCAT provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC internal</td>
<td>148070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatments or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>punishments, strengthen the National Preventive Mechanism in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compliance with UN requirements and the national human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protection and promotion systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting date</td>
<td>30/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiary</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme Moldova, 131, 31 August str.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chiainau, MD-2012, Moldova, <a href="http://www.undp.md">www.undp.md</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU contribution</td>
<td>€ 640,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% financed by the EU</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Moldova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areas of activity</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project title</td>
<td>Support to strengthening the national preventive mechanism as per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPCAT provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC internal</td>
<td>148070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatments or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>punishments, strengthen the National Preventive Mechanism in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compliance with UN requirements and the national human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protection and promotion systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting date</td>
<td>30/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiary</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme Moldova, 131, 31 August str.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chiainau, MD-2012, Moldova, <a href="http://www.undp.md">www.undp.md</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU contribution</td>
<td>€ 640,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% financed by the EU</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areas of activity</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project title</td>
<td>Creation of a national system for preventing torture and ill-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC internal</td>
<td>148099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Contribute to the setting up of a national system for the prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of torture and ill-treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting date</td>
<td>20/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiary</td>
<td>Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group, Ivanova Street 27, Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4, PO Box 10430, 61002, Kharkiv, Ukraine, <a href="http://www.khp.org">www.khp.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU contribution</td>
<td>€ 696,680.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% financed by the EU</td>
<td>69.73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Torture

Countries: Cameroon, Chad, Italy
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Together with VI.TO.
EC internal: 222503
Summary: Ensure rehabilitation services to torture survivors in Italy, including advocacy work towards the Italian Authority and promote exchange and capacity building with rehabilitation centres from Cameroon and Chad.
Starting date: 03/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Italian Council For Refugees, Via Del Velabro 5a 00186 Roma, Italy, www.cir-onlus.org
EU contribution: € 1,387,462.58
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
EC internal: 222722
Summary: Prevent torture and ill-treatment through setting up preventive mechanisms and combating impunity for grave human rights violations committed in the recent past.
Starting date: 01/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Human Rights Foundation of Turkey, Akbas Mahalles Sarıka Sok 7 Hamamonu Altindag 06080 Ankara, Turkey, www.tihv.org.tr
EU contribution: € 232,180.90
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Strengthening the integrated and holistic approach to the fight against torture and ill-treatment
EC internal: 223173
Summary: Contribute to the improvement of democracy in Turkey and raise the standards of fundamental freedoms and human rights by preventing torture and ill-treatment.
Starting date: 01/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Foundation for Society and Legal Studies, Fikret Tuner Ishani 55-57 Kat 3 Kuloglu Mahallesi Turnacibasi Sok 34433 01 Istanbul, Turkey
EU contribution: € 487,924.54
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Preventing torture through accountability
EC internal: 148095
Summary: Monitor and document the use of torture and ill-treatment of Palestinian detainees by Israeli Security Forces, provide comprehensive, reliable, and accessible information to Israeli public and policymakers and the international community.
Starting date: 01/11/2008
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: B'Tselem the Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Administered Territories Association, Hatasiya St 8, 4th Floor, P.O. Box 53132, Jerusalem, Israel, www.btselem.org/English/index.asp
EU contribution: € 502,953.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Areas of activity</th>
<th>Project title</th>
<th>EC internal</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Starting date</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
<th>EU contribution</th>
<th>% financed by the EU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
<td>Combating and preventing torture and ill-treatment of Palestinian prisoners held in Israeli prisons and Palestinian civilians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT)</td>
<td>148034</td>
<td>Fight against impunity and support the rule of law in Israel by combating and preventing torture and ill-treatment of Palestinian prisoners in Israeli prisons and detention centres and Palestinian civilians in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.</td>
<td>01/05/2009</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>Adalah-the Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel, P O Box 510, 20200, Shafa’amar, Israel</td>
<td>€ 627,526.00</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
<td>The regional strategy for torture prevention</td>
<td>158729</td>
<td>Reduce the frequency of instances of torture and other forms of ill-treatment in the law enforcement institutions of targeted regions.</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>South Siberia Human Rights Centre, Ul. Suvorova 7, PO Box 7121, 654000, Novokuznetsk, Russian Federation</td>
<td>€ 142,000.00</td>
<td>79.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
<td>Towards the visibility and prevention of torture an unresolved and pressing issue of democracy in Argentina.</td>
<td>222063</td>
<td>Strengthen preventive mechanisms in Argentina so as to make progress in the compliance with UN requirements under the OPCAT.</td>
<td>13/10/2010</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>Center for Legal and Social Studies, Piedras 547 Piso 1 C1070 Aak Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
<td>€ 530,000.00</td>
<td>79.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Torture prevention</td>
<td>Prevention and comprehensive rehabilitation to persons and families of victims of torture in Colombia</td>
<td>222462</td>
<td>Contribute to the prevention, care and psychosocial rehabilitation of torture victims in Colombia. Specific Objective The provision of psychosocial care to victims of torture in Bogotá and in the regions of Cauca.</td>
<td>01/09/2010</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>Care Center Association, Avenida 24 NO 40-69 OF 501 Bogota, Colombia</td>
<td>€ 538,096.00</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Torture

Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Education on the convention against torture and OPCAT awareness programme in Bangladesh
EC internal: 256168
Summary: Criminalise torture and raise awareness on the UNCAT and OPCAT through monitoring and policy advocacy for the improvement of the human rights situation in Bangladesh.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Odhikar Association, Road 117 House 35 3rd Floor Gulshan 1212 Dhaka, Bangladesh
EU contribution: € 186,874.61
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Prevention of torture in Nepal
EC internal: 148079
Summary: Provide an integrated intervention strategy to reduce the incidence of torture by monitoring police detention, documenting cases and patterns of torture, initiating court cases to obtain redress, and through awareness-raising.
Starting date: 01/12/2008
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 557,532.47
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Pakistan
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Ending torture and ill-treatment of women in police custody in Pakistan
EC internal: 246127
Summary: Create awareness and improve the observance of women’s human rights by supporting CSOs in actions focusing on the prevention and eradication of torture and ill treatment and assisting women torture survivors.
Starting date: 24/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Oxfam, John Smith Drive Oxfam Great House OX4 2JY Oxford, United Kingdom, www.oxfam.org.uk
EU contribution: € 937,553.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Nigeria
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Promotion and implementation of the UN convention against torture for the full benefit of the legal organisations and civil society in Nigeria
EC internal: 148107
Summary: Promote knowledge and application of the Convention Against Torture by the judiciary, whilst increasing access to legal services for marginalised groups.
Starting date: 01/03/2009
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 479,713.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
**Torture**

**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Developing international controls on the trade and use of torture instruments

**EC internal:** 147999

**Summary:** Develop effective national, regional and international instruments and standards to control the trade and use of equipment commonly used for torture, through research, training and lobbying with the aim of strengthening controls at all levels.

**Starting date:** 01/04/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Omega Research Foundation, Bridge 5 Mill, 22A Beswick Street, Manchester M4 7HR, United Kingdom

**EU contribution:** € 667,442.00

**% financed by the EU:** 72.17%

---

**Countries:** France, Guinea Conakry, Lebanon, Mexico, Russian Federation, Sri Lanka

**Areas of activity:** Truth and reconciliation mechanisms, Torture prevention

**Project title:** Strengthening mechanisms of investigation, information, warning and monitoring against torture and other mistreatment.

**EC internal:** 222432

**Summary:** Contribute to better protection of victims of torture through increased knowledge of practices of torture and the strengthening of mechanisms of information, warning, monitoring and prevention of cases of torture.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Christian Action for the Abolition of Torture, Rue Georges Lardennois 7 75019 Paris, France

**EU contribution:** € 600,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.90%

---

**Countries:** Indonesia

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Reaching critical mass consolidation of juvenile justice reforms against torture and other forms of ill-treatment in former Soviet countries

**EC internal:** 252238

**Summary:** Enhance respect for Human Rights, the rule of law and good governance in the administration of justice for children in former Soviet countries. Develop specialized juvenile justice systems in line with International and European standards in 8 countries.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months


**EU contribution:** € 1,200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.90%

---

**Countries:** Cambodia

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Combating torture against children and improving the conditions of inmate children in prison

**EC internal:** 255504

**Summary:** To provide legal representative for juvenile defendants and children’s rights awareness.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Protection of Juvenile Justice Association, 36a Street 99 Sangkat Bengtrabek Khan Chamkamorn 859 Phnom Penh, Cambodia

**EU contribution:** € 277,400.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%
Torture

**Countries:** Yemen

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice, Children

**Project title:** Fighting torture of children

**EC internal:** 253303

**Summary:** To improve the status of juveniles 'children in dispute with the law' throughout the legal process in interrogation and punishment.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2010

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Foundation of Democracy School, Al Bonyah Street P.O. Box 818 Sanaa, Yemen, www.dsyemen.org

**EU contribution:** € 220,500.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Armenia

**Areas of activity:** Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Effective protection of human rights through the Human Rights Defender’s Institute as a national preventive mechanism in accordance with the Optional Protocol of the Convention Against Torture (OPCAT)

**EC internal:** 163496

**Summary:** Improve the protection of human rights in general in the field of penal (procedural) law, whilst promoting and increasing the role of the Human Rights Defender’s Institute as a National Preventive Mechanism both at the national and international levels.

**Starting date:** 05/02/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Rights Defender’s Institute in the Republic of Armenia, Pushkin 56A, Yerevan 0002, Armenia, www.ombuds.am

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
The European Union is founded on the principles of freedom, democracy, respect for human rights and the rule of law. Human rights and democracy are inextricably linked. Only in a democracy can individuals fully attain their human rights; only when human rights are respected can democracy flourish.

In supporting democratisation, the EU recognises the crucial importance of the widest participation in political decision-making and of the local ownership of development processes.

The EU supports locally-driven democratisation processes and initiatives through an appropriate mix of financial and political instruments adapted to the specific situation of each country, as long as such initiatives are compatible with international human rights standards. While EU geographic programmes ensure institutional support for national reform processes and democratic institution-building, the EIDHR supports local actions to empower disenfranchised groups, promoting dialogue and mediation between diverse interests within societies, and encouraging political pluralism, transparency, accountability and consultation.

Where the political environment seriously restricts civil society, we aim to promote human rights and protect democracy activists, by supporting freedom of opinion and expression, freedom of association and peaceful assembly, freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, and freedom of movement.

To support local democracy-building, the EIDHR works with a wide range of partners, from grass-roots organisations to international parliamentary associations, and from advocacy and watch-dog organisations to political foundations, trade unions and the media.

Democracy-building and the rule of law is the largest area of activity of the EIDHR. More than €300 million (60% of the total) were spent in 2007-2010 to promote democracy and fundamental freedoms worldwide. Of this amount, election observation missions accounted for €131 million.

During this period, more than 220 projects were funded on core democracy-building activities for a total value of more than €40 million (for example, voter education and participation of women in parliamentary elections). Most of these projects are listed in the compendium, giving a broad idea of the range of activities financed by the EIDHR.

Many other projects contribute to the spread of democratic values. Nearly 100 projects costing €62 million were funded in countries where human rights are most at risk, €40 million were allocated to projects supporting freedom of expression and association, while another 114 projects worth nearly €38 million targeted human rights education and strengthened civil society organisations. With the exception of some 100 projects which are considered confidential, extensive information on these projects is provided in the relevant thematic chapters.

The projects implemented so far have brought about legislative changes (electoral legislation in Moldova or the ratification and implementation of the Rome Statute by Chile); better information, media monitoring, and transparency of elections (the Philippines); strengthening parliaments and political parties (Yemen and Tajikistan); and increased participation of under-represented groups in decision making and/or political life in general (women in Azerbaijan and Ghana, youth in Kyrgyzstan and indigenous communities in Bolivia).
Twelve young women who took part in an 18-month long EC-funded rural leadership project in Azerbaijan were elected to municipal posts during the 2010 municipal elections.

The Leadership School for Young Women was established in five rural areas of Azerbaijan and 125 young women selected for training in the theory and practical skills of leadership. All participants were local residents and had to be involved in various types of social and political activity to qualify, willing to put the knowledge and skills acquired into practice to create better conditions in their local community.

Among them were representatives of local women groups, youth and human rights organizations and other NGOs, youth sections of political parties, local authorities, municipalities, employees of state entities, trade-unions, teachers, national and cultural associations, and journalists.

With the aim of promoting their roles in public and civic life at local, regional and national levels, the women had access to an experienced team of trainers, experts and consultants as well as training materials and equipment.

As well as being taught to problem-solve and be able to deal with a broad range of development and management activities, the women left the Leadership School prepared to make a practical contribution to democratic reform. They’re also likely to become active advocates of women’s rights within a strong regional network of young political and public female leaders.

The Leadership School is expected to develop into a permanent autonomous educational institution with branches in different regions of Azerbaijan.
Democracy

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Opening of the Dialogue
EC internal: 227038
Summary: Strengthening the role of the civil society in the democratic processes and improving citizens' participation in decision making in the local governments through improving communication between the citizens and the representatives of the authorities.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association for Development of Creativity, Majora Tepica Bb 18220 Aleksinac
EU contribution: € 37,920.00
% financed by the EU: 93.46%

Countries: Philippines
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Workers' Education and Monitoring for Clean Elections
EC internal: 219058
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute in increasing participation of workers' organisations in cleaner and more representative electoral politics.
Starting date: 18/01/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Ecumenical Institute for Labor Education and Research Inc Corp, Anonas St 15 Unit D 24 Cellar Mansion Barangay Quirino 3 A Project 3 1102 Quezon City, Philippines
EU contribution: € 60,429.00
% financed by the EU: 94.41%

Countries: FYROM
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes
Project title: First time voters outreach
EC internal: 216802
Summary: The Citizens Association for Development of the Democratic Institutions – MOST, Skopje focuses on improving first-time voters' knowledge about their rights and responsibilities in the election process and their active citizenship, including continued capacity-building of the country's formal education system.
Starting date: 21/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Citizens Association for Development of Democratic Institutions, Ul Strezoba Br 7 Karposh 1000, FYROM
EU contribution: € 49,722.00
% financed by the EU: 74.52%
Democracy

Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: My vote, my decision. Stop family and proxy voting

EC internal: 216795

Summary: The Centre for Research and Policy Making (CRPM), Skopje aims at fighting against the phenomenon of family and proxy voting in the election process and raising public awareness among marginalised women in selected municipalities in order to improve knowledge about basic democratic rights and duties.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Centre for Research and Policy Making – CRPM, Centar Za Istrazhuvane I Kreirane Na Politiki Cikp Skopje Združenje, Str. Avnoj 114 1 2, 1000 Skopje, FYROM

EU contribution: € 47,508.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Angola

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Searching for Common Ground

Starting date: 30/12/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Reforçando Princípios democráticos no meio dos jovens de Angola

EU contribution: € 299,922.36

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Magnifier to the Address

EC internal: 227321

Summary: The overall objective of the project is to increase the participation of young people in youth-related policy making by building the local monitoring capacity of youth organizations regarding services delivered to young people.

Starting date: 03/01/2010

Duration: 16 months

Beneficiary: Toplum Gonulluleri Vakfi

EU contribution: € 129,180.00

% financed by the EU: 76.97%

Countries: Papua New Guinea

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations, Access to education

Project title: Building grassroots democracy in rural and vulnerable areas of the Solomon Islands

EC internal: 228645

Summary: Strengthening political participation and democratic inclusiveness of young people in civil society through education and capacity building of youth groups.

Starting date: 01/04/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Live and Learn Environmental Education Trust

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 78.35%
Democracy

Countries: Papua New Guinea

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Democracy and Accountability Solomon Islands Workers and Communities, ‘Your Rights. Your Responsibilities.’

EC internal: 229112

Summary: To develop awareness of rights and responsibilities of workers, their families and communities to enable and stimulate them for informed participation in democratic processes.

Starting date: 01/04/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Solomon Islands National Union of Workers Trade Union

EU contribution: € 64,392.21

% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Increasing Participation through Education Training Young Leaders of Serbia in Democracy and European Affairs

EC internal: 226877

Summary: The overall objective is to facilitate greater political participation and representation of young people in regional and national centres: Belgrade, Nis and Novi Sad.

Starting date: 15/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: BFPE Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence, Decanska Str 1, 11000, Beograd, Serbia, www.bfpe.org

EU contribution: € 86,992.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Women in Shared Decision Making (WISDM) Project

EC internal: 229098

Summary: Support meaningful participation by women at all levels of government decision-making in the Solomon Islands by 2014, targeting potential women candidates in the National and Provincial elections, registered voters and parliamentarians.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Solomon Islands National Council of Women Trust Board

EU contribution: € 99,592.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Democracy

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Enhancing political participation of Roma in public administration
EC internal: 227182
Summary: Overall objective to contribute to enhanced participation of the Roma minority in public administration in accordance with legislation on national minorities and national policies on Roma.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Minority Rights Center, Francuska 37 A 16 11000 Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 42,450.00
% financed by the EU: 94.72%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Social Inclusion in Practice
EC internal: 226867
Summary: The overall objective of the project is to contribute to the qualitative implementation of institutional frames for including marginalized groups in the processes of making and implementing local policies.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Užice Center for Human Rights and Democracy, Vojvode Putnika Bb 31000 Uzice, Serbia
EU contribution: € 68,428.10
% financed by the EU: 79.78%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)
Project title: Inclusion of citizens in social and political life through advocating the right to petition and submit recommendations
EC internal: 226891
Summary: The objective of the project is to assess the efficiency of existing mechanisms for accomplishing the right to petition and recommend, to raise the awareness level about the need to respect the right to petition.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Lawyers Committee for Human Rights YUCOM, Svetogorska 17 11000 Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 74,888.00
% financed by the EU: 79.99%
Democracy

Countries: Montenegro

Areas of activity: Strengthening of parliamentary bodies, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Strengthening the cooperation between CSOs and the Parliament of Montenegro

EC internal: 223369

Summary: To increase the level of participation of 30 CSOs in the process of shaping and implementing public policies dealing with human and minority rights by the Parliament of Montenegro.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 17 months

Beneficiary: Center for Development of Non-Governmental Organizations, Dalmatinska 78, 20000 Podgorica Montenegro, www.crnvo.me

EU contribution: € 83,035.80
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Madagascar

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: School of Citizenship

EC internal: 255336

Summary: The overall objective is to promote civic engagement and accountability of leaders supported by the establishment of a permanent dialogue between administrators and the administered in 9 communes of 3 districts from the region Analamanga.

Starting date: 03/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association Lalana, Route Circulaire 249 Lot V08 Ter Miandrarivo Ambanidivy P.O. Box 841 101 Antananarivo, Madagascar, www.lalana.org

EU contribution: € 198,592.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Philippines

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Ensuring truthful and meaningful elections in 2010 and beyond

EC internal: 219099

Summary: The overall objective of the action is to contribute to honest, orderly and peaceful elections in the Philippines. The specific objective is to have empowered citizens towards improved accountability on electoral processes and laws.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Legal Network for Truthful Elections Inc Corporation, Rockwell Drive 20 Rockwell Center Room 303 3/F Ateneo Professional Schools Building 1200 Makati City, Philippines

EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 87%
Democracy

Countries: Papua New Guinea
Areas of activity: Deployment of the EU Election observation, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Coordination of International Observers for the 2010 Solomon Islands National Elections
EC internal: 246228
Summary: Solomon Islands government and relevant stakeholders have the capacity to ensure free, fair and transparent elections through the coordinated deployment and reporting of the international observer in the 2010 general election.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 9 months
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Increasing transparency of Russian electoral process through in-depth long-term election monitoring in Russian regions
EC internal: 255876
Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform, in supporting the peaceful conciliation of group interests and in consolidating political participation and representation.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Regional Non-Governmental Organization in Defence of Democratic Rights and Liberties "Voice", Pokrovskiy Boulevard 8/2a 109028 Moskva, Russia, www.golos.org
EU contribution: € 147,501.00
% financed by the EU: 92.77%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Deployment of the EU Election observation, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Eastern Sudan Elections Observation Capacity Building Initiative
EC internal: 165277
Summary: To contribute to making the 2009-2010 electoral process free and fair, enhance capacity to observe elections in Eastern Sudan, particularly in rural areas; and support development of civil society capacity in Eastern Sudan.
Starting date: 25/08/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: National Civic Forum Association* NCF Civic Forum Society, Kamil Amin Building Flat 15 - Khartoum North - P.O. Box 13108, Sudan
EU contribution: € 80,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Democracy

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and
democratic political representation, Children

Project title: No to political violence or manipulation of
adolescents and the young during the electoral campaign 2011

EC internal: 247047

Summary: The overall objective is to help creating a peaceful
conciliation climate during the electoral process of 2010, where
the rights of adolescents and the young at high social risk are
respected and can participate in a civic way.

Starting date: 09/09/2010

Duration: 19 months

Beneficiary: Fundacion Nicaragua Nuestra, Altamira
Distribuidora Vicky 2 C Al Norte 25 V Este No 122 Managua,
Nicaragua

EU contribution: € 269,987.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Sudan

Areas of activity: Deployment of the EU Election observation,
Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than
parliamentary bodies), Human rights education, training and
awareness-raising

Project title: Supporting Rights & Democracy for an Effective
Participation in Elections

EC internal: 165472

Summary: Contribute to the promotion of democratization
in Sudan through enhancing awareness about human rights,
citizenship rights and build capacities of civil society groups in
the field of civic and voter education, and elections monitoring
and observation.

Starting date: 26/08/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Association Sudan Human Rights Monitor,
Khartoum Z No 13 Sq We 2, PO Box 8384 - Khartoum, Sudan

EU contribution: € 92,000.00

% financed by the EU: 78.71%

Countries: Rwanda

Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral
processes

Project title: Observation of electoral processes

EC internal: 239570

Summary: The objective is to support the reliability and
transparency of the electoral and democratic process,
encourage participation and political representation in the
context of the presidential elections in August 2010 and
senatorial and local elections in 2011.

Starting date: 01/06/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: The Rwandan Civil Society Platform PESC
RCSPF, Kacyiru 6333 Kigali, Rwanda

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%
Democracy

Countries: Haiti
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Observation of Legislative and presidential elections in Haiti
EC internal: 249411
Summary: The overall objective is to observe the conduct of the election, the constitution of Departmental Electoral Offices (BED) and Office of registration and Voting (BIV), the granting of National ID cards and electoral registers.
Starting date: 15/09/2010
Duration: 7 months
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 90.91%

Countries: Nicaragua
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Citizen Participation and Preparation for Election Observation of National Elections 2011
EC internal: 251102
Summary: The objective is civil and voter education aimed at young people of the fourth and fifth year of college, who have access for the first time to the right to vote, and at the training of electoral observers.
Starting date: 03/01/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Institute for the development of democracy, Kilometro 9 1/2 Carretera A Masaya, 2438 Managua, Nicaragua
EU contribution: € 272,259.00
% financed by the EU: 89.61%

Countries: Papua New Guinea
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Informing the Public about the National General Election 2010
EC internal: 246007
Summary: The objective is to improve the number, quality and confidence of voter participation in the Solomon Islands national general election through comprehensive public information and awareness efforts.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 8 months
Beneficiary: Solomon Islands
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Zimbabwe
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Towards a new Zimbabwe - Sharing Skills for Dialogue on Pro-Poor Policies
EC internal: 209177
Summary: The project aims to build the capacity of the National Association of Non-Governmental Organisations and its member organisations in policy research, formulation and analysis in order for them to proactively engage in national policy formulation.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Catholic Institute for International Relations, Unit 3 Canonbury Yard 190a New North Road Islington N1 7BJ London, United Kingdom, www.progressio.org.uk
EU contribution: € 149,824.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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**Countries:** Rwanda

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** Rwanda Elections: Empowering Media and Civil Society

**EC internal:** 239631

**Summary:** The overall objective is to support the reliability and transparency of the democratic electoral process and enhance political participation and representation in the context of forthcoming presidential elections.

**Starting date:** 24/05/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Internews Europe Association, Rue Jeanne D’Arc 72 75013 Paris, France, www.internews.eu

**EU contribution:** € 299,946.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

---

**Countries:** Central African Republic

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Project support for strengthening human rights and good governance in the Central African Republic

**EC internal:** 254356

**Summary:** The general objective is to strengthen the rule of law, good governance and respect of human rights in the Central African Republic by increasing the capacity of the population, civil society and local authorities to participate in political processes.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 14 months

**Beneficiary:** Mercy Corps Scotland LBG, Sciennes 40 EH9 1NJ Edinburgh, United Kingdom, www.mercycorps.org.uk

**EU contribution:** € 250,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Ghana

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Ghana - Sustaining Credible Elections, Peace and National Cohesion.

**EC internal:** 234740

**Summary:** The proposed measures are intended to complement and deepen, rather than duplicate, on-going efforts at promoting a healthy democratic electoral process and environment in order to consolidate Ghana’s democratic process.

**Starting date:** 31/05/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Institute for Democratic Governance, Palm Street 10 Shiashi East Legon Cantonments 5767 Accra, Ghana

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 50.87%

---

**Countries:** Ghana

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Ghana - Promoting Democratic Citizenship to enhance election peace, transparency and credibility in Ghana

**EC internal:** 234685

**Summary:** The project contributes to peaceful, transparent and credible elections in Ghana through a 3-year (36 months) program of activities to impart knowledge, build skills and cultivate attitudes.

**Starting date:** 17/06/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Friedrich-Naumann Foundation, Karl Marx Strasse 2 14482 Potsdam Babelsberg, Germany, www.freiheit.org

**EU contribution:** € 297,104.33

**% financed by the EU:** 94.98%
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Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: Access to information and transparency
Project title: You have a right to know
EC internal: 249434
Summary: The overall objective is to increase transparency of governance by CSOs and citizens actively exercising their rights, promoting and consolidating free access to information.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Mans Network for Affirmation of NGO Sector, Dalmatinska 188 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro, www.mans.co.me
EU contribution: € 146,948.39
% financed by the EU: 94.00%

Countries: Yemen
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of opinion and expression, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Yemeni Parliament Watch
EC internal: 200469
Summary: Strengthening the accountability of the Yemeni House of Representatives through the monitoring of the performance of Parliamentarians, public reporting on performance and opinion polls on perception among the Yemeni public.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Yemen Polling Center, Al-Zubairi Street, P.O Box 12482 Sana’a, Yemen
EU contribution: € 213,212.00
% financed by the EU: 66.62%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes managed by civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Contributing to a Peaceful Democratic Transformation in Sudan through Civic Education Ensuring Free & Fair Election
EC internal: 215374
Summary: The overall aim of this action is to contribute to a smooth and peaceful democratic transformation in Sudan through free and fair elections, and to help in facilitating full citizen participation in the political process.
Starting date: 23/08/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Al-Khatim Adlan Centre for Enlightenment & Human Development Association - KACE, Street 57 House No 2 Block 10, Alamarat – Khartoum, Sudan
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Honduras
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Citizen oversight of the National Congress of Honduras
EC internal: 224649
Summary: The project aims at reinforcing democracy through the active participation of citizens and promoting a culture of greater transparency within the National Congress of the Republic of Honduras.
Starting date: 07/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Democracy without borders, Paseo Virgilio Zelay Rubi 1901, Contiguo A Condominios Paris Colonia Castano Sur, 3311 Tegucigalpa, Honduras
EU contribution: € 131,253.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Internet: vector of the transmission of democratic values in Morocco
EC internal: 242431
Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen citizen participation in local public debate, ensure proper conduct of democratic reforms and offer new areas of expression in civil society.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Foundation Abderrahim Bouabid, Rue de la Palestine Bettana 121 11000 Sale, Morocco
EU contribution: € 156,585.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Fostering Reform Process in Political Finances towards Strengthening Levels of Transparency and Accountability
EC internal: 172463
Summary: Raise awareness and increase participation of Indonesian political parties and other stakeholders on transparency and accountability issues concerning political party financing for the 2009 elections.
Starting date: 05/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Transparency International Indonesia, Jl Senayan Bawah 17 Blok S Rawa Barat Keboyoran Baru, 12180, Jakarta, Indonesia, www.t.or.id
EU contribution: € 98,665.58
% financed by the EU: 60.00%

Countries: Colombia
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Project ‘Quality of Citizenship a commitment to strengthening regional democracy’
EC internal: 222841
Summary: The objective is to improve the quality of the Colombian citizenship, to be informed, active and responsible, through the promotion of political participation, through the strengthening of civil society organisations.
Starting date: 02/07/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Electoral Observation Mission Association, Calle 54 10-81 Piso 4 Bogota, Colombia
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 93.90%

Countries: Lebanon
Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Advocacy on Electoral Reform for a Sustainable Democracy in Lebanon
EC internal: 165364
Summary: Support electoral reform by promoting voter education; building civil society election monitoring capacities in accordance with international standards; ensuring the continuity of the institutional debate on electoral reform after the elections.
Starting date: 04/06/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Lebanese Association for Democratic Elections, Spears Street, Sanayeh District, Ras Beirut, Zico House First Floor, 2040 3005, Beirut, Lebanon, www.ladeleb.org
EU contribution: € 157,539.86
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Democracy

**Countries**: Morocco

**Areas of activity**: Combating corruption, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Transparent Medina

**EC internal**: 228244

**Summary**: To reinforce the role of civil society in the promotion of human rights as well as to push for democratic reforms regarding in particular corruption problems in the Fes medina.

**Starting date**: 28/12/2009

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: L’union des Associations et des Amicales de Fes Medina, Akbet Mimouna Foundouk Lihoudi 13, 30000 Fes Medina, Morocco

**EU contribution**: € 123,335.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Russian Federation

**Areas of activity**: Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Freedom of opinion and expression, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title**: Increasing transparency of Russian electoral process through public discussion and promotion of a unified Electoral Code

**EC internal**: 206166

**Summary**: Increasing transparency of Russian electoral process through public discussion and promotion of a unified Electoral Code

**Starting date**: 01/01/2010

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Regional Non-Governmental Organization in Defence of Democratic Rights and Liberties 'Voice', Pokrovskiy Boulevard 8/2A, 109028 Moscow, Russia, www.golos.org

**EU contribution**: € 136,313.00

**% financed by the EU**: 71.00%

---

**Countries**: Sudan

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title**: Civic education through local FM radio

**EC internal**: 215750

**Summary**: The overall objective is to produce and broadcast civic education programmes in English which focus on the CPA, Interim Constitution of Southern Sudan, and the Election Law and to make the programmes available in local languages in the Nuba Mountains.

**Starting date**: 21/08/2009

**Duration**: 18 months


**EU contribution**: € 99,800.00

**% financed by the EU**: 53.57%

---

**Countries**: Zimbabwe

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Freedom of opinion and expression

**Project title**: Expanding civil society’s contribution to local and national debate through radio

**EC internal**: 209187

**Summary**: Through radio, to widen the awareness of and contribution to the local and national debate, so that many more people are able to take part in Zimbabwe’s democratic processes.

**Starting date**: 12/08/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Radio Dialogue Trust, 8th Ave Fife Street Pioneer House FM100 902 Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, www.radiodialogue.com

**EU contribution**: € 140,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 77.78%
Democracy

Countries: Jordan
Areas of activity: Strengthening of parliamentary bodies, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Changing Attitudes towards Human Rights and Democracy for the Students of the Vocational Training Institutions
EC internal: 167539
Summary: Observation and monitoring of parliamentary performance, to enhance representation of the Jordanian people, and advance democratic processes to improve public policies.
Starting date: 15/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Al-Hayat Center for Civil Society Development, Al Jamea Street Baha Eddin 5 Bldg, P.O. Box 4168, 21110, Irbid, Jordan, www.hayatcenter.org
EU contribution: € 199,300.00
% financed by the EU: 76.90%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Democratic Republic of the Congo Elections, Democracy and Local Radios (ELDRAP)
EC internal: 257060
Summary: The objective is to strengthen the production capacities of medias and Congolese journalists in the democratic process, leading the RDC to local, parliamentary and presidential elections in 2011.
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Network of associative and community medias in Low Congo, Avenue Mobutu 109 Quartier Disengomoka P.O. Box 27 Mbanza Ngungu, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 74,700.00
% financed by the EU: 89.50%

Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Enhanced civic oversight of reforms in Ukraine in the framework of ENP
EC internal: 253513
Summary: The overall objective is to boost European integration efforts of Ukraine by way of improved fulfilling of its obligations before the institutions of the European Union.
Starting date: 21/12/2010
Duration: 21 months
Beneficiary: Stichting European Partnership for Democracy, Passage 31 2511 Ab Den Haag, The Netherlands
EU contribution: € 194,453.37
% financed by the EU: 89.92%
Democracy

Countries: Azerbaijan

Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes

Project title: Monitoring the 2009 Municipal and 2010 Parliamentary Elections

EC internal: 158489

Summary: Assist the preparation and conduct of a comprehensive monitoring programme for the 2009 municipal elections and 2010 parliamentary elections.

Starting date: 03/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Independent Assistance Center for the Sake of Civil Society, Mirza Fatali Str 152, Baku, Azerbaijan

EU contribution: € 208,837.00

% financed by the EU: 79.51%

Countries: Azerbaijan

Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes

Project title: Capacity-building training seminars on organising and conducting elections

EC internal: 158246

Summary: Incorporate new electoral campaigning technologies into the activities of civil society organisations, election administrators and media groups, whilst providing training on electoral campaigning and strategies.

Starting date: 23/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Social Strategic Studies and Analytical Investigations Social Union, Azadlig Prospekti 192/219, 1106, Baku, Azerbaijan

EU contribution: € 128,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova

Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes

Project title: Support to Free and Fair Elections in South Caucasus and Moldova

EC internal: 140322

Summary: Assist the conduct of elections in line with international standards. Pre-electoral support is essential to prepare the elections and in the post electoral period there is a need for follow-up.

Starting date: 01/01/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe, 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int

EU contribution: € 500,000.00

% financed by the EU: 50.00%
Democracy

**Countries:** El Salvador

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Impact to the democratisation of the electoral system

**EC internal:** 255088

**Summary:** The overall objective is to help transform the conditions of exclusion and inequality institutional policy by strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations in advocacy for the realization of political reforms.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Social Initiative for Democracy Association, Urbanización Satelite Pasaje Venus 23 U 01101 San Salvador, El Salvador

**EU contribution:** € 281,651.80

**% financed by the EU:** 93.00%

**Countries:** Mozambique

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Civic Education and Election Observation

**EC internal:** 157967

**Summary:** Contribute to citizenship and electoral observation training for ordinary citizens, to empower them to participate in the forthcoming elections and election monitoring, and in organising and observing future elections.

**Starting date:** 13/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Associação Forum Nacional das Associações Moçambicanas, Avenida Eduardo Mondlane 1170, RC Porta, Maputo, Mozambique, www.teiaforum.org.mz

**EU contribution:** € 139,538.70

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Media Action for Voter Education (MAVE)

**EC internal:** 166322

**Summary:** Provide the citizens of Moldova with balanced electoral information before and following the 2009 parliamentary elections.

**Starting date:** 16/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Eurasia Foundation Moldova Representative Office, 49/4, Tighina Street, 3rd floor, MD-2001, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, www.eurasia.md

**EU contribution:** € 139,120.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Monitoring the Presence of the Political/Electoral Actors at the Main Television Channels During the Pre-Electoral, Electoral and Post-Electoral Period of the Parliamentary Elections 2009

**EC internal:** 166345

**Summary:** Contribute to the organization of free and fair elections; establish a political culture among political/electoral actors; building democratic practices in the activity of TV channels when presenting electoral and political actors.

**Starting date:** 16/10/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Electronic Press Association, 9/9 Sfatul Tarii Str, Chisinau, MD-2012, Moldova, www.apel.md

**EU contribution:** € 94,750.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.61%
Democracy

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes
Project title: Promoting the Exercise of Fundamental Democratic Rights
EC internal: 140588
Summary: Improve fundamental rights and electoral processes at local self-government level in 20 communities in the oblasts Issyk-Kul and Naryn.
Starting date: 01/01/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Eurasia Foundation of Central Asia, Shopokov Street 89, 720021, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
EU contribution: € 85,039.74
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes
Project title: Fair Parliamentary Elections-2010
EC internal: 211087
Summary: To assist in the development of fair elections through the activation of civil society’s role in election process in the Republic of Tajikistan.
Starting date: 07/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: National Association of Political Scientists of Tajikistan (NAPST), Rudaki Avenue 20 724016 Dushanbe, Tajikistan
EU contribution: € 170,056.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Enhancing Political Participation of Young Political Leaders in Vojvodina
EC internal: 162424
Summary: Facilitate greater political participation and representation of young people in Vojvodina; strengthening capacities and networks for a new generation of young local and national political leaders.
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence, Decanska 1, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.bfpe.org
EU contribution: € 75,895.00
% financed by the EU: 53.44%
Democracy

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Young Prometheus Serbian Youth as a Carrier of a Strong Democratic Society of the Future

**EC internal:** 163038

**Summary:** Encourage the young population of Serbia to be active citizens aware of the principles of a democratic society.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Novi Sad School of Journalism, Zmaj Jovina 4 II, 21000, Novi Sad, Serbia, www.novinarska-skola.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 67,500.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.89%

**Countries:** Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Awareness-Raising Towards Civic Vote and Election Observation

**EC internal:** 170229

**Summary:** Provide public awareness action and civic training concerning the electoral law in order to carry on the 2009 renewal process of the Haitian senate.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Conseil National d’Observation des Elections Association, Angle Rue Casseuset/Wilson 19, P.O. Box 19241, Pacot Port au Prince, Haiti

**EU contribution:** € 98,662.40

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Election Observation for the Renewal of One Third of the Senate

**EC internal:** 172567

**Summary:** Raise awareness of election issues and train election observers, supervisors and trainers. The project will deploy 3,500 national observers and prepare a quantitative analysis of the results.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 8 months

**Beneficiary:** Conseil National d’Observation des Elections Association, Angle Rue Casseuset/Wilson 19, P.O. Box 19241, Pacot Port au Prince, Haiti

**EU contribution:** € 249,717.00

**% financed by the EU:** 100.00%

**Countries:** Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Dynamic Identity Assertion Process of the Socio-political Scene in Two Towns of the Low North-West

**EC internal:** 169755

**Summary:** Support local authorities to boost the participative process in the local development of Jean Rabel and Mole St-Nicolas, in the North-West.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Ansanm Pou Yon Demen Miyo An Ayiti Association, Boulevard du 15 Octobre 76, Route de department of Haiti. Tabarre, Port au Prince, Haiti

**EU contribution:** € 80,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Democracy

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Consolidation of democracy and participatory governance in local entities of the city of Kinshasa

EC internal: 256967

Summary: Practices of democracy and participatory governance have increased substantially in the hands of leaders and population within each local government in Kinshasa.

Starting date: 15/12/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Network of Civic Education in the Congo Kinshasa, 7e Rue Industrielle 24bis Commune de Limete P.O. Box 372 Kin 1 Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 65,000.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

---

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Project to support the democratic process with non-state actors in the Haut-Uele

EC internal: 256990

Summary: The general objective is to strengthen the technical and operational non-state actors (NSAs) in the Haut Uele and surrounding area in the management of the electoral process and create a good synergy between them and ameliorate concertation and participative dialogue.

Starting date: 15/12/2010

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: University of Uele, Avenue des Langhes 45 670 Isiro Haut Uele, Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 82,800.00

% financed by the EU: 87.44%

---

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Strengthening citizen participation in electoral processes through the provision of information services, education and training election observers for the elections of 2011

EC internal: 250016

Summary: The objective is to improve the conduct of elections by disseminating information to the public, training for election observation of a network of existing volunteers and support young people exercising for the first time their right to vote.

Starting date: 23/09/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Asociacion Hagamos Democracia, Colonial Los Robles Casa 11 Funeraria Don Bosco 1 1/2 C Este Managua, Nicaragua

EU contribution: € 268,640.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

---

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Strengthening Civil Society Bulungu in the context of democratic reforms

EC internal: 164959

Summary: Bringing Civil Society Bulungu to recover and re-organize in order to be operational and fully play its role as power-cons to the holders of power in the context of democratic reforms.

Starting date: 13/10/2008

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Compagnons des Amis du Développement, Avenue Lukengo 36, Commune de Lukolela, Kikwit (Bandundu province), Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 55,091.95

% financed by the EU: 89.18%
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Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Support the Strengthening of Citizen Participation in Urban-Rural Communes of Kinshasa and the City Of Kindu

EC internal: 164673

Summary: Strengthen citizen participation in local governance and participatory governance on democracy, human rights, democratic reforms. Promote a change of the attitudes and practices towards the rights of women, children and persons with disabilities.

Starting date: 01/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 70,119.00
% financed by the EU: 88.42%

Countries: Moldova

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Stimulating Civic Responsibility within the Election Campaign 2009

EC internal: 166342

Summary: Raise the interest of citizens in democratic processes, in particular the 2009 parliamentary elections; monitor the Parliament’s actions upon elections to assess the implementation of the promises made during the campaign.

Starting date: 16/10/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 134,250.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Moldova

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Creating Provincial Parliamentary Liaison Cells of the Local Committees on Participatory Governance

EC internal: 165045

Summary: Networking Committees of Local Participatory Governance (CLPG) in each province for the establishment of provincial parliamentary liaison cells; support the actions of CLPG in the situation analysis, problem identification and solutions.

Starting date: 01/11/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 70,189.78
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Moldova

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Learning Democracy

EC internal: 167133

Summary: Encourage young people over the age of 18 from three different regions to participate in parliamentary elections from 2009 and local elections from 2011 onwards.

Starting date: 24/10/2008

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Consiliul Municipal Al Tinerilor Din Sectorul Hincesti Associatia, 121/32 Mihalcea Hincu Str, Hincesti, MD-3401, Moldova, Moldova

EU contribution: € 143,599.14
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Democracy

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Small Provincial Assemblies

EC internal: 230012

Summary: The general objective of the project is to contribute to the development of democracy and promotion of political participation and representation in the decision-making processes through empowering organised civil society and strengthening civilian and parliamentary cooperation. The project will contribute to strengthening the quality and inclusiveness of national dialogue on the main democratic issues of Turkey.

Starting date: 16/02/2010

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 98,900.00

% financed by the EU: 71.54%

Countries: Morocco

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Promotion of good parliamentary practices

EC internal: 242583

Summary: This proposal aims to contribute to strengthening the rule of law and democracy by initiating a dialogue between elected officials and civil society to restore confidence in parliamentary institutions.

Starting date: 21/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association Supporting the Group Democracy and Modernity, Rue d’Oran 9 Bis Gauthier 20000 Casablanca, Morocco

EU contribution: € 190,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan

Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform

Project title: EU-Central Asia Rule of Law Initiative

EC internal: 220187

Summary: The programme’s objective is to help Central Asian countries to develop legislation and practices in the field of the rule of law in order to meet their international obligations.

Starting date: 15/12/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe, 67075, France, www.coe.int

EU contribution: € 600,000.00

% financed by the EU: 100.00%
Democracy

Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Strengthening Civil Society Voice in Promoting Democratic Governance and Reform
EC internal: 164757
Summary: Empower citizens as electorates to enjoy a more informative climate and demonstrate their rights to effective participation in democratic governance.
Starting date: 18/11/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia, Street 122, House 138, Teuk Laaki Khan, Toul, Kork, PO Box 1146, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, www.bigpond.com/kt/users/comfrel
EU contribution: € 70,000.00
% financed by the EU: 70.23%

Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Capacity Building for Local CSOs to Enhance Democratic Participation and Representation in Aceh and Papua
EC internal: 253188
Summary: The Action seeks to strengthen the role of civil society organisations in the governance process in Aceh and Papua and through training programmes. The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the enhancement of democratic participation.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Konrad-Adenauer Foundation, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de
EU contribution: € 99,960.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Promotion of Human Rights and Democratic Reform in Aceh
EC internal: 254395
Summary: The action aims to empower civil society to participate in legal, judicial and security sector reforms & in strengthening democratic institutions in Aceh and to support Acehnese civil society to promote justice & accountability of human rights abuses.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 99,960.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Promoting qualified interaction between civil society and members of the National Assembly in Vietnam
EC internal: 244981
Summary: The objective of the action is to strengthen the impact of the National Assembly of Vietnam on the responsiveness of legislation and government actions to the needs of the broad population of the country.
Starting date: 01/11/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%
Democracy

Countries: Indonesia

Areas of activity: Promotion of political pluralism, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Enhancing Political Representation and Participation to Improve Participation and to Enhance Responsiveness and Accountability of the Political System, within the Context of Local Elections or Leading up to National Elections in 2009

EC internal: 169700

Summary: Enhance political representation and participation and improve political accountability at local and national electoral levels. The project improves party capacities to generate junior candidates.

Starting date: 05/01/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Indonesian Parliamentary Center Association, Jl Teuku Cik Ditiro Kav 37A Paviliun Menteng, 10310, Jakarta Pusat, Indonesia

EU contribution: € 79,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Ukraine

Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: The Citizen and the State: Developing Partnership for Good Governance in Ukraine

EC internal: 249851

Summary: The objective is to increase political transparency and good governance in Ukraine, through improved policy and strategy processes at local and regional levels, and enhanced accountability and citizen engagement with elected representatives.

Starting date: 24/09/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: The British Council, Spring Gardens 10 SW1A 2BN London, United Kingdom, www.britishcouncil.org

EU contribution: € 170,299.00

% financed by the EU: 89.73%

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Building Capacity for Policy Debate in Armenia

Project title: Promotion of political pluralism


EU contribution: € 180,000.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%
Countries: Mali

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Development and resource mobilisation and territorial competencies of Douentza, Diéma and Nièro for the strengthening of their capacity in the fields of civil and political rights and social and cultural rights

EC internal: 218886

Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen capacities of the newly elected officials, improve the integration of existing multiple actors in the territories in decision making, invite the elected representatives to dialogue with each other.

Starting date: 09/06/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Council of Circle Douentza, 5ème Quartier Conseil de Cercle de Douentza Douentza Mopti, Mali

EU contribution: € 123,852.07

% financed by the EU: 79.80%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Save the Water Strengthening Local Self-Government in Palestine

EC internal: 230905

Summary: The action seeks to increase the understanding of democracy and human rights of three local Palestinian communities as to develop self-governance and inter-institutional dialogue using the experience of wastewater re-use.

Starting date: 22/11/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: The Palestinian Institution for Development and Democracy - The Way, Jamal Abdel Nasser Street 13 Al Ram East Jerusalem, West Bank and Gaza Strip

EU contribution: € 104,300.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Morocco

Areas of activity: Strengthening of parliamentary bodies

Project title: For the Strengthening of Democratic Budget in Parliament

EC internal: 159508

Summary: Highlight the important role of Parliament in democratic life by promoting its involvement in budget reform. Train MPs on the ongoing fiscal reform, evaluate the impact on the design and formulation of the reform.

Starting date: 02/03/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Fondation Abderrahim Bouabid Association, Rue de la Palestine Bettana 121, 11000, Sale, Morocco

EU contribution: € 129,972.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

Project title: Local Self-Governance Club as Mass Media Assistance Tool

EC internal: 163500

Summary: Contributing to the reduction of human rights violations and other illegal practices used in the Local Self-Governance Bodies and assisting in the democratization process and decentralization of governance.

Starting date: 05/02/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Information Educational Centre Contributing to the Development of the Local Government, Burnazyan Street 23, Yerevan 375005, Armenia

EU contribution: € 98,000.00

% financed by the EU: 79.35%
### Democracy

**Countries:** Georgia
**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights
**Project title:** Our Choice—Real Self Governance
**EC internal:** 211023
**Summary:** Promotion of democratic reforms in five municipalities of the Adjara region; - Promotion of fair and transparent elections in self government bodies; - Promotion of the introduction of real self government principles in target municipalities
**Starting date:** 25/11/2009
**Duration:** 14 months
**Beneficiary:** Young Scientists Union Intellect
**EU contribution:** € 99,996.00
**% financed by the EU:** 79.85%

**Countries:** Kazakhstan
**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
**Project title:** Development of effective legal and social instruments for protection of the civil and human rights of vulnerable groups in Kazakhstan
**EC internal:** 203725
**Summary:** The aim is to develop effective instruments to protect the rights of vulnerable people and to empower civil society institutions. The specific objective is to promote the political participation of civil society institutions and vulnerable groups.
**Starting date:** 01/12/2009
**Duration:** 24 months
**Beneficiary:** Association of Social Workers Disabled and Volunteers, Baizakova Street 289-1 Apt 1 050008 Almaty, Kazakhstan
**EU contribution:** € 97,079.90
**% financed by the EU:** 79.59%

**Countries:** El Salvador
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
**Project title:** Civil and Political Rights and Good Governance at the Local Level
**EC internal:** 169836
**Summary:** Improve the capacity of citizens to promote human rights at the local level; boosting the understanding and promotion of civil and political local and Municipal rights.
**Starting date:** 20/02/2009
**Duration:** 24 months
**Beneficiary:** Fundación Dr Guillermo Manuel Ungo, Av La Revolucion Pasaje 6 Casa 147, Colonia San Benito, El Salvador, www.fundaungo.org.sv
**EU contribution:** € 222,981.00
**% financed by the EU:** 77.08%

**Countries:** Guatemala
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
**EC internal:** 160012
**Summary:** Contributing to a political dialogue among citizens for increased access to justice, security and the enjoyment of human rights, especially for women and indigenous peoples.
**Starting date:** 13/12/2008
**Duration:** 24 months
**Beneficiary:** Fundación Myrna Mack, 6A Calle 1-36, Zona 10, Edificio Valsari 5 TO, nivel Oficina, 01010, Guatemala, Guatemala, www.myrnamack.org.gt
**EU contribution:** € 80,000.00
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Tajikistan

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Soghd Youth Initiatives

**EC internal:** 211107

**Summary:** Strengthening the role of youth in promoting democratic reforms in the Soghd region by supporting the activities and capacity-building of civic society youth organizations.

**Starting date:** 10/11/2009

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Group of Initiative Volunteers - Accent Public Association* GIV-ACCENT, Tajikistan

**EU contribution:** € 92,869.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.45%

---

Countries: Morocco

**Areas of activity:** Combating corruption, Managed by civil society organisations, Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** Against corruption for an equal and transparent society

**EC internal:** 222202

**Summary:** Contributing to the democratic reform and reinforcement of the rule of law by enhancing the role of young people in the prevention of and fight against corruption.

**Starting date:** 11/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Association Chouala pour l’Education et la Culture, Complexe Culturel Touria Sekkat Cite Plateau Maarif, Casablanca, Morocco

**EU contribution:** € 199,326.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.75%

---

Countries: Morocco

**Areas of activity:** Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** Social justice at the service of Human Rights

**EC internal:** 220900

**Summary:** Promotion of social justice, towards a judicial system which entrusts the population with their rights and duties

**Starting date:** 09/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Association Mouvement Alternatives Citoyennes, Rue Mohammed Elhayani 21, Appt 16, Fes, Morocco

**EU contribution:** € 133,019.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

Countries: Turkey

**Areas of activity:** Human prison system

**Capacity building of organisations**

**Project title:** Preventing Human Rights Abuses in F Type Security Prisons in Turkey

**EC internal:** 171169

**Summary:** Protection of human rights for prisoners in F Type Prisons in Turkey; establishment of a sustainable model for improved prison conditions, including the enhancement of the role of civil society in independent monitoring.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Civil Society in the Penal System Association, Istiklal Cad Gazeteci Erol Dernek Sokak 11/3, D 5 Hanif Beyoglu, 34433, Istanbul, Turkey, www.cezaevindestk.org

**EU contribution:** € 77,400.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Combating corruption
Project title: Turkey – Advocacy and Legal Advice Centre (T-ALAC)
EC internal: 234825
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to democracy, rule of law and human rights in Turkey through building the capacity of civil society and local institutions to combat corruption.
Starting date: 15/04/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Seffaflik Derneği, Pehlivan Sok Merike Nakari Apt 11 D 29 Mecidiyekoy 34374 Istanbul, Turkey
EU contribution: € 139,365.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Combating corruption
Project title: Legal Assistance Centre Anti Corruption
EC internal: 242433
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the establishment of good governance in Morocco by strengthening citizen participation in the fight against corruption and advocacy for improving the institutional framework, transparency and accountability.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Transparency Maroc, Bd Khouribga 24 3ème étage 20 000 Casablanca, Morocco
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 92.36%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Combating corruption
Project title: Enhancing the Effectiveness of an Independent Judiciary and Empowering Civil Society’s Monitoring Role on the Judiciary
EC internal: 214512
Summary: The project aims at improving the role of the judicial authority in building the national integrity system and enhancing judicial authority integrity, accountability, independency and its capacity in fighting corruption.
Starting date: 13/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The Coalition for Accountability and Integrity (AMAN) Association, Irsal Street Rimawi Building 1st Floor 69647 Ramallah, West Bank and Gaza Strip
EU contribution: € 206,865.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform
Project title: Institution Building The Need for a Constitutional Court in Palestine
EC internal: 156964
Summary: Publicly highlight the need for the establishment of a constitutional court in Palestine as stipulated by the Palestinian Basic Law and the Constitutional Court Law (2006).
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Palestinian Center for the Independence of Judiciary and the Legal Profession, Albirah Albalua the court Street 1226, in front of Shaqaeq Anouman flower shop, 00972, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.musawa.ps
EU contribution: € 93,347.57
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
**Democracy**

**Countries:** Morocco

**Areas of activity:** Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Justice Reform

**EC internal:** 159501

**Summary:** Contribute to the reforming of the justice system to implement the proper application of law, the status of the judiciary, lawyers and other court officials. To strengthen the independence and impartiality of judicial actors. Help the implementation of the Labour Code.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Adala Justice Association, Rue Hassan Benchekroun 10, Cité de la Garde Agdal, 10000, Rabat, Morocco

**EU contribution:** € 141,514.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Morocco

**Areas of activity:** Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Initiative for the Institutionalization of a Human Rights Approach to the Justice System in Morocco

**EC internal:** 159494

**Summary:** Promoting respect for international conventions on human rights and transparency by strengthening the capacities of legal professionals; those of actors of civil society in monitoring; creating spaces for reflection, dialogue and advocacy.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 28 months

**Beneficiary:** Forum des Alternatives Maroc ‘FMAS’, Rue el Cadi Ayyad 63, Diour Jamaa, 10000, Rabat, Morocco

**EU contribution:** € 200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 76.37%

**Countries:** Cambodia

**Areas of activity:** Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Establishment of a Database of Legal and Regulation Texts and Dissemination of Thematic Reports for the Strengthening of the Rule of Law and Human Rights in Cambodia.

**EC internal:** 218717

**Summary:** This project will make the law more accessible, more understandable and more clearly expressed—in three languages Khmer, French, and English. It will be a strong step towards the empowerment of civil society.

**Starting date:** 18/12/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Royal University of Law and Economics, Monivong Boulevard Sangkat Tonle, Bassac Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh - P.O. BOX 842, Cambodia, www.rule.edu.kh/coopfr

**EU contribution:** € 197,751.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.20%
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**Countries:** Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice, Human prison system, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Promoting public policies and democratic reforms to guarantee the rights of persons subject to pre-charge detention (‘arraigo’)

**EC internal:** 222294

**Summary:** The project aims at influencing public policies and reform in order to guarantee basic rights for persons under pre-detention charges such as the rights to presumption of innocence, due process, physical integrity, etc.

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Comisión Mexicana de Defensa y Promoción de los Derechos Humanos, Tehuantepec 142, Colonia Roma Sur, C. P. 06760, Ciudad de México, Mexico, www.cmdpdh.org

**EU contribution:** € 95,535.08

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Institutionalisation/Strengthening of 12-Step Rehabilitative Addiction Programmes (Atlantis) in the Georgian Penitentiary System
EC internal: 162697
Summary: Assist the Georgian government in establishing a sustainable basis for fulfilling its drug prevention commitments by establishing on a firm basis one of the recognised methods of rehabilitation of dependent prisoners (12-steps).
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Women’s Club Peoni Union, George Brtskinvale 4159, Didi Digomi, 0131, Tbilisi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 79,996.80
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Initiative for the protection of the rights of the imprisoned and improvement of their detention conditions
EC internal: 221373
Summary: Promotion of the respect for prisoners’ dignity, the respect of the rights of the imprisoned and improvement of their detention conditions through the reinforcement of capacities of detention centre administration professionals.
Starting date: 11/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Observatoire Marocain des Prisons Association, Rue des Batignoles 10, Belvedere, Casablanca, Morocco
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Cameroon
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Dignity in Detention (DIDE) promoting respect for minimum standards of rights of detainees in prisons in Cameroon
EC internal: 254952
Summary: The project idea is to humanize the conditions of the treatment of people throughout the criminal justice system, from the facilities shutdown to detention centres.
Starting date: 23/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 299,858.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Developing a comprehensive and multi-angle model of youth detention centres’ rehabilitation services ensuring human rights
EC internal: 225535
Summary: Ensure respect for human rights for all detainees, strengthen the young “people who use drugs” (PWUD) to become a conscious group in civil society, ensure access for 400 young detainees to their rights regarding psycho-social support and legal aid.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Phare Ponleu Selpak Association, Anchanh Village Ochar Commune, PO Box 316 Battambang, Cambodia, www.phareps.org
EU contribution: € 140,100.00
% financed by the EU: 79.78%
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Countries: Cameroon
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Defending the rights of detainees and the improvement of their conditions of detention in Cameroon
EC internal: 254945
Summary: The general objective is to bring the Cameroonian authorities to implement legal instruments improving the amelioration of the situation, honouring respect for Human Rights in places of detention.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Association of Refugees Without Borders, Rue Castelnau 34 en face du Collège King Akwa 99322 Douala, Cameroon
EU contribution: € 213,127.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Pakistan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Police training and capacity building for democracy and human rights.
EC internal: 223083
Summary: To contribute to a police force in Islamabad that respects and protects human and child rights of the public and that have the trust of the citizens.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 214,548.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Independence of the judiciary, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Project on the reform of justice and the reinforcement of the rule of law in Guatemala
EC internal: 224504
Summary: The project aims at reinforcing the rule of law in Guatemala and at promoting a larger awareness and practice of international human rights law among lawyers and officials working in the justice sector
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.41%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Restoring Justice for justice officials and agents of social change in Revenga
EC internal: 228113
Summary: The project aims at developing an innovative approach for the reintegration into society of juvenile delinquents, through education and training with a focus on human rights with an aim of improving social coexistence, Alcatraz project
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: El Consejo 2118, Jose Rafael, Revenga Aragua, Venezuela
EU contribution: € 119,869.31
% financed by the EU: 77.01%
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Countries: Angola

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Reinforcement of Institutional Capacity

EC internal: 214918

Summary: Improve the defence and promotion of human rights and access to justice in Angola through awareness-raising campaigns, reinforcement of civil society’s defence of human rights in five cities, and improving access to legal representation on the local level.

Starting date: 22/12/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: TROCAIRE, Rua Quicombo 52, S. Paulo - Luanda, Angola, www.trocaire.ie

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 50.60%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Independence of media and freedom of the press

Project title: Media & Security... Consolidating the Bridges

EC internal: 230906

Summary: It seeks to overcome the lack of access of Palestinian journalists to information related to the Palestinian security and justice policies and build trust between official Palestinian security & judiciary staff and media.

Starting date: 01/11/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Internews Middle East Co, 56 Ikhwan Assafa St Wadi Al Jawz 66907 Jerusalem, Israel

EU contribution: € 187,245.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Independence of the judiciary

Project title: From the Legal System to the Independent Judicial Authority

EC internal: 241499

Summary: The overall objective of the project is to contribute to the establishment of an independent judicial authority and promote the judicial protection of the rights of the population in Armenia.

Starting date: 25/11/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: FEMIDA, Arshakunyts Street 2 10th Floor 375023 Yerevan, Armenia, www.femida.am

EU contribution: € 108,444.00

% financed by the EU: 90.41%

Countries: Central African Republic

Areas of activity: Independence of the judiciary


EC internal: 214926

Summary: The aim of the anthropological training of judges is the secularization of the judicial practice which will help judges to develop analytical skills in dealing with cases of witchcraft.

Starting date: 28/12/2009

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 180,000.00

% financed by the EU: 77.99%
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Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Independence of the judiciary
Project title: Strengthening Democracy in Ukraine through Monitoring of Government Decisions in the Context of the European Neighbourhood Policy with Ukraine in Accordance with Good Governance and Rule of Law
EC internal: 165824
Summary: Monitor the fulfilment of government commitments and obligations in the context of the European Neighbourhood Policy with Ukraine in accordance with principles of good governance, independence of the judiciary, fair trial and the rule of law.
Starting date: 19/11/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Political and Legal Reforms, 11 Mechnykova St., apt. 33, 01021, Kiev, Ukraine
EU contribution: € 193,017.00
% financed by the EU: 78.37%

Countries: Paraguay
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Independence of the judiciary
Project title: Reinforcing the Ministry of Public Defence to guarantee access to justice to vulnerable groups of society
EC internal: 224454
Summary: The project aims at contributing to the elaboration of a legal framework that ensures the autonomy of the Ministry through lobbying campaigns, social campaigns, reinforcement of the capacities of HRDs and authorities, etc.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 104,793.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Lao PDR
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Independence of the judiciary
Project title: Participation in the reinforcement of the lawyer’s profession in Lao PDR
EC internal: 222167
Summary: The aim of this project is to undertake advocacy training for lawyers (for students and in the exercising of their profession) and the training of Laotian trainers (lawyers or legal practitioners).
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 177,714.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Jamaica
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Deepening Education, Advocacy and Legal Support – Empowering for Defence of Rights
EC internal: 256282
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the strengthening of the capacity of Jamaica’s Justice System and Civil Society to promote and provide accountability to the citizens of Jamaica.
Starting date: 04/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 298,504.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Achieving Overall Availability of Legal Service and Developing a Rehabilitation System for Juveniles in Conflict with Law
EC internal: 162577
Summary: To accomplish and develop the juveniles' justice system in Adjara region hereby provoking activation of the corresponding state structures and state programmes; promoting overall availability of the legal service in Adjara region; promoting practical introduction of the corresponding state structures and state programmes.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 22 months
Beneficiary: Institute of Democracy Union, Parnavaz Mepe 93-99, 6010 Batumi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 99,972.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Rwanda Community Clinical Law Project
EC internal: 154016
Summary: To assist disadvantaged and vulnerable segments of the Rwandan community in four districts in improving their condition through better access to justice.
Starting date: 31/10/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Human Rights First Rwanda, PO Box 6084, Kigali, Rwanda NA
EU contribution: € 88,232.46
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: France, Italy, Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: SYNOMIA - Setting up of an Active Network of Independent Non-Judicial H.R. Structures (NHRSs) - Ombudsmen and H.R. Commissions at Nation-Wide and Sub Nation-Wide Levels
EC internal: 140327
Summary: Prevent and compensate for human rights violations in ex-CIS countries including Russia and the South Caucasus, the Balkans and Turkey.
Starting date: 11/12/2007
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Council of Europe, Avenue de l'Europe, 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int
EU contribution: € 450,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Investigation of Israeli Security Forces Personnel
EC internal: 159407
Summary: Strengthen the culture of accountability among the Israeli Security Forces Personnel (ISFP) by raising the standards of investigations of criminal offences committed by ISFP against Palestinians in the West Bank.
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Yesh Din Volunteers for Human Rights, Hazayit Street 1, Ruth and Paul Kedar, PO Box 3425, 47253, Ramat Hasharon, Israel, www.yesh-din.org
EU contribution: € 247,946.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
## Rule of law

### Countries: Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Strengthen the Fulfilment of Human Rights by Members of the Public Security Forces

**EC internal:** 171148

**Summary:** Help protect human rights among the law and order institutions in the state of Nuevo León, especially among the personnel in charge of processed women and/or the condemned, minors, and migrants or people without papers.

**Starting date:** 12/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo Leon, Avenida Universidad s/n, Ciudad Universitaria, 6642, San Nicolas de los Garza, Mexico, www.facdyC.uanl.mx

**EU contribution:** € 75,798.40

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

### Countries: Brazil

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Access to Justice for Slum Based Youth Groups of Rio de Janeiro

**EC internal:** 168847

**Summary:** Extend the access to justice and defence of the human rights of the communities of ‘Complexo da Maré’, the ‘German complex’, and ‘Manquinhos’ in the city of Rio de Janeiro, by strengthening the action of communitarian juvenile organizations.

**Starting date:** 02/02/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Fase Federacao de Orgaos para Assistencia Social e Educational Fundacao, Rua das Palmeiras 90, Botafogo, 22270 070, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

**EU contribution:** € 144,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

### Countries: Afghanistan

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Justice Assistance Mechanism

**EC internal:** 243491

**Summary:** The overall objective of the action is to improve the provision of justice in Afghanistan. The Specific objective is to provide linkages between the formal and informal justice mechanisms through innovative programming.

**Starting date:** 07/09/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Cooperation for Peace and Unity, Street 1 House 5 opposite to the Attorney General Office 13032 Kabul, Afghanistan

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

### Countries: Bangladesh

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Institutionalising Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) for Enhanced Access to Justice of Vulnerable Communities

**EC internal:** 155236

**Summary:** Enhance access to justice for the landless, poor and women in two southwest coastal sub-districts of Bangladesh by strengthening local institutions to administer traditional judiciary systems and building links with the Union Parishad & Upazila.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Shushilan Association, Plot G-3 (Ground & 1st floor), KDA Jalil Sarani, Muzgunni R/A, Boyra, 9100, Khulna, Bangladesh, www.shushilan.org

**EU contribution:** € 218,235.20

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Papua New Guinea
Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)
Project title: Strengthening human resources and rule of laws in the highlands of PNG
EC internal: 221826
Summary: The objective of the action is to ensure Respect for Rule of Law and Respect for Human Rights in the Region and to empower the communities with skills to resolve conflicts through a restorative justice process using customs and traditions.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Peace Foundation Melanesia Inc, Douglas Street Lot 2 Section 3, PO BOX 1272 - Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
EU contribution: € 299,600.00
% financed by the EU: 74.60%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: SSR (Security Sector Reform), Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Supporting the reform of the system of evaluation of police performance in Russia, through research, advocacy and cooperation with civil society
EC internal: 205935
Summary: The overall objective is to create preconditions and initiate reform of the police performance evaluation system in order to prevent human rights violations by police and increase the level of human rights protection.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Public Verdict Foundation, Ulansky Pereulok 24/1, 103045 Moscow, Russian Federation
EU contribution: € 146,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.78%

Countries: Nicaragua
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Exercising citizens' rights by teenagers and young people in Esquipulas - Matagalpa
EC internal: 222007
Summary: Contributing to the participation of adolescents and youngsters of both sexes in decision-taking processes at the local level in 7 rural communities in the municipality of Esquipulas.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Colectivo de Mujeres 8 de Marzo, Kilometro 6 Carretera Norte Siemens 2 Cuadra Arriba 1/2 Cuadras Al Sur, CP 505 Managua, Nicaragua
EU contribution: € 160,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Professional Journalists for Democratic Elections
EC internal: 239628
Summary: The objective is to involve the Rwandan population in the electoral process of 2010 and 2011 by independent media coverage to strengthen the rule of law and democracy in Rwanda.
Starting date: 18/05/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Syfia International Association, Rue du Carre du Roi 20, 34000 Montpellier, France, www.syfia.com
EU contribution: € 242,544.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Reporting for Democracy
EC internal: 239556
Summary: The overall objective of Reporting for Democracy is to strengthen the role of civil society through facilitating political participation, public dialogue and reconciliation by promoting independent and professional election media coverage.
Starting date: 27/05/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Deutsche Welle, Kurt Schumacher Strasse 3, 53133 Bonn, Germany, www.dw-world.de
EU contribution: € 187,062.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Managed by civil society organisations
Project title: Co-operation of civil society and military institution as a guarantee of human rights observance of the military team.
EC internal: 216560
Summary: To provide a guarantee of human rights observance for the military men and reducing violence in the Kyrgyz army through co-operation of civil society, military institutions and the Committee of defence capacity of Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic.
Starting date: 08/10/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Public Association of Soldiers’ Mothers, Tuyukskaya Street 137, 720007 - Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, www.oosm.kg
EU contribution: € 113,536.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Jamaica
Areas of activity: Managed by civil society organisations
Project title: We Want Justice!
EC internal: 228118
Summary: The overall objective of this project is to strengthen the capacity of communities and civil society organisations in Jamaica to put structures in place for improved justice administration and the promotion of rights and democratic governance.
Starting date: 19/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Dispute Resolution Foundation Ltd
EU contribution: € 290,000.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: El Salvador
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Political rights and political parties law: Strengthening the representative and represented link
EC internal: 254807
Summary: The overall project objective is to strengthen representative democracy and political rights of citizens, taking into account the recommendations of the Electoral Observation Mission of the European Union 2009.
Starting date: 03/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Dr Guillermo Manuel Foundation, Av La Revolucion Pasaje 6 Casa 147 Colonia San Benito 01 97 San Salvador, El Salvador
EU contribution: € 274,899.00
% financed by the EU: 90.80%
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**Countries:** Brazil

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Promoting access to justice for vulnerable groups and civil society organisations in Brazil through strategic advocacy

**EC internal:** 228305

**Summary:** The general objective is to promote access to justice for vulnerable groups, victims of violations of Human Rights (DH), through strategic advocacy in the courts as in other instances and through the provision of legal services in Brazil.

**Starting date:** 18/11/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Association of Human Rights Network, Rua Barão de Itapetininga 93 5 Andar 01402 908 Sao Paulo, Brazil, www.conectas.org

**EU contribution:** € 144,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 50.13%

---

**Countries:** Morocco

**Areas of activity:** Combating corruption

**Project title:** National Observatory of Corruption

**EC internal:** 242434

**Summary:** The objective is to contribute, through information and citizen participation, the widespread culture of human rights and transparency in Morocco, establish a monitoring mechanism of the phenomenon of corruption in Morocco.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Transparency Maroc, Bd Khouribga 24 3ème Etage 20 000 Casablanca, Morocco

**EU contribution:** € 230,302.00

**% financed by the EU:** 92.01%

---

**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights

**Project title:** Catalysing human rights institutions towards effective justice delivery

**EC internal:** 232116

**Summary:** The overall objective is to streamline and strengthen the National and State Human Rights Commissions to function as effective, efficient, transparent and accountable institutions that address human rights violations.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Folkekirken Nodhjaelp, Norregade 13 1165, København K, Denmark, www.danchurchaid.org

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Constitutional and legislative reform

**Project title:** Dialogue for a comprehensive legislative agenda on public security with a focus on human rights

**EC internal:** 223136

**Summary:** Contributing to the definition of legitimate, stable and effective legislative agreements on public security that focus on human rights and that reflect a large consensus among civil society organizations.

**Starting date:** 27/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Socios-México/Centro de Colaboración Cívica, Avenida México 271 Hipódromo Condesa entre Parras y Laredo, Cuauhtémoc District, Mexico City, Mexico, www.colaboracioncivica.org

**EU contribution:** € 90,743.20

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Strengthening of parliamentary bodies, Freedom of opinion and expression

Project title: Parliament as Catalysts for Free Media and Democratic Society

EC internal: 167607

Summary: Protect freedom of expression by increasing the accountability of parliament and creating the space for an exchange of experiences between parliamentarians and the media regarding challenges to the freedom of expression.

Starting date: 19/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Center for Defending Freedom of Journalists, Queen Rania el Abdallah Street, opposite the Ministry of Agriculture, P.O. Box 961167, Amman 11196, Jordan, www.cdf.org

EU contribution: € 198,522.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Russian Federation

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Making Small Beautiful Education for Democracy in the Countryside and Small Towns of Russia

EC internal: 205915

Summary: The action is aimed to promote local democracy, develop an electoral framework and facilitate concerted civil society monitoring of the implementation of international human rights commitments.

Starting date: 01/03/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Center in support of Democracy Human Rights ‘Geliks’, Ul. Zheleznovodskaya Dom 17/5 Liter D, 199155, St-Petersburg, Russia, irena.org.ru

EU contribution: € 150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Philippines

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Enhancing Civil Society Participation in Electoral and other Political and Democratic Processes

EC internal: 205304

Summary: Informed, active and effective citizen participation in local governance, particularly the electoral process; capable, responsive and accountable local governments that effectively deliver the necessary services and enable citizen participation.

Starting date: 03/11/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Philippine Rural Reconstruction Movement Inc Corporation* PRRM

EU contribution: € 199,960.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Costa Rica

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Strengthening the role of civil society in the promotion of Human Rights and democratic reforms, building a peaceful conciliation of interests of different groups.

EC internal: 259507

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the participatory development of local security policies in the province of Limón, Costa Rica.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress, Avenida Segunda contiguo a la Plaza de la Democracia 8 6410 100 San José, Costa Rica

EU contribution: € 97,643.39

% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Promoting Democracy and Citizens’ Rights in Resource-Dependent Communities

**EC internal:** 255910

**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote inclusiveness, pluralism and overall democratisation in rural settlements in Northwest Russia and Siberia.

**Starting date:** 21/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Independent Social Research, Ligovsky Prospect 87 Room 24h Letter 191040 St-Petersburg, Russia, www.cisr.ru

**EU contribution:** € 149,441.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Indonesia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Promotion of Human Rights and Democratic Reform in Aceh

**EC internal:** 254395

**Summary:** The action aims to empower civil society to participate in legal, judicial and security sector reforms & in strengthening democratic institutions in Aceh and to support Acehnese civil society to promote justice & accountability of human rights abuses.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Catholic Agency for Overseas Development Trust, Westminster Bridge Road 55 Romero Close SE1 7JB London, United Kingdom, www.cafod.org.uk

**EU contribution:** € 99,960.00

**% financed by the EU:** 50.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights

**Project title:** Strengthening the Rule of Law and Promotion of Democratic Reforms in the North Caucasus

**EC internal:** 157712

**Summary:** Conduct litigation, advocacy, legislative analysis and impartial information on human rights to the wider public in the Northern Caucasus. The project will also provide recommendations for improving the human rights situation in the region.

**Starting date:** 26/12/2008

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Memorial Human Rights Centre, Maliy Kartniy Per H 12, 103051, Moskva, Russian Federation, www.memo.ru

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 50.58%

---

**Countries:** Bolivia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Strengthening Civil Society to improve the participation and the promotion of democratic reforms and Human Rights in rural municipalities in southern Bolivia

**EC internal:** 254509

**Summary:** The general objective is to contribute to the development and consolidation of democracy, the rule of law, respect of UDHR and fundamental freedoms of people in the south of Bolivia.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 33 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre of Research and Support of Farmers, Calle Ciro Felix Trigo 1346 Zona Fatima 489 Tarija, Bolivia, www.ciac-idr.com

**EU contribution:** € 298,461.58

**% financed by the EU:** 94.91%
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**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Public Lobby

**EC internal:** 162638

**Summary:** Support the population of Akhaltsikhe, Ninotsminda and Akhalkalaki in the development of society capacity, their inclusion in democratic governance and political dialogue, in the political representation and decision-making processes at municipality level.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Union of Demokrat Meskhs, Rustaveli Street 26, 0800, Akhaltsikhe, Georgia

**EU contribution:** € 72,131.29

**% financed by the EU:** 79.15%

---

**Countries:** Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Vote Mock Election Initiative for Moldova

**EC internal:** 166339

**Summary:** Build capacity and cooperation amongst Moldovan NGOs to educate and mobilize Moldovan voters to participate in the parliamentary elections 2009.

**Starting date:** 23/10/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Österreichisches Hilfswerk fur Internationale Zusammenarbeit, Ebendorferstrasse 6/5, 1010, Wien, Austria, www.en.hilfswerk.at

**EU contribution:** € 86,495.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Uganda

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Strengthening Civil Society, Media and Local Councils’ Capacity to Promote Political Pluralism, Democratic Participation and Representation at Local Government Level in Uganda.

**EC internal:** 171122

**Summary:** Assist civil society to develop greater cohesion and capacity to work on political pluralism, democratic participation and representation at the local and government level, as well as to promote responsiveness and accountability of political leaders.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Klingelhoferstrasse 23, 10785, Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de

**EU contribution:** € 167,752.89

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Citizen’s participation in the development of democracy and improvement of human rights at local level

**EC internal:** 259133

**Summary:** The general objective is to empower the role of the CS in promotion of human and minority rights and peaceful consolidation of the minority, women and marginalized group’s interests in the local communities of areas of special state concern.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Serbian Democratic Forum Association, Gunduliceva 55 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, www.sdf.hr

**EU contribution:** € 89,199.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90%
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**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Education on electoral culture and on responsible citizenship in the cities and territories in the province of Oriental Kasai

**EC internal:** 256756

**Summary:** The general objective is to strengthen the capacities of 360 animators from different organisations of civil society from Eastern Kasai regarding electoral awareness and education on responsible citizenship.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Center of Study and Popular Formation, Cite 84 99/100 Quartier Tshikisha 1056 Kanshi Mbujiemai, Democratic Republic of the Congo, www.cefopk.tk

**EU contribution:** € 93,700.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Extended coalition for prison reform

**EC internal:** 226803

**Summary:** The overall objective is to increase competences (level of knowledge, skills and experience) of NGOs (extended coalition) in the field of democratic reforms.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Human Rights Nis Association, Generala Milojka Lesjanina 12/1 18000 Nis, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 79,600.22

**% financed by the EU:** 80%

---

**Countries:** Jordan

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Hear my voice I can vote now!

**EC internal:** 224910

**Summary:** To strengthen the participation of young voters between the ages 18-21 in five electoral districts in the upcoming Jordanian Elections in 2011 to be better involved and represented in the electoral process and outcomes.

**Starting date:** 10/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Jordanian Centre for Civic Education Studies, Paris Street Building No. 25, Ali Abdel Hadi Complex, 3rd floor, Swefieh, P.O. Box 141824, Al Bayadir, 11814 Amman, Jordan, www.jcces.org

**EU contribution:** € 200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
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**Countries**: Indonesia

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title**: Capacity Building for Local CSOs to Enhance Democratic Participation and Representation in Aceh and Papua

**EC internal**: 253188

**Summary**: The Action seeks to strengthen the role of civil society organisations in the governance process in Aceh and Papua and through training programmes. The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the enhancement of democratic participation.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Konrad-Adenauer Foundation, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de

**EU contribution**: € 98,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 54.89%

---

**Countries**: Panama

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice

**Project title**: Citizens’ participation for a new Justice of the Peace (Justicia de Paz)

**EC internal**: 229216

**Summary**: Promoting the participation of civil society organizations in the discussions, adoption and implementation of a new justice of the peace in Panama.

**Starting date**: 24/12/2009

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Citizens’ Alliance Pro Justice, Tumba Muerto Edificio Plaza Aventura Mezzanine Officina M 3 P.O. Box 081910767, 587 Panama City, Panama

**EU contribution**: € 79,952.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Jamaica

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice

**Project title**: Education, Advocacy and Legal Support - Empowering for Defence of Rights

**EC internal**: 228117

**Summary**: Representation to the victims of rights abuse and/ or their families, and the taking of international test cases/ petitions in areas where there is no state provision for legal aid.

**Starting date**: 13/01/2010

**Duration**: 16 months

**Beneficiary**: Jamaicans for Justice Limited

**EU contribution**: € 278,370.00

**% financed by the EU**: 100.00%

---

**Countries**: Brazil

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice

**Project title**: Promoting access to justice for vulnerable groups and civil society organisations in Brazil through strategic advocacy

**EC internal**: 228305

**Summary**: The general objective is to promote access to justice for vulnerable groups, victims of violations of Human Rights (DH), through strategic advocacy in the courts as in other instances and through the provision of legal services in Brazil.

**Starting date**: 18/11/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Association of Human Rights Network, Rua Barao de Itapetininga 93, 5 Andar 01402 908 Sao Paulo, Brazil, www.conectas.org

**EU contribution**: € 144,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 50.13%
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Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Accountability and Public Participation via FOI Implementation
EC internal: 241555
Summary: Overall objectives of the project are public authorities’ responsibility improvement for public resources usage and increasing the general public participation in local and state governing and in control of budget funds.
Starting date: 25/11/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Journalists Club Asparez, Trdat Chartarapet Street 14/8 31102 Gyumri, Armenia
EU contribution: € 113,160.00
% financed by the EU: 89.21%

Countries: Guyana
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Enhancing Participation, Responsiveness, Accountability and Conflict Management through Training
EC internal: 254227
Summary: The project trains two hundred local stakeholders in assisting administrators in the execution of their responsibilities. It facilitates engagement of non-administrators with the local administration, and develops networks of community stakeholders.
Starting date: 17/11/2010
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: University of Guyana, Turkeyen Campus East Coast Demerara P.O. Box 101110 413741 Georgetown, Guyana
EU contribution: € 77,058.71
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: The South Sudan Mirror
EC internal: 229755
Summary: The objective is to enhance the inclusiveness and pluralism of civil society by engaging South Sudan’s rural population in monitoring human rights and democratic reform, to enhance their political representation and participation through publishing.
Starting date: 19/07/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Media Diversity LBG, Great Titchfield Street 43 51 W1W 7DA London, United Kingdom, www.media-diversity.org
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 57.02%
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**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue

**Project title:** Civil Dialogue on Local Level

**EC internal:** 258096

**Summary:** The objective is to contribute towards participation of civil society in developing and implementing public policies at local level.

**Starting date:** 21/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Macedonian Center for International Cooperation Foundation, Nikola Parapunov B B P.O. Box 55 1060 Skopje, FYROM, www.mcns.org.mk

**EU contribution:** € 75,750.00

% financed by the EU: 84.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Promoting Decentralization in Favour of Increased Citizen Participation in Decision Making

**EC internal:** 163061

**Summary:** Contribute to the establishing of consensus on decentralization and the consolidation of political presentation and representation in Serbia.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 14 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Civil Society Development Protecta Udruzenje, Obrenoviceva TPC Kalca B/43, 18000, Nis, Serbia, www.protecta.org.rs

**EU contribution:** € 92,750.00

% financed by the EU: 78.42%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

**Project title:** Monitoring of public services and TV debates

**EC internal:** 256215

**Summary:** The overall objective of the action is to increase accountability, transparency and efficiency of public institutions with an emphasis on judiciary, health and education.

**Starting date:** 17/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Balkan Investigative Reporting Network BIRN, Mensa E Studenteve Kati I 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 299,500.00

% financed by the EU: 75.15%

---

**Countries:** Pakistan

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Freedom of opinion and expression, Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** Promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms in Pakistan

**EC internal:** 216586

**Summary:** To secure civil and political rights through strengthening the capacity of the local government, civil society organizations and citizens that assist in establishing good governance, respect of rule of law and freedom of speech and information.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Stichting Care Nederland, Juffrouw Idastraat 11, 2513 BE - Den Haag, The Netherlands, www.carenederland.org

**EU contribution:** € 692,940.00

% financed by the EU: 79.17%
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**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Participation of young people from minority and rural areas in the South Caucasus Region

**EC internal:** 167296

**Summary:** The main objective is to establish a mechanism for the continuous promotion of the political participation of young people from rural and minority areas in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan in civil society and political activities.

**Starting date:** 26/10/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung EV*, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 - 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de

**EU contribution:** € 1,470,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.86%

---

**Countries:** Kazakhstan

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Democratization of the Electoral Process through the Network of Trade Union Leaders and Activist Members

**EC internal:** 140622

**Summary:** Raise awareness levels of 9 trade union leaders from different project locations on electoral processes and legislation, whilst strengthening their multiplier skills.

**Starting date:** 21/11/2007

**Duration:** 9 months

**Beneficiary:** Kyrgyz Adult Education Association, Ul. Tynystanova 164, 720040, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

**EU contribution:** € 35,764.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Local Administration for the Quality of Life of Citizens

**EC internal:** 155774

**Summary:** Contribute to better living conditions across 14 municipalities in BiH, by promoting an ethic of responsibility for the citizen among local authorities.

**Starting date:** 20/11/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Civic Initiatives, Fra Grge Martica 8, 75000, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.ccibh.org

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 72.44%

---

**Countries:** Montenegro

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title:** Monitoring respect for human rights in closed institutions in Montenegro

**EC internal:** 249573

**Summary:** The specific goal is to advocate for legal and policy reform and support the control functions of the Ombudsman and Parliament over the state administration and judiciary to respect the rights of residents in closed state institutions.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2011

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Rights Action HRA, Moskovska Bb 20 000 Podgorica, Montenegro

**EU contribution:** € 117,991.69

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
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Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations, Persons with disabilities

Project title: Strengthening the role of civil society in promoting and respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms.

EC internal: 246313

Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen the Role of Civil Society in promoting and respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms - including the right to vote - for people with disabilities in the priority municipalities.

Starting date: 01/10/2010

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Revolutionary Organization of Disabled Ernesto Che Guevara, Colonia Tica Bus 2 C Al Sur Residencia Bolonia Managua, Nicaragua

EU contribution: € 253,342.00

% financed by the EU: 89.89%

Countries: Sudan

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Access to information and transparency

Project title: Towards active participation in the election process

EC internal: 215746

Summary: Overall objective of the action is to enhance political representation and participation of the marginalised indigenous rural people especially women of South Kordofan State in the political life in general and the election process in particular.

Starting date: 24/08/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Sudanese Development Call Organization Association, Squire No 4 House No 4 Danagla, South - PO Box 10592 - 1111 Khartoum North, Sudan

EU contribution: € 60,202.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Georgia

Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice

Project title: Civil Society Contribution to the Humanization of the Criminal Justice System

EC internal: 242098

Summary: The overall objective of the action would be to contribute to the criminal justice reforms in Georgia and, in particular those that challenge the punitive approaches, by also involving the civil society.

Starting date: 17/12/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 94,995.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Mozambique

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Review of the Mozambican electoral law

EC internal: 233713

Summary: The project aims to restore the power of choice of citizens and principle of free participation in political life to contribute to improving the stability and range of electoral legislation.

Starting date: 01/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Konrad-Adenauer Foundation, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de

EU contribution: € 102,000.00

% financed by the EU: 50.00%
Countries: Ghana

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Ghana - Good Governance through Increasing Women’s participation in Ghana’s political processes

EC internal: 234681

Summary: The overall objective is to create a conducive environment where women are able to effectively participate in politics and public life in the long term.

Starting date: 10/06/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Ghana (Women in Law and Development in Africa), Lokko Road Osu Premises of Christian Council LG488 Accra, Ghana

EU contribution: € 279,545.68

% financed by the EU: 46.00%

---

Countries: Ghana

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Ghana - Supporting Women’s Participation in Elections in northern Region

EC internal: 234689

Summary: The overall objective of the action is to strengthen and enhance women’s participation and representation at the local and national level governance in the northern region of Ghana.

Starting date: 04/06/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Ghana Developing Communities Association, CM Block IV Ghoggu Acric TL 2211 Tamale, Ghana

EU contribution: € 264,124.23

% financed by the EU: 94.42%

---

Countries: Ghana

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Ghana - Enhancing Women’s participation in Elections.

EC internal: 234706

Summary: The overall objective is to create a conducive environment where women are able to effectively participate in politics and public life in the long term.

Starting date: 02/06/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Republic of Ghana

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

---

Countries: Ghana

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Ghana - Increased Women’s participation and representation in parliament.

EC internal: 234735

Summary: The overall objective is to increase the number of women MPs up from the present 19 out of 230 to 40-60 out of 230 in the 2012 parliamentary elections.

Starting date: 04/06/2010

Duration: 30 months


EU contribution: € 299,190.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Ghana

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation

**Project title:** Ghana - Women in politics

**EC internal:** 234743

**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote a more inclusive and peaceful democratic process in politics in Ghana and to increase rural women’s political participation in the Upper West Region.

**Starting date:** 04/06/2010

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Concern Universal, King Street 21 HR4 9BX Hereford, United Kingdom, www.concern-universal.org

**EU contribution:** € 267,439.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

Countries: Ghana

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Ghana-Increased women’s participation and representation in politics in Ghana.

**EC internal:** 234713

**Summary:** The overall objective is to address the inequalities in representation and effective participation of women in politics and to increase women’s participation and representation in politics and decision-making.

**Starting date:** 25/06/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Abantu for Development, HSE No A 30 adjacent Belfort School Baatsona Spintex 4 Kanda Accra, Ghana

**EU contribution:** € 296,518.00

**% financed by the EU:** 52.70%

---

Countries: Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation

**Project title:** Promoting Women’s Participation in Politics and Access to Political Leadership in Plateau State

**EC internal:** 169013

**Summary:** To contribute to gender equality in democratic governance through the promotion of increased political participation of women in politics and decision-making at all levels.

**Starting date:** 23/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Community Based Development Forum Inc Trustees, Crudan Complex Sabon Barki, Plateau State, PO Box 13484, Postcode 930001 - Jos, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 76,726.14

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

Countries: Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation

**Project title:** Increasing Women’s Participation in Governance of Political Parties in Nigeria

**EC internal:** 168768

**Summary:** To increase Women’s Participation in Governance of Political Parties in Nigeria.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Legal Defence and Assistance Project Ltd GTE, Ikorodu Rd 270 Anthony Village - Lagos, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 95,263.85

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Afghanistan

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Empowering Afghan Women to Participate in Local and National Political and Public Life

EC internal: 168719

Summary: Empower women by providing them with opportunities to participate in public debate through the production of radio programming on community and political participation, and by supporting them to take action to achieve their rights.

Starting date: 17/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 66.95%

Countries: Sierra Leone

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes

Project title: Opening Political Space at Chiefdom and Ward Levels for Marginalised Voices: Women and Youth

EC internal: 254316

Summary: The overall objective is to create political space at the chiefdom and ward levels for marginalised voices of women and youth, to increase the capacity of women and youth in out-of-reach areas of Sierra Leone to participate in elections processes.

Starting date: 03/01/2011

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 594,560.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Project support for women and girls of Kasai Oriental for mass participation in elections.

EC internal: 256812

Summary: The general objective is to strengthen the capacities of women and girls over decentralisations and elections, and to bring women and girls to a political participation.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Centre of women of information and training for development, Av Inga 100 Kasai or 453 Dibindi Mbuimayi, Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 90,400.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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**Countries:** Egypt

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation

**Project title:** Supporting Women Leadership and Participation in Elections ‘Elections Supportive to Women Engagement in Public life’.

**EC internal:** 169627

**Summary:** To strengthen women involvement in public life and circles of decision makers to benefit the ordinary citizens in getting better public services and alleviated poverty conditions and a more transparent and responsive government through active participation.

**Starting date:** 05/08/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** One World Foundation for Development & Civil Society Care, Omarat Al Patrol St 7 beside P.O. Box 121 Embaba Giza Tawfekia Club Ahmed Orabi St Mohandessein, Egypt, www.owf-eg.org

**EU contribution:** € 134,071.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.50%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Citizens’ Centre

**EC internal:** 171604

**Summary:** Establishing a Citizens’ Centre to coordinate and enhance capacities and cooperation of all the potential stakeholders.

**Starting date:** 20/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** PGP CRP Civil Rights Project Sisak, Rimska 6, Sisak 44000, Croatia, www.crpsisak.hr

**EU contribution:** € 90,896.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Sierra Leone

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Opening Political Space at Chiefdom and Ward Levels for Marginalised Voices Women and Youth

**EC internal:** 254316

**Summary:** The overall objective is to create political space at the chiefdom and ward levels for marginalised voices of women and youth, to increase the capacity of women and youth in out-of-reach areas of Sierra Leone to participate in election processes.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Search for Common Ground, Belliardstraat 205 1040 Brussels, Belgium, www.sfcg.org

**EU contribution:** € 594,560.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Kosovo Youth for Democracy and Peace-building

**EC internal:** 225665

**Summary:** This contract aims at increasing the ability of youth in Kosovo to actively participate in society and engage in their communities, facilitate integration among Kosovo youth from different communities and promoting dialogue on issues.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Common Ground Foundation, Str Albert Svajcer 6 1000 Skopje, FYROM

**EU contribution:** € 99,750.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.00%
Rule of law

**Countries**: Nicaragua

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Children

**Project title**: Young exercising their rights to active participation, to be able to implement change in society and in public policy

**EC internal**: 246323

**Summary**: The objective is strengthen youth organisations and youth leaders, especially women, in the municipalities of intervention to influence the public policy cycle, strengthen democracy and promote respect of human rights.

**Starting date**: 10/09/2010

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Oxfam, John Smith Drive Oxfam Great House OX4 2JY Oxford, United Kingdom, www.oxfam.org.uk

**EU contribution**: € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 72.81%

---

**Countries**: Guyana

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Children

**Project title**: Building Youthful Citizens in Democracy

**EC internal**: 252138

**Summary**: The project aims at increasing participation of youth within the target group in political, societal community decision making and/or economic processes.

**Starting date**: 19/10/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Partnership and Networking for Development in Guyana, Barrack Street Lot 109 E Kingston Georgetown, Guyana

**EU contribution**: € 79,875.00

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

---

**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Youth Civic Education Project

**EC internal**: 155724

**Summary**: Through local authority and NGO interaction, this project encourages the youth of the Ilidza Municipality (BiH) and Eastern Sarajevo (Republika Srpska) to take a lead in protecting their rights, influencing decision makers and improving their life quality.

**Starting date**: 22/11/2008

**Duration**: 21 months

**Beneficiary**: Association KULT, Banjska 2, 71210, Ilidza, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.kultbih.org

**EU contribution**: € 59,521.10

**% financed by the EU**: 90%

---

**Countries**: Angola

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title**: Youth and Citizenship

**EC internal**: 164584

**Summary**: Help children and young people belonging to at-risk groups to become active citizens, to be able to enjoy their own rights freely.

**Starting date**: 10/11/2008

**Duration**: 18 months

**Beneficiary**: OMUNGA Association, Rua da Bolama 2 Bairro da Luz, P.O.Box 722, Lobito, Angola

**EU contribution**: € 125,868.00

**% financed by the EU**: 64.26%
Rule of law

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

Project title: Accountability of Local Governments

EC internal: 228047

Summary: The overall objective of this project is to constitute efficient systems in 10 municipalities in Eastern Bosnia to ensure the integration of full gender equality principles.

Starting date: 19/12/2009

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Buducnost Ug, Trg Jovana Raskovica 88, 74 480 Modrica, BiH

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 75.57%

Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: The Political Economies of Mitrovica and Gjakova Impacting Social and Political Stability

EC internal: 225710

Summary: The overall objective of the contract is to ensure democratic participation of diverse civil society actors in Kosovo’s social, economic and political development.

Starting date: 15/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Kosovar Stability Initiative, Garibaldi Street H 11 6 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

EU contribution: € 99,615.00

% financed by the EU: 49.63%

Countries: Burundi

Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights

Project title: Civic education and awareness-raising of Burundi citizens for the 2010 elections

EC internal: 223949

Summary: Lot No. 3 of the PDO Civic education and public awareness-raising of the Burundi citizens in the 2010 elections in Burundi, Bujumbura and the interior of the country (including Ngozi Makamba, Gitega)

Starting date: 01/10/2009

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: Institut Panos Paris

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 89.88%
**Rule of law**

**Countries:** Burundi  
**Areas of activity:** Adults (the elderly)  
**Project title:** Electoral education and civic education for youth for fair, transparent and violence free elections in Burundi in 2010  
**EC internal:** 223991  
**Summary:** Lot No. 3 of the PDO Civic education and awareness-raising of Burundi citizens for the 2010 elections in Burundi.  
**Starting date:** 01/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Comité Catholique Contre la Faim et pour le Développement – Terre Solidaire (CCFD)  
**EU contribution:** € 167,409.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 73.28%  

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**Areas of activity:** Adults (the elderly)  
**Project title:** Project to strengthen the support for the process of decentralization and the promotion of local good governance in the province of South Kivu in Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EC internal:** 224031  
**Summary:** To prepare civil society actors and the public administration for the upcoming implementation of the law on decentralization, to strengthen citizen control on public action.  
**Starting date:** 28/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Conseil Regional des Organisations Non Gouvernementales de Développement du Sud-Kivu, Avenue du Gouverneur 25 P.O Box 1394 Commune d’Ibanda, Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EU contribution:** € 67,359.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 78.52%  

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**Areas of activity:** Adults (the elderly)  
**Project title:** Democracy for All Strengthening the capacities of local NGOs and the population on democracy and human rights in Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EC internal:** 224058  
**Summary:** Ensuring sustainable capacity building of the local population, especially of women, public administration and others.  
**Starting date:** 15/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** La voix des sans-voix pour les droits de l’homme, Avenue des Ecuries 3858, P.O box 11445 KIN 1 Quartier Joli Parc Commune de Ngaliema, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EU contribution:** € 60,556.33  
**% financed by the EU:** 80%  

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**Areas of activity:** Adults (the elderly)  
**Project title:** Support for the Promotion of Democratic Culture and Peace  
**EC internal:** 224057  
**Summary:** To sensitize 3000 members of beneficiary communities on issues regarding human rights, decentralization and the reconciliation of controversial interests.  
**Starting date:** 15/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Organisation Paix Unite Reconciliation Reconstruction, Av. Lufungula q/Nitre Dame St Luc, Ma Campagne 2, Commune De Ngaliema; Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EU contribution:** € 61,126.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 87.89%
Rule of law

**Countries:** Fiji

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** A Free and Responsible Fiji Media Environment

**EC internal:** 230509

**Summary:** To strengthen the autonomy and freedom of the media in Fiji as a medium by which Fiji citizens participate in the good governance of the country.

**Starting date:** 15/06/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** The Media Watch Group Charitable Trust, Thurston Street 7 17227 Suva, Fiji

**EU contribution:** € 116,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 33.40%

---

**Countries:** Montenegro

**Areas of activity:** Independence of the judiciary

**Project title:** Strengthening the Ombudsman institution and its position in Montenegro

**EC internal:** 223526

**Summary:** Strengthening the Ombudsman institution and its position in Montenegro

**Starting date:** 26/11/2009

**Duration:** 14 months

**Beneficiary:** Centar Za Monitoring Udruzenje Bulevar Svetog Petra Cetinjko, 86, Podgorica, Montenegro

**EU contribution:** € 75,713.19

**% financed by the EU:** 89.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Human prison system

**Project title:** Step by step in the process of prison system reform implementation

**EC internal:** 256051

**Summary:** Overall objectives: to increase competences (level of knowledge, skills and experience) of NGOs (Coalition for prison reform) in the field of prison system reform, to increase cohesion among NGOs working in different fields.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Human Rights Nis Association, Generala Milojka Lesjanina 1/1 18000 Nis, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 93,529.60

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
The European Union recognises the interdependence of all human rights. The indivisibility of civil and political rights from economic, social and cultural rights is a fundamental tenet of international human rights law as illustrated in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights which encompasses both dimensions.

In a world where a large part of the population is hungry, lacks access to safe drinking water or to health services and has no adequate housing, the importance of a strong commitment to the full realisation of economic, social and cultural rights becomes self-evident.

Failure to protect these rights can have serious consequences. For example, malnutrition has a clear health impact, while forced evictions can result in homelessness, the loss of livelihood and the destruction of social networks with serious psychological effects.

The denial of economic, social and cultural rights can lead to violations of other human rights. It is often harder for individuals who cannot read and write to find work, to take part in political activity or to exercise their freedom of expression.

While the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural rights provides a comprehensive overview of the various rights involved, it is important that they are further described in other conventions like the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, to cite but a few.

The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights supports a large variety of projects to advance economic, social and cultural rights worldwide. These project have contributed to strengthening trade unions in Armenia and Fiji, to improved access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation in Costa Rica, to the recognition of small-scale fair trade producers in Egypt, and to the increased involvement of citizens in the budgeting process in Kazakhstan, as well as greater awareness about the right to health and education in Sudan and Zimbabwe.

During 2007–2010, the EIDHR funded nearly 100 projects worth more than €18 million to promote the respect of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility, and to protect the right to food, health, and water and sanitation. A number of projects tackle the sensitive issue of land reform and many others promote advocacy and civil society networks. These projects highlight the fact that human rights and development policies are mutually reinforcing and that the links between poverty, discrimination, inequality, health and other unfulfilled rights have a bearing on achieving the Millennium Development Goals.
FOCUS ON
Campaigning for Clean Clothes

Although the cost of living in the majority of garment-producing countries is cheap, workers are often not paid enough to cover their basic needs, such as food, shelter, or clothing. In an estimate of a €100 pair of sports shoes made in the Far East, just €0.50 goes to production workers’ wages.

The Clean Clothes Campaign is dedicated to ensuring that factory workers are fairly treated and decently paid. It acts as an urgent action network and sounds the alarm when workers’ rights are violated – these can range from poor working conditions, low or no wages, harassment, violence, suspension, dismissals and – in some cases – death.

Based on the premise that the public has a right to know where and how their clothes and sports shoes are produced, the EU has supported this defence of workers’ human rights over three years. Cases recorded by the CCC, early this year, include daily harassment and threats to workers protesting against conditions that include working weeks in excess of 80 hours with no sanitary provisions, wages below survival level, unsafe buildings and lack of ventilation. Two cases concerned the killing of 85 workers.

The CCC relies on a network of trade unions and NGOs in 15 European countries, and more than 200 unions, individuals and organisations to identify local problems and objectives in most countries where garments are produced. The CCC does not generally endorse boycotts which rarely change anything and often lead to workers losing the little income they have. Rather, the CCC urges well known brands to work out improvement plans with factories to meet good labour standards.

The CCC has taken up more than 250 cases and many have been resolved: health and safety conditions improved; dismissed workers reinstated; unions recognised and activists released from prison. Some brand name companies have responded by adopting codes of conduct and drafting policies on corporate responsibility, considered an important first step in the process of abolishing sweatshop conditions.
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Right to health
Project title: Enhancing women’s rights to health
EC internal: 221778
Summary: To contribute to the promotion of the human rights of women in Sudan with specific focus on human rights to health.
Starting date: 16/11/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Women Initiatives Group Association
EU contribution: € 79,874.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Haiti
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: Community Mobilisation for a better access to reproductive health care at Bois de Laurence
EC internal: 228138
Summary: To reinforce community capacities to ensure pregnant women and women of childbearing age access to maternal health care of high quality.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association Perspectives pour la Santé et le Développement
EU contribution: € 99,857.75
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka
Areas of activity: Freedom of association and assembly
Project title: Human rights defenders of garments workers
EC internal: 165404
Summary: Increase observance of human rights and freedom of association, particularly among garment workers and their defenders, thus documenting and providing international support in urgent cases of intimidation and harassment.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Clean Clothes Campaign, Frederik Hendrikstraat 111, 1052 HN, Amsterdam Netherlands, www.cleanclothes.org
EU contribution: € 629,138.00
% financed by the EU: 77.00%

Countries: Croatia
Areas of activity: The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility
Project title: Service model for providing support and help to the disabled living in the area of the Primorsko–Goranska County, Croatia
EC internal: 258756
Summary: Organisation of service model for support and help to the disabled living in the area of the Primorsko–Goranska County, based on principles of the rehabilitation programme established in the local community.
Starting date: 24/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Association of Persons with Cerebral Palsy and Poliomyelitis, Rijeka Ruziceva 12/2, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
EU contribution: € 77,998.83
% financed by the EU: 79.59%
EIDHR – Compendium 2007-2010

Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility
Project title: Assistive technologies as a way for enhancing labour rights of people with disabilities
EC internal: 255744
Summary: The objective is to contribute integration of assistive technologies in economic/job creation areas in order to develop equal participation of male and female persons with disabilities (PwDs) in social, economic and political life in Serbia.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Association Ecumenical Humanitarian Organisation, Cirila I Metodija 21, 21000 Novi Sad, Serbia
EU contribution: € 37,690.00
% financed by the EU: 94.84%

Countries: Paraguay
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Promoting access to justice for female workers and the workers of Paraguay for the defence of labour rights
EC internal: 254590
Summary: The objective is to inform female workers and Paraguayan workers about the issues of the decent work, access to justice and the functioning of the work justice system in Paraguay.
Starting date: 02/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Project Development Trade Union Institute for Development Cooperation, Via Di Santa Teresa 23, 00198 Roma, Italy, www.prosvil.cgil.it
EU contribution: € 225,000.00
% financed by the EU: 75.25%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness–raising
Project title: Trade unions strengthening programme in Armenia
EC internal: 241525
Summary: The overall objective is building the capacity of Armenian trade unions to influence affecting the social and economic rights of workers, raising awareness on their rights, educating and organising for action to improve their economic and social conditions.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Creative Technologies for Human Development Association, Komitas Avenue 22 Apt 84, 0012 Yerevan, Armenia
EU contribution: € 117,670.00
% financed by the EU: 94.39%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries**: Cambodia

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Community training and hearings project to resolve land conflicts in Cambodia

**EC internal**: 254000

**Summary**: The action aims to transfer skills and knowledge to marginalised urban and rural groups facing the prospect of eviction, the creation of the space for the resolution of land conflicts, and policy and structural changes to provide land security.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Cambodian Center for Human Rights, Street 99 798 Sangkat Boeung Trabek Khan Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

**EU contribution**: € 95,721.00

**% financed by the EU**: 53.89%

---

**Countries**: Angola

**Areas of activity**: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Mediation and dialogue, Access to information and transparency

**Project title**: Reinforcement of the local leaderships to promote social participation in the public politics, the cities of Cubal and Ganda.

**EC internal**: 215080

**Summary**: Promoting dialogue between civil society and local authorities regarding the democratic process. Awareness raising on a legal framework.

**Starting date**: 22/12/2009

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Accao Angolana Para O Melhoramento E Apoio Ao Meio Rural Associacao Sem Fins Lucrativos Edificio Do Mercado Municipal 2 Andar 21, Benguela, Angola

**EU contribution**: € 79,061.43

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Kazakhstan

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title**: Increase life quality by protecting our rights

**EC internal**: 203785

**Summary**: Increasing legal awareness of the population about the realisation of the constitutional rights of citizens to participate in the process of law elaboration, taking decisions and control in the sphere of social services.

**Starting date**: 07/08/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Foundation Decenta, One May Street 40 Office 1, 140000 Pavlodar, Kazakhstan

**EU contribution**: € 236,625.45

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Tunisia

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title**: DROUCE – Social rights and citizenship

**EC internal**: 214899

**Summary**: Promotion of social rights and citizenship in Tunis via social dialogue and participatory democracy, focusing on representatives of trade unions and other civil society organisations.

**Starting date**: 14/12/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Institute for Mediterranean Association, Corso D Italia 25, 00198 Roma, Italy, www.imedweb.eu

**EU contribution**: € 656,544.00

**% financed by the EU**: 89.94%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Uruguay
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: A solidary alternative: to promote corporativism in the penitentaries in Canelones as a tool to consolidate democracy and the rule of law in Uruguay
EC internal: 214107
Summary: The aim of the project is to improve the life conditions of the inmates in prisons in the department of Canelones through sustainable and market-oriented working initiatives.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Cooperazione per lo Sviluppo dei Paesi Emergenti, Via Slataper 10, 50134, Firenze, Italy, www.cospe.org
EU contribution: € 121,338.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform
Project title: PANGEA Consolidation of the national movement of recyclable material collectors with the judiciary and executive organisms to provide assistance and access to legally defend their rights
EC internal: 200216
Summary: Strengthen the national movement of recyclable material collectors by articulating and building partnerships with relevant federal and legal organisations in order to create a network to protect their rights.
Starting date: 12/03/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: PANGEA – Center for Social Studies, Rua Dos Radioamadores sem numero, Pituacu, 41741080, Salvador de Bahia, Brazil
EU contribution: € 118,105.00
% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards
Project title: Agriculture extension and advocacy project on land law
EC internal: 200325
Summary: The implementation of land reform takes place under conditions favorable to the profession of the agricultural producer.
Starting date: 28/08/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Federation des Agriculteurs et Eleveurs du Rwanda Imbaraga, Organisation Professionnelle* Federation Imbaraga, Village Ubumwe Cellule Rukiri I Secteur Remera, PO Box 1462 – Kigaliu, Rwanda
EU contribution: € 312,500.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Central America
Countries: Colombia, Guatemala
Areas of activity: Reconciliation (truth commissions, reparations programmes, memorialisation effort)
Project title: A south–south approach to protect human rights by resolving land conflicts on communal land in Colombia and Guatemala
EC internal: 167486
Summary: Alternative land conflict resolution models to 28 indigenous, Afro–descendant and smallholder settler communities.
Starting date: 28/10/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 1,322,209.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
## Economic, social and cultural rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Belarus, Lithuania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Mediation and dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Broadening the agenda of trade unions in Belarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>249495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The overall objective is to encourage Belarusian trade unions to use their potential to become opinion formers and leaders in involving Belarusian society to actively strengthen their representation, to promote respect for human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>25/09/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Eastern Europe Studies Centre EESC, D Poskos Str 59, 08114 Vilnius, Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 85,753.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>93.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Bosnia &amp; Herzegovina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Managed by civil society organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Through integration and social inclusion to active citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>155448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>Contribute to social welfare reforms by implementing internationally recognised human rights protection mechanisms for socially excluded groups, with particular focus on ending discrimination in social welfare and healthcare legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>15/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Human Rights Office Tuzla, Ulica Fra St Jepana Matijevica 3, 7500 Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, <a href="http://www.hrotuzla.org.ba">www.hrotuzla.org.ba</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 79,756.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>FYROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Youth unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>258002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>To contribute to increased employment of youth by providing policy recommendations for improving the relevant national and local policies and support participation of youth organisations in policy creation and dialogue with authorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>21/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Citizens Association Reactor Research in Action, Cedomir Minderovic 29, 1000 Skopje, FYROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 80,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>The monitoring of human rights, Access to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>212707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The project aims to encourage local governments to implement the National Action Plan on Human Rights 2010–2014 in the framework of ECOSOC rights fulfilment in education, health and economic sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>04/01/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Bandung Institute of Governance Studies, Perkumpulan Jalan Eceng 4, 40263 – Bandung, Indonesia, <a href="http://www.bigs.or.id">www.bigs.or.id</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 96,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity**: The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility, Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: NGO – Trade Union Action to Promote Social and Economic Rights in BiH

**EC internal**: 155385

**Summary**: Ensure protection of socially vulnerable groups by harmonising social and economic rights legislation with international standards, and by strengthening NGOs and trade unions to better advocate for the realisation of those rights.

**Starting date**: 25/11/2008

**Duration**: 20 months

**Beneficiary**: Initiative and Civil Action, Fra Andela Zvizdovica 1, 71000 Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.icva-bh.org

**EU contribution**: € 77,790.40

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations, Managed by civil society organisations

**Project title**: Promotion of democratic practice in the management of local entities by the reconstitution of an active civil society in five areas of the territory of Bagata.

**EC internal**: 256785

**Summary**: The objective is to support the improvement of living conditions of the territorial population of Bagata, through a functioning civil society that struggles against mismanagement of the entity’s resources, economic exploitation, political domination.

**Starting date**: 15/12/2010

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Companions of the Friends of Development, Avenue Lukengo 36, Commune de Lukolela Kikwit, Democratic Republic of the Congo

**EU contribution**: € 80,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

---

**Countries**: Croatia

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title**: Support Network

**EC internal**: 257414

**Summary**: The project global objective is to improve the environment conducive to development and sustainability of CSOs in Croatia as proactive social actors in the implementation of the EU acquis.

**Starting date**: 16/12/2010

**Duration**: 16 months

**Beneficiary**: Association of Parents of Children with Special Needs, Dakovacka 11, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

**EU contribution**: € 88,460.38

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

---

**Countries**: India

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title**: The Mining Information Clearinghouse of India (MICI)

**EC internal**: 232205

**Summary**: The overall objective is the monitoring of regulatory mechanisms and government agencies for mining in India; to make certain that mining takes place within a framework of sustainable development.

**Starting date**: 01/11/2010

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Samata Society, D No 14 37 9 First Floor Krishnanagar Maharaniapeta, 530002 Visakhapatnam, India, www.samataindia.org

**EU contribution**: € 247,500.00

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Open budget Kazakhstan
EC internal: 203854
Summary: To improve public budgeting by increasing citizens’ involvement so that local spending better meets social sector needs.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Eurasia Fund of Central Asia, Kurmangaliev Street 10, 050010 Almaty, Kazakhstan
EU contribution: € 130,374.72
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Ensuring local participation in social reform processes
Project title: For Peaceful Russia
EC internal: 206160
Summary: The objective of the action is to create momentum for ACS in Russia so that the country may develop as ‘a social state, whose policies shall be aimed at creating conditions which ensure a dignified life and free development of men’.
Starting date: 15/01/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Humanitarian and Charitable Centre Compassion, Potapovsky Pereulok 6 Pom 40, 101000 Moscow, Russia
EU contribution: € 142,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.78%

Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: The Public Empowerment in Addressing the Local Social Problems
EC internal: 253759
Summary: The overall objective is the promotion of involvement of community members in the formulation of social policies at local level.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: All–Ukrainian Charitable Fund Child Well–Being Fund, Antonovycha Street 11 Apt 1, 01004 Kyiv, Ukraine
EU contribution: € 184,395.00
% financed by the EU: 85.24%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness–raising, Access to education
Project title: Basic Rights First
EC internal: 245920
Summary: The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the promotion of the understanding of human rights especially basic rights particularly the right to health and education.
Starting date: 29/07/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association Wassala Charitable Medical Centre, Jubarah Quarter, El Dammor Administrative Unit River Nile Estate El Dammwe, Boîte Postale 81 El Dammwe, Sudan
EU contribution: € 118,931.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries:** India  
**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Capacity building for the promotion of labour rights for vulnerable groups of workers  
**EC internal:** 232126  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to develop the capacity of vulnerable groups of workers effectively to access basic labour rights in India’s labour markets.  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2011  
**Duration:** 36 months  
**Beneficiary:** Institute of Social Sciences Society, Nelson Mandela Road 8, 110070 New Delhi, India  
**EU contribution:** € 279,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina  
**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life  
**Project title:** EIDHR 2009 Call for Proposals  
**EC internal:** 259055  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to create a model to reduce the social exclusion that would enable the prevention of entry into the state of social need and empowering beneficiaries to get out of the situation of social exclusion.  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2011  
**Duration:** 30 months  
**Beneficiary:** Udruzenje Gradana Svjetionik, Bih Prijedor P M Nenadovica Bb 79000 Prijedor, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.svjetionik-lighthouse.com  
**EU contribution:** € 92,335.50  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

**Countries:** Egypt  
**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility, Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Socio–economic rights advocacy empowerment program for marginalized producers network  
**EC internal:** 169728  
**Summary:** To raise awareness about and advocate for the socio–economic rights recognition of Fair Trade Egypt’s small–scale marginalized producers, especially handicraft people, with a focus on women.  
**Starting date:** 18/08/2009  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Egyptian Hands Foundation, Yehia Ibrahim St 27 7th Floor Apt 5, Zamalek, Cairo, Egypt  
**EU contribution:** € 56,123.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Indonesia  
**Areas of activity:** Ensuring local participation in reform processes.  
**Project title:** Reinforcement of the participation of rural marginalized populations to advance agrarian reform in Indonesia  
**EC internal:** 169266  
**Summary:** Enhance natural resource access for the poor, and encourage sustainable resource management through agricultural reform.  
**Starting date:** 02/01/2009  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Konsorsium Pembaruan Agraria Yayasan, Jl Antabaru IV 1A Margacinta, 40286, Bandung, Indonesia  
**EU contribution:** € 94,206.28  
**% financed by the EU:** 74.02%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Economic, social and cultural rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries:</strong></td>
<td>Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Empowering Roma in Approach to Economic Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>256064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The overall objective is to contribute to strengthening of the civil society role in promoting human rights and democratic reform and to contribute to developing equal participation of minorities in social, economic and political life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>11/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Yurom Centre Association, Jovana Ristica 12 Stan 16, Nis Medijana 18000 Nis, Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 73,160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Economic, social and cultural rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries:</strong></td>
<td>Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Structural actions to reduce the gaps that limit the access to justice and the recognition of social rights in marginalized areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>171981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The action aims at reducing the gaps that limit the active demand for the protection and recognition of social rights in some areas in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>01/12/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Asociación Civil por la Igualdad y la Justicia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 150,787.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>79.73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Economic, social and cultural rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries:</strong></td>
<td>El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Building alternatives to migration in Central America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>167640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The project will help rural youngsters to participate, influence and overcome political and economic exclusion and succeed in finding alternatives to migrating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>15/01/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke Asociacion, Danesa para la Cooperacion Internacional* MS America Central, NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 615,373.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>79.93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Economic, social and cultural rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries:</strong></td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Improving access to employment and social protection for Palestinian refugees living in Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>225903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>The overall objective is to develop a reliable and objective information base on Palestinian employment and social protection in Lebanon (labour–market survey), to advocate for legislative and policy changes in relation to Palestinian employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>24/09/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>International Labour Organization, Route Des Morillons 4 1211 Geneve 22, Switzerland, <a href="http://www.ilo.org">www.ilo.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 285,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>79.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Monitoring and Social Enforceability of Human Rights with Emphasis on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights – ESCR

**EC internal:** 165550

**Summary:** Contribute to the monitoring and development of enforceability of human rights, with emphasis on economic, social and cultural rights of groups, or social communities, through legal services and training on human rights their community and social leaders.

**Starting date:** 01/10/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Programa Venezolano de Educacion Accion en Derechos Humanos, Boulevard Panteon, esquina Tienda Honda a Puente Trinidad, Edificio Centro Plaza las Mercedes PB, Local 6, PO Box 9156, 1010A, Caracas, Venezuela, www.derechos.org.ve

**EU contribution:** € 60,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Costa Rica

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Promoting access to safe water and basic sanitation as human rights, in the districts of Sierpe and Cortés, the Canton de Osa, Costa Rica

**EC internal:** 259513

**Summary:** The overall objective is to improve access to safe water and basic sanitation as human rights, in the districts of Sierpe and Cortés, the Canton de Osa, Costa Rica.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** American Association for the Economy, Health and Environment, Sede Administrativas de la Cruz Roja 300 metros al noreste y 100 metros al sur frente al Salon Comunal de Zapote 1362 010 San Jose, Costa Rica

**EU contribution:** € 79,596.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Citizen initiative for economic and social rights protection

**EC internal:** 200022

**Summary:** Promote the economic and social rights of the rural population of the community responsible for managing territory planning at the local level in land disputes and the use of natural resources through the capacity development level.

**Starting date:** 05/03/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Counterpart Creative Center, Bazhana Prospekt 30, Apartment 7, 02140, Kiev, Ukraine, www.ccc-tck.org.ua

**EU contribution:** € 199,984.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Kazakhstan

**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Legal protection on the labour market today is your decent old age tomorrow

**EC internal:** 203783

**Summary:** To make the process of exercising labour rights and rights for pension security guaranteed by the government to citizens of the Kazakhstan Republic, including social vulnerable groups, more transparent and effective.

**Starting date:** 01/10/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** ZUBR Social Corporative Foundation, 158 Ushanov Street 492000 Ust–Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan

**EU contribution:** € 198,001.84

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries**: Russian Federation

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Defending social and labour rights: raising awareness and promoting self-organization among Russian teachers

**EC internal**: 206189

**Summary**: The action will contribute to the strengthening the capacity of school teachers to protect their own labour and civil rights to become effective actors in the promotion of human rights and democracy at educational institutions and within local communities.

**Starting date**: 10/02/2010

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: The Humanist Research And Methodology Center, Dmitrovsky Proezd 1 Build 4, 125422 Moscow, Russia, www.humanist.ru

**EU contribution**: € 50,340.00

**% financed by the EU**: 79.71%

**Countries**: Egypt

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title**: Legislative and judicial obstacles to economic and social rights

**EC internal**: 242964

**Summary**: The overall objective is to improve economic and social rights and to facilitate the access of citizens to these rights in accordance to what is contained to the ICESCR.

**Starting date**: 13/07/2010

**Duration**: 18 months

**Beneficiary**: The Arab Center for the Independence of the Judiciary and the Legal Profession, Mathaf Al Manial Street 8/10 11th Floor Manyal El Roda 11451 Cairo, Egypt, www.acijlp.org www.acicc.org

**EU contribution**: € 111,645.41

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

---

**Countries**: Israel

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice

**Project title**: Implementation of justice for West Bank Palestinians employed by Israelis

**EC internal**: 255243

**Summary**: The overall objective of the project is to prevent Israeli employers from violating the human rights of Palestinian workers in the economic sphere, to force the Israeli government to protect workers living under territories occupied by Israel.

**Starting date**: 01/12/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Kav Laoved Association, Nahalat Binyamin St 75 P.O. Box 2319 61022 Tel Aviv, Israel

**EU contribution**: € 85,571.00

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

**Countries**: Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Ending exploitation of East Jerusalem workers in the Israeli settlements: Protection of human rights and promotion of democratic representatives

**EC internal**: 230857

**Summary**: The project aims at enhancing the respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms in East Jerusalem, mainly protecting rights of East Jerusalem workers in the Israeli labour market.

**Starting date**: 22/12/2010

**Duration**: 18 months

**Beneficiary**: Al-Maqdese for Society Development (MSD) Association, Al Maqdese St 59 Wadi Al Jouz 91206 East Jerusalem, Israel

**EU contribution**: € 200,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 85.00%
**Economic, social and cultural rights**

**Countries:** Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Access to Lands Advocacy Project

**EC internal:** 225899

**Summary:** The aim is to increase Palestinians’ access to lands in the West Bank by identifying and combating the various means in which access is currently barred.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Yesh Din Volunteers for Human Rights, Hazayit Street 1 Ruth and Paul Kedar PO 3425 Zip Code 47253, Ramat Hasharon, Israel, www.yesh-din.org

**EU contribution:** € 226,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%

---

**Countries:** El Salvador

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Strengthening the Respect for Human Rights through Public Participation and Transparency in Public Management

**EC internal:** 169782

**Summary:** Build respect for economic, social and cultural rights against a backdrop of social conflict surrounding public and private investment projects. Create spaces and conditions for pro-active and sustainable citizen participation.

**Starting date:** 02/03/2009

**Duration:** 24 months


**EU contribution:** € 193,774.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Armenia

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Equal Employment Opportunities, Freedom from Exploitation and Protection of Labour Rights

**EC internal:** 241520

**Summary:** The objective of the Action is the improved protection of the labour rights of individuals and making the labour related transactions compliant with the legal standards established by the national and international legal instruments.

**Starting date:** 25/11/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Regional Analyses, Yolyan Street 30, Goris, Armenia

**EU contribution:** € 130,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 86.67%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries:** Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Enhancement of capacity of civil society organisations to represent interests, protect rights, and influence the development and implementation of public policies in Ukraine

**EC internal:** 255062

**Summary:** The objective is to protect social and economic rights in the areas of land reform, property rights, control over natural resources and labour rights through strengthening CSOs’ advocacy capacity and increasing their influence on public policy development.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Women’s Information Coordination Center, K Marks Avenue 33, 49044 Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine, www.dwicc.org.ua

**EU contribution:** € 173,213.00

**% financed by the EU:** 88.98%

---

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** Young lawyers for effective protection and promotion of basic labour rights in Georgia

**EC internal:** 242253

**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote protection of the basic labour rights in Georgia, to improve national legislation regulating labour relationships and bring relevant pieces of Georgian legislation in compliance with universal labour standards.

**Starting date:** 17/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Georgian Young Lawyers Association, Krilov Street 15, 0102 Tbilisi, Georgia, www.gyla.ge

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility

**Project title:** Citizens in action against mobbing

**EC internal:** 162416

**Summary:** Contribute to achieving EU standards and their implementation regarding labour and social rights in Serbia.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Uzice Center for Human Rights and Democracy, Vojvode Putnika BB, 31000, Uzice, Serbia, www.centarue.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 61,410.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.51%

---

**Countries:** El Salvador

**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility

**Project title:** The International Law of Human Rights and the International Labour Rights as Tools for Advocacy and Change

**EC internal:** 169650

**Summary:** Improve the state protection of labour rights through the use of international mechanisms of protection.

**Starting date:** 01/04/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Grupo de Monitoreo Independiente de El Salvador, Residencial Decapolis Pje San Carlos 5, San Salvador, El Salvador, www.gmies.org.sv

**EU contribution:** € 187,023.04

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Rwanda</th>
<th>Countries: Russian Federation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility</td>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Promotion of the Trade Union Rights and Strengthening Capacities of Activists and Union Leaders</td>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Providing labour migrants with support and assistance, enabling their full participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 154046</td>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 157935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Promote union action in the plantation sector and production of tea, and in the primary and secondary education sector.</td>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Reduce the incidence and prevalence of labour exploitation in Moscow through awareness–raising among labour migrants and provision of legal assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 19/12/2008</td>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 36 months</td>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Congrès du Travail et de la Fraternité au Rwanda, Maire de la Ville de Kigali District Gasabo, Secteur Kimihurura, PO Box 1557, Cellule Kimihurura, Kigali, Rwanda NA</td>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Angel Coalition, Ul. Rochdelskaya 11/5 Bldg 1, 123100, Moscow, Russian Federation, <a href="http://www.angelcoalition.org">www.angelcoalition.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 245,986.61</td>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 150,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 79.85%</td>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Morocco</th>
<th>Countries: Albania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility</td>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Strengthening the Role of Union Actors in Promoting Social, Economic and Legal Rights of the Workers</td>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Promoting Respect of Human Rights in Kukës Region through Networking and Capacity Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 159547</td>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 172358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Orient Unions action towards human rights, democratisation, the rule of law and governance. Promote trade union rights by training trade unionists, inform workers and stakeholders.</td>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Capacity building, networking of actors and stakeholders working in HR in the region and direct intervention in addressing illegal employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 24 months</td>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Organisation Democratique du Travail, Avenue Allal Ben Abdellah 78, NR 31, 3ème étage, 10000, Rabat, Morocco</td>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Youth in free initiative, Rr Dituria Gjalica Kati II, Kukes, Albania, <a href="http://www.rsl-al.org">www.rsl-al.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 124,800.00</td>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 89,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 80.00%</td>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries:** Vietnam

**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility

**Project title:** Democratic participation and social dialogue in private small and medium-sized enterprises

**EC internal:** 169351

**Summary:** Enhance the capacity of Vietnamese trade unions to facilitate democratic participation and protect labour rights within small and medium sized enterprises.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** LO/FTF Council, Vester Voldgade 100, 1552, Copenhagen, Denmark, www.ualandssekretariatet.dk

**EU contribution:** € 177,998.00

**% financed by the EU:** 76.25%

---

**Countries:** Tajikistan

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Strengthening national and international framework for protection of socio-economic rights of rural women, including rights of unofficial wives

**EC internal:** 247340

**Summary:** The overall objective is the promotion of human rights of women in the rural area and the protection of social and economic rights of the most vulnerable rural women including rights of unofficial wives in five districts of Rasht region.

**Starting date:** 23/11/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Public Association Nihol, Boqi Rahimzoda Str 1 Apt 9 735450 Garm, Tajikistan

**EU contribution:** € 106,491.00

**% financed by the EU:** 93.00%

---

**Countries:** Albania

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Respecting the labour rights of women in Albania as a means to reduce the feminisation of poverty

**EC internal:** 172361

**Summary:** To promote the respect of labour rights of women in both labour market and work place and raise awareness among stakeholders on the direct impact of the violation of the labour rights of women on the feminisation of poverty.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Gender Alliance for Development Center Former Women’s Center GADC, Rr Abdyl Frasheri P10, SH 1, AP 3, PO Box 2418, Tirana, Albania

**EU contribution:** € 106,491.00

**% financed by the EU:** 93.00%

---

**Countries:** Egypt

**Areas of activity:** Women

**Project title:** Enhancing marginalised women’s enjoyment of economic rights

**EC internal:** 242947

**Summary:** The overall objective is that Marginalised women are better able to improve their socio-economic conditions through enhanced access to economic resources and opportunities.

**Starting date:** 15/07/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** CARE Austria Association for Development Cooperation & Humanitarian Assistance, Lange Gasse 30/4, 1080 Wien, Austria, www.care.at

**EU contribution:** € 124,618.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
### Argentina

**Countries:** Argentina  
**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility  
**Project title:** Strengthening the full enjoyment of ESCR in rural indigenous communities in Argentina.  
**EC internal:** 229406  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to insure full enjoyment of ESCR Environmental to peasant and indigenous communities of Argentina for a good life.  
**Starting date:** 01/08/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Northwest Association of Producers of Cordoba, Malvinas Argentinas S/N 5270 Serrezuela Cordoba, Argentina  
**EU contribution:** € 192,550.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 87.47%

### Paraguay

**Countries:** Paraguay  
**Areas of activity:** The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility  
**Project title:** Role of the indigenous population of the Chaco region of Paraguay in promoting labour rights, social responsibility shared of the public and private sector  
**EC internal:** 258640  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to improve socio-economic conditions of workers in the Paraguayan Chaco’s indigenous communities through the promotion of awareness of their rights.  
**Starting date:** 01/05/2011  
**Duration:** 30 months  
**Beneficiary:** International Cooperation Association, Via De Lemene 50, 20151 Milano, Italy, www.coopi.org  
**EU contribution:** € 248,900.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

### Turkey

**Countries:** Turkey  
**Areas of activity:** Ensuring the rights of internally displaced persons  
**Project title:** Life and Hope House a project towards the urban integration of IDPs in the Province of Batman and the promotion of their active citizenship  
**EC internal:** 171104  
**Summary:** Integrated intervention to 300 internally displaced families in Batman addressing their social and economic exclusion. Adult literacy courses, social and political rights awareness-raising, and community health visits.  
**Starting date:** 15/01/2009  
**Duration:** 14 months  
**Beneficiary:** Association of Solidarity with the Poor and Struggle with Poverty, Akyurek Mahallesi 203 Sokak Apartman 5, Batman 72040, Turkey, www.ymder.org  
**EU contribution:** € 65,850.58  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

### Israel

**Countries:** Israel  
**Areas of activity:** Right to adequate housing  
**Project title:** A master plan for the unrecognized Bedouin villages: securing minority rights for housing and social services  
**EC internal:** 162205  
**Summary:** The project will address the right for recognition, housing, land and social services for the 36 unrecognized Bedouin villages in the Negev.  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Al–Awna Fund, 47 Haatsmaout St., PO Box 10002, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel  
**EU contribution:** € 195,859.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 65.50%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Israel

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Advancing implementation of the Or Committee Recommendations in the field of Planning and Land for the Arab minority

EC internal: 203891

Summary: Promoting equality in the field of housing, infrastructure, services, employment areas and resources for development in Arab localities and thus close the gaps that exist between the Arab and Jewish population.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Planners for Planning Rights, Azza Street 36, Jerusalem, ZIP 92382, Israel, www.bimkom.org

EU contribution: € 174,116.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Cambodia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Empowering disadvantaged urban and rural communities for the defence of their basic human rights in the course of land conflicts and development processes

EC internal: 164798

Summary: Improve the capacities of disadvantaged rural and urban communities in all Cambodian provinces to defend their basic human rights in the course of land and development conflicts by democratic and legal means.

Starting date: 18/11/2008

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 105,304.00

% financed by the EU: 61.39%

Countries: El Salvador

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Encouraging citizens to exercise the human right to health in El Salvador

EC internal: 169838

Summary: To strengthen the role of civil society in promoting and defending the right to health; enhancing political participation; impact on the current health reform process.

Starting date: 02/03/2009

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 175,065.95

% financed by the EU: 78.89%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Angola
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Annotated Land Law
EC internal: 164577
Summary: Strengthen the intervention capacity of the state institutions of civil society promoting land rights security, in Luanda, Huambo and Lubango.
Starting date: 21/10/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Earth Network, Rua Marien Nguabi 140, Bairro Alvala de Maianga Andar 4, Apartamento 41,3788, Luanda, Angola
EU contribution: € 79,546.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Strengthening the Capacity of Unions for a more Effective Defence of Fundamental Rights of Workers in Democratic Republic of the Congo Post–Conflict and Post–election Situations
EC internal: 166042
Summary: A network of trade unions representing different sectors of activities fitting to plans of action works. An action programme of systematic outreach and publication of legislation work is done.
Starting date: 01/12/2008
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Institut des Stratègies pour le Développement Durable, Avenue des Sénégalais 57, PO Box 10815, Gombe, 243, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 60,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.30%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Protecting Trade Union Rights and Uniting Efforts to Influence Socio–Economic Policies
EC internal: 156980
Summary: Build the capacity of civil society organisations to influence policies affecting the social and economic rights of Palestinians. Activities include issuing training manuals and organising advocacy and media training.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Democracy and Workers Rights Center, Al Irsal Street, Al–Masayaf Compound, PO Box 876, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.dwrc.org
EU contribution: € 198,088.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries**: Argentina

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Training, Management and Collective Action for realizing economic, social and cultural rights of the residents from the quarter V and Moreno, the province of Buenos Aires.

**EC internal**: 229414

**Summary**: The overall objective is to develop a community of local collective actions designed to promote recovery, claims, and effectuation of economic, social and cultural rights, to improve the quality of life of the inhabitants.

**Starting date**: 01/10/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Civil Partnership for Equality and Justice, Av De Mayo 1161 5 9 1085 Buenos Aires, Argentina

**EU contribution**: € 187,959.00

**% financed by the EU**: 86.24%

---

**Countries**: Mozambique

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title**: Strengthening of the National NGO Structures in View of Obtaining Good Governance and Empowerment of Civil Society

**EC internal**: 157962

**Summary**: Strengthen national and foreign NGOs actively involved in socio-economic development in Mozambique.

**Starting date**: 17/12/2008

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Association Joint Liga das Organizações Não Governamentais em Moçambique, Avenida Karl Marx 1452, PO Box 4404, Maputo, Mozambique

**EU contribution**: € 149,795.72

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity**: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: From Public Participation to Sustainable Development

**EC internal**: 155443

**Summary**: Build civil society capacities to influence stakeholder policies through cohesive action, enriched political dialogues and increased prioritisation of sustainable approaches to the decision-making process which minimise harmful environmental impacts.

**Starting date**: 01/12/2008

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Center for Ecology and Energy CEETZ, M I Z Crmogorcevica 8, 75000, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.ekologija.ba

**EU contribution**: € 84,500.00

**% financed by the EU**: 76.82%

---

**Countries**: Russian Federation

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title**: Consolidating civil society efforts in theRussian North–West to improve access to the free medical help for RF citizens without registration

**EC internal**: 257630

**Summary**: The objective is to strengthen the role of civil society in promoting the constitutional right for protection of health and medical care and consolidating civil society efforts to bring legislative changes.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 14 months

**Beneficiary**: Nochlezhka St Petersburg Regional Humanitarian Organization for the Homeless Association, Ul. Borovaya 112 B 192007 St Petersburg, Russia

**EU contribution**: € 52,189.00

**% financed by the EU**: 83.92%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Israel

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Enhancing Palestinian Civil Society: a Joint Israeli–Palestinian Program to Promote Palestinian Rights in East Jerusalem

EC internal: 167711

Summary: The overall objective of the action is to catalyze the building of a stronger Palestinian civil society institutional infrastructure, in order to realize, advance, and strengthen socio–economic rights in East Jerusalem.

Starting date: 01/10/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Ir Amim Ra, King George Street 27, 94261 Jerusalem, Israel, www.ir-amim.org.il

EU contribution: € 965,040.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%


Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Fight against climate change

Project title: Save energy, save money, save climate

EC internal: 258970

Summary: Bosnia and Herzegovina achieves high degree of energy efficiency and use of renewable energy sources (EE&RE), fully in line with the country’s obligations within the EU accession process.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: UCRP Association Centre for Development and Support, Mihajla I Zivka Crnogorcevica 1, 75000 Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.crp.org.ba

EU contribution: € 150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 89.82%


Countries: Tajikistan

Areas of activity: Managed by civil society organisations

Project title: Enforcing democratic structures and the rule of law in irrigation management

EC internal: 247401

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the development and consolidation of democracy and the rule of law by strengthening the civil society in Tajikistan.

Starting date: 28/12/2010

Duration: 19 months

Beneficiary: German Agro Action, Friedrich Ebert Strasse 1, Boîte Postale 200451, 53173 Bonn, Germany, www.welthungerhilfe.de

EU contribution: € 239,797.00

% financed by the EU: 69.78%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Human prison system (ESCR)

**Project title:** Enhancing respect for rights of prisoners through promotion of their right to health, including mental health

**EC internal:** 242349

**Summary:** The overall objective is the promotion and protection of human rights of prisoners, in particular the right to health and mental health and advancing effective mental health care in the penitentiary system.

**Starting date:** 16/12/2010

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Global Initiative on Psychiatry Tbilisi Foundation, Kipshidze 49 A 0162 Tbilisi, Georgia

**EU contribution:** € 91,683.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Guatemala

**Areas of activity:** Promoting the rights of indigenous peoples through litigation

**Project title:** One Citizenship Strategic Litigation on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of Indigenous Peoples

**EC internal:** 160094

**Summary:** Contribute to the construction of citizenship within indigenous communities through the demand of economic, social and cultural rights, as a way of fighting racism and discrimination.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Oficina de Derechos Humanos del Arzobispado de Guatemala, 6A Calle 7–70, Zona, Guatemala, Guatemala, www.odhag.org.gt

**EU contribution:** € 61,880.00

**% financed by the EU:** 70.00%

---

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** MOBBING, Stand Against It! – Building a network of first generation civil society organisations for representing the rights of victims of Mobbing in FYROM

**EC internal:** 169190

**Summary:** Mobilise the relevant civil society organisations for prevention of mobbing at local and national levels in public institutions and private companies.

**Starting date:** 25/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months


**EU contribution:** € 37,906.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.13%

---

**Countries:** Uruguay

**Areas of activity:** Human prison system

**Project title:** Humanizing the prison system

**EC internal:** 214086

**Summary:** The project aims at contributing to the social re-adjustment of persons who have been legally condemned to imprisonment.

**Starting date:** 30/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Asociacion de Productores Lecheros, de San Jose* Apl San Jose, San Jose De Mayo, Uruguay

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries**: El Salvador  
**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life  
**Project title**: Strengthening Women’s Citizenship by Exercising their Labour Rights in El Salvador  
**EC internal**: 168783  
**Summary**: Strengthening women’s citizenship by exercising their labour rights and increasing their ability to demand respect for their labour rights.  
**Starting date**: 01/03/2009  
**Duration**: 36 months  
**EU contribution**: € 215,910.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

**Countries**: Georgia  
**Areas of activity**: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life  
**Project title**: Young lawyers for the effective access to civil, social and economical rights  
**EC internal**: 162695  
**Summary**: The overall objective of the action is an equal enjoinment of basic civil, economical and social rights of a vulnerable group and equal participation of men and women in social, economical and political life.  
**Starting date**: 01/01/2009  
**Duration**: 12 months  
**Beneficiary**: Georgian Young Lawyers Association, Krilov Street 15, 0102, Tbilisi, Georgia, www.gyla.ge  
**EU contribution**: € 79,750.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 77%

**Countries**: Rwanda  
**Areas of activity**: Women  
**Project title**: Promotion and protection of rights of access and land management for vulnerable women in rural areas  
**EC internal**: 246499  
**Summary**: The overall objective is to contribute to the strengthening of the rights of women and the reduction of discrimination with regard to access and farming the land in the Districts and Nyamagabe Nyaruguru.  
**Starting date**: 04/01/2011  
**Duration**: 24 months  
**Beneficiary**: Trocaire, Maynooth, Kildare, Ireland, www.trocaire.ie  
**EU contribution**: € 300,000.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 71.71%

**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina  
**Areas of activity**: Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title**: The Spreca River Basin Initiative – Clear Minds for Clear Waters  
**EC internal**: 228050  
**Summary**: To achieve, through joint and coordinated efforts of local and national authorities, decision makers and the public, including individual & institutional water users and polluters, the good ecological and chemical status of water.  
**Starting date**: 29/12/2009  
**Duration**: 20 months  
**Beneficiary**: UCRP Association Centre for Development and Support, Mihajla I Zivka Crnogorcevica 1, 75000 Tuzla, Bosnia & Herzegovina, www.crp.org.ba  
**EU contribution**: € 98,728.00  
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
Economic, social and cultural rights

**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity**: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title**: From social assistance to social inclusion and social protection policies at the municipalities of the Zenica–Doboij Canton

**EC internal**: 228041

**Summary**: To develop a model for an inclusive welfare system which promotes effective and efficient social policy at all levels and demonstrates social innovation, thus contributing to the reduction of poverty.

**Starting date**: 21/12/2009

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Institution for Protection of Human Rights Independent, Fakultetska Ulica 1, 72000 Zenica, Bosnia & Herzegovina

**EU contribution**: € 81,748.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Colombia

**Areas of activity**: The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility

**Project title**: Promotion and defence of freedom of union associations and of fundamental rights of workers in Colombia

**EC internal**: 167138

**Summary**: The overall objective is to improve the situation of human rights in Colombia through the warranty of right of freedom of union.

**Starting date**: 30/09/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Comisión Colombiana de Juristas Association, Calle 72 N 12–65 Piso 7 58533, Colombia, www.coljuristas.org

**EU contribution**: € 960,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: FYROM

**Areas of activity**: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title**: Women in the economy

**EC internal**: 216832

**Summary**: Improving the status of women in the country, focusing on improved policy and the promotion of their economic rights and establishing an effective cooperation on this matter in civil society across different ethnic communities in the country.

**Starting date**: 21/12/2009

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Center for Civic Cooperation, Gabrijela Jurkica 8A 80101 Livno, Bosnia & Herzegovina, www.cgs-livno.org

**EU contribution**: € 42,400.00

**% financed by the EU**: 79.98%
Economic, social and cultural rights

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Increasing public awareness of the right to benefit from free healthcare services

EC internal: 241460

Summary: The objective of the project is to increase the awareness of citizens of Armenia on their entitlements to get free healthcare services.

Starting date: 25/11/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Bioethics Legal Health, Zaqaria Qanaqertsu Street 126, 0052 Yerevan, Armenia

EU contribution: € 110,010.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%
Conflict prevention and conflict resolution are essential elements of the EU’s overall policy for promoting human rights and democratisation. The fight against impunity for human rights violators is a cornerstone of the EU’s approach to building and maintaining lasting peace, international justice and the rule of law. This is why the EU gives strong support – political, financial and technical – to the effective functioning of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and other criminal tribunals.

The UN Charter and Article 11 of the Treaty of the EU commit the Union to consolidating the rule of law, respect for human rights, preserving peace and strengthening international security.

This political commitment has been implemented by the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights which has financed more than 90 projects worth about €42 million in the field of international justice, transitional justice, and the promotion of peaceful reconciliation. It also supports mediation efforts at local level and the creation of truth and reconciliation commissions.

The direct support for the ICC, provided under EIDHR, significantly contributes to the annual training seminar of lawyers on its List of Counsel, the Visiting Professional and Internship Programme, and the creation of a comprehensive electronic database gathering relevant jurisprudence.

Civil society also plays a key role in support for the ICC. The beneficiaries here include the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, a network of about 2,500 organisations around the world working together to strengthen international cooperation with the ICC.

Activities include the coordination of national, regional and global advocacy campaigns on the ratification of the Rome Statute (the legal basis for the ICC), the monitoring and reporting on the activities of the ICC, and the provision of technical assistance and capacity building.

As a contribution to maintaining lasting peace in the region, the EU has supported the Outreach Programme of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) which helps cement the Tribunal’s achievements.

Because the legacy of systematic human rights violations committed during violent conflicts and repressive rule can be long-lasting, substantial support has also been given to transitional justice projects. These include promoting criminal prosecutions, gender justice and security sector reform in East Africa, Peru and Haiti. In Guatemala, the EIDHR supported a project to help trace persons who have disappeared, while several projects assisted communities in obtaining reparations. Other projects, including those linked to UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 1820 on violence against women in conflict situations, have also contributed directly to transitional justice efforts.

Civil society also plays a key role in support for the ICC. The beneficiaries here include the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, a network of about 2,500 organisations around the world working together to strengthen international cooperation with the ICC.

Activities include the coordination of national, regional and global advocacy campaigns on the ratification of the Rome Statute (the legal basis for the ICC), the monitoring and reporting on the activities of the ICC, and the provision of technical assistance and capacity building.

As a contribution to maintaining lasting peace in the region, the EU has supported the Outreach Programme of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) which helps cement the Tribunal’s achievements.

Because the legacy of systematic human rights violations committed during violent conflicts and repressive rule can be long-lasting, substantial support has also been given to transitional justice projects. These include promoting criminal prosecutions, gender justice and security sector reform in East Africa, Peru and Haiti. In Guatemala, the EIDHR supported a project to help trace persons who have disappeared, while several projects assisted communities in obtaining reparations. Other projects, including those linked to UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 1820 on violence against women in conflict situations, have also contributed directly to transitional justice efforts.

Civil society also plays a key role in support for the ICC. The beneficiaries here include the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, a network of about 2,500 organisations around the world working together to strengthen international cooperation with the ICC.

Activities include the coordination of national, regional and global advocacy campaigns on the ratification of the Rome Statute (the legal basis for the ICC), the monitoring and reporting on the activities of the ICC, and the provision of technical assistance and capacity building.

As a contribution to maintaining lasting peace in the region, the EU has supported the Outreach Programme of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) which helps cement the Tribunal’s achievements.

Because the legacy of systematic human rights violations committed during violent conflicts and repressive rule can be long-lasting, substantial support has also been given to transitional justice projects. These include promoting criminal prosecutions, gender justice and security sector reform in East Africa, Peru and Haiti. In Guatemala, the EIDHR supported a project to help trace persons who have disappeared, while several projects assisted communities in obtaining reparations. Other projects, including those linked to UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 1820 on violence against women in conflict situations, have also contributed directly to transitional justice efforts.
FOCUS ON
Truth Commission Wins Support throughout Former Yugoslavia

An EU-supported campaign to establish a truth commission to examine abuses committed during the wars waged on the territory of the former Yugoslavia is rapidly gaining widespread favour throughout the region.

The Presidents of both Serbia and Croatia have recently endorsed the planned truth seeking body, an initiative of civil society organisations from all the former Yugoslav states. Important political support has also come from Members of the Montenegrin Parliament and the Chairman of the Slovenian Parliament.

Amid an aggressive media and PR campaign, organisers are now attempting to raise a million signatures from citizens throughout the western Balkans as a means of putting pressure on governments to endorse the commission as an official truth telling body.

The campaign for RECOM, as the proposed commission is known, wants to establish an independent and official regional commission to establish the facts about the past and guarantee the right of all victims to truth about the conflicts. But supporters say that if it is to have serious impact, the commission must be recognised as an official body endorsed by governments, and not only a civil society initiative detached and isolated from the corridors of power.

Encouraged by meeting former commissioners from truth commissions in South Africa, Sierra Leone, East Timor, and Peru, the campaign is holding public consultations throughout the region. Participants have included victims and victims’ families, human rights activists, NGOs, youth, political parties, local authorities, legal institutions, and war veterans. Their suggestions and recommendations will be reflected in a draft Statute that will be presented to governments on June 1, 2011.

The EU regularly supports worldwide and regional campaigns targeting concrete steps forward in the promotion of democracy and human rights.
Fighting impunity

Countries: EU-27
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Strengthening the International Criminal Court reinforcing the principle of complementarity and universality and building high-quality defence.

EC internal: 226215
Summary: This project finances the Intern and Visiting Professional Programme as well as the seminar and training of all lawyers on the ICC list of counsel.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Criminal Court
EU contribution: € 2,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: The cage the true story of the Muslims and Christians who together defied genocide - Production and distribution of a short film to encourage reconciliation and the growth of civil society in post-genocide Rwanda.

EC internal: 200397
Summary: The project aims at reducing inter-ethnic and inter-religious conflicts in Rwanda, and at promoting greater trust and cooperation between members of historically opposed groups
Starting date: 10/07/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Umuryango Wabsaislamu Mu, Rwanda Amur ASBL
EU contribution: € 217,747.00
% financed by the EU: 72.04%

Countries: Guinea Conakry, Ivory Coast, Liberia
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Civic Ownership for Human rights Enforcement, Stability Improvement, Organisation and Networking (COHESION) in the Manu

EC internal: 167059
Summary: The overall objective is to promote knowledge of rights and peaceful conciliation on divisive rule of law issues in the sub-region, promote and strengthen cross-border cultural and commercial ties in the sub-region. (Liberia, CI, Guinea).
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Danish Refugee Council DRC, Borgergade 10 1300 København K, Denmark, www.drc.dk
EU contribution: € 1,499,999.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Development of Data and Documentation Centre for Gross Human Rights Violations in the Past

EC internal: 258341
Summary: The action aims to provide data and documentation of past human rights abuses to support the truth and reconciliation mechanism and human rights court; and to support the truth-seeking efforts by victims of past human rights abuses.
Starting date: 02/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 89,790.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Mediation and Dialogue; Reconciliation and Transitional Justice
Project title: Disrupting the Shield of Silence: Bringing Forth Narratives of Displacement towards a Reconciliatory National Dialogue
EC internal: 169894
Summary: Contribute to the national dialogue on the Kurdish question. Narratives on the Compensation Law will be collected from IDPs and public officials. Publications and workshops including a media monitoring report.
Starting date: 05/01/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Turkish Economic and Social Studies Foundation, Bankalar Caddesi 2 Kat 3 Minerva, Karakoy, 34420, Istanbul, Turkey, www.tesev.org.tr
EU contribution: € 88,877.70
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Liberia, FYROM, Montenegro, Myanmar, Rwanda, Serbia, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Uganda
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Wanted for War Crimes
EC internal: 153460
Summary: Improve the apprehension rate of suspects, thus contributing to the effectiveness of the ICC, by promoting national judicial systems with the ICC through cases of suspected war criminals living in jurisdictions unwilling or unable to prosecute them.
Starting date: 27/11/2008
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Aegis Trust LBG, Acre Edge Road, The Holocaust Centre, Laxton, NG22 0PA, Newark, Nottinghamshire, United Kingdom
EU contribution: € 660,175.00
% financed by the EU: 42.00%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Parliamentary Campaign for the Universality and Effectiveness of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (PGA ICC campaign)
EC internal: 152868
Summary: Promote the Rome Statute and contribute to the effectiveness of the ICC jurisdictional system, by States Parties exercising primary jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes while the ICC has a complementary jurisdiction.
Starting date: 01/03/2008
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 970,783.00
% financed by the EU: 70.00%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Ensuring effective functioning of the International Criminal Court in its formative years
EC internal: 153188
Summary: Contribute to the development of a universal, effective and independent International Criminal Court, complementary to national jurisdictions, in order to put an end to impunity for the most heinous crimes of international concern.
Starting date: 30/09/2008
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Coalition for the International Criminal Court, Bezuidenhoutseweg 99a, 2594 AC, The Netherlands, www.iccnow.org
EU contribution: € 1,500,000.00
% financed by the EU: 68.46%
Fighting impunity

**Countries:** The Netherlands

**Areas of activity:** Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** Legal Tools Project

**EC internal:** 242649

**Summary:** The Legal Tools Project seeks to be a practical and sustainable vehicle for legal information and knowledge transfer and legal empowerment aimed at strengthening capacity, to work more effectively and professionally on international crimes.

**Starting date:** 21/07/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** International Criminal Court, Maanweg 174 19519 2516 AB Den Haag, The Netherlands

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 62.50%

**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Strengthening the International Criminal Justice System

**EC internal:** 153486

**Summary:** Support and strengthen the international and regional framework for the protection of human rights, justice, the rule of law and the promotion of democracy, through a global civil society campaign.

**Starting date:** 23/08/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** No Peace Without Justice, 76 Via di Torre Argentina, 00186, Roma, Italy, www.npwj.org

**EU contribution:** € 800,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, FYROM, Montenegro, Serbia, The Netherlands

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice

**Project title:** Outreach Programme of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

**EC internal:** 258440

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to efforts to restore and maintain lasting peace in the region of the former Yugoslavia by cementing the Tribunal’s achievements; in particular its pioneering contribution to the fight against impunity.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Churchillplein 1 2517 JW Den Haag, The Netherlands

**EU contribution:** € 1,000,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80%

**Countries:** Georgia

**Countries:** Israel

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice

**Project title:** Israeli Security Forces Criminal Accountability under International Humanitarian Law

**EC internal:** 257956

**Summary:** To change Israeli policy, vis-à-vis criminal accountability of Israeli Security Forces Personnel in the occupied Palestinian Territories, in such a way that acknowledges and takes into account the severity and the different nature of war crimes.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Yesh Din Volunteers for Human Rights, Hazayit Street 1 Ruth and Paul Kedar PO Box 3425 47253 Ramat Hasharon, Israel, www.yesh-din.org

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 64.00%
Fighting impunity

**Countries**: Burundi, Colombia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Indonesia, Tibetan Regions, Uganda

**Areas of activity**: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice

**Project title**: Enhancing the Effectiveness of the ICC and of the Rome Statute System in General

**EC internal**: 231505

**Summary**: The general objective is to contribute to greater accountability for gross human rights violations and redress for victims, to strengthen the International Criminal Court and the Rome Statute System.

**Starting date**: 15/11/2010

**Duration**: 27 months

**Beneficiary**: Lawyers without borders, Chaussée de Haecht 159, 1030 Brussels, Belgium, www.asf.be

**EU contribution**: € 1,500,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Belgium, Benin, Jordan, Peru, Philippines, The Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States

**Areas of activity**: Independence of the judiciary

**Project title**: Ensuring the effective functioning of the International Criminal Court in its formative years: focusing on the current challenges to the Rome Statute system

**EC internal**: 247569

**Summary**: The overall objective is to contribute to the development of a universal, effective, and independent International Criminal Court (ICC), complementary to national jurisdictions, in order to put an end to impunity.

**Starting date**: 01/05/2010

**Duration**: 18 months


**EU contribution**: € 1,500,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 68.45%

---

**Countries**: Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, FYROM, Montenegro, Serbia, The Netherlands

**Areas of activity**: Managed by ICC and the ad hoc tribunals and special chambers

**Project title**: Outreach Programme of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia

**EC internal**: 164719

**Summary**: Further develop its ground-breaking and respected Outreach Programme in the crucial years of the Tribunal’s work, in line with the ICTY’s Completion Strategy, which envisages the completion of the Tribunal’s activities by 2010.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 24 months


**EU contribution**: € 1,000,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Worldwide

**Areas of activity**: Managed by ICC and the ad hoc tribunals and special chambers

**Project title**: Strengthening the ICC - Enhancing its Universality and Increasing Awareness on the National Level with Regard to Complementarity

**EC internal**: 142728

**Summary**: Manage and oversee the Internship and Visiting Professionals Programmes, adapting each programme to the multiple challenges the ICC faces in the new judicial phase.

**Starting date**: 01/04/2008

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: International Criminal Court, Maanweg 174, PO Box 19519, 2516 AB The Hague, The Netherlands, www.icc-cpi.int

**EU contribution**: € 2,000,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Burundi, Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda

Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice

Project title: The Eastern Africa International Criminal Justice Initiative

EC internal: 152746

Summary: Transform the ICC into an effective tool to be used in the struggle against impunity for the gravest crimes committed in violation of international law in the region.

Starting date: 09/02/2009

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 1,108,899.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

---

Countries: Peru

Areas of activity: Transitional justice (Criminal prosecutions, gender justice, security system reform)

Project title: YUYANAPAQ Support the Process of Recovering Historical Memory and Reparation for the Affected Population of the Internal Armed Conflict in Ayacucho

EC internal: 157214

Summary: Strengthen the capacity of institutional organizations to participate in the definition of public policies concerning the repair and recovery of individual and collective memory in the department of Ayacucho.

Starting date: 01/02/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Progettomondo Mlal, Via le Palladio 16, 37138, Verona, Italy, www.progettomondomlal.org

EU contribution: € 250,000.00

% financed by the EU: 74.41%

---

Countries: Algeria

Areas of activity: Reconciliation and transitional justice

Project title: Strengthening capacities for a better action

EC internal: 220830

Summary: Set up a peace and non-violence culture in Kabylie by building peace and conciliation capacities.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Ligue de Prévention et de Sauvegarde de la Jeunesse et de l’Enfance, Cité 104 Logements EPLF Blog BT Tizi Ouzou, Algeria

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Albania, Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bolivia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Burundi, Chile, Colombia, Croatia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, EU-27, Georgia, Guinea Conakry, Haiti, Indonesia, Kosovo, Liberia, FYROM

Areas of activity: Conflict prevention

Project title: Initiative for Peace-building (Preparatory Action for the Establishment of a Conflict Prevention Network)

EC internal: 136883

Summary: Pull together international expertise in the field of conflict prevention to ensure that all actors can access independent analysis in order to better facilitate more evidence-based policy decisions.

Starting date: 17/09/2007

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 3,000,000.00

% financed by the EU: 77.48%

Countries: Guyana

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue, Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations, Access to information and transparency

Project title: UNAG Peace Building Project

EC internal: 214069

Summary: The creation of an enabling environment for democracy by providing increasing opportunities for the participation of citizens and their organisations in the management and decision-making processes of their communities and to strengthen the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform and peace. To develop, empower and enhance existing peace councils and to establish and empower new peace councils; to utilise existing peace building, peacemaking and reconciliation processes.

Starting date: 17/11/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: United Nations Association of Guyana, Lot 215 King Street, Lacytown, Georgetown, Guyana

EU contribution: € 74,854.00

% financed by the EU: 76.34%

Countries: Colombia

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Contributions of the national movement of victims, part of the peace building with memory and against impunity in Colombia

EC internal: 222819

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the construction of historical memory, overcoming impunity for serious violations of the right to life and the restitution of the dispossessed or abandoned land as a contribution of peace and democracy.

Starting date: 24/06/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Sponsorship Group of the Project Counselling Service (PCS) Association, Borgergade 10-2 1300 Kobenhavn, Denmark, www.pcslatin.org

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 74.36%

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Development of local capacities for the resolution of conflicts and the social defence of the community in the municipality of Río Blanco, Department of Matagalpa

EC internal: 222006

Summary: The project will establish a conflict mediation centre linked to a network of 30 community mediators, while developing a net of 25 human rights defenders, thus creating a space for dialogue at the local level.

Starting date: 04/01/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Universidad Centroamericana, Avenida Juan Pablo II de la Rotonda Ruben Dario 150 mts al oeste, Managua, Nicaragua

EU contribution: € 199,500.00

% financed by the EU: 77.64%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Colombia
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Reinforcement of communities and grass-root peace initiatives in Colombia
EC internal: 226689
Summary: The project aims at creating a favourable environment for peace in Colombia by promoting and consolidating regional agendas and experiences for peace.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Reflection Analysis and Social Action, Calle 38 8-12 Oficina 402 Bogotá, Colombia
EU contribution: € 290,000.00
% financed by the EU: 89.02%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: DDR (Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration)
Project title: Implementation of the Right of Peoples to Self-Determination – Avoiding Conflicts
EC internal: 255579
Summary: The objective is to influence and contribute to the peace-building process in the Western The Balkans through the coordination of the existing expertise and knowledge in and outside the region.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Belgrade Centre for Human Rights Association BCHR, Beogradska 54 11000 Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 46,455.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice, Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)
Project title: Reducing social tensions and social crimes and enhancing tolerance for sustainable peace conciliation process in North-west communities of the Kapivastu district
EC internal: 234000
Summary: Project has aimed at reducing social tension and social crimes and increasing community tolerance for sustainable peace processes.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 36,559.00
% financed by the EU: 94.00%
### Fighting impunity

#### Countries: Somalia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Action against Conflict and for Tolerance (ACT) in Puntland

**EC internal:** 243841

**Summary:** The overall objective to which the action will contribute, is to work towards peace and protection of human rights in Somalia.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Danish Refugee Council DRC, Borgergade 10 1300 Kobenhavn K, Denmark, www.drc.dk

**EU contribution:** € 299,949.78

**% financed by the EU:** 74.98%

---

#### Countries: Guyana

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Mediation and dialogue, Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations

**Project title:** Enhanced Community Dialogue and Social Cohesion

**EC internal:** 212502

**Summary:** Enhancing local capacity for participation in governance and in the development of initiatives to resolve conflicts and contribute to community security. Establish ad hoc district and neighbourhood level mechanisms for peaceful settlement of disputes.

**Starting date:** 18/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months


**EU contribution:** € 95,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.17%

---

#### Countries: Tajikistan

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Dialogue for a Policy on the relationship between the Secular State and Religion

**EC internal:** 211007

**Summary:** To bridge societal divides and promote tolerance and understanding of human rights and values through means of secular-religious dialogues. To strengthen capacity of the Tajik state to engage in dialogue with religious communities.

**Starting date:** 23/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Standing International Forum on Ethnic Conflict, Genocide & Human Rights, UK

**EU contribution:** € 243,244.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

#### Countries: Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue

**Project title:** Life in Kosovo: TV Debates, Trainings and Monitoring of Public Institutions

**EC internal:** 168437

**Summary:** Ease inter-ethnic and social tensions by developing a dialogue between civil society, political representatives and ethnic communities, thus contributing to an atmosphere where human rights are respected and conflicts are prevented.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Balkan Investigative Reporting Network, Mensa e studenteve Kati, 10000, Pristina, Kosovo, www.kosovo.birn.eu.com

**EU contribution:** € 99,500.00

**% financed by the EU:** 61.73%
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Countries: Dominican Republic, Haiti
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Culture of Human Rights and peaceful coexistence in the Haitian-American border
EC internal: 166653
Summary: General objective Contributing to the reinforcement of the civil society’s paper in Haiti and in Dominican Republic and the construction of a Human Rights culture, of peace and harmony between both countries.
Starting date: 14/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Christian Aid LBG, Lower Marsh 35-41, SE1 7RL London, United Kingdom, www.christian-aid.org.uk
EU contribution: € 1,500,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Angola
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Initiative for the Promotion of Peace, Reconciliation and Community Building in Benguela and Bié Provinces
EC internal: 168418
Summary: Contribute to peaceful coexistence and respect for human rights among the various populations of the target regions.
Starting date: 12/12/2008
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Diakonisches Werk der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland EV, Staffenbergstrasse 76, 70184, Stuttgart, Germany, www.brot-fuer-die-welt.de
EU contribution: € 278,600.00
% financed by the EU: 79.98%

Countries: Kenya, Uganda
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Strengthening the Capacity of Civil Society in the Karamoja, Turkana and Pokot Regions (Uganda/Kenya) to Prevent and Resolve Conflicts
EC internal: 225510
Summary: IRC-UK will implement actions with an overall objective: Conflict-affected communities on the Kenya and Uganda border enjoy peace and prosperity and are able to access sustainable development and recovery.
Starting date: 18/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Rescue Committee, Gower Street 11, WC1E 6HB, United Kingdom, www.ircuk.org
EU contribution: € 1,449,417.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Hail to the Righteous
EC internal: 154074
Summary: The project aims to contribute to national reconciliation in Rwanda, highlighting the Hutu people who helped rescuing Tutsi people from the 1994 genocide.
Starting date: 16/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: IBUKA, PO Box 625, District de Nyarugence, Kigali, Rwanda
EU contribution: € 129,252.64
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Fighting impunity

**Countries**: Brazil

**Areas of activity**: Mediation and dialogue

**Project title**: Nucleus Research Methods in Non-Violent Conflict Resolution and Human Rights – NUIDH

**EC internal**: 255021

**Summary**: The general objective is to promote a culture of Human Rights and prevent violence, strengthen the dynamics of work between civil society and local legal actors.

**Starting date**: 19/11/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Office of legal advisers for popular organisations, Rua do Sossego 432 50050 080 Boa Vista Recife, Brazil

**EU contribution**: € 149,100.00

**% financed by the EU**: 94.67%

---

**Countries**: India

**Areas of activity**: Mediation and dialogue

**Project title**: Dialogue Initiative for Peace and Conflict Resolution in Kashmir

**EC internal**: 228073

**Summary**: To bridge regional, ethnic and religious divisions and strengthen trust between conflict actors through civil society dialogue and local conflict measures, thereby enabling civil society to develop a vision for self-governance/autonomy.

**Starting date**: 01/03/2010

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung fur die Freiheit, Karl Marx Strasse 2, Potsdam Babelsberg, Zip code 14482, www.freheit.org

**EU contribution**: € 1,001,806.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Russian Federation

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations, Mediation and dialogue

**Project title**: Conflict prevention and improvement of interethnic relations in North Ossetia through economic stabilization and interethnic tolerance building

**EC internal**: 206088

**Summary**: The action is aimed at building tolerance between Ossetians and Ingush in Prigorodny District, peaceful conciliation of interests and enhancing inclusiveness of Ingush minorities through restoring horizontal ties between the local communities.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Memorial Human Rights Centre, Maliy Kartniy Per H 12, 103051, Russia, www.memo.ru/hr/index.htm

**EU contribution**: € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Mauritania

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations, Mediation and dialogue

**Project title**: Let’s live together

**EC internal**: 220737

**Summary**: To create a mechanism for dialogue and a dynamic discussion on the different ethnic components of the Mauritanian society. These discussions will be recorded and broadcast through different audio-visual channels.

**Starting date**: 31/12/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: La Maison des Cinéastes, Ilot A, Rue 410-05, BP 3366 Nouakchott, Mauritania

**EU contribution**: € 96,432.25

**% financed by the EU**: 63.01%
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Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Promoting Tolerance and Enhancing Inclusiveness through Mosque and Pesantren Networks
EC internal: 172570
Summary: Create networks of religious leaders, preachers, proselytizers and kyai, with a strong understanding of tolerance and a commitment to developing tolerant, peaceful and inclusive lives.
Starting date: 05/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Moderate Muslim Society, JI Solo 24 B Kampung Utan 04/04 Cempaka, Purih Ciputat, Tangerang 15412, Indonesia, www.moderatemuslim.net
EU contribution: € 79,998.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Post-Referendum Issues: Human Rights, Peace and Security
EC internal: 258654
Summary: The overall objective is to promote and enhance inter-community relations and dialogue through public forums with participants from the North and South.
Starting date: 23/12/2010
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Alyam Center for Cultural Studies and Development ACCSD, Khartoum 2 Boite postale 602 11111 KHARTOUM, Sudan
EU contribution: € 40,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.88%

Countries: Croatia
Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort), Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Monitoring War Crime Trials in the Process of Dealing with the Past
EC internal: 172375
Summary: Improving efficiency in prosecution; reconciliation by awareness-raising; civil society monitoring, advocacy capacities.
Starting date: 20/12/2008
Duration: 34 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Peace, non-Violence and Human Rights, Osijek Trg Augusta Senoe 1, P.O.Box 142, 31000, Osijek, Croatia
EU contribution: € 600,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, FYROM, Montenegro, Serbia
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Strengthening the role of civil society in post-conflict truth-seeking and truth-telling in the Western Balkans
EC internal: 217410
Summary: The aim of the project is to prevent historical revisionism and to enhance the capacity of victims of conflict and civil society in the region against political manipulation of the past by ethno-nationalistic forces, as well as to foster inter-community dialogue
Starting date: 01/10/2009
Duration: 26 months
Beneficiary: Humanitarian Law Center, Decanksa 12, 11000, Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 1,200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.28%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Old castle - more bridges - reconciliation and trust building in Zadar hinterland and Lika region

EC internal: 227765

Summary: The aim is to bridge social and ethnic divides which are consequences of the war and post-war period as well as to increase the visibility and capacities of civil society and youth to actively participate in creating sustainable peace and to promote the protection of human rights and social inclusion.

Starting date: 11/12/2009

Duration: 14 months

Beneficiary: Center for Peace Studies, Selska Cesta 112 A, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

EU contribution: € 99,822.44

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Civil Centre Hrvatska Kostajnica

EC internal: 227413

Summary: Bringing all target groups together and providing them with the possibility to participate in different activities with the aim of building consensus on human rights and enhancing the quality of common life for present and future generations.

Starting date: 14/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: PGP CRP Civil Rights Project Sisak, Rimska 6 44000, Sisak, Croatia, www.cripsisak.hr

EU contribution: € 94,560.00

% financed by the EU: 80.01%

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Common Past - Common Future

EC internal: 227308

Summary: The objective is to promote social reconstruction of the post-war multiethnic communities and a higher level of understanding and interaction between minority and the majority groups.

Starting date: 14/12/2009

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Nansen Dijalog Centar, Franjevacka 12, 31000 Osijek, Croatia, www.ndcosijek.hr

EU contribution: € 82,273.40

% financed by the EU: 77.25%

Countries: Guatemala

Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

Project title: Project to take DNA samples from the relatives of missing persons of the armed conflict to help to identify them

EC internal: 160398

Summary: Contribute to the identification of missing persons from the armed conflict in order to seek justice and dignity for the victims and their families.

Starting date: 15/01/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Fundación de Antropología Forense de Guatemala, Avenida Simeon Canas 10-64, Zona 2, 01002, Guatemala, Guatemala, www.fafg.org

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 62.53%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Paraguay

Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

Project title: The voice of memory against impunity and oblivion. Paraguayan youth rebuild historical memory and supports the diffusion of the report issued by the Truth and Justice Commission

EC internal: 225392

Summary: The project aims at promoting and disseminating the Commission’s report in schools in Asuncion and in the Central and Cordillera departments with the active participation of students, teachers and parents

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: €150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 79.82%

Countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia

Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

Project title: The South Caucasus Mediation & Dialogue Initiative for Reignited Peace Processes

EC internal: 166754

Summary: Main objectives are to promote views and inject independent analysis into public and political debate on issues related to conflict resolution in the region.

Starting date: 12/10/2009

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: €1,490,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Paraguay

Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

Project title: Virtual museum of Historical Memory

EC internal: 225262

Summary: The project aims at consolidating democratic values throughout the diffusion of the report prepared by the Truth and Justice Commission Verdad y Justicia and by the establishment of a virtual museum of historical memory

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Centre for Information and Resources for Development, Avenida Mcal Lopez 2029 Esquina Aca Caraya, Asunción, Paraguay, www.cird.org.py

EU contribution: €150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Uruguay

Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

Project title: Everyone under suspicion

EC internal: 214105

Summary: The project aims at offering a new perspective of the events that took place in the 70s and the 80s, contributing to a democratic memory, the repair of the victims and truth and reconciliation.

Starting date: 01/04/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Compromiso Social Corporativa, Zelmar Michelini 1266 Piso 4, 11100 Montevideo, Uruguay

EU contribution: €99,619.00

% financed by the EU: 79.62%
Fighting impunity

Countries: Nigeria
Areas of activity: Truth and reconciliation mechanisms
Project title: Connecting the Disconnect through Women and Youth Peace Building in the Middle Belt Region
EC internal: 232816
Summary: The overall objective of the project is to build a structure and a platform for connecting the disconnect for peace building and alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in the Middle Belt region.
Starting date: 26/03/2010
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Women Environmental Programme, Anambra Court Gaduwa Block E Flat 2 Estate Apo after Legislative Qtrs P.O. Box 10176 900001 Abuja, Nigeria, www.wepnigeria.net
EU contribution: € 88,996.75
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Civil Society Efforts towards Creating Communities of Dialogue and Mutual Respect
EC internal: 155454
Summary: Enhance community cohesion by initiating cooperation between returnees and domicile populations for community well-being and by encouraging the return process through promotion of good examples of successful interethnic dialogue.
Starting date: 29/11/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Union of Associations of Refugees and Displaced Persons of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mihrivode 29, 71000, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.siribh.org
EU contribution: € 81,611.04
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Rwanda
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Project strengthening social cohesion and participation of Rwandan citizens in democratic governance
EC internal: 246342
Summary: The overall objective is to help build a solid foundation for a just and equitable Rwandan society and to strengthen mutual respect and tolerance between different groups in Rwanda.
Starting date: 08/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Institute for Research and Dialogue for Peace, Rue Depute Kamuzinzi 1 7109 Nyarugenge Kigali, Rwanda
EU contribution: € 202,220.00
% financed by the EU: 63.00%
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Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Truth and reconciliation mechanisms
Project title: Promotion of democratic values in rural areas
EC internal: 257016
Summary: The objective is to strengthen networks between communities to create trust between communities, especially to absorb problems of estate property (land boundary) that divide them, though clans lived initially together.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Youth Organisation for Appropriate Research and Development, Avenue Nkama 6 Q Kikangu Cité Nsele 92 Province Bas Congo Inkisi, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 70,000.00
% financed by the EU: 83.00%

Countries: Lebanon
Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort), Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Lebanon's unaddressed legacy: the missing and the families' right to know. Building a legal and institutional framework.
EC internal: 225027
Summary: This project seeks to assist civil society organizations and decision makers working on the issue of the missing in Lebanon by developing the needed legal and institutional framework that would guarantee 'the right to know'.
Starting date: 30/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centre International pour la Justice Transitionnelle Internationale, Boulevard Bischoffsheim 11, 1000 Brussels, Belgium, www.ictj.org
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Argentina
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Truth, Justice and Memory: search and identification of remains of persons who disappeared in Argentina in the period 1974-1983
EC internal: 171927
Summary: The action aims at contributing to the fight against impunity and the search for justice and memory for persons who disappeared, victims of political persecution.
Starting date: 10/08/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Equipo Argentino de Antropología Forense Asociación Civil
EU contribution: € 198,477.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Argentina
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice
Project title: Justice and memory
EC internal: 171973
Summary: The action will contribute to the process of searching for truth and justice on the grave violations of human rights that took place during the dictatorship.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Asociación Civil Memoria Abierta Acción Coordinada de Organizaciones de Derechos Humanos, Argentina
EU contribution: € 155,000.00
% financed by the EU: 77.58%
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**Countries:** Paraguay

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice, Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

**Project title:** In favour of Human Rights and Never Again

**EC internal:** 224452

**Summary:** Towards the institutionalization of a culture of human rights through the awareness, respect and acceptance by Paraguay’s civil society and the authorities of the Report issued by the Truth and Justice Commission.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Diakonia, Starrbacksgatan 11, 172 99 Sundbyberg, Sweden, www.diakonia.se

**EU contribution:** €150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Uruguay

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice, Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

**Project title:** Creation of archives containing files of civilians judged under the military jurisdiction during the dictatorship of 1973-1985

**EC internal:** 214291

**Summary:** To contribute to the memory and justice for victims of the dictatorship by providing the criminal justice with the files of civilians condemned by military trials which may be used to denounce human rights violations during that period.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Poder Judicial, San Jose 1132 2nd floor, Montevideo, Uruguay, www.infodrogas.gub.uy

**EU contribution:** €114,470.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.40%

---

**Countries:** Chile

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Travelling through memory in Peñalolén. Programme to reinforce inter-generation and social memory and youth participation

**EC internal:** 172202

**Summary:** To strengthen democratic and youth participation in the municipality of Peñalolén through the recovery of social memory.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Corporación Asociación Chilena Pro Naciones Unidas, Brown Norte 379 7790717, Nunoa Santiago, Chile

**EU contribution:** €120,936.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Sierra Leone

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice, Managed by ICC and the ad hoc tribunals and special chambers

**Project title:** Communicating Justice and Capacity Building

**EC internal:** 142731

**Summary:** Communicate the importance of the Court’s work and its broader objectives of promoting the rule of law, international humanitarian law and human rights in Sierra Leone and its sub-regions.

**Starting date:** 01/04/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Special Court for Sierra Leone, Jomo Kenyatta Road, 10017, Freetown, Sierra Leone, www.sc-sl.org

**EU contribution:** €600,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.92%
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**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice

**Project title:** Parliamentary campaign for the effectiveness and universality of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court system (‘PGA ICC Campaign’)

**EC internal:** 247359

**Summary:** The objective is to promote at global level the universality of the Rome Statute (RS) and contribute to the effectiveness of the ICC jurisdictional system, in which States Parties have the duty to exercise their primary jurisdiction over genocide, crimes.

**Starting date:** 01/05/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Parliamentarians for Global Action, 43rd Street 211 East Suite 1604 10017 New York, United States, www.pgaction.org

**EU contribution:** € 987,813.00

**% financed by the EU:** 68.88%

---

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Transitional justice (Criminal prosecutions, gender justice, security system reform)

**Project title:** Accomplishing Practice of Application and Execution of Non-Custodial Penalty Forms in Adjara Region

**EC internal:** 211017

**Summary:** Promoting formation of a practice of imposing non-custodial forms of penalty in court and law-enforcement bodies of Adjara region.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 16 months

**Beneficiary:** Rehabilitation Centre Non-Entrepreneurial

**EU contribution:** € 93,576.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Chile

**Areas of activity:** Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort), Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Designing the Villa Grimaldi memory and Human Rights museum

**EC internal:** 172078

**Summary:** To develop a space for the memory and the promotion of human rights, complementary to the current Villa Grimaldi Peace Park.

**Starting date:** 16/11/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Corporación Parque por la Paz Villa Grimaldi, Chile

**EU contribution:** € 111,397.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Afghanistan

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Promoting human rights and democratic reform through the enhanced role of civil society in supporting Transitional Justice

**EC internal:** 243490

**Summary:** The objective is to further enhance the competence of civil society in promoting HR and democratic reform and through consensual forums to advocate effectively for national reconciliation through a process of TJ and acknowledgement of victims.

**Starting date:** 27/09/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Arman Shahr Open Asia Foundation, Second Street 5 Qala I Fatullah 10 Kabul, Afghanistan

**EU contribution:** € 299,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 94.92%
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Countries: Somalia
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Strengthening the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform, in supporting the peaceful conciliation of group interests and in consolidating political participation and representation
EC internal: 243840
Summary: This one-year action is intended to complement and reinforce Saferworld’s existing programme of work to strengthen and promote the involvement of Somali Non-State Actors in decision-making on peace, security and development.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 295,731.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)
Project title: Empowering marginalised and conflict affected communities for promoting human rights, democracy and peace
EC internal: 234035
Summary: Project has aimed at contributing to promotion of human rights and democratic reform, supporting the peaceful reconciliation of group interests and also consolidating political participation and representation in Nepal.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Community Development and Environment Conservation Forum Association, Sipapokhare 7 Sindhupalchok District, P.O. Box 9929 977 Kathmandu, Nepal
EU contribution: € 47,468.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Chile
Areas of activity: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)
Project title: Rescue of the document heritage of Chile’s Commission of Human Rights
EC internal: 172193
Summary: To rescue, preserve and spread the documentary and cultural heritage of Chile’s Commission of Human Rights, thus contributing to the consolidation and promotion of democracy and human rights in Chile.
Starting date: 26/11/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Corporación Justicia Democracia
EU contribution: € 115,642.00
% financed by the EU: 79.51%

Countries: Colombia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Democracy and Peace: a building effort from communities
EC internal: 226160
Summary: The project aims at improving the access to justice for the communities by improving their visibility, by increasing networking with existing peace organizations and deepening the communication with the authorities.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 20 months
EU contribution: € 298,619.30
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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**Countries:** Cyprus, Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Human Rights and Reconciliation – Civil Society Acts Beyond Borders

**EC internal:** 167502

**Summary:** This project aims to empower civil society actors, youth and local authorities in Israel and Palestine to actively promote Human Rights and Democratization.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Cyprus Neuroscience and Technology Institute, Promitheos 5 - 1065 Lefkosia, Cyprus, www.cnti.org.cy

**EU contribution:** € 699,890.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Violence against women

**Project title:** Strengthening Women’s Capacity for Peace-building in the South Caucasus Region

**EC internal:** 167581

**Summary:** Strengthen women’s role in peace-building in the South Caucasus, support marginalized women from conflict-affected communities in protecting their rights and taking active part in decision-making processes.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Care Österreich Verein für Entwicklungszusammenarbeit und Humanitäre Hilfe (Association for Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Assistance), Lange Gasse 30/4 Vienna A-1080 Vienna, Austria, www.care.at

**EU contribution:** € 1,055,990.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Colombia, Ecuador, Peru

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Building Civil Society Capacities to Prevent Conflict at the Local Level in the Andean Region

**EC internal:** 167095

**Summary:** To build the capacity and the practical cooperation of (and between) civil society organisations in Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.

**Starting date:** 04/01/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Standing International Forum on Ethnic Conflict Genocide & Human Rights, UK, www.international-alert.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,420,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.90%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

**Project title:** Consolidation of Democracy and Respect for All Human and Minority Rights through Strengthening of the Reconciliation Process and Citizens’ Participation in the Decision Making Process in the Municipalities of Pakrac, Lipik and Okucani

**EC internal:** 171470

**Summary:** Improving minority and local communities rights, monitoring mechanisms and stakeholder dialogues on harmonising their needs.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Deutschland, Sulzburgerstrasse 140, 50937, Koln, Germany, www.asb.de

**EU contribution:** € 99,528.62

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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**Countries**: Kosovo

**Areas of activity**: Reconciliation (Truth commissions, reparations programs, memorialisation effort)

**Project title**: Bridging Rights Initiatives in Support of Democracy, Good Governance and Equity (BRIDGE)

**EC internal**: 168432

**Summary**: Promote a better understanding, acceptance and implementation of inter-community rights, thereby enhancing community capacities to effectively contribute to the inter-ethnic reconciliation process.

**Starting date**: 15/12/2008

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Shoqata Syri i Vizionit, Eye of Vision, Qendra Zëjtare 64 B, 3000, Peja Pec, Kosovo, www.syriivizionit.org

**EU contribution**: € 98,957.88

**% financed by the EU**: 100.00%

---

**Countries**: Nepal

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Capacity Building Programme for Protecting Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom in Nepal

**EC internal**: 159300

**Summary**: Protect and promote human rights and fundamental freedom in conflict-affected districts of Nepal by strengthening civil society actors and sensitizing concerned stakeholders.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: National Peace Campaign, Maitighar, Kathmandu, Nepal P.O. Box. 10101 Nepal, Nepal, www.campaign.org.np

**EU contribution**: € 715,620.00

**% financed by the EU**: 100.00%

---

**Countries**: Indonesia

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Strengthening Civil Society Capacity to Promote Accountability for Gross Human Rights Violations

**EC internal**: 253998

**Summary**: The action aims to increase the capacity of Indonesian civil society actors to recover and disseminate a truthful record of past violations and to increase consideration of mechanisms for accountability for gross human rights violations.

**Starting date**: 01/12/2010

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: International Center for Transitional Justice ICTJ, Wisma Aria Unit 105 Jl Hos Cokroaminoto 81 Menteng Wisma Aria Unit 105 Jakarta Pusat 10310 Jakarta, Indonesia, www.ictj.org

**EU contribution**: € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 72.67%
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**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Empowering the vulnerable: strengthening grassroots governance and promoting civil society action in conflict affected areas of Kashmir

**EC internal:** 232181

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute towards lessening conflict through strengthened local governance and promoting affirmative civil society action for holistic development in Baramulla and Bandipora districts in Kashmir, India.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** German World Hunger Aid, Friedrich Ebert Strasse 1 200451 53173 Bonn, Germany, www.welthungerhilfe.de

**EU contribution:** € 250,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.47%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue, Truth and reconciliation mechanisms

**Project title:** Grassroots Dialogues in Sandzak: Helping to Bridge Divides and Articulate the Region’s True Interests

**EC internal:** 162059

**Summary:** Help local stakeholders bridge social, political and religious divides and set in motion the process of Sandzak’s Europeanization and modernization.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Serbia, 7 Zmaj Joua Street, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.helsinki.org.yu/serbian/index_s.ht

**EU contribution:** € 49,072.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Rwanda

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** Media for Reconciliation: Radio and film supporting demobilization and reintegration in Rwanda

**EC internal:** 246512

**Summary:** The objective is to build towards consensus on unity and reconciliation, by means of civil society dialogues which seek to bridge societal divides and which bring together a wide range of stakeholders.

**Starting date:** 03/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Internews Europe Association, Rue Jeanne d’Arc 72, 75013 Paris, France, www.internews.eu

**EU contribution:** € 251,080.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

---

**Countries:** Kyrgyzstan

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue

**Project title:** National Video Dialogue Network

**EC internal:** 255921

**Summary:** The overall objective is to empower the Kyrgyz civil society to overcome the difficult political and social momentum, initiated by third forces of interethnic and regional confrontation (North - South, Bishkek regions).

**Starting date:** 01/02/2011

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society Association, Kiyevskaya Street 77 720020, Kyrgyzstan

**EU contribution:** € 226,352.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.81%
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**Countries:** Kyrgyzstan

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** National Video Dialogue Network

**EC internal:** 164302

**Summary:** Empower Kyrgyz civil society to overcome regional and informational divides and participate in inclusive, representative, informed and structured public policy debates through a national video dialogue network.

**Starting date:** 19/12/2008

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society Association, Kiyevskaya Street 77, 720020, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

**EU contribution:** € 149,994.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.81%

---

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Mediation and dialogue

**Project title:** Tolerance, Dialogue, Cooperation! Promoting inter-religious dialogue in FYROM through capacity building for media and religious representatives

**EC internal:** 258644

**Summary:** The objective is to create awareness among the population for religious tolerance as well as to contribute to the democratisation process of the country by promoting freedom of expression, inter-religious dialogue and religious pluralism.

**Starting date:** 28/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Konrad-Adenauer Foundation, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, FYROM, www.kas.de

**EU contribution:** € 89,655.00

**% financed by the EU:** 60.00%

---

**Countries:** Guatemala

**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice

**Project title:** International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG)

**EC internal:** 160942

**Summary:** Contribute to the fight against impunity whilst strengthening the relevant institutions through improved coordination, a more transparent and efficient justice system and enhanced criminal investigations.

**Starting date:** 23/08/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** United Nations Development Programme, United Nations Plaza 1, 10017, New York, United States, www.undp.org

**EU contribution:** € 800,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 100.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** SSR (Security sector reform) (peace building)

**Project title:** Militia of Russia - from force to service

**EC internal:** 205856

**Summary:** The action is aimed to contribute to the transformation of militia from a force structure to a structure which services society and to improve collaboration between society and militia.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 14 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Being and Law, Antsiferovo Street 4, Zip Code 424039, Yoshkar Ola, Russia

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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### Countries: Guatemala

#### Areas of activity:
- Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

#### Project title:
- Building justice in Guatemala

#### EC internal:
- 226775

#### Summary:
The project aims at strengthening the justice system and creating judicial, political and social precedents by bringing to court cases of crimes against humanity.

#### Starting date:
- 01/02/2010

#### Duration:
- 24 months

#### Beneficiary:
- Centre for Legal Action on Human Rights, Avenida 6A 1-71 Zona 1, 01001, Guatemala, Guatemala

#### EU contribution:
- € 100,000.00

#### % financed by the EU:
- 80.00%

### Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

#### Areas of activity:
- Mediation and dialogue

#### Project title:
- Dialogues II

#### EC internal:
- 228046

#### Summary:
The specific objective is achieving the adequate inclusion of the Council of National Minorities in the decision-making processes at all levels.

#### Starting date:
- 28/12/2009

#### Duration:
- 18 months

#### Beneficiary:
- Human Rights Office Tuzla, Ulica Fra Stjepana Matijevica 3, 75000 Tuzla, Bosnia & Herzegovina

#### EU contribution:
- € 90,278.40

#### % financed by the EU:
- 80.00%

### Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

#### Areas of activity:
- Torture prevention

#### Project title:
- The role of Village Community Development in the restoration of Human Rights to ensure a bright future for the democratization process in peasant societies

#### EC internal:
- 224028

#### Summary:
Strengthening the capacities of Village Development Committees to restore human rights in order to empower grassroots communities at participating actively in the peaceful reconciliation of conflicts.

#### Starting date:
- 15/12/2009

#### Duration:
- 12 months

#### Beneficiary:
- Organisation des Jeunes pour les Recherches Appropriées et le Développement, Avenue Nkama 6 q, Kikangue cite Nsele, P.O box 92, Province Bas Congo, Inkisi, Democratic Republic of the Congo

#### EU contribution:
- € 77,388.00

#### % financed by the EU:
- 88.35%
The EIDHR is deeply committed to protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms, financing more than 100 projects worth about €50 million between 2007 and 2010. These projects concerned protection for human rights defenders, plus support for freedom of expression and association, and freedom of religion and belief. They also provided funding for human rights protection bodies and mechanisms. This part of the compendium presents a broad selection of these projects.

Support for human rights defenders has long been part of the European Union’s external policy on human rights. The EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders were adopted in 2004. They provide practical recommendations to streamline EU actions in this field. The guidelines, which build on the 1998 UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, represent the political framework which enables the EIDHR to channel financial support to defenders.

Through the EIDHR, the EU supports human rights defenders against repression and the arbitrary exercise of power, and seeks to provide swift assistance to human rights defenders at risk. It also aims at reinforcing their ability to do their human rights work in the medium and longer term. The EIDHR can provide urgent financial or material support for human rights defenders under direct personal threat. In addition to support channelled through our partners, the European Commission manages a small facility to provide ad-hoc grants of up to €10 000 for human rights defenders in need of urgent help.

The EIDHR currently co-finances 11 projects to support human rights defenders around the world with the organisations listed below. These organisations are described according to their own specifications.

Although the EIDHR publishes details of where its money goes and to whom, it also funds activities in many sensitive areas where a high degree of confidentiality is required. More than €50 million were allocated from 2007 to 2010 to very sensitive projects in areas and countries in which human rights and fundamental freedoms are most at risk. The precise activities and the beneficiaries are kept confidential.

The main areas of these activities are independent media and freedom of expression, freedom of association, the fight against discrimination of target groups (religious and ethnic minorities, lesbians and gays), etc. EIDHR funds projects to support freedom of association, to protect trade union activists and promote freedom of conscience (the right to object to military service on conscientious grounds) in countries involved in armed conflicts.
As a reporter on Azerbaijan’s first independent daily newspaper Azadliq, Agil Khalil survived two murder attempts as a result of attempting to cover a story. He had to leave the country to save his life. His editor has spent time in prison and several of his former colleagues are still detained. Khalil is one of numerous journalists in exile helped by Reporters Without Borders, an organisation dedicated to defending freedom of the press, assisting journalists threatened, repressed or attacked by authorities solely because of the kind of information they provide.

EU aid through EIDHR worth 616,000 euros over a period of three years has helped Reporters Without Borders fund a help desk in Paris which coordinates a rapid response to calls for assistance from all media at risk, under threat or in difficulty. The organisation provides legal aid to journalists in prison or on trial and financial aid to their dependants and to the families of murdered journalists. It funds medical expenses where necessary, helps obtain visas for media forced to flee their countries and subsidises accommodation for displaced journalists.

They include journalists like Amanuel Ghirmai who fled his job in Eritrea to avoid prison for not supporting the government line. A Somali journalist who recently escaped over the border to Kenya from is still in fear of his life following death threats from Islamist militias; Reporters Without Borders will help him with his application for asylum. Burmese and Rwandan journalists are among those living in exile in France.

The work of Reporters Without Borders is not solely concerned with helping journalists in countries where repressive regimes attempt to silence media outlets that question them. EU financial assistance has also enabled Reporters Without Borders help keep the presses going on three independent newspapers hit by the recent flooding in Pakistan’s Swat Valley.

As well as being able to supply computer equipment and broadcast material to struggling media, RSF has also been able to provide bullet-proof vests, helmets and first-aid kits for journalists working in hostile regions and can arrange for war zone insurance at preferential rates.
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims, Human prison system
Project title: Introducing four Rs in Georgia: Rehabilitation, Reintegration & Reducing Recidivism among Georgian convicts
EC internal: 242363
Summary: The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the process of successful re-socialization and reintegration of prisoners into society.
Starting date: 21/12/2010
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Georgian Centre for Psycho-Social and Medical Rehabilitation for Torture Victims, Bakradze Str 8 380070 Tbilisi, Georgia, www.gcrt.ge
EU contribution: € 99,964.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Innovative Technologies in the Defence of Conscripts' Rights
EC internal: 157776
Summary: Combat gross violations of individual rights committed in the military draft process, particularly those associated with medical check-ups.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Legal-Expert Partnership Union, Lenin Avenue 10A 8, 185035, Petrozavodsk, Republic of Karelia, Russian Federation, 321.karelia.ru
EU contribution: € 142,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.78%

Countries: Burundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Migrations and Waves of the Great Lakes
EC internal: 166795
Summary: This project brings together twelve radios from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and Burundi, countries facing the challenges of reconciliation, both within their borders with their neighbours.
Starting date: 17/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 700,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.05%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Urgent response protection needs
Project title: Implementation of the plan of action for 10 points in Venezuela - Comprehensive response to mixed migration flows
EC internal: 240464
Summary: Responding in a comprehensive way to the mixed migration flows by implementing the 10 points plan of action in Venezuela.
Starting date: 24/11/2010
Duration: 16 months
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 84.19%
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**Countries:** Turkmenistan

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** Shaping the Future of the Turkmen Media in the Post-Niyazov Thaw

**EC internal:** 167443

**Summary:** The project is aimed at developing the potential of the Turkmen media to act as catalyst for social reforms and to provide a forum for democratic debate.

**Starting date:** 14/09/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** The BBC World Service Trust, Bush House Strand 76, WC2B 4PH London, United Kingdom, www.bbcworldservicetrust.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.85%

---

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention

**Project title:** Support to the synergy of intervention of civil society organizations in the promotion and protection of human rights in Kasai

**EC internal:** 223845

**Summary:** Contribute to the improvement of relations between police and the population regarding the protection of human rights.

**Starting date:** 23/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre d’études et de formation populaires

**EU contribution:** € 79,381.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Somalia

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression

**Project title:** Setting News Standards in Somalia

**EC internal:** 243736

**Summary:** The overall goal of the media action is to improve the capacity of the Somali media outlets and increase access to information in South and Central Somalia, Puntland and Somalia.

**Starting date:** 01/05/2011

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Stichting Press Now, Witte Kruislaan 55, Hilversum, The Netherlands

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 46.52%

---

**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Transnational Human Rights Network for Conscripts: Empowering Young People under State-Enforced Discrimination

**EC internal:** 216067

**Summary:** To build the capacity of CSOs in the CIS to empower conscripts and their families to claim their rights and to enhance the impact of the CSOs on decision-making processes related to representation and human rights protection of conscripts.

**Starting date:** 01/10/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** London School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, United Kingdom, www.lse.ac.uk

**EU contribution:** € 1,340,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.76%
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South America

Countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, Venezuela

Areas of activity: Freedom of opinion and expression

Project title: Project to strengthen the right to freedom of expression in Latin America

EC internal: 167432

Summary: The overall project is to increase the respect, the guarantee and the promotion to the rights of freedom of expression in Latin America.

Starting date: 01/10/2009

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 973,181.00

% financed by the EU: 72.95%

Countries: Montenegro

Areas of activity: Independence of the judiciary, Independence of media and freedom of the press, Constitutional and legislative reform

Project title: Investigative Journalism and Public Debate on Reforms (Media Freedom, Minority Rights and Rule of Law)

EC internal: 223354

Summary: To promote fundamental rights and freedom and democratic reforms in Montenegro by identifying and raising awareness of legal reforms needed to foster freedom of speech and expression, to ensure minorities’ rights and to ensure access to justice by all.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Company for Newspaper Publishing Activities Monitor, Vuka Karadžica 11, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro

EU contribution: € 93,496.00

% financed by the EU: 86.02%

Countries: Kazakhstan

Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights

Project title: Monitoring the National Human Rights Action Plan by Kazakhstan for 2009-2012 implementation progress

EC internal: 247894

Summary: The HR Action Plan was adopted by Kazakhstan as one of specific steps aimed to improve human rights situation in the country, which were required by international communities, including OSCE.

Starting date: 01/03/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Kazakhstan International Bureau for Human Rights and Rule of Law, Office 423 Building 4a Micro District 8 050035 Alma Atd, Kazakhstan, www.bureau.kz

EU contribution: € 240,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Worldwide  
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Lawyers Serving Lawyers  
**EC internal:** 165110  
**Summary:** Strengthen personal skills of lawyers and the institutional influence of the Bars as a way to ensure a better protection for lawyers advocating for human rights.  
**Starting date:** 04/10/2008  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Association Agence Coopération Juridique Internationale, Rue Duphot 17, 75001, Paris, France, www.acojuris.org  
**EU contribution:** € 607,965.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 75.64%

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**Areas of activity:** Promotion of access to justice  
**Project title:** Synergies to Implement International Legal Instruments Concerning Human Rights Ratified by the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  
**EC internal:** 165587  
**Summary:** Capacity building of key actors in the implementation of legal international instruments on human rights and peoples ratified by the Democratic Republic of the Congo; support the victims and NGOs in the proceedings before the African regional bodies.  
**Starting date:** 01/11/2008  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Beneficiary:** Université Catholique de Bukavu ASBL, Avenue Pe Lumumba 32, Ibanda, Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo, www.ucbukavu.org  
**EU contribution:** € 70,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 84.06%

**Countries:** Worldwide  
**Areas of activity:** Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations  
**Project title:** Support to 2010-2011 Strategic Management Plan of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights - year 2011  
**EC internal:** 255639  
**Summary:** Support to 2010-2011 Strategic Management Plan of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2011  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**EU contribution:** € 4,000,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 1.36%
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Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations
EC internal: 168279
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 4,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 2.80%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations
EC internal: 142715
Summary: Support the implementation of the OHCHR Strategic Management Plan.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 4,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 2.80%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Managed by OHCHR and other international organisations
EC internal: 224497
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 4,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 1.52%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Leaders Organization Lawyers for Citizens’ Rights
EC internal: 156994
Summary: Support the rule of law, protect citizens and human rights and safeguard fundamental freedoms by: creating a core group of specifically trained lawyers; creating a Citizen’s Rights Monitoring Board; and surveying attitudes among the population.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Qeisdat Association, Tireh Street 796, opposite Sirriya West Bank, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.leaders.ps
EU contribution: € 76,549.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Madagascar

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Consolidation of democracy: Support to the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms (APDLF)

**EC internal:** 244220

**Summary:** The overall objective is the creation of 3 new legal clinics and establishment of an observatory on human rights in southern Madagascar.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** FIANTSO Association, Immeuble F H Escalier 2 et 3 Antarandolo, Madagascar, www.fiantso.mg

**EU contribution:** € 215,068.90

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Azerbaijan

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Empowerment and Mobilization of Media in Azerbaijan: Respect for Human Rights

**EC internal:** 158494

**Summary:** Awareness raising and capacity-building for media groups, NGOs and government, with a particular focus on improving media group advocacy capacities and fostering joint HR assessments, advocacy and policy contributions at the NGO-government interface.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Internews Azerbaijan Public Association, H Zerdabi Avenue 71A 3155/57 Apt 224, Baku 1122, Azerbaijan, www.internews.az

**EU contribution:** € 296,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Capacitating Local Human Rights Defenders and Introducing Public Life Standards in Serbia

**EC internal:** 163116

**Summary:** Assist fragile civil society actors dealing with human rights protection and enhance pluralism of civil society.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Lawyers Committee for Human Rights YUCOM, Svetogorska 17, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.yucom.org.yu/index.php

**EU contribution:** € 67,454.28

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Algeria

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights

**Project title:** Strengthening civil society capacities in human rights and democracy in Tizi-Ouzou and Béjaïa.

**EC internal:** 220833

**Summary:** Enhance civil society capacities in advocating and protecting human rights in the ‘wilayas’ of Tizi-Ouzou and Béjaïa.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Ligue Algérienne pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme Association, Rue des Frères Berazouane 8, 16000, Alger, Algeria

**EU contribution:** € 65,005.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.95%
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Countries: Honduras
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Preventing and Mitigating the Human Rights Violations in north-western Honduras.
EC internal: 256445
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the restoration of the effectiveness of human rights in Honduras, to contribute to the promotion of human rights and the protection of victims and human rights defenders in the northwest of the country.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 74.07%

Countries: Angola, Burundi, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Togo, Zimbabwe
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: Support and Enable African Human Rights Defenders in Using National, Regional and International Human Rights Protection Systems
EC internal: 154516
Summary: To support and African Human Rights Defenders in using national, regional and international human rights protection systems.
Starting date: 14/01/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Diakonisches Werk der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland, Staffenbergstrasse 76, Stuttgart 70184, Germany, www.brot-fuer-die-welt.de
EU contribution: € 989,430.00
% financed by the EU: 76.91%

Countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: Building Central Asian Human Rights Protection & Education through the Media
EC internal: 154363
Summary: Support human rights defenders in all five Central Asian states by helping them develop efficient media and public outreach in their awareness-raising campaigns.
Starting date: 18/10/2008
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 1,275,921.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Philippines
Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international justice, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Upholding the right to defend: building Regional Centres for Tri-People Human Rights Defenders in Mindanao
EC internal: 167404
Summary: Civil society organisations from the tri-people of Mindanao (Moro, Lumad and Christians) will be strengthened as human rights-oriented organisations and contribute to the reduction of impunity.
Starting date: 16/10/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: In Peace Mindanao INC association
EU contribution: € 500,213.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: International presence and accompanying human rights defenders for their protection
EC internal: 226719
Summary: The project aims at improving the human rights situation and the democratic process by guaranteeing an international presence that supports the permanent establishment of political space for HRDs facing repression to work.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: International Peace Brigades, Avenida A 3-51 3A Zona 1, 01001, Guatemala, Guatemala
EU contribution: € 90,000.00
% financed by the EU: 44.67%

Countries: Colombia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Strengthening guarantees for the exercise of the rights of freedom of thought, expression and peaceful group of civil society organizations, the defenders of Human Rights and media in Colombia
EC internal: 226579
Summary: The overall objective is to support Human Rights defenders in Colombia through training strategies, visibility and protection.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Diakonia, Starrbacksgatan 11 172 99 Sundbyberg, Sweden, www.diakonia.se
EU contribution: € 1,167,789.83
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Philippines
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Defending the Defenders: A Program Promoting Human Rights and Protection of Human Rights Defenders
EC internal: 246220
Summary: The Program aims to strengthen and consolidate the efforts of the NCCP member churches, associate members and its local partner organizations as human rights defenders working towards the promotion and protection of human rights in the Philippines.
Starting date: 11/08/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: National Council of Churches in the Philippines Inc Corporation, Epifanio de los Santos, Avenue 879 West Triangle P.O. Box 2639 1104 Quezon City, Philippines
EU contribution: € 250,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: El Salvador
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards
Project title: Strengthening the Popular Defenders Committees, For a Dignified Life
EC internal: 169982
Summary: Strengthen and expand locally and nationally the Popular Defender Committees in order to build capacities for advocacy in the fight for gender equity in public policy-making.
Starting date: 02/03/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: South Africa
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: Developing regional networking capacity in the legal profession to increase impact in promoting human rights and democratic reform on the African continent
EC internal: 256984
Summary: The objective of this ICJ project is strengthening the role of judges, prosecutors, lawyers and other human rights defenders, judicial, quasi-judicial and policy institutions in east and southern Africa.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 1,500,000.00
% financed by the EU: 78.36%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: Promoting rights of human rights defenders in Nepal
EC internal: 234037
Summary: Project has aimed at contributing to improved security of marginalized defenders i.e. Women, Victims, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Intersex (LGBTI) and other minority groups through capacity building training on ‘Security and Protection of HR’
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Protection Desk Nepal Association, Pabitra Marga 3 Balwatar 8974EPC195 Kathmandu, Nepal
EU contribution: € 240,219.28
% financed by the EU: 70.00%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: The West Bank Human Rights Defenders Action
EC internal: 256361
Summary: The overall objective is to protect human rights defenders in the West Bank, and bring about changes in Israel’s policies to ensure respect for rights of protestors.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: The Association for Civil Rights in Israel, Kanfei Nesharim Street 3, P.O. Box 34510, 91000 Jerusalem, Israel, www.acri.org.il/eng
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 63.44%

Countries: Benin
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs
Project title: Actions Synergy for the Professionalism and Protection of Human Rights Defenders in Africa
EC internal: 154281
Summary: The task to be implemented under this contract is to execute, according to the approved plans, the agreed time schedule and respecting the quality requirements and the state of art, the following works The Construction of roads in the Al Arkoub region (in the villages of Chebaa, Hibberieh, Rashaya El Fakhar, Kfar Chouba and Kfar Hamame) and the villages of Yohmor and Taybeh in South Lebanon.
Starting date: 31/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Dimension Sociale-Benin Association, Quartier Agori Carre Sans Borne Maison Vican Roger, P.O. Box 372, Abomey Calavi, Benin, www.dimensionsociale.org
EU contribution: € 499,879.67
% financed by the EU: 73.41%
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**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

**Project title:** Strengthen the Protection of the Human Rights Defenders

**EC internal:** 164411

**Summary:** Strengthen the protection of human rights defenders by implementing a comprehensive strategy and increasing the protection of defenders on the ground through the support of their activities.

**Starting date:** 23/09/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Fédération Internationale des Droits de l’Homme, Passage de la Main d’Or 17, 75011, Paris 11, France, www.fidh.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,720,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

**Project title:** Protection, Security, Rapid Response and International Support for Human Rights Defenders

**EC internal:** 164558

**Summary:** Provide a proactive and supportive engagement with human rights defenders in 132 countries, with a thematic priority on female human rights defenders and defenders of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender people.

**Starting date:** 03/10/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Front Line - The International Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders Trust, Main Street 81, Blackrock, Dublin, Ireland

**EU contribution:** € 1,801,679.00

**% financed by the EU:** 55.60%

---

**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

**Project title:** Support for Cyber-dissidents and Journalists writing about the Local Situation of Human Rights

**EC internal:** 164153

**Summary:** Strengthening protection capacity of journalists and bloggers, including the youngest bloggers, in the countries where they are most threatened.

**Starting date:** 21/10/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Reporters Sans Frontières, Rue Geoffroy Marie 5, 75009, Paris, France, www.rsf.org

**EU contribution:** € 616,350.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

**Project title:** Creation of the South Caucasus Network of Human Rights Defenders

**EC internal:** 154813

**Summary:** Support the development of democratic processes and respect for human rights as well as the rights of human rights defenders in the South Caucasus Countries (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia).

**Starting date:** 16/11/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Rights Centre Union, 3-A Al Kazbegi Avenue, Entrance 2, 4th floor, Apartment 22, 0160, Tbilisi, Georgia, www.humanrights.ge

**EU contribution:** € 698,483.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.64%
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Countries: India
Areas of activity: Torture prevention
Project title: Support to Human Rights Defenders - Mr. Kirity Roy & others
EC internal: 250172
Summary: The general objective is to provide legal support to HRDs Mr. Kirity Roy and 7 others, all of whom were staff members of an EU funded project on Torture Prevention, and against whom criminal charges have been filed.
Starting date: 23/09/2010
Duration: 6 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Promotion of Social Concerns Trust, Vallabai Road 6 Chokkikulam 625002 Madurai, India, www.pwtn.org
EU contribution: € 10,000.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Occupied Palestinian Territories, Syria, Tunisia
Areas of activity: Urgent response protection needs
Project title: Supporting and Strengthening the Capacity of Human Rights Defenders in the Euro-Mediterranean Region through Rapid Financial and Strategic Assistance
EC internal: 154301
Summary: Provide emergency financial assistance and/or strategic assistance for human right defenders and NGOs struggling to protect human rights in the Mediterranean region.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Euro-Mediterranean Foundation of Support to Human Rights, Vestergade 16, 1456, Copenhagen, Denmark
EU contribution: € 981,513.00
% financed by the EU: 55.00%

Countries: Honduras
Areas of activity: Urgent response protection needs
Project title: Emergency Assistance to Victims of Human Rights Violations
EC internal: 234772
Summary: Objective Defence of Human Rights of the Population. Specific objective: Emergency assistance to individuals and/or families whose Human Rights have been violated.
Starting date: 28/03/2010
Duration: 6 months
Beneficiary: Committee of Relatives of Disappeared Detainees in Honduras, Avenida Cervantes Casa 1301 Barrio La Plazuela Tegucigalpa, Honduras
EU contribution: € 10,000.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Worldwide
Areas of activity: Urgent response protection needs
Project title: Global Programme for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders
EC internal: 165054
Summary: Provide direct protection support to human rights defenders (including training and advice in security management), whilst also working with duty bearers (e.g. local, civil, military) and promoting the implementation of regulatory frameworks.
Starting date: 25/09/2008
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Protection International AISBL, Rue de la Linière 11, 1060 Brussels, Belgium, www.peacebrigades.org/be
EU contribution: € 900,000.00
% financed by the EU: 64.84%
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**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

**Project title:** Support to 2010-2011 Strategic Management Plan of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights - year 2011

**EC internal:** 256575

**Summary:** Support to 2010-2011 Strategic Management Plan of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights - year 2011 – un-earmarked grant

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, United Nations Office 1211 Geneva, Switzerland

**EU contribution:** € 4,000,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Turkey

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of conscience

**Project title:** Envisioning Secularism

**EC internal:** 171504

**Summary:** Build a constructive and inclusive dialogue on the issue of secularism. Focus on the impact of secularism on an individual’s daily life with a view to safeguarding cultural rights, freedom of religion, belief, respect for minorities.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Helsinki Citizens Assembly Turkey, Tomtom Mah Kumbaraci Yokusu 50 Kat 2 Beyoglu, 34433, Istanbul, Turkey, www.hyd.org.tr

**EU contribution:** € 79,285.51

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Independence of media and freedom of the press, Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** Databases and monitoring media for strengthening democracy

**EC internal:** 256153

**Summary:** The objective is to strengthen the right to freedom of expression through activities that contribute to its documentation and registration, allowing Venezuelan citizens to have greater access to information about this topic.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2011

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Institute of Press and Society in Venezuela, Entre 3ra y 4ta Avenida 9NA Transversal Quinta Altamira Urbanización Altamira 1060 Caracas, Venezuela

**EU contribution:** € 100,433.95

**% financed by the EU:** 88.00%

---

**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** Freedom of Expression & Information and Freedom of the Media in the South Caucasus and Moldova

**EC internal:** 140324

**Summary:** Support Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova to ensure the compatibility of their legislation and practice with European norms and standards in the field of the media.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe, 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int

**EU contribution:** € 500,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 49.50%
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Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Development of the Independent Regional Mass Media through the Building of Qualitative Business Journalism
EC internal: 163398
Summary: Promote economic and editorial independence of mass media through improving the quality of media education and stimulating specialization in journalism.
Starting date: 26/11/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Foundation Decenta, One May Street 40, Office 1, 140000, Kazakhstan, www.decenta.org
EU contribution: € 201,108.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Moldova
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Return to Democracy! Strengthening journalism capacities, improving governmental cooperation and advocating free media in Moldova
EC internal: 225694
Summary: Consolidation of a free and pluralistic media in RM and of a functional democratic state. Build capacities among journalists as well as officials and develop platforms for interaction to advocate the freedom of expression and media in Moldova.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Konrad-Adenauer Foundation, Klingelhoferstrasse 23 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.kas.de
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 92.30%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Bridging Gaps - Security Forces & Journalist Rights
EC internal: 156986
Summary: Address the lack of access of Palestinian journalists to information related to Palestinian security whilst building trust between security staff and media as well as pressuring for the introduction of spokespersons for the security.
Starting date: 15/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Internews Middle East Co, 56 Ikhwan Assafa Street, 66907, Wadi Al Jawz, Jerusalem, Israel, www.amin.org
EU contribution: € 159,968.89
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Participatory Media: Controlling Authorities and Protecting Human Rights
EC internal: 158727
Summary: Enhance opportunities for ‘direct democracy’ through development and consolidation of ‘participatory media’.
Starting date: 10/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Press Development Institute, Karl Marx Avenue 20, Room 301-A, Building 1, 630092, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation, www.infosib.ru
EU contribution: € 143,819.99
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Freedom of association and assembly, Capacity building of organisations, Access to information and transparency
Project title: Contributing to the respect, protection and promotion of the right to freedom of association in the Gaza Strip
EC internal: 215536
Summary: Raise public awareness, including lawyers, on the right to freedom of association: improved advocacy work, legal access and networking towards a more effective promotion and protection of the said right.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Al-Dameer Association for Supporting Prisoner and Human Rights Association, Charl Digol Street, PO Box 5045, Gaza City, West Bank and Gaza Strip
EU contribution: € 165,882.53
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Nicaragua
Areas of activity: Freedom of opinion and expression, Access to information and transparency
Project title: National Observatory of the Media
EC internal: 221890
Summary: To promote a culture of accountability by the media, as a consequence of the supervising role that they exercise with respect to the rest of public actors.
Starting date: 20/11/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centro de Investigaciones de la Comunicación, del Casino Pharaos de la carretera a Masaya, 2 cuadras abajo, 2 cuadras al sur, No.365, Managua, Nicaragua
EU contribution: € 72,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Belgium, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, The Netherlands, United Arab Emirates
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Building the capacity of civil society to promote human rights in the GCC states
EC internal: 166942
Summary: The project activities are planned in the first place with a view of contributing to building the capacities of HR defenders and other civil society activists, and to support the establishment of an active network of activists pursuing common goals.
Starting date: 14/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Stichting Bridging the Gulf, Heenpolderplantsoen 10 2807 LT Gouda, The Netherlands
EU contribution: € 500,000.00
% financed by the EU: 69.53%
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**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Palestinian TV Series on Human Rights (HR) under the Ruling of the PNA

**EC internal:** 156965

**Summary:** Enable the media to be the voice of Palestinian Citizens in the West Bank whilst strengthening the freedom of expression, civil society dialogue and democratic discourse in the territory. Activities include the production of TV and radio programming.

**Starting date:** 02/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Holy Land Trust, Manger Street 529, 127, Bethlehem, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.holylandtrust.org

**EU contribution:** € 198,380.80

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Belarus

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of conscience, Freedom of association and assembly

**Project title:** Guaranteeing freedom of thought, conscience and religion in Belarus

**EC internal:** 258759

**Summary:** The objective is to ensure respect for the freedom of thought, conscience and religion in Belarus by launching cooperative actions in between human rights NGOs and religious communities; providing them with legal assistance and raise their legal awareness.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2011

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Rights House Public Establishment HRH, Latako Str 3 01125 Vilnius, Lithuania

**EU contribution:** € 69,721.45

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Moldova

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression, Freedom of association and assembly

**Project title:** Promotion of freedom of expression, freedom of press, freedom of peaceful assembly

**EC internal:** 245658

**Summary:** Development and promotion of a modern and democratic media environment in the Republic of Moldova. Situation assessment concerning the compliance of the media instruments, consolidation of dialogue, research of legal impediments, raising public awareness.

**Starting date:** 10/04/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Development and Social Initiatives Institute Viitorul Idis Viitorul, Iacob Hincu Str 10/14 2005 Chisinau, Moldova, www.viitorul.org

**EU contribution:** € 85,085.63

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression, Freedom of association and assembly

**Project title:** Legal environment for freedom of press and freedom of assembly

**EC internal:** 227864

**Summary:** Six seminars and workshops for young people will be held in Russia’s regions, devoted to international and Russian legal standards concerning the right to freedom of assembly. Information will be provided on procedures for holding peaceful public act.

**Starting date:** 23/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Lawyers for Constitutional Rights and Freedom, Ulitsa Lysinovskaya 28/19 Building 6, 115093 Moscow, Russia, www.jurix.ru

**EU contribution:** € 146,992.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Fundamental rights protection

**Countries:** Turkey

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Networking between civil society organisations, Freedom of association and assembly

**Project title:** Preparation of Methodology for Monitoring the Freedom of Association in Turkey

**EC internal:** 169387

**Summary:** Develop a monitoring system for freedom of association in Turkey. To this end, NGO networks will be established and provided with surveys, workshops and training to build consensus on problem areas and issues to monitor regarding freedom of association.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Third Sector Foundation of Turkey, Bankalar Caddesi No 2 Kat 5 Karakoy-Istanbul, Turkey, www.tusev.org.tr

**EU contribution:** € 64,180.80

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Azerbaijan

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression

**Project title:** Free Airwaves Azerbaijan - TV and Radio Broadcast Monitoring and Democratic Reform Initiative

**EC internal:** 158502

**Summary:** Strengthen fundamental freedoms of media and speech in Azerbaijan.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 22 months

**Beneficiary:** Institute for Reporters’ Freedom and Safety, R. Behbudov Street 8 Flat 85/86 - Sabbayil District, 1000, Baku, Azerbaijan

**EU contribution:** € 287,672.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.90%

**Countries:** Rwanda

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression

**Project title:** Project of reinforcement of medias for rural development

**EC internal:** 200402

**Summary:** The project aims to support and accompany the process of rural development through the strengthening of community media.

**Starting date:** 13/08/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Association Huguka ASBL

**EU contribution:** € 240,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Belarus, Lithuania, Poland

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression

**Project title:** Support to Freedom of Expression

**EC internal:** 159306

**Summary:** Promotion of the right to freedom of expression and information by providing independent broadcasting to Belarus as well as a multi-faceted information website, enhanced by training independent journalists and young Belarusians.

**Starting date:** 31/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** IREX, 19 Avenue Philibert Gaillard, Fleurieu sur Saone, 69250, Lyon, France

**EU contribution:** € 946,942.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%
### Fundamental rights protection

**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories  
**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression  
**Project title:** Spread the Word: Youth Journalists for Human Rights  
**EC internal:** 156987  
**Summary:** Enhance human rights awareness in the Palestinian territories by providing young journalists with the skills and capacities needed to monitor, enhance and report on human rights issues and fundamental freedoms.  
**Starting date:** 21/11/2008  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** SHAREK Youth Forum, Al Irsal Street Jasser Building 500, Ramallah, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.sharek.ps  
**EU contribution:** € 93,241.60  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Afghanistan  
**Areas of activity:** Freedom of opinion and expression  
**Project title:** Media for Democracy in Afghanistan  
**EC internal:** 170152  
**Summary:** Strengthen media professionalism and its role as an independent governance watchdog and facilitator of peaceful democratic discourse, specifically regarding political reporting and the 2009 elections.  
**Starting date:** 19/12/2008  
**Duration:** 36 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fédération Internationale des Journalistes AISBL, Rue de la Loi 155, Residence Palace Bloc C, 1040, Brussels, Belgium, www.ifj.org  
**EU contribution:** € 215,378.16  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Guatemala  
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of opinion and expression  
**Project title:** Promoting Access to Social Communication Media for the Northern Region Communities of Guatemala, particularly the Access of Women, Youth and Indigenous People  
**EC internal:** 117815  
**Summary:** Enhance freedom of expression through increased access to media for rural communities in Guatemala.  
**Starting date:** 06/12/2006  
**Duration:** 36 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fundación Mundubat, Sombrereria 2-3, 48005, Bilbao, Spain, www.mundubat.org  
**EU contribution:** € 419,506.45  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%

**Countries:** Jordan  
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of opinion and expression  
**Project title:** Haqi 'My Right' Radio Program phase 2  
**EC internal:** 167530  
**Summary:** Raise public awareness of human rights through a weekly radio talk show discussing human rights, rule of law and broader governance issues, with listener phone-ins and expert opinions.  
**Starting date:** 16/12/2008  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Ellias Farkouh and Partners - Community Media Network, Arrar Street 142 Wadi Saqra, P.O. Box 20513, 11118, Amman, Jordan, www.cmmtv.org  
**EU contribution:** € 66,584.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: Freedom of Expression as a Basic Human Right Guiding Human Rights Sensitive Media Practice in Israel
EC internal: 258026
Summary: The overall objective is to protect, promote and fulfil human rights of the Palestinian minority in Israel vis-à-vis the state and within their own community through the power of a human-rights responsive media.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: E’alam Friendly Society, Haneen Zoubi Espagnoli Street 7 P.O. Box 101 16000 Nazareth, Israel, www.ilam-center.org
EU contribution: € 130,625.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: Komunikimi
EC internal: 256667
Summary: Establishment and broadcasting of a TV programme ‘Komunikimi’ aiming at providing a broader and unbiased view of the daily news, increasing the critical sense of public opinion and enhancing the level of professional investigative journalism.
Starting date: 17/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The Integration and Development Platform (IDE), Rr Malush Kosova 33 Lagja E Spitalit Pristina, Kosovo
EU contribution: € 299,884.00
% financed by the EU: 94.90%

Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: The international standards about mass media and national legislation
EC internal: 203722
Summary: The aim is to prepare comparative analytical material on the basis of international and national standard-legal documents to find a solution to change national legislation on mass media according to international standards.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Kazakhstan Criminological Association, Nauryzbay Batyr Street 87 480012 Almaty, Kazakhstan, www.kazcrim.com
EU contribution: € 68,438.94
% financed by the EU: 77.21%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: The media-oriented economy what is the contribution to the development of citizenship and freedom of expression?
EC internal: 242445
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to strengthening the role of civil society in promoting media freedom.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 134,722.50
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Angola
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promotion of Human Rights for Active and Participative Citizenship
EC internal: 164574
Summary: Train and raise awareness of human rights and strengthen the freedom of expression.
Starting date: 10/11/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Volontariato Internazionale per lo Sviluppo Associazione, Via Appia Antica 126, 00179, Roma, Italy, www.volint.it
EU contribution: € 132,904.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Costa Rica
Areas of activity: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Communication and immigration: reinforcing the capacities of Nicaraguans and promoting their rights
EC internal: 217154
Summary: The aim of the project is to reinforce the exercise of the rights to information and to expression by immigrants from Nicaragua in Costa Rica, and in particular of female immigrants.
Starting date: 23/09/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Our Voices, del Gimnasio del este 25 mts sur, Barrio Carmiol, 1002 Sabanilla de Montes de Oca, San Jose, Costa Rica
EU contribution: € 61,400.00
% financed by the EU: 76.52%

Countries: Moldova
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promoting Democracy and Human Rights in Moldovan Media - a System-Based Approach
EC internal: 259531
Summary: The objective is to improve skills and abilities of journalists, legal experts and representatives of monitoring institutions; prepare schoolteachers as ‘multipliers’ of critical media consumption; raise awareness and preparedness.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Free International University of Moldova ULIM, Vlaicu Parcalab Street 52 2012 Chisinau, Moldova
EU contribution: € 148,086.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Investigative Journalism - Guard of Free Media
EC internal: 211109
Summary: Promotion of democratic processes in Georgia through preparation of investigative journalism stories and dissemination of impartial information among the public.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Studio Monitor Association
EU contribution: € 94,136.00
% financed by the EU: 79.00%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Community media, for citizen information
EC internal: 242425
Summary: The objective is to contribute to strengthening the foundations of democracy and expanding the scope of civil liberties, particularly freedom of expression in Morocco, particularly through the opening of the media field to community radio.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 30 months
EU contribution: € 298,300.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Enhancing Independent Media in Cambodia
EC internal: 164761
Summary: Capacity-building for Cambodian journalists and journalist associations, whilst raising public awareness of social issues through the print and broadcast media.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Cambodian Centre for Independent Media Association, Street 392, 14A, Sang Kat Boeung Keng, Kang 1 Khan Chamcar Morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, www.vodradio.org
EU contribution: € 118,990.00
% financed by the EU: 80.23%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: For an effective freedom of expression
EC internal: 242404
Summary: The objective is to identify gaps that hinder the expansion of freedom of expression and freedom of media, propose reforms for laws that restrict these freedoms, and raise awareness of political, social, voluntary and parliamentarian actors.
Starting date: 21/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 273,876.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights, Independence of media and freedom of the press
Project title: Freedom of Expression in Turkey: Empowering Journalists’ Unions to Make a Change
EC internal: 172267
Summary: Improve freedom of expression in the media by promoting freedom of association for journalists and independent journalism. Monitor violations of journalists’ rights and organise training on human rights reporting.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 20 months
Beneficiary: Journalists’ Union of Turkey, Basin Sarayi Turkocagi Caddesi 1 Kat 2, Cagaloglu, 34410, Istanbul, Turkey, www.tgs.org.tr
EU contribution: € 92,027.20
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
**Fundamental rights protection**

**Countries:** Nicaragua

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Media and civil society: an alliance in defence of democracy and human rights

**EC internal:** 221892

**Summary:** To contribute to the consolidation of democracy, the rule of law and the respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms, by reinforcing the capacities of civil society to interact with the media.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Fundación Violeta B. de Chamorro, Plaza España, Edificio Málaga, módulo B-9, Managua, Nicaragua

**EU contribution:** € 158,691.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of conscience, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Human Rights resource centre for citizens and NGOs of North-West Russia

**EC internal:** 207282

**Summary:** The action will contribute to the empowerment of citizens to defend their rights during the process of conscription or military service.

**Starting date:** 31/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Soldiers’ mothers of St Petersburg, Razjezhaya Street 9, 191002 St Petersburg, Russia

**EU contribution:** € 140,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Network of Young Reporters programme to reinforce civil society and promote human rights

**EC internal:** 219448

**Summary:** To train students and young people in general with the aim to reinforce civil society through citizens’ participation in the promotion of human rights in the state of Trujillo.

**Starting date:** 14/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Civil Association Centro de Animación Juvenil, Esquina Av. José Luis Faure con Eje vial, entrada a la Zona Industrial. Sector San Luis. Valera, Edo. Trujillo, Venezuela, es-la.facebook.com/people/Centro-De-Animacion-Juvenil/1278918897

**EU contribution:** € 111,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.86%

---

**Countries:** Algeria

**Areas of activity:** Freedom of association and assembly

**Project title:** Promoting the right of associations by developing a resource centre dedicated to associations

**EC internal:** 234220

**Summary:** To promote the right of association by the development of a resource centre supporting associations.

**Starting date:** 01/06/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for Culture and Community Development, Rue Khaled Khaldoune 3, 16100 Alger, Algeria, www.acdc.asso.dz

**EU contribution:** € 88,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 73.14%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Strengthening Religious and Human Rights for Democratic Serbia
EC internal: 162917
Summary: Raise awareness regarding the need to respect religious rights and freedoms; encourage more active involvement of churches and religious communities in civil society, life and democratization of Serbia.
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Belgrade Open School, Masarikova Street 5/6, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.bos.org.yu
EU contribution: € 75,600.00
% financed by the EU: 79.95%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
EC internal: 157937
Summary: Establish a sustainable system of adequate and firm responses to human rights violations and a stronger system of protection of fundamental rights in Russia.
Starting date: 12/12/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Moscow Group of Assistance to Implementation of Helsinki Accords, 4 Luchnikov Per, 101000, Moscow, Russian Federation, www.mhg.ru
EU contribution: € 146,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Malaysia
Areas of activity: Independence of media and freedom of the press, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Strengthening the role of the fourth estate in promoting national unity human rights by deracialising governance issues through training of professional and citizen journalists media monitoring and public education
EC internal: 225795
Summary: The overall objective is to ensure good policies and standards in journalism to support democratic reforms and to raise public awareness on and mobilise support for freedom of expression / information.
Starting date: 02/03/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: CIJ Communications Services SDN BHD, Jalan Sankie 27C off Jalan Pahang 53000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, www.cijmalaysia.org
EU contribution: € 48,156.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Improvement and reformation of legislation on publishing activity and allied industries in Kazakhstan
EC internal: 203738
Summary: The aim is to increase contribution and participation of civil society in various political processes in the media sphere according to OSCE standards and the national program Road to Europe.
Starting date: 01/11/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 97,373.33
% financed by the EU: 78.00%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Lebanon
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Promoting for a better protection mechanism against arbitrary arrest, lengthy pre-trial detention and long delays in trial.
EC internal: 225368
Summary: The objective is to create civil and communal awareness to reduce arbitrary arrest, and to increase the respect of the rights of detainees during pre-trial proceedings.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Lebanese Association for Education and Training, John Kennedy Street Arcenciel Building Jisr El Bacha P.O. Box 165848 Achrafieh, Lebanon, www.alefliban.org
EU contribution: € 299,583.00
% financed by the EU: 58.19%

Countries: Albania
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Together for Treatment with Respect for the Human Rights of the Persons Deprived of their Liberty
EC internal: 172365
Summary: Improve the respect of human rights in police commissariats, pre-trial detention facilities and prisons, through support to psychologists and educators assisting persons deprived of their liberty with special focus on vulnerable groups.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association Albanian Helsinki Committee, Rr Gjin Bue Shpata Ptl 5/1 Ap 4, P.O. Box 1752, Tirana, Albania
EU contribution: € 99,908.00
% financed by the EU: 80.15%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Human prison system, Adults (the elderly)
Project title: Monitoring of custody conditions and rights of incarcerated elderly people and organisations of social work with the convicted
EC internal: 255918
Summary: The main goal of the project is to promote improvement of custody conditions of incarcerated elderly people; analyze compliance of the penitentiary system of the KR with international standards minimum.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Resource Centre for the Elderly Public Association, Olympiyskaya Street 93 721900 Balykchy, Kyrgyzstan
EU contribution: € 162,628.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Uruguay
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Towards a national policy on prisons: dialogue, recommendations and suggestions
EC internal: 214106
Summary: The aim of the project is to sensitize the authorities and help establish a national plan to fight human rights violations exerted against inmates in prisons.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Servicio Paz y Justicia, Joaquín Requena 1642, Uruguay (+598 2) 408 5701
EU contribution: € 144,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Fundamental rights protection

**Countries:** Russian Federation  
**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights  
**Project title:** Independent monitors protection of right to independent control for human rights in places of custody  
**EC internal:** 256120  
**Summary:** The main objective of the project is the formation of institution of public monitoring of human rights’ observance in places of custody in Russia by defence of independence for public monitoring commissions.  
**Starting date:** 15/12/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Moscow Regional Public Charity Foundation Social Partnership, Krasnii Kazanetz St Of 146 Corpus 2 House 19 111395 Moscow, Russia  
**EU contribution:** € 142,500.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%  

**Countries:** Russia  
**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights  
**Project title:** Improving State policy on fundamental human rights issues  
**EC internal:** 258561  
**Summary:** The objective is prevention of violence in the army, monitoring of human rights violations in the army and providing legal aid and support to victims and their families.  
**Starting date:** 18/12/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fond Pravo Materi* Mother’s Right Foundation, Luchnikov Lane 4 Doorway 3 Of 4 101000 Moskva, Russia, mright.hro.org  
**EU contribution:** € 149,150.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 50.00%  

**Countries:** Brazil  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Strengthening the capacities and skills of civil society organisations, promoting human dignity in the execution of the sentence of those convicted in Minas Gerais, aiming at the rehabilitation of public community.  
**EC internal:** 228299  
**Summary:** The general objective is to contribute to effective resocialisation of 1,400 convicted from Minas Gerais, diffusing the procedure for the enforcement of the sentence, focused on the recovery of them, with regard to their social reintegration.  
**Starting date:** 03/01/2011  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fundation AVSI, Via Padre Vicinio da Sarsina 216 47521 Cesena, Italy, www.avsi.org  
**EU contribution:** € 142,500.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 50.00%  

**Countries:** Cameroon  
**Areas of activity:** Human prison system  
**Project title:** Promote respect for Human Rights in prisons by strengthening its visibility in the media  
**EC internal:** 254951  
**Summary:** The general objective is to promote the strengthening of the respect and the promotion of Human Rights in Cameroon, and to contribute to a carceral and policing environment more respectful of Human Rights.  
**Starting date:** 22/12/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Journalists or Development in Africa, Immeuble Boulangerie Royale 3053 1er etage Mobil Bonakouamouang Akwa Douala  
**EU contribution:** € 200,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 92.59%
Fundamental rights protection

Countries: Albania
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Access to education
Project title: Facing realities – From / In Prison to Work (Vocational education and employment Dimensions in penitentiary system)
EC internal: 225343
Summary: To provide 168 inmates of the Vagarrir prison with skills and attitudes needed to enhance their opportunities to secure employment upon release through an innovative certified vocational and service-oriented training program.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Albanian Centre for Human Rights, Rruga Perlat Rexhepi Pall 14 AP 6F, Tirana, Albania
EU contribution: € 127,278.00
% financed by the EU: 84.85%

Countries: Azerbaijan
Areas of activity: Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: Ethical Journalism Initiative - Azerbaijan
EC internal: 167462
Summary: The EJI-A campaign’s overall objective is to promote, reinforce and renew commitment to the ethical values of journalism including To Respect the Truth
Starting date: 29/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Federation of Journalists
EU contribution: € 309,704.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Haiti
Areas of activity: Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: Reinforcement of the capacities of Haitian journalists – Initial training and long term formation
EC internal: 228605
Summary: Contribute to structuring the media sector, to foster dialogue between citizens and institutions and to support democratic processes in Haiti.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Université Quisqueya
EU contribution: € 250,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80%

Countries: Colombia
Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform
Project title: The right to object to military service on conscientious grounds as a human right and fundamental freedom
EC internal: 167151
Summary: The overall objective is to achieve a constitutional guarantee on the right of conscientious objection, to follow up the process of the complaint of unconstitutionality before the Constitutional Court.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Civis Ideell Forening, Jarntorget 3 413 04 Goteborg, Sweden
EU contribution: € 160,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Fundamental rights protection

**Countries:** Turkey

**Areas of activity:** Urgent response protection needs, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Effective Protection of the Rights of Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Other Persons in Need of International Protection

**EC internal:** 227201

**Summary:** The aim is to protect the rights of persons in need of international protection by contributing to the domestic implementation of international norms inspiring these norms.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Rights Foundation of Turkey, Akbas Mahallesii Sarica Sokak 7, Hamamou Altindag, 06080 Ankara, Turkey, www.tihv.org.tr

**EU contribution:** € 87,939.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Sudan

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Cultural diversity for Democracy and Human Rights

**EC internal:** 220171

**Summary:** The overall aim of this action is to contribute to promote the role of cultural diversity as an important pillar for promotion of democracy and human rights, and sustainability of peace in Sudan.

**Starting date:** 20/10/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Sudanese Writers Union Association, Ali Dinar Street 3/2 Block 6 PO Box 1097-Khartoum East, Sudan

**EU contribution:** € 72,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 66.87%

**Countries:** Pakistan

**Areas of activity:** Independence of media and freedom of the press

**Project title:** Enhancing respect for HR and FF in countries and regions where they are most at risk

**EC internal:** 251359

**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen the role and the ability of journalists and press freedom advocates in Pakistan to defend and promote a free, ethical and independent media.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** International Federation of Journalists, Rue de la Loi 155, Centre International de Presse, Residence Palace Bloc C, 1040 Brussels, Belgium, www.ifj.org

**EU contribution:** € 217,314.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
Gender and women's rights

Around the world, millions of women and girls suffer discrimination simply by being women. Many are marginalised. They often face double discrimination if they belong to an indigenous group, or they are disabled, or they are fleeing from one country to another. Some have been victims of several kinds of violence.

The EIDHR helps to empower and protect these women and girls by actively supporting women’s human rights activists and gender equality advocates and their networks. It funds projects which enable women to engage effectively in decision-making processes, voice their rights to fulfilment in all spheres, defend themselves against all forms of discrimination and ensure protection from and redress for all forms of gender-based violence. This includes in particular the prosecution of the perpetrators of such violence.

In so doing, the EIDHR contributes to the implementation of the EU Guidelines on Violence against Women and all forms of discrimination against them which constitutes the framework for EIDHR action and marks the EU’s clear political will to treat women’s rights as a priority and to take long-term action in that field. In this section of the compendium, nearly 170 gender-specific projects are listed for a total value of more than €28 million.

The mainstreaming of the protection and promotion of women’s rights across all EU policy areas has been a key priority for the EIDHR.

As a result, many projects with a relevant gender component are listed in this compendium under other thematic EIDHR activities. On this basis, it is estimated that in 2007-2010 about 20% of EIDHR projects worldwide promoted and protected women and girls’ rights either as a specific or as a secondary priority (around 240 projects with a value of some €40 million).

Some examples:
Increasing the participation of women in the electoral process in Ghana (four EIDHR projects targeting women’s participation and leadership in different regions of Ghana. EU total combined contribution: €1 158 332);

Empowering local community women leaders to become better decision-makers and negotiators in Guatemala (Generando Governabilidad – Derechos Humanos mujeres y jovenes, by Fundacion Mundubat. EU Contribution: €419 506);

Enhancing political representation and participation of indigenous marginalised rural women in election processes in South Kordofan State, Sudan (Towards active participation in the election process, by Sudanese Development Call Organisation Association. EU contribution: €60 000, targeting women among the Nuba population);

Protecting women against domestic violence through training, law reforms, assistance and dialogue in Mexico (Living without violence in the State of Mexico: eradicating domestic violence against women and children, by Mexico Unido Pro Derechos Humanos. EU contribution: €81 078);


Gender and women’s rights
© Reuters
FOCUS ON
Stop Early and Exchange Marriage in Yemen

A quarter of the female population of Yemen gets married between the ages of 10 and 14 years old, with the average age of marriage for females 15.9. Women in rural areas are particularly victims of early and exchange marriage, often from poor households, let go by their families to ease the financial burden. Lack of education is also a leading cause of persistent gender-based violence issues — without education, women and girls remain worst placed than men and vulnerable to threats in their society.

The Charitable Society for Social Welfare (CSSW), a leading NGO in Yemen is fighting to stop early marriage and the practice of exchanging wives by increasing educational enrolment for girls and reducing poverty in rural areas practising early marriage and exchange marriage.

An EU project is supporting the CSSW’s initiative ‘Stop early marriage and exchange marriage’ that increases the practice of law and Islamic values to protect women’s rights.

As well as enrolling girls in schools, the project is giving women from poor households the opportunity to start income-generating businesses by giving them micro-credit loans, along with business training and a business monitoring service from loan officers. Using their skills and business techniques, they are more likely to secure a source of income making them less vulnerable and more independent.

This project also targets professionals such as lawyers, judges, imams, public speakers, journalists and teachers — male as well as female — by involving them in awareness raising activities of the rights of woman and children, including the negative consequences of early and exchange marriage.
**Gender and women's rights**

**Countries:** Rwanda

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

**Project title:** Support project in the fight against sexual abuse and other forms of abuse suffered by young girls in domestic service in the City of Kigali

**EC internal:** 154056

**Summary:** Improving the working environment of young domestics girls of the City of Kigali, and to provide young victims of medical, and psychological care, and legal and economic support.

**Starting date:** 31/10/2008

**Duration:** 24 Months

**Beneficiary:** Programme Regional de Formation et D’Echanges Pour le Developpement, Remera Gasabo, PO Box 1897, Kigali, Rwanda, www.prefedrwanda.org.rw

**EU contribution:** € 95,872.00

**% financed by the EU:** 76.88%

**Countries:** Angola

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation

**Project title:** Promoting human rights of women and children in traditional rural communities of Kapangombe - Bibala

**EC internal:** 230105

**Summary:** Contribute to the socio economic rights of women and children in the province of Namibe by organising training courses and conferences for teachers, local associations and authorities and literacy campaigns for women and children, etc.

**Starting date:** 11/02/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Cooperation for the Development of Emerging Countries, Via Slataper 10 50134 Firenze, Italy, www.cospe.org

**EU contribution:** € 298,392.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Philippines

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women

**Project title:** Private and public faces of violence against women: addressing domestic violence and trafficking in the urban poor communities and ‘red light districts’ of Angeles City and Olongapo City

**EC internal:** 220287

**Summary:** Contribute to a governance environment where the promotion of human rights is at the center, particularly fulfilling the obligation of local government units (LGUs) to protect and promote the rights of vulnerable populations against trafficking and violence, and to increase the rights-claiming capacities of women.

**Starting date:** 03/11/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Women’s Education Development Productivity and Research Organization, Pagasa Condominium Road 3 Building 15 Unit 44, Lipunan, Bagong Lipunan, 1105 Quezon City Brgy Pagasa, Philippines

**EU contribution:** € 140,120.60

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women

**Project title:** Enhancing capacity to address trafficking from a human rights perspective

**EC internal:** 216839

**Summary:** The Women’s Lobby and Action against Violence and Trafficking in Women – Open Gate, Skopje aims at raising awareness and enhancing capacity of relevant target groups to address and prevent the problem of the trafficking of human beings, as well as to provide adequate shelter protection and legal assistance to trafficked persons using the available regional and international human rights instruments.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Women’s Lobby and Action against Violence and Trafficking in Women Open Gate Association, Str Sava Kovacevic 1a, 1000 Skopje, FYROM

**EU contribution:** € 59,250.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.00%
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**Countries:** Mexico

**Project title:** Defence of women’s human rights on HIV/AIDS issues and migration by communitarian radios in Mexico

**EC internal:** 169833

**Summary:** Build capacity among women farmers and integrate indigenous communities within local radio programming to collaborate on media campaigns on HIV prevention directed at the migrant groups in the area.

**Starting date:** 02/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 Months

**Beneficiary:** Salud Integral Para la Mujer, Asociacion Civil, Vista Hermosa 89, Colonia Portales, Belgrano y Balboa Benito Juarez, 03300, Mexico DF, Mexico, www.sipam.org.mx

**EU contribution:** € 74,850.00

**% financed by the EU:** 66.00%

---

**Countries:** Angola

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Project to support the promotion of equal participation and political representation of men and women in Xa-Muteba and Cuango Lunda Norte

**EC internal:** 164550

**Summary:** Contribute to the development of pluralism in civil society and the equal representation of men, women and minority groups in political life, whilst promoting human rights and democratic reform across the country.

**Starting date:** 12/10/2008

**Duration:** 24 Months

**Beneficiary:** Youth Association for Development of Angola Community, Largo Infante de Henrique 5 Apt 5, Ingombota, P.O.Box 2352, 2442, Luanda, Angola

**EU contribution:** € 217,642.34

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Israel

**Areas of activity:** Bedouin Women, Men Roundtable Discussions

**Project title:** Bedouin Women-Men Roundtable Discussions

**EC internal:** 159445

**Summary:** Attain equality for, and to advance the rights of, the Bedouin women of the Negev within their own Bedouin community and within Israeli society at large.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 24 Months

**Beneficiary:** Ma An Forum of Negev Arab Bedouin Women’s Organizations Association, Leib Yafe 19/3, P.O.Box 3412, 84133, Beer Sheva, Israel

**EU contribution:** € 47,440.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Campaigning to extend the exercise of rights as an instrument of change among the organizations of women in Latin America and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean

**EC internal:** 216386

**Summary:** To reinforce the capacities of local CLADEM branches in 15 countries in the region through an improvement in the analysis and legal-political argumentation, the reinforcement of alliances and the design of strategies for political action.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Stichting Oxfam, Mauritskade 9 2514 HD, The Hague, The Netherlands, www.oxfamnovib.nl

**EU contribution:** € 1,200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%
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Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Women together for human rights

EC internal: 225685

Summary: The overall objective of the action is to bring together women from Mitrovica municipality irrespective of their ethnic, social or religious background to work on promoting their human rights.

Starting date: 15/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Kosovar Catholic Church Caritas, Sheshi Nike Prola Kisha Katolike 70000 Ferizaj, Kosovo

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 67.32%

---

Countries: Montenegro

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Gender Pay and Income Gap Project

EC internal: 223491

Summary: To put gender equality in the heart of economic strategic processes by analysing the extent of the gender pay and income gap and propose policies aiming to remove barriers to the economical empowerment of women.

Starting date: 01/04/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: European Movement in Montenegro, Ul. Jovana Tomasevica 23, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro

EU contribution: € 60,254.10

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

---

Countries: Benin

Areas of activity: Violence against Women

Project title: ETOD - 'For justice and human rights of women and girls'

EC internal: 223216

Summary: The theme of the proposed project is to conduct activities aimed at improving knowledge of the root causes of violence and other abuse at women and girls in the 20 targeted places.

Starting date: 16/12/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Care France Association, Rue Archereau 71, 75019 Paris, France, www.carefrance.org

EU contribution: € 1,159,409.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Violence against children
Project title: Ensuring human rights through paralegal committees and child clubs
EC internal: 234014
Summary: Project has aimed at creating such communities where women, dalits, children and other disadvantaged people have knowledge of human rights, practice it and are free from all forms of violence, exploitation, and abuse.
Starting date: 15/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 46,918.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Building democracy through the political participation of men and women
EC internal: 224501
Summary: The project aims at building democracy through the respect of men and women’s human rights, through their participation in the decision-making process at municipal, department, regional and national levels.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Pluricultural Center for Democracy Kemb’al Tinimit, CALLE A 23-84 ZONA 1 QUETZALTENANGO, Guatemala, www.cpdguatemala.org
EU contribution: € 96,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Morocco
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Promotion of the gender approach for the access and respect in Human Rights in the justice area
EC internal: 221699
Summary: The objective pursued by the project deals with the promotion of the gender aspect relating to access to and respect for human rights in the domain of justice.
Starting date: 10/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Atlas Sais, Rue Abdelkarim Khattabi 7 Apt 6 Vn, Fes, Morocco
EU contribution: € 154,400.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Adults (the elderly)
Project title: Preventing elderly abuse in Ukraine
EC internal: 253515
Summary: The overall objective is to improve the lives of vulnerable adults in Ukraine, to defend older people from elderly abuse, to promote and develop multi-agency vulnerable adult protection policies and practice in Ukraine.
Starting date: 21/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Help The Aged, Pentonville Road 207-221 N1 9UZ London, United Kingdom
EU contribution: € 173,890.50
% financed by the EU: 90.00%
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Countries: Mozambique
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Adults (the elderly)
Project title: Reducing violence against elderly women relying on culture
EC internal: 233664
Summary: The overall objective is to reduce violence against older women, resulting in the improved quality of life and well-being of seniors and their families in Mozambique.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Helpage International, 207-221 Pentonville Road P.O. Box 32832 N1 9UZ London, United Kingdom, www.helpage.org
EU contribution: € 70,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Families without violence, harmonious communities
EC internal: 160010
Summary: Diminish intra-familial violence and violence against women.
Starting date: 09/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Asociacion Tierra Nueva, Calle 2A 3-151, Zona 8, Guatemala
EU contribution: € 99,846.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Violence against children
Project title: Enforcement and promotion of human rights through the exercise of the participation of children and teenagers in the prevention of physical violence
EC internal: 255473
Summary: Promote the respect of human rights of children (7-12 years) with a focus on school violence prevention in the municipalities of Los Salias, Sucre y Libertador.
Starting date: 15/01/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: ICARO Association, Calle Gil Fortoul Con Avenida Rufino Blanco Fombona Quinta Sabina Urbanizacion Santa Monica 1040 Caracas, Venezuela
EU contribution: € 105,092.47
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Madagascar
Areas of activity: Violence against women
Project title: The fight against domestic violence: voices of women towards the path of independence
EC internal: 255330
Summary: The overall objective is to create a resource centre around domestic violence in Antananarivo and develop a number of activities relating to fight against violence against women.
Starting date: 03/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 102,810.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%
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Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Fight against the traditional customs that discriminate against women and contravene their rights
EC internal: 165451
Summary: Denounce traditional and tribal discrimination against women; promote their rights in rural areas of South Kivu Province, traditional authorities and customary judges; empowerment of rural women through capacity building of farmers’ organizations.
Starting date: 01/11/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Solidarite Feminine Contre Pauvrete, Lushesha 1, Katana Kabare Sud Kivu, 162, Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 75,000.00
% financed by the EU: 72.65%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Generating governance through the exercising of women and youth's rights from the western highlands of Guatemala’s Andes range.
EC internal: 160013
Summary: Strengthen governance in the indigenous highlands in Guatemala, through education for young people and women to strengthen their participation in local spaces of elaboration of public policies in human rights.
Starting date: 09/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centro Pluricultural Para la Democracia Kemb Al Tinimit, Calle A 23-84, Zona 1, 0009, Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, cpdguateamna.org
EU contribution: € 95,781.12
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Jordan
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Changing attitudes towards human rights and democracy for the students of the vocational training institutions
EC internal: 167597
Summary: Raise young people’s awareness of social and political processes, with emphasis on the role of women in politics. Advocate for the implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Starting date: 16/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Women for Cultural Development Society Namaa Association, Sulliman Al Hadeed Street 25, P.O. Box 940529, 11194, Amman, Jordan
EU contribution: € 196,712.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Democracy daily volume 2
EC internal: 256911
Summary: The general objective is to improve the level of participation of the population of Boma, Tshela, Moanda, Seke-Banza Lukula, in local governance and involvement of women from Boma Tshela, Moanda, Seke-Banza Lukula, to the process of democratisation.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Diocese of Boma, Avenue Makhuku 3 P.O. Box 72 Nzadi Boma, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 69,000.00
% financed by the EU: 89.45%
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**Countries:** Colombia, Ecuador

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Promotion of human rights and strengthening of capacities of women in the northern border: Esmeraldas and Imbabura

**EC internal:** 257376

**Summary:** The general objective is to contribute to the strengthening of the women’s movement and the promotion of their economic, social, cultural and environmental rights (hereafter DESCA) in the area of border integration.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Esquel Ecuador Group Foundation, Av Republica Del Salvador 34-229 Moscu Edif San Salvador Piso 7 Quito, Ecuador, www.esquel.org.ec

**EU contribution:** € 299,992.67

**% financed by the EU:** 84.38%

---

**Countries:** Mozambique

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

**Project title:** Combating domestic violence and human rights of women in Maputo

**EC internal:** 233683

**Summary:** The objective is to contribute to strengthening the role of civil society in the promotion of human rights, in particular in implementing actions for the defence of human rights of women with the implementation of coordinated actions.

**Starting date:** 15/03/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Coordination Committee of the Organization for Voluntary Service, Via Soperga 36 20127 Milano, Italy, www.cosv.org

**EU contribution:** € 159,713.55

**% financed by the EU:** 50.00%

---

**Countries:** Philippines

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Multi-stakeholder approach towards mainstreming rights-based and gender-sensitive justice & healing for survivors of gender-based violence

**EC internal:** 246219

**Summary:** The project aims to educate and capacitate the various components of judicial systems so as to be able to deliver rights-based and gender-sensitive services with respect to VAW cases.

**Starting date:** 14/08/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Women’s Feature Services Philippine Association, Gemini Street 712 Aeropark Subd Bgy Don Bosco 1714 Paraaque City Metro Manila, Philippines

**EU contribution:** € 169,214.80

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Azerbaijan

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Leadership school for young women in rural areas of Azerbaijan

**EC internal:** 158499

**Summary:** Set up a leadership school for young women in rural areas to improve and systematise their leadership capacities

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 18 Months

**Beneficiary:** Leader Women Public Union, Nizami street 12 Apt 33, 1001, Baku, Azerbaijan

**EU contribution:** € 89,600.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.78%
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Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Madrasah and the transformation of Islamic education based on gender equality
EC internal: 147888
Summary: Promote madrasah, under the organisation of Nahdatul Ulama (NU), as an educational form which can transform Islamic values in accordance with gender justice.
Starting date: 15/01/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Lembaga Penelitian Pengembangan Dan Pengabdian Masyarakat, PBNU Building, 4th Floor, JL Kramat raya, 164, 10430, Jakarta, Indonesia
EU contribution: € 84,032.22
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Yemen
Areas of activity: Women, Independence of media and freedom of the press, Freedom of opinion and expression
Project title: Radio programs for human rights
EC internal: 253152
Summary: The overall objectives of this action area promote human rights, particularly women’s rights, via radio programmes, enhance the capacity of the Yemeni media to professionally report on human rights issues.
Starting date: 01/04/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Yemen Media Women’s Forum Foundation, Alzubairy Asser Behind Al Siagi Printings P.O. Box 12482 00967 Sana A, Yemen
EU contribution: € 250,000.00
% financed by the EU: 89.00%

Countries: Chile
Areas of activity: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Citizenry and the protection of migrants’ human rights in Chile
EC internal: 172118
Summary: To contribute to the protection and guarantee of human rights in particular of women and migrants, in the four regions where the migrant population is larger.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 13 months
Beneficiary: Fundacion Instituto de la Mujer
EU contribution: € 119,251.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Partnership for gender and human security
EC internal: 255762
Summary: The overall objective of the project is to facilitate gender mainstreaming of policy by fostering the concept of human security and building capacities of MPs, particularly women in parliament.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 64,200.00
% financed by the EU: 78.99%
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Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Human rights for women - include in the sphere of attention
EC internal: 255833
Summary: The aim of the project is to create conditions for overcoming the ‘culture of silence’, starting discussion on women’s rights in Chechen society for this topic to be included within the scope of attention of decision makers.
Starting date: 16/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Union Women of the Don Region Association, Ulitsa Dubovskogo 24 P.O. Box 96 346410 Novocherkassk Rostov, Russia, www.donwomen.ru
EU contribution: € 142,500.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Mexico
Areas of activity: Violence Against Women
Project title: Public policy promotion on migrant women’s human rights and the eradication of violence and discriminatory practices
EC internal: 170231
Summary: Promote the inclusion of international standards at both the state and federal levels in the matter of women’s rights, with a particular focus on eradication of violence against migrant women.
Starting date: 10/12/2008
Duration: 18 Months
Beneficiary: Iniciativa Ciudadana y Desarrollo Social, Asociacion Civil, Hilario Perez de Leon 80, Colonia Heroes de Chapultepec, Delegacion Benito Juarez, 03440, Mexico DF, Mexico, www.incidesocial.org
EU contribution: € 85,000.00
% financed by the EU: 73.17%

Countries: Mexico
Areas of activity: Violence Against Women
Project title: Public policy promotion on migrant women’s human rights and the eradication of violence and discriminatory practices
EC internal: 162458
Summary: Promote a culture of respect towards the rights of women, particularly the right to freedom from violence, and to affect the policy making process including the creation of a State Law to prevent, sanction and eradicate human trafficking.
Starting date: 20/09/2008
Duration: 18 Months
Beneficiary: Colectivo de Investigacion Desarrollo y Educacion Entre Mujeres, 2E Privada de Rebsamen 50, Colonia Martires de Chicago, Xalapa, 91090, Veracruz, Mexico, cidem-ac.org
EU contribution: € 69,536.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Countries: Burundi

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Access to information and transparency

Project title: Better to inform Burundians, particularly rural young people, about the consequences for society and the development of the country of violence and discrimination against women.

EC internal: 258468

Summary: The general objective is to contribute to a reduction of sexual violence and discrimination against women by providing better information to their families, society and country.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Syfia International Association, Rue du Carre du Roi 20 34000 Montpellier, France, www.syfia.com

EU contribution: € 164,438.00

% financed by the EU: 86.80%

Countries: Cambodia

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Women outreach for women II (WoW II)

EC internal: 225520

Summary: Strengthen women political activists through training services in basic law and accession to basic social services, advocate women’s and children’s basic rights, strengthen information sharing, networking and media communication.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Silaka Association, Street 21 6S Tonle Bassac I Khanh, Charmcor Mon, PO Box 821, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, www.silaka.org

EU contribution: € 187,948.00

% financed by the EU: 50.08%

Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: A step towards gender equality

EC internal: 169182

Summary: Strengthen the role of civil society in the Ohrid - Struga region for promoting women’s rights and facilitating the process of their fulfilment.

Starting date: 25/12/2008

Duration: 18 Months


EU contribution: € 43,812.00

% financed by the EU: 87.52%

Countries: Yemen

Areas of activity: Women, Violence against women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Empowering women to obtain their rights

EC internal: 200470

Summary: Strengthening awareness and respect for women’s rights in Yemeni society; re-integrating groups of vulnerable women into society and strengthening YWU capacities to fight violence against women.

Starting date: 01/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Yemeni Women Union, P.O Box: 3541 Al Tahreer St., Sana’a, Yemen

EU contribution: € 33,700.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: The promotion of core labour standards and corporate social responsibility, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Institutionalisation of the rights of women workers of the rural informal labour sector
EC internal: 155467
Summary: Eliminate all forms of discrimination against women workers in the informal labour sector in rural Bangladesh through building capacity among female workers and civil society organisations (CSOs) in organizing comprehensive advocacy efforts.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 24 Months
Beneficiary: Association Action in Development Aid, Aid Complex Shatbaria, P.O Box - 03, 7300, Jhenidah, Bangladesh, www.aidbd.org
EU contribution: € 224,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Yemen
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Female inmates capacity enhancement (FICE) programme
EC internal: 254402
Summary: The overall objective of this 2-year action is to promote and protect the fundamental human rights of female convicts through capacity building and advocacy.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Abo Mousa Alashary Social Charitable Association, Jamal Street Opposite Alolofi Stadium P.O. Box 4387 Hodeidah, Yemen
EU contribution: € 218,778.05
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Nicaragua
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Empowering groups and organizations of women to reinforce Nicaragua’s civil society
EC internal: 222630
Summary: The project aims at reinforcing the women's movement in Nicaragua by contributing to the institutional reinforcement and stability of grassroots organizations.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Fundacion Fondo Centroamericano de Mujeres, De la Rotonda El Gueguense 4 Cuadras Al Oeste 1 Cuadra Al Norte, Bolonia, Managua, Nicaragua
EU contribution: € 55,000.00
% financed by the EU: 55.66%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Training for the exercise and defence of human rights with a gender and generational concerted approach, framed in public participation to indigenous communities of Guarao
EC internal: 162305
Summary: To promote the full exercise of the defence of human rights with a gender and generational approach, embodied in citizen participation, prioritizing the training of Teachers and Lecturers in the especially intercultural bilingual indigenous communities.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 22 Months
Beneficiary: Asociacion Civil Vida y Luz, Res. Alcaravan, Piso 4, Apto 4B, Urbanizacion Terrazas de Avila, Sucre 1073, Caracas, Miranda, Venezuela
EU contribution: € 74,463.08
% financed by the EU: 68.66%
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Countries: Bangladesh

Areas of activity: Sexual abuses (including young girls under 18), Domestic violence (including young girls under 18), Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12), Child sexual exploitation

Project title: Preventing violence against women through empowerment

EC internal: 155347

Summary: Prevent violence and trafficking of women and children by increasing community awareness, empowering women’s action groups to prevent violence and trafficking, and promoting the role of local government in responding to violence and trafficking.

Starting date: 01/02/2009

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Dhaka Ahsania Mission, Road 12 House 19, Dhanmondi Residential Area, 1209, Dhaka, Bangladesh, www.ahsaniamission.org

EU contribution: € 190,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Women, Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)

Project title: Trafficking prevention for vulnerable youth and women in Kosovo

EC internal: 256140

Summary: The overall objective of the action is to combat and forestall trafficking of human beings by raising the awareness about the threat among the most vulnerable.

Starting date: 17/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Center to Protect Victims and Prevent Traffic, Str Velanía Edmond Hoxha 07' 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

EU contribution: € 95,570.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Constitutional and legislative reform, Children

Project title: Reversing the gender bias against Jordanian women married to foreigners

EC internal: 225701

Summary: The aim is to reverse the bias against Jordanian women married to non-Jordanians in the residency law by creating awareness of the scale of the problem and its humanitarian and gender impact as well as its consequence for the children of these marriages.

Starting date: 10/12/2009

Duration: 22 months

Beneficiary: Information and Research Center – King Hussein Foundation, Fariz Street 24 Jabal Luwaibdeh P.O. Box 941954 11194 Amman, Jordan

EU contribution: € 192,906.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Peru

Areas of activity: Women, Promotion of access to justice, Children

Project title: Women, adolescents, and children of people in Ashaninka Kakinte Nomatsiguenga and the central jungle accessing justice in the context of the National Human Rights Plan.

EC internal: 230242

Summary: The objective is to increase knowledge and the effective exercising of collective and individual human rights in 3 communities belonging to the Confederation Nomatsigue Organization of the Ene river Ashaninka Campa (Ocara), 3 communities.

Starting date: 01/09/2010

Duration: 26 months

Beneficiary: Centre of the Peruvian Woman Flora Tristan, Parque Hernan Velarde 42 Lima, Peru

EU contribution: € 238,000.00

% financed by the EU: 85.00%
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Countries: Egypt

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Women, Violence against women, Children

Project title: Tribe’s marriage national campaigns phase II

EC internal: 169868

Summary: To find a social and legal justice environment for women and children who suffer from the implication of verbal tribe’s marriage by the end of 2010 and increasing the understanding of communities and policy-makers about their negative implications.

Starting date: 07/08/2009
Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Center of Egyptian Family Development, El Tameen El Ahlia Building 6 Flat 409 410, Answan, Egypt

EU contribution: € 145,592.00
% financed by the EU: 74.60%

---

Countries: Yemen

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Eliminating early marriage awareness raising program

EC internal: 200467

Summary: Promoting Gender equality and women empowerment in Yemen, through concentration on early marriage as a strategic priority, through awareness raising campaigns and advocacy and lobbying activities.

Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Yemen Net Combating Violence Against Women, Hadda Str 55 PO Box 22257 Sana’a, Yemen, www.SHIMAnetwork.org

EU contribution: € 163,200.00
% financed by the EU: 79.97%

---

Countries: Central African Republic

Areas of activity: Women, Violence against women, Sexual abuses (including young girls under 18), Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Access to justice and support to victims of women’s rights violations

EC internal: 214925

Summary: Increase women’s ability to successfully claim their legal rights under the CAR law in and around target areas of Bangui, Bouar, Bambari and Bangassou.

Starting date: 31/12/2009
Duration: 22 Months

Beneficiary: Mercy Corps Scotland Lbg, Sciennes, 40 - EH9 1NJ - Edinburgh, United Kingdom, www.mercycorps.org.uk

EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

---

Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Removing the ‘honour’ from crimes of ‘honour’ a project to change the Jordanian mindset

EC internal: 167533

Summary: Change the perception of honour crimes in Jordanian society through dissemination of data analysis among stakeholders and the launch of a national media campaign targeting low-income rural areas.

Starting date: 18/12/2008
Duration: 24 Months


EU contribution: € 197,493.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Burundi

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

**Project title:** Equal opportunity and access to services fighting violence against women and girls with disabilities

**EC internal:** 172553

**Summary:** Provide national actors fighting violence against women with the experience and tools to integrate disability as a crosscutting point of their policies and actions, in order to ensure equality of opportunity for disabled victims of gender violence.

**Starting date:** 13/01/2009

**Duration:** 18 Months

**Beneficiary:** Handicap International Association, Avenue Berthelot 14, 69361, Lyon Cedex 07, France, www.handicap-international.fr

**EU contribution:** € 79,120.08

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

**Project title:** Access for women to a life without violence

**EC internal:** 221718

**Summary:** The project aims at reinforcing the capacities of women, first by training delegations of women on domestic violence and then by replicating these training courses among other groups of women and authorities.

**Starting date:** 27/11/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Grupo de Educación Popular con Mujeres, Cerrada de Tochtli 10, Colonia Santo Domingo Delegación Coyoacán, C. P. 04369, México D. F., Mexico

**EU contribution:** € 81,153.60

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Costa Rica

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Violence against women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

**Project title:** Migrant women against violence

**EC internal:** 217139

**Summary:** The aim of the project is to increase the knowledge of migrant women of their rights and to ensure their better access to legal advice and support.

**Starting date:** 09/09/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Feminist Centre for Information and Action, Barrio Den San Pedro de la Facultad, de Derecho, dos Cuadras PO Box 5355100, San Jose, Costa Rica

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Strengthening the role of elderly women in promoting gender equality

**EC internal:** 256528

**Summary:** It aims at empowering disadvantaged elderly women in Gjakova/Djakovica municipality to contribute to achieving gender equality in Kosovo society.

**Starting date:** 17/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Medica Kosova, Luigj Gurakuqi 39 38320 Gjakove Kosovo, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 299,603.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%
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**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Local action plan for the improvement of women’s situation and gender equality in the Municipality of Majdanpek, 2012-2016

**EC internal:** 256073

**Summary:** Overall objective: to improve the situation of women living in the municipality of Majdanpek in economic, social, health and other aspects of life through their greater participation and representation in political and decision making processes.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Resource Centre, Trg Oslobodjenja 19 19250 Majdanpek, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 45,438.43

**% financed by the EU:** 94.98%

**Countries:** Armenia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Entrepreneurship as a tool for raising the role of women in society

**EC internal:** 241401

**Summary:** The objective of the action is to facilitate creation of equal conditions for women to do business and integration of women to the business community in Armenia.

**Starting date:** 25/11/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Media And Law Institute, Abovyan Street 31 Apt 20 0009 Yerevan, Armenia

**EU contribution:** € 120,650.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

**Countries:** Kyrgyzstan

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Increase efficiency of national mechanisms on gender equality achievement

**EC internal:** 164230

**Summary:** The project aims to increase effectiveness and efficiency of national mechanisms on gender equality achievement, empowerment of women, promotion and protection of women’s rights.

**Starting date:** 17/10/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Non-governmental Public Movement Crisis-Psychological and Rehabilitation Centre Altynai Association, Sovetskaya Street 221, 722315, Cholpon Ata, Kyrgyzstan

**EU contribution:** € 53,820.00

**% financed by the EU:** 78.00%

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Strengthening the role of civil society in promoting women's rights and democratic reform, supporting the rule of law.

**EC internal:** 211193

**Summary:** Strengthen civil society to effectively protect women having children outside wedlock: law reform, awareness raising, enhancing law officials' knowledge and capacities, case work and psycho-social rehabilitation for victims.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 Months

**Beneficiary:** Anti Violence Network of Georgia, Ion Kipshidze Street 8, 0171, Tbilisi, Georgia

**EU contribution:** € 80,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Accountability of local governments-implementation of gender equality laws in the municipalities of the Doboj Region

EC internal: 155801

Summary: Establish necessary preconditions for an efficient gender equality system capable of implementing international and local gender equality standards, in order to improve the positions of both men and women in society.

Starting date: 11/12/2008

Duration: 20 Months

Beneficiary: Buducnost, Trg Jovana Raskovica 88, 74480, Modrica, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.ring.ba

EU contribution: € 95,270.00

% financed by the EU: 78.24%

Countries: El Salvador

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Advancing civil society through advancing women’s rights

EC internal: 258129

Summary: The objective of this project is to promote women’s rights and gender equality in three Russian communities (Smolensk, Nizhniy Tagil and Saratov) by reframing women’s rights as globally recognised rights.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Interregional Women’s Jewish Non-Governmental Organization Project Kesher Association* Ino Project Kesher, Ul. Shosseyaya 18 31 141540 Povarowka, Russia, www.projectkesher.ru

EU contribution: € 143,320.00

% financed by the EU: 94.81%

Countries: Sierra Leone

Areas of activity: FGM and other forms of traditional and cultural coercions (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Breaking the silence for girls’ and women’s rights

EC internal: 170419

Summary: Address the violation of the rights of women and children by the continuation of harmful traditional practices, particularly that of FGM/C.

Starting date: 01/04/2009

Duration: 36 Months

Beneficiary: Plan International Deutschland, Bramfelder Strasse 70, 22305, Hamburg, Germany

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 70.52%

Countries: Mauritania

Areas of activity: Violence against women, FGM and other forms of traditional and cultural coercions (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Prevent violence against women

EC internal: 221765

Summary: To participate at the eradication of Female Genital Mutilation via: design and dissemination of communication / advocacy, training and awareness; the creation of two listening centers in Atar and Rosso.

Starting date: 24/12/2009

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Association Femme Aide, Avenue J Kennedy Immeuble, Énajah, S 01 - PO Box 40247 - Nouakchott, Mauritania, Ongfemmeaid.mr

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 77.48%
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Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Creation of a centre of information and awareness for the promotion of the rights of women and disabled people in Laghouat and coordination of activities of civil society for these people.
EC internal: 235063
Summary: Creation of an awareness and information centre for effective participation in promoting the rights of women and children disabled people and others, in rural areas and for vulnerable populations of the Wilaya in Laghouat.
Starting date: 01/06/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association for the promotion of rural women, Cite Elmekam Maamourah 03000 Laghouat, Algeria
EU contribution: € 67,617.04
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Pakistan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Rape survivors support programme
EC internal: 168250
Summary: Address the issue of rape and all other forms of sexual violence against women and children through lobbying for good governance, adoption of preventive measures and provision of rights-based rehabilitative services at the state level.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 36 Months
Beneficiary: War Against Rape, 102, Pearl Crest, 18-C, 4th Commercial Lane, Main Zamzama Boulevard, Phase 5, Defence Housing Authority (D.H.A.), Karachi, Pakistan, www.war.org.pk
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 67.11%

Countries: Burundi
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: ITEKA ‘The honour’
EC internal: 172220
Summary: Raise community awareness concerning violence against women, whilst carrying out local and national level advocacy, and providing legal assistance, psychological and medical care for victims of violence.
Starting date: 01/03/2009
Duration: 12 Months
Beneficiary: Care Austria Association for Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Assistance, Lange Gasse 30/4, 1080, Wien, Austria, www.care.at
EU contribution: € 99,289.46
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promoting and protecting women’s rights in the municipality of Nebaj
EC internal: 225486
Summary: The project aims at reducing violence against women in Nebaj by promoting and defending their rights and by promoting the access of women victims of violence to justice.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Comunita Impegno Servizio Volontariato, Corso Chieri 121/6, 10132 Torino, Italy, www.cisvto.org
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 76.92%
**Gender and women's rights**

**Countries**: Nicaragua

**Areas of activity**: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Promotion and defence of the human rights of women belonging to ecclesiastical communities in the city of Managua

**EC internal**: 221989

**Summary**: The project aims at creating networks to inform and defend the rights of women from these and other communities while undertaking awareness campaigns on women’s rights in the media.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2010

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Instituto Centroamericano de Integracion Social, Apartado Postal C – 117, Managua, Nicaragua

**EU contribution**: € 134,990.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Egypt, Jordan, Yemen

**Areas of activity**: Women’s community and political participation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Women’s empowerment through stage animated awareness and lobbying (WESAL)

**EC internal**: 258370

**Summary**: Civil Society organizations in the Middle East are effectively influencing policy change and contributing to democratic reform processes and to upholding the fundamental human rights and freedoms of all people regardless of sex, class, ethnicity.

**Starting date**: 01/03/2011

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Stichting Care Nederland, Juffrouw Idastraat 11 2513 Den Haag, Nederlands, www.carenederland.org

**EU contribution**: € 928,200.00

**% financed by the EU**: 77.90%

---

**Countries**: Peru

**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title**: Vulnerable military personnel: monitoring and advocacy by the civil society

**EC internal**: 157229

**Summary**: Assist in the strengthening of civil society institutional capacities to monitor and control the problem of vulnerability of young soldiers and female military personnel.

**Starting date**: 18/12/2008

**Duration**: 36 Months

**Beneficiary**: Instituto de Defensa Legal, Avenida Alberto Alexander 2694, Lince, Lima, Peru, www.idl.org.pe

**EU contribution**: € 250,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Haiti

**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title**: Enhancement of the Capacities and Mobilization for Modernisation of the Discriminatory Laws Against Women

**EC internal**: 169876

**Summary**: Provide state of play assessments and advocacy to improve Haitian legislation in gender equality.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 12 Months

**Beneficiary**: Mouvement des Femmes Haitiennes pour L Education et le Developpment Moufhed Association, Avenue des Marguerites 3, Turgeau Port au Prince, Haiti

**EU contribution**: € 79,608.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
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Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Strengthening local capacity of protecting women's rights in Jordan

EC internal: 167543

Summary: Increase capacity of target groups to recognise violations against women; respond in compliance with international standards; strengthen cooperation between NGOs working on women's protection; promote legislative change regarding CEDAW.

Starting date: 15/12/2008

Duration: 18 Months

Beneficiary: Italian Consortium of Solidarity, Via Salaria 89, 00198, Roma, Italy, www.icsitalia.org

EU contribution: € 198,368.58

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Indonesia

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Socialising women's rights and women's roles post tsunami and post conflict recovery in Aceh, Indonesia

EC internal: 171337

Summary: Contribute to the socialization of Aceh Women rights and roles post tsunami and conflict by providing media workshops for the women NGOs to empower them to more forcefully and effectively express their concerns through the province's media.

Starting date: 05/01/2009

Duration: 12 Months

Beneficiary: Yayasan Ontrak Media Indonesia, Kompleks Ruko Golden Plaza Blok B31 Jl Rs Fatmawati Gandaria Selata, 12420, Jakarta Selatan, Indonesia, www.ontrackmedia.or.id

EU contribution: € 99,920.00

% financed by the EU: 79.87%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Influencing policy at national and international level through advocacy for the rights of single women (WIDOWS)

EC internal: 158233

Summary: Mainstream the issues facing single women at the national policy level, whilst building capacity and sensitisation among stakeholders in order to better protect the rights of single women.

Starting date: 25/04/2009

Duration: 30 Months

Beneficiary: Women for Human Rights Single Women Group, Baghawatisthan Ward 1, Naxal, PO Box 8973, 427, Kathmandu, Nepal

EU contribution: € 249,676.68

% financed by the EU: 79.87%

Countries: Kazakhstan

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Providing access to justice for women

EC internal: 163379

Summary: Provide access to justice for women of the South Kazakhstan Region, whose rights have been violated.

Starting date: 27/11/2008

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Legal Center of Women’s Initiatives Sana Sezim, Model Kozha Street 94, 160013, Shymekent, Kazakhstan, www.sanasezim.org

EU contribution: € 162,608.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Paraguay

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Promoting and defending women’s human rights in Paraguay’s justice system

EC internal: 224499

Summary: The project aims at reinforcing the capacities of lawyers, judges, justice officials, etc. to incorporate a gender perspective and ensure the promotion of women’s rights within the justice system.

Starting date: 01/03/2010

Duration: 18 months


EU contribution: € 109,224.13

% financed by the EU: 79.54%

Countries: Occupied Palestinian Territories

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: AMAN-combating sexual violence in the Palestinian society

EC internal: 214528

Summary: Strengthen the role of civil society in building national capacity to combat sexual violence, by law reform, training of law and security officials, setting up of effective referral systems for victims.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Women’s Studies Center Association, Dahiet Al Bareed Hibrabi Building 1st Floor, P.O. Box 5407, Jerusalem, Israel

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 79.40%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Empowering women migrant workers in Nepal

EC internal: 158400

Summary: Awareness-raising on women migrant workers rights; enabling women migrants to work as migration paralegals; strengthening their access to justice and ensuring better protection for migrants in the future constitution.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 12 Months

Beneficiary: People Forum for Human Rights, Kathmandu 32, Kalikasthan, Nepal

EU contribution: € 32,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Strengthening women’s professional capacities to realize Jordan’s compliance with international conventions for gender equality

EC internal: 167606

Summary: Encourage women to participate in public life; build the management capacities of women’s NGOs; strengthen the ability of civil society to observe the national government’s compliance with international conventions, including CEDAW.

Starting date: 16/12/2008

Duration: 24 Months

Beneficiary: Jordanian Women’s Union, Irbid Nuzha Str Ibn Alkattab Bldg P.O.Box 3230, 21110, Irbid, Jordan, www.jordanianwomensunion.org

EU contribution: € 200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 75.55%
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Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

Project title: Introduction of a gender sensitive approach in Macedonian policy-making

EC internal: 169161

Summary: Improve the status of women in the country by introducing a Gender Sensitive Approach whenever public institutions develop relevant programs or policies.

Starting date: 23/12/2008

Duration: 12 Months

Beneficiary: Center for Research and Policy Making, Bul Avaroj 114 1 2, Skopje 1000, FYROM, www.crm.org.mk

EU contribution: € 45,090.00

% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: Bangladesh

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Longer term support to human rights defenders’ needs

Project title: Promotion of human rights for preventing violence and discrimination against women and girls (PPVD)

EC internal: 254352

Summary: The overall objective is to prevent all forms of violence and discrimination against vulnerable groups, particularly women and girls by promoting human rights in specific areas of Bangladesh.

Starting date: 01/03/2011

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 285,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Women connect across conflicts: building accountability for implementation of UN SCR 1325, 1820, 1889, 1889

EC internal: 249477

Summary: Enhancement of the capacity of women’s human rights activists and gender equality advocates and their networks to effectively and meaningfully engage, influence and mobilize for dialogues on security and peace issues at various levels nationally.

Starting date: 01/10/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 1,000,000.00

% financed by the EU: 93.00%

Countries: Colombia

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Strengthening the organisational process of women in the border counties of the province of Sucumbios-Ecuador for the respect of human rights and a life free of violence.

EC internal: 240179

Summary: The general objective is to promote and increase in the province of Sucumbios, the respect of Human Rights and democratic participation, with an emphasis on the rights of women.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Johanniter-Unfall, Lutzowtrasse 94 10785 Berlin, Germany, www.johanniter-auslandshilfe.de

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 84.97%
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Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Enhancing women’s role and participation in the democratic process in Jordanian Badia

EC internal: 225594

Summary: Building the capacities of the civil society organisations in Badia in the fields of political participation.

Starting date: 10/12/2009

Duration: 28 months

Beneficiary: Al-Thoria Center for Studies, P.O. Box 5674 Tlaa Al Ali 11953 Amman, Jordan, www.thoriacenter.org

EU contribution: € 163,591.33

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Cambodia

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Supporting female commune councillors in Cambodia

EC internal: 164764

Summary: Increasing the levels of effective female participation in local government activities.

Starting date: 19/11/2008

Duration: 36 Months

Beneficiary: Asia Foundation Corporation, California Street 465, 9th Floor, CA 94104, San Francisco, United States, www.asiafound.org

EU contribution: € 149,784.00

% financed by the EU: 72.51%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice

Project title: Nawa Jeewan (establishment of a life of dignity for single women within their society)

EC internal: 234125

Summary: The project is aimed at contributing to make sustainable justice and a life of dignity for single women (Widows) in their society with economic self-dependence.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Village Development and Women Awareness Centre Association, Barala Vdc Ward 8 P.O. Box 26096 Achham District Seti Zone, Nepal, www.vdvac.org.np

EU contribution: € 50,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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**Countries:** Cambodia  
**Areas of activity:** Women, Promotion of access to justice  
**Project title:** Justice for women in conflict with the law in Cambodia  
**EC internal:** 219352  
**Summary:** The aim is to strengthen the rule of law through ensuring access to justice for poor detained women and through promoting human rights, in particular women’s rights.  
**Starting date:** 17/12/2009  
**Duration:** 36 months  
**Beneficiary:** Legal Aid Of Cambodia, Street 608 51 Sangkat Boeng Kak Ii, Khan Toul Kok 12152, Phnom Penh, Cambodia  
**EU contribution:** € 197,079.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 63.42%

**Countries:** Philippines  
**Areas of activity:** Violence against women  
**Project title:** Monitoring and facilitation of implementation of RA 9262 through enhanced claim-making of women victim-survivors  
**EC internal:** 205275  
**Summary:** To establish a monitoring system on RA 9262 that is anchored on women’s experiences and on enhanced capabilities of non-government organisations handling domestic violence.  
**Starting date:** 03/11/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Asia Society for Social Improvement and Sustainable Transformation  
**EU contribution:** € 174,763.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Serbia  
**Areas of activity:** Violence against women  
**Project title:** Observatory on violence against women - an independent national expert body to monitor violence against women  
**EC internal:** 255622  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to the fight against discrimination and to the democratisation of society through more efficient protection of women from gender based violence.  
**Starting date:** 11/12/2010  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Autonomous Women’s Center against Sexual Violence, Tirsova 5a 11000 Beograd, Serbia  
**EU contribution:** € 47,433.50  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries:</th>
<th>Guatemala</th>
<th>Mexico</th>
<th>Djibouti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong></td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>Strengthen at local and national level women’s movement for the implementation of the law against femicide and other forms of violence against women</td>
<td>Implementation of the integral state policy for the prevention, care, punishment and eradication of violence against women and girls in the State of Veracruz, Mexico</td>
<td>Stop: FGM (Female Genital Mutilation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong></td>
<td>160092</td>
<td>245822</td>
<td>257135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>Strengthen the capacity of women’s social movements to help implement the law against femicide and other forms of violence against women.</td>
<td>Model strengthened with the participation of Civil Society, the Academy, Mass Media, public entities for the full compliance and implementation of the Law on Access of Women to a Life Free of Violence in the State of Veracruz.</td>
<td>The overall objective is to raise awareness and train leaders and religious leaders about the harmful effects of FGM and create helpline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong></td>
<td>09/12/2008</td>
<td>08/12/2010</td>
<td>01/03/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td>12 Months</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></td>
<td>Fundacion Mundubat, Sombrereria 2-3, 48005, Bilbao, España</td>
<td>Collective Research Development and Education of Women, 2e Privada de Rebsamen 50 Col Martinez de Chicago 91090 Xalapa Veracruz, Mexico</td>
<td>Women from Tadjourah Association, Quartier Harak 06 00253, Djibouti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong></td>
<td>€ 65,000.00</td>
<td>€ 120,000.00</td>
<td>€ 86,230.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong></td>
<td>79.95%</td>
<td>66.78%</td>
<td>85.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Turkey</th>
<th>Algeria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity</strong>:</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title</strong>:</td>
<td>Strengthening the oversight capacity of CSOs in the context of violence against women.</td>
<td>Creating a Centre for Prevention of primary information, communication, education and fight against violence against women, young girls and girls based on gender and against all other forms of discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal</strong>:</td>
<td>231610</td>
<td>235060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong>:</td>
<td>The overall objective of the proposal is to contribute to the enhancement of the role of the judiciary in the eradication of the violence against women.</td>
<td>The project involves the creation of a centre for primary prevention of violence against women and against all forms of discrimination against them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date</strong>:</td>
<td>01/04/2010</td>
<td>01/05/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong>:</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution</strong>:</td>
<td>€ 114,927.00</td>
<td>€ 89,578.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU</strong>:</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>95.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Turkey</th>
<th>Afghanistan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity</strong>:</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
<td>Violence against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title</strong>:</td>
<td>Building bridges for prevention of violence against women</td>
<td>Victims’ Shuras women victims of war mobilizing towards reconciliation and justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal</strong>:</td>
<td>232689</td>
<td>243492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong>:</td>
<td>The overall objective is to expand the support women receive from the shelters, the number of which has been increasing in Turkey, allowing for the discussion of different approaches.</td>
<td>The overall objective is to incorporate the voices, demands and claims for justice of victims and survivors of war crimes in the political transition of Afghanistan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date</strong>:</td>
<td>15/03/2010</td>
<td>20/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong>:</td>
<td>14 months</td>
<td>20 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary</strong>:</td>
<td>Mor Catı Kadın Sıgnığı Vakfı, Katip Mustafa Celebi Mahallesi Anda Lou Sokak No 23 7-8 Beyoğlu 34433 İstanbul, Turkey, <a href="http://www.morcati.org.tr">www.morcati.org.tr</a></td>
<td>Association for the Human Rights in Afghanistan, Calle Zamora 105 3 4 08018 Barcelona, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution</strong>:</td>
<td>€ 139,992.50</td>
<td>€ 300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU</strong>:</td>
<td>77.63%</td>
<td>91.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Violence against women
Project title: Combating violence against women in Bangladesh through community participation, education and media access
EC internal: 254346
Summary: The overall objective is to enhance the capacity of communities to reduce VAW at the grassroots levels, to engage the local leaderships, civil society, educators, youth & media and strengthen their capacity as active advocates to raise awareness.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Relief International, Weston Street 11 13 SE1 3ER The Leathermarket London, United Kingdom, www.ri-uk.org
EU contribution: € 293,605.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Pakistan
Areas of activity: Violence against women
Project title: Enhancing support for ending violence and discrimination against women in Pakistan
EC internal: 223084
Summary: To enhance the support for elimination of discrimination and violence against women in Pakistan through capacity building of civil society actors and police officials and enhancing support for legal reforms.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 26 Months
Beneficiary: Cavish Development Foundation, Markaz F 8 Flat 14 Block 13 D, 44000 - Islamabad, Pakistan, www.cavish.org
EU contribution: € 165,678.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Violence against women
Project title: Standing up against violence (stand up)
EC internal: 248231
Summary: Migrant women and men working together to stop violence against women
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Organization for Migration, Route Des Morillons 17 1211 Geneve 19, Switzerland, www.iom.int
EU contribution: € 195,366.22
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Violence against women
Project title: Vesta II
EC internal: 248732
Summary: Reduction of trafficking in women through prevention activities, safe migration and victim reintegration.
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 25 months
EU contribution: € 251,911.84
% financed by the EU: 90.00%
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**Countries:** Mali  
**Areas of activity:** Violence against women  
**Project title:** Contribute to reducing the practice of female genital mutilation through training, building capacity and awareness for those directly involved in the practice and people in general  
**EC internal:** 217853  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to the preservation of human rights of women through the fight against female genital mutilation in Mali.  
**Starting date:** 10/01/2011  
**Duration:** 30 months  
**Beneficiary:** Movement for Peace, Disarmament and Freedom, Calle Martos 15 28053 Madrid, Spain, www.mpdl.org  
**EU contribution:** € 293,170.84  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%  

**Countries:** Sierra Leone  
**Areas of activity:** Violence among children, Violence against women  
**Project title:** Community-based prevention and response to women’s and children’s rights violations in Kono and Western Area Districts  
**EC internal:** 224973  
**Summary:** To enhance community-based prevention and response mechanisms for women’s and children’s rights violations in 40 communities in selected Districts.  
**Starting date:** 11/01/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Associazione Cooperazione Internazionale, IT  
**EU contribution:** € 309,127.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%  

**Countries:** Mauritania  
**Areas of activity:** Violence against women  
**Project title:** To reinforce civil society in Mauritania to take care of women and girl victims of violence  
**EC internal:** 227831  
**Summary:** Contribute to the protection of women and girls from all kinds of violence.  
**Starting date:** 01/04/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** United Nations Development Fund for Women  
**EU contribution:** € 99,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.89%  

**Countries:** Sudan  
**Areas of activity:** Women, Violence against women  
**Project title:** Marking an end to sexual gender based violence and abuse of women’s rights in Maridi and Ibba Counties  
**EC internal:** 165814  
**Summary:** To reduce the high rate of Gender Based Violence in Maridi, and Ibba Counties, while promoting the protection of women’s rights against discrimination, abuse, for sustainable socio-economic and political participation and development.  
**Starting date:** 28/08/2009  
**Duration:** 18 Months  
**Beneficiary:** Institute for Promotion of Civil Society Association, 500m from Yei County Hq Off Yei - Drc Road Hai Guafa opposite War Child, Holland Compound - Yei, Sudan  
**EU contribution:** € 77,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.38%
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**Countries:** Argentina

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Violence against women

**Project title:** Violence against women and sexual and reproductive rights: actions to reinforce access to justice and the respect of Argentinean women’s human rights

**EC internal:** 200649

**Summary:** To strengthen the capacities of justice and health public services to provide legal counselling and care to women victims of gender violence.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Asociacion Civil por El Derecho a Decidir, Cordoba, AR

**EU contribution:** € 198,521.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Pakistan

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Violence against women

**Project title:** Working women use legislation to combat harassment.

**EC internal:** 223081

**Summary:** The overall objective is to effectively implement the laws against sexual harassment as a part of the ongoing legal reforms in Pakistan.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Interactive Resource Centre, Nawab Town Raiwind Road 102-B 53700 Lahore, Pakistan, www.irc.org.pk

**EU contribution:** € 219,840.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Women

**Project title:** It is important support

**EC internal:** 259551

**Summary:** The objective is creating a supporting environment for women to exercise human rights in Baranja.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for Peace and Human Rights Baranja, Petefi Sandora 78 31327 Bilje, Croatia

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 88.77%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Women

**Project title:** A human-rights approach in helping women affected by cancer and their families

**EC internal:** 259069

**Summary:** The objective is to remedy the inequalities in the access to multiple health-related human rights of women at risk to and living with cancer and their families.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Association of Breast Cancer Everything for Her, Kneza Mislava 10 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

**EU contribution:** € 99,500.00

**% financed by the EU:** 62.93%
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**Countries**: Haiti
**Areas of activity**: Women
**Project title**: Legal assistance to poor mothers and women
**EC internal**: 228112
**Summary**: Provide legal assistance to poor mothers and women
**Starting date**: 01/02/2010
**Duration**: 12 months
**Beneficiary**: Mouvement des Femmes Haitienes pour L’Education et le Developpement Moufhd Association
**EU contribution**: € 79,821.00
**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

**Countries**: Djibouti
**Areas of activity**: Women
**Project title**: Promotion of gender aspects and fight against discrimination of women
**EC internal**: 257189
**Summary**: The objective is promoting gender aspect through the establishment of a program of awareness and promotion of women pioneers in Djibouti as a model and strengthening the gender dimension in the national legal and institutional framework.
**Starting date**: 01/03/2011
**Duration**: 18 months
**Beneficiary**: Djiboutian Association for the promotion and balance of the Family, Avenue du Heron Quartier du Heron Commune de Ras Dika 4440, Djibouti
**EU contribution**: € 93,827.98
**% financed by the EU**: 93.80%

**Countries**: Egypt
**Areas of activity**: Women
**Project title**: Supporting the cause of marginalized women
**EC internal**: 169549
**Summary**: Support women prisoners and facilitate the provision of legal services for them in case they are subject to violation of one of the rights guaranteed by the constitution, Egyptian Law and conventions signed by Egypt.
**Starting date**: 29/07/2009
**Duration**: 24 months
**Beneficiary**: Human Rights Association for the Assistance of the Prisoners, El Ter A El Bolakeya St 66 Cairo, EG, www.hrcap.org
**EU contribution**: € 141,592.00
**% financed by the EU**: 84.29%

**Countries**: Venezuela
**Areas of activity**: Women
**Project title**: Combating discrimination suffered by women with HIV / AIDS and strengthening of a national Network of HIV positive women
**EC internal**: 256617
**Summary**: The objective is to combat discrimination faced by women living with HIV / AIDS in Venezuela through the development of advocacy and the strengthening of a national network of regional leaders.
**Starting date**: 15/01/2011
**Duration**: 24 months
**Beneficiary**: Venezuelan Civil Partnership Network of Positive People, Av Romulo Gallegos Edificio Maracay Piso 11 Apto 21 Sucre 1071 Caracas, Venezuela
**EU contribution**: € 224,615.00
**% financed by the EU**: 93.08%
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Countries: Nigeria
Areas of activity: Women
Project title: Preventing women’s ill-treatment/rehabilitating widows in Cross River State and Ebonyi State
EC internal: 222245
Summary: Overall objective: to contribute to the eradication of women's rights abuses through awareness-raising, building partnerships between CSOs, CBO’s/communities and policy/law enforcement agencies, supporting victims of physical and mental abuse.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Concern Universal, King Street 21 HR4 9BX Hereford, United Kingdom, www.concern-universal.org
EU contribution: € 312,625.32
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Empowering young women
EC internal: 163543
Summary: Foster democracy through civic education in Armenia through the involvement of young women with a vulnerable background in the society and assist them to become active persons/citizens in Armenia.
Starting date: 01/03/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Development of Civil Society, Nalbandyan 9A, 0025, Yerevan, Armenia
EU contribution: € 219,600.00
% financed by the EU: 79.02%

Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Strengthening the role of women farmers in social and political life
EC internal: 168497
Summary: Empower disadvantaged women farmers in rural areas, especially widow and women affected by the traumas of conflict, thereby enabling them to influence the social, economic and political life of their region.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Medica Kosova, Luigj Gurakuqi 39, 38320, Gjakove, Kosovo NA
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 63.85%

Countries: Honduras
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Deborah programme Citizens’ participation in the defence of women’s rights
EC internal: 222475
Summary: To improve the capacity of civil society to prevent and respond to the violations of women’s rights in 9 municipalities in the North region of the department of Comayagua.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
Countries: Honduras

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Project title: Strengthening women’s movement for the defence of human rights and political impact in the process of full restoration of democracy and the rule of law in Honduras

EC internal: 255296

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the restoration of democracy in Honduras, with a gender perspective and respect of human rights, social justice and citizen participation in collaboration with women’s movement.

Starting date: 01/03/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Diakonia, Starrbacksgatan 11 172 99 Sundbyberg, Sweden, www.diakonia.se

EU contribution: € 200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Mozambique

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Combating domestic violence against women with disability

EC internal: 233658

Summary: The overall objective is to combat domestic violence against women with disabilities. The specific objective is to reduce the barriers to combating domestic violence against women in four districts of Zambezia Province.

Starting date: 13/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Power International, Church Lane 4 OX49 5TP Lewknor Oxfordshire, United Kingdom, www.powerinternational.org

EU contribution: € 246,678.00

% financed by the EU: 79.72%

Countries: Yemen

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Violence against children, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18), Access to education

Project title: Stop early marriage and exchange marriage

EC internal: 200412

Summary: To raise awareness on the harmful practices of early and exchange marriages among Yemeni population in various governorates through community awareness campaigns and trainings.

Starting date: 01/12/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Charitable Society for Social Welfare Association, Western Ring Road New University Intersection P.O. Box 13254, Sana’a, Yemen, www.csswyemen.org

EU contribution: € 246,678.00

% financed by the EU: 79.72%

Countries: Vietnam

Areas of activity: Women, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Combating family-based violence against women

EC internal: 170834

Summary: Promote gender equality and women’s empowerment by combating family-based violence against women, whilst building the capacity of the Women’s Union to raise awareness about and prevent family-based violence against women.

Starting date: 15/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Groupe de Recherche et D’échanges Technologiques, Avenue de la Belle Gabrielle 45 Bis, Campus du Jardin Tropical, 94130, Nogent sur Marne, France, www.gret.org

EU contribution: € 200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 78.92%
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Countries: Mexico
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Violence against children, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Living without violence in the state of Mexico: eradicating domestic violence against women and children
EC internal: 222277
Summary: Contributing to the effective implementation of the General Law on the Access of Women to a Life Without Violence through prevention activities, training, assistance, promotion of dialogue between the authorities and the citizens, etc.
Starting date: 25/11/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Mexico Unido Pro Derechos Humanos, Granito De Sal 139 Colonia Benito Juarez, 57000 Nezahualcoyotl, Mexico
EU contribution: € 81,078.00
% financed by the EU: 74.00%

Countries: Mozambique
Areas of activity: Women
Project title: Human rights promotion of women and children victims of domestic violence
EC internal: 170972
Summary: Fight for women’s human rights by contributing to the fight against domestic violence and by supporting the victims of it.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Nhaimai Dhmc Associacao dos Direitos Humanos da Mulher, Avenida Ahmed Sekou Toure 1078, 10 Andar Flat 19, Maputo, Mozambique
EU contribution: € 80,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)
Project title: Gender-based and domestic violence
EC internal: 241518
Summary: The objective of the proposed action is the overall reduction of domestic violence in Armenia through education, raising awareness and building the capacity of all stakeholders in rural parts of Armenia.
Starting date: 25/11/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Innovative Research and Development Association, 167 B-4 District Apt 52 0064 Yerevan, Armenia
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 92.31%
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Countries: Mozambique
Areas of activity: Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)
Project title: Domestic violence legal education and massification of respective legislation
EC internal: 233643
Summary: The project aims, through training, to staff of public policy in matters of domestic violence, providing them with sufficient knowledge to intervene with full command in the resolution of conflicts of this nature.
Starting date: 30/11/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Universidade Sao Tomas de Mocambique
Fundacao, Av Ahme Sekou Toure 610 3646 3646 Maputo, Mozambique
EU contribution: € 99,900.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Action for training and information for women and children about human rights, citizenship and democracy
EC internal: 234348
Summary: Contribution to strengthening and promoting human rights and citizenship, especially among young people and women to be active citizens who participate in the future of a harmonious society.
Starting date: 09/05/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Rally against Hoggra and for the Rights of Algerian-Rachda, Rue Meriem Bouattoura 02 25000 Constantine, Algeria
EU contribution: € 83,379.03
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Women, Children, Adults (the elderly)
Project title: My Home – the safe home / Moja kuca – sigurna kuca
EC internal: 163031
Summary: Contribute to the rule of law and protection of human rights in Serbia. The project specifically focuses on safeguarding the rights of the family and on the prevention of domestic violence.
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Peace and Democracy Development, Milisevska 51, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.caa.org.yu
EU contribution: € 54,707.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Mali
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Contribute to the effective implementation of human rights of girls and to the emergence of a Malian society where women are not second-class citizens
EC internal: 217913
Summary: The objective is to exert a plea in order that the new Family Code maintains the improvements made to the status of girls and women, sensitizes providers of areas including housemaids and promotes actions to prevent rural exodus and advancement of girls.
Starting date: 01/11/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 230,000.00
% financed by the EU: 57.32%
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**Countries:** Philippines  
**Areas of activity:** Violence against women, Violence against children  
**Project title:** Communities learning to stop abuse and nurture social empowerment (CLEANSE) project  
**EC internal:** 246142  
**Summary:** The project aims to contribute to the reduction of incidence of violence against women and children in Cebu City and Cebu Province. The specific objective is to improve the implementation and monitoring of local and national legal instruments.  
**Starting date:** 13/08/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Share a Child Movement Inc Corporation, Natalio Bacalso Avenue 91 6000 Cebu City, Philippines  
**EU contribution:** € 250,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 87.21%

**Countries:** Nicaragua  
**Areas of activity:** Women's community and political participation  
**Project title:** Strengthening women’s participation in the promotion, protection and enforcement of their rights  
**EC internal:** 246107  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen the organisations MEC, AMPDI and FENACOOP, to improve their capacity to influence municipals and nationals, about the promotion, implementation and protection of women’s human rights.  
**Starting date:** 24/07/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Association of Women’s Movement and Unemployed Workers Maria Elena Cuadra, Cuadras Abajo 2 Asamblea Nacional 3604 Managua, Nicaragua  
**EU contribution:** € 143,629.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

**Countries:** Honduras  
**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation  
**Project title:** Strengthening community participation and representation of women in 11 communities from Amaroateca Valley  
**EC internal:** 256280  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to improve the organizational capacities of women’s collective from Amaroateca Valley, increasing access to basic needs and fundamental rights.  
**Starting date:** 01/05/2011  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Red Cross Spain, Avenida Reina Victoria 26 28003 Madrid, Spain, www.cruzoja.es  
**EU contribution:** € 192,634.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

**Countries:** Panama  
**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation  
**Project title:** Project development of rural and marginal urban women from Panama  
**EC internal:** 252327  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to women’s knowledge and empowerment of their rights, and in turn they will have the tools necessary to help them to make the right decisions that lead to a better quality of life for them and their family.  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2011  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Foundation of Legal Assistance Community, Avenida Justo Arosemena Calle 32 Edificio Dr Jj Vallarino Segundo Piso Oficina 6 Y 7 00832 0023, Panama  
**EU contribution:** € 64,907.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 62.47%
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Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Women’s political empowerment in twenty villages in Kassala and Sennar States in Sudan
EC internal: 229103
Summary: The objective is to increase the participation of women in the decision-making institutions and to strengthen their leadership by coordinating women’s social and political movements, towards the enhancement of women’s participation and decision-making.
Starting date: 18/07/2010
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Entishar Charity Society Association, Omdurman Abu Saied Effetehab Elshigla Garib Office 1414 near the main gate of Omdurman University in Effetehab Boîte Postale 640 11111 Khartoum, Sudan
EU contribution: € 141,507.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Bolivia
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Strengthening women’s political participation (from the women’s legislative agenda-ALM)
EC internal: 257362
Summary: The general objective is to advance and support political rights of women, to improve their situation and overcome the gender inequalities, driving the ALM, on the basis of the coordination of efforts, initiatives and resources of assembly.
Starting date: 03/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Joint Women’s Network for Equity and Equality, Calle Walter Khon 806 Y Avenida General Lanza Zona Cristo Rey La Paz, Bolivia, www.amupei.bo
EU contribution: € 183,027.00
% financed by the EU: 64.22%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Promotion of women’s rights through strengthening the civil society
EC internal: 255933
Summary: The overall objective is to establish a system of public monitoring over the state bodies and institutions in their response to women’s human rights violations.
Starting date: 13/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Anna, Teply Stan 8 Dom 8 Dom 8 117133 Moscow, Russia, www.anna-center.ru
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 89.82%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Women’s campaign group for strengthening women’s rights in the Parbat district of Nepal
EC internal: 234452
Summary: The project is aimed at strengthening and capacity building of a community-based women’s group to promote human rights.
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Center for Community Resource and Environmental Developments Association, Hosrangdi 5 Kusma Parbat, Nepal
EU contribution: € 49,880.00
% financed by the EU: 84.31%
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Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Empowering women in Dadeldhura district to abolish Chhaupadi practice
EC internal: 234040
Summary: The project is aimed at abolishing Chhaupadi system from the district through the process of women’s empowerment.
Starting date: 14/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Integrated Development Society Association, Ward 5 Amergadhi Municipality Dadeldhura P.O. Box 2500 Bagbazar, Nepal
EU contribution: € 47,471.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Strengthening women’s participation in decision-making process at local level
EC internal: 249478
Summary: The project seeks to achieve that by the end of 2013, decision making process in five pilot Montenegro municipalities (Tivat, Mojkovac, Danilovgrad, Nikšić i Kolašin) be characterized by permanent consultation with women’s group.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Entrepreneurship and Economic Development Ceed, Kralja Nikole 27 A 4 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
EU contribution: € 65,143.76
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation
Project title: Empowering Cambodian women in politics at the sub-national level
EC internal: 254002
Summary: The empowerment of Cambodian woman leaders at the sub-national level to participate in decision-making processes and actions to bring essential social services to Cambodia’s most vulnerable groups and to advocate for the protection of their rights.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: DanChurchAid, Norregade 13 1165 København K, Denmark, www.danchurchaid.org
EU contribution: € 285,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Uruguay
Areas of activity: Women, Child sexual exploitation
Project title: Towards a national policy to fight human trafficking of women, teenagers and children for sexual exploitation purposes
EC internal: 214093
Summary: The project aims at contributing to the implementation of the Migration Law where human trafficking was depicted as a crime for the first time. The project will train public workers, raise public awareness and provide assistance to the victims.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 78.95%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Guatemala

Areas of activity: Violence against women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)

Project title: Prevention and protection against human trafficking

EC internal: 227656

Summary: The project aims at reducing human trafficking involving children and women for sexual exploitation by promoting the human rights of the victims, particularly of vulnerable groups of them.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Sponsorship Group of the Project Counselling Service, Borgergade 10-2, 1300 Kobenhavn, Denmark, www.pcslatin.org

EU contribution: € 80,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Trafficking prevention through awareness raising programmes

EC internal: 138177

Summary: Prevent women trafficking by increasing awareness levels among senior school grade females, parents, school teachers, creating training centres and appealing to a wider public through different publications and seminars.

Starting date: 01/11/2007

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Kyrgyz Adult Education Association, Ul. Tynystanova 164, 720040, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

EU contribution: € 27,062.23

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Kazakhstan

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Educational legal training in response to human trafficking

EC internal: 203779

Summary: Specialists will provide legal assistance to victims of human trafficking in Kazakhstan, and conduct educational programs on the prevention of human trafficking among young people.

Starting date: 02/12/2009

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: The Legal Centre of Women’s Initiatives, Modeli Kozha Street 94 160013 Shymkent, Kazakhstan, www.sanasezim.org

EU contribution: € 213,088.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Rehabilitation of torture victims
Project title: Initiative to capacitate local institutions to combat human trafficking
EC internal: 158158
Summary: Combat trafficking of women and girls in the Far-Western Region of Nepal and increase the availability of victim recovery services focused on assistance, rehabilitation, reintegration and empowerment.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 49,000.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Croatia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Visually impaired women show others the way – equal opportunities for visually impaired women and girls
EC internal: 257857
Summary: The overall objective is to encourage inclusion and empowerment of visually impaired women for participation in social processes and to raise awareness of the issues affecting disabled women.
Starting date: 16/12/2010
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Center for Education Counselling of Research, Nova Cesta 4 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, www.cesi.hr
EU contribution: € 90,580.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: India
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Violence against children
Project title: To support the Government of India’s efforts to stop trafficking in women and girls through community action at the Panchayat level in partnership with the National Commission for Women
EC internal: 232393
Summary: The action’s overarching goal is that by 2015 the Government of India creates institutionalized prevention mechanisms to stop trafficking at the source districts through community action.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 240,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: FGM and other forms of traditional and cultural coercions (including young girls under 18)
Project title: Reaching diversity-promotion of intercultural dialogue, tolerance and understanding in Southern and Eastern Serbia
EC internal: 256396
Summary: The objective is to promote intercultural dialogue and tolerance among youth living in Southern and Eastern Serbia by using different methodologies (non-formal education, interactive participation, equal opportunities for everyone principle).
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Resource Centre Leskovac, Strahinjica Bana 3 Bolite postale 7216000 Leskovac, Serbia
EU contribution: € 63,429.77
% financed by the EU: 78.00%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Malaysia

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Monitor the fulfilment of Malaysia’s legal obligation towards integration and implementation of the CEDAW framework and analysis into laws, policies and promote effective mechanisms to advance equality and non-discrimination

EC internal: 226181

Summary: The overall objective is to ensure that the government proactively keeps its commitment towards CEDAW and integrates its equality and non-discrimination principles, standards and norms into legislations, policies and programmes.

Starting date: 03/03/2010

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: Persatuan Kesedaran Komuniti Selangor, 13 Lorong 4/48e Sekyen 4 Petaling Jaya 46050 Selangor, Malaysia

EU contribution: € 39,971.00

% financed by the EU: 79.94%

Countries: Jordan

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Monitoring CEDAW implementation

EC internal: 167222

Summary: Strengthen capacities of human rights advocates, environmental groups and members of women’s NGOs, whilst assessing the impact of discriminatory laws on vulnerable groups and raising awareness of the need to protect abused women.

Starting date: 15/12/2008

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Arab’s Women Organization of Jordan, Rainbow Street, P.O. Box 6864, 11118, Amman, Jordan, www.awo.org.jo

EU contribution: € 100,152.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Honduras

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Strengthening local capacities and regional integration to reinforce governance and gender equality in the west of Honduras

EC internal: 226972

Summary: The aim is to reinforce the capacities of women in rural areas to organize themselves so that they can better participate in public life and to locally promote a regional integration to ensure a more democratic and transparent public administration.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association of non-governmental Organisations, Bo. El Calvario (atrás del Hospital de Occidente), Santa Rosa de Copán, Honduras

EU contribution: € 200,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Civil dialogue for the rights of women and children in Bosnia and Herzegovina

EC internal: 155446

Summary: Strengthen the capacities of 500 representatives of the civil and the governmental sectors through dialogues for reform in accordance with the practice of EU organizations, in order to foster programs improving the status of women and children.

Starting date: 06/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Vesta Humanitarna Organizacija, Ul. Đorda Mihajlovica 4, 75000, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.vesta.ba

EU contribution: € 79,389.12

% financed by the EU: 79.55%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Jordan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)
Project title: Strengthening the capacity of local societies to better understand human rights issues
EC internal: 167537
Summary: Enhance the capacity of Jordanian communities to better understand the rights of groups that are vulnerable to domestic and gender-based violence, leading to improved advocacy, screening and management of victims of violence.
Starting date: 16/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Noor Al Hussein Foundation, Shmeisani, P.O. Box 926687, 11110, Amman, Jordan, www.nooralhusseinfoundation.org
EU contribution: € 159,480.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Women
Project title: Strengthening civil society to develop a common agenda for women’s human rights in Sudan
EC internal: 229119
Summary: The overall objective is to promote & protect the rights of women and girls in Sudan, to strengthen institutional capacity of CSO’s in five regions on advocacy for women’s human rights.
Starting date: 31/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Salmmah Women’s Resource Centre Limited, Off Al Sinaat Street Khartoum 2 Boîte Postale 13465 11111 Khartoum, Sudan
EU contribution: € 129,055.00
% financed by the EU: 88.54%

Countries: Zimbabwe
Areas of activity: Managed by civil society organisations
Project title: Strengthening the role of civil society in eliminating human trafficking in Zimbabwe
EC internal: 209328
Summary: To contribute towards upholding of human rights through the elimination of human trafficking in Zimbabwe.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Organisation for Migration
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Azerbaijan
Areas of activity: Managed by civil society organisations
Project title: Legal aid to victims of trafficking in human beings
EC internal: 158618
Summary: Protect the rights of trafficking victims by supporting rehabilitation, preventing new incidents through raising awareness, monitoring the situation and providing legal aid through the Azeri legal system.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Women’s Bar Association, 28th May Street 5 Suites 59 60, 1014, Baku, Azerbaijan
EU contribution: € 204,776.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Ecuador

Areas of activity: Women’s community and political participation

Children

Project title: Women, children and adolescents promoting a culture of peace and rights in San Lorenzo

EC internal: 240182

Summary: The general objective is to promote a culture of peace in the canton of San Lorenzo based on the promotion of respect, guarantee and observance of the rights of children, adolescents, women and their family.

Starting date: 25/11/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: The Save the Children Fund, St John’s Lane 1 EC1M 4AR London, United Kingdom, www.savethechildren.org.uk

EU contribution: € 299,920.00

% financed by the EU: 75.79%

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children

Project title: Promotion, protection and reinforcement of the human rights of the children, teenagers and women through artistic activities

EC internal: 220118

Summary: The project aims at supporting particularly vulnerable groups in these communities and helping them understand and exercise their rights in a joint effort with civil society organizations and public institutions.

Starting date: 05/11/2009

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 199,867.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Mexico

Areas of activity: Women, The monitoring of human rights, Children

Project title: Surveillance of the legislative power at the local level: mechanism to reinforce civil society and to ensure that public policies have a focus on human rights

EC internal: 223405

Summary: To reinforce CSOs through the monitoring and follow-up of public institutions working on human rights, to influence their policies on children and violence against women.

Starting date: 27/11/2009

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: Propuesta Civica, Avenida Division Del Norte 2657 Dpto 2 Col Del Carmen, Deleg. Coyoacan, 04100 Mexico DF, Mexico

EU contribution: € 80,724.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Albania

Areas of activity: Women, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Children

Project title: Capacity and community building through women’s empowerment, youth leadership and children education

EC internal: 225465

Summary: To improve access to education and to job opportunities for marginalized women and youth and to raise awareness of domestic violence and alternatives to it while fostering and facilitating a sense of community, trust and community-wide mobilisation.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Useful to Albanian Women, RR Naim Frasheri 6, Tirana, Albania, www.uaw-al.com

EU contribution: € 115,740.00

% financed by the EU: 81.86%
Gender and women's rights

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Gender sensitization of the budget as part of reform changes on the road to European integration and the basis for strengthening women’s rights in BiH

EC internal: 228045

Summary: The specific objective of the project is focused on advancing the status of women by recognizing the human rights of pregnant women and newly delivered mothers in BiH.

Starting date: 16/12/2009

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 79,941.60

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Adults (the elderly)

Project title: To reinforce a legal and psychological support kiosk dealing with violence against women

EC internal: 224243

Summary: To strengthen the civil society in the Democratic Republic of the Congo while contributing to the autonomisation and the sustainability of local NGOs; and develop, improve the access to the rights of female victims of violence and promote these in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Ligue De La Zone Afrique Pour La Defense Des Droits Des Enfants Etudiantes Et Eleves, Clinique Juridique De B'ANDALUNGWA, Enceinte Maison Communale De Bandalungwa, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 61,462.00

% financed by the EU: 87.02%

Countries: Sudan

Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice, Sexual abuses (including young girls under 18), Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Ending impunity on sexual and gender based violence in South Sudan

EC internal: 165802

Summary: To enhance prevention, protection and response activities on sexual and gender based violence (SGBV) at grassroots level through community level awareness raising and strengthening local legal response capacities.

Starting date: 06/11/2009

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: New Sudan Women’s Federation Association, Nimra Talata, Juba - South Sudan, Sudan

EU contribution: € 42,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Gender and women's rights

**Countries:** Mauritania

**Areas of activity:** Women’s community and political participation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Train and act in Mauritania

**EC internal:** 242450

**Summary:** Capacity building of Mauritanian civil society and defence and promotion of women’s rights through Capacity building of associations; Promoting the recognition of women’s rights; Supporting activists.

**Starting date:** 01/09/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Working together for Human Rights, Avenue Berthelot 16 69007 Lyon, France, www.aedh.org

**EU contribution:** € 319,349,00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity:** Fighting impunity and promoting international justice, Rehabilitation of torture victims

**Project title:** Prevention, protection and rehabilitation of victims of sexual violence and their communities and strengthening community and state capacity in Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo

**EC internal:** 222810

**Summary:** Strengthen the capacities of local stakeholders and especially civil society organisations and state institutions in the prevention, protection and rehabilitation of victims of sexual violence and the fight against impunity.

**Starting date:** 30/11/2010

**Duration:** 22 months

**Beneficiary:** Associazione Cooperazione Internazionale, Via de Lemene 50, 20151 Milan, Italy, www.coopi.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,395,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.26%
Since the proclamation by the UN General Assembly in 1994 of the United Nations Decade for Human Rights Education, the EU has made decisive contributions to human rights education and training through a big increase in its human rights education and capacity-building activities and budget.

The different EIDHR-funded projects and programmes represent one of the most significant factors supporting human rights education goals. They also reflect Europe’s own commitment to a culture built on the values of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, pluralist democracy and the rule of law, to face the challenges of exacerbated nationalism, racism, xenophobia, terrorism, and organised crime.

An important example of our commitment is support for the activities organised by the European Inter-University Centre (EIUC), including the European Master’s Degree in Human Rights and Democratisation (E.MA), and for five other Regional Masters in Human Rights and Democratisation.

Created in 1997, the E.MA is a unique human rights education project established through the joint efforts of 41 universities from all 27 EU member states, the Italian region of Veneto, and the municipality of Venice. The success of the E.MA has served as a valuable reference point for the promotion of human rights education outside the EU, both in neighbouring regions and globally.

The five regional programmes currently funded by the EIDHR are the European Regional Masters in Human Rights and Democracy in South-Eastern Europe – ERMA (University of Sarajevo), LLM in Human Rights and Democratisation in Africa (University of Pretoria), Asia-Pacific Master (University of Sydney), the Latin American Master (UNSAM-Buenos Aires) and the Eastern Partnership Regional Masters in D&HR – (University of Yerevan).

Creating or reinforcing civil society networks for human rights is another key area of intervention for EIDHR. The aim is to develop inclusive democratic practices at local level, and reinforce the role of civil society in monitoring and reporting the implementation of international obligations in various countries.

The promotion of a human rights culture is also achieved through the dissemination of documentation and training materials in local languages. Many projects target the youth and legal and judiciary professionals as well as the media. Human rights training for police forces and prison officials plays a big role in preventing violations, while stimulating the dialogue on intercultural, civic and human rights issues can play a vital role in conflict prevention.

EIDHR has funded more than 110 projects for a total value of more than €37 million for human rights education, training and awareness-raising, together with capacity-building for civil society organisations to foster their advocacy role.
FOCUS ON

Fighting Infringements in Kyrgyz Army

Working with the Kyrgyzstan Ministry of Defence and a local NGO 'Soldiers’ Mothers, Kyrgyzstan' – involved in the protection of human rights and civil education of military men since 1994 – an EU project was able to help improve Human Rights awareness and conditions for conscripts in the Kyrgyz National Army.

Praised by military commanding officers, the project was inspired by a lack of public knowledge of human rights in the Central Asian and former Soviet Republic of Kyrgyzstan, particularly in the army about soldiers’ duties and rights, leading to arbitrary treatment and a lack of resistance to legal infringements. Imprisoned soldiers suffering from an absence of legal support and bad nutrition and shelter were also informed of their rights and given legal advice.

The project allowed more than 1000 soldiers to receive legal advice and psychological support. An estimated 90,000 citizens were informed of actual conditions in military units through media campaigns including a prime time TV documentary and the targeting of 2300 publications.

After human and civil rights training held in his military unit, Colonel Kanybek Iskakov commented: “We, the commanding officers, were surprised by the creativity of our soldiers during these training sessions and by their good knowledge of legal matters... after their return to their homes, they will train their countrymen about election rights.”
## Human rights education – Capacity building

### Countries: FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Promoting access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Human rights support project  
**EC internal:** 216791  
**Summary:** The Coalition All for Fair Trials, Skopje focuses on securing equal access to justice for victims of police abuse and torture by developing an effective mechanism for protection of victims’ rights and contributing to judicial and police reforms in order to strengthen the citizens’ trust in the institutions of the system.  
**Starting date:** 21/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Coalition All For Fair Trials, Ul. Makedonija 11 2 10, 1000 Skopje, FYROM  
**EU contribution:** € 38,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 50.29%

### Countries: Papua New Guinea

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Empowering disadvantaged groups through human rights and equality training  
**EC internal:** 228821  
**Summary:** To build the capacity of Solomon Islands civil society organisations to provide basic and wide-reaching training on human rights and equality with a view to building and strengthening national human rights.  
**Starting date:** 01/08/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Secretariat of the Pacific Island Forum  
**EU contribution:** € 79,598.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

### Countries: Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** Torture prevention, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Preventing human rights abuses and torture in the police by introducing human rights training curricula in Russian Police Academies  
**EC internal:** 205913  
**Summary:** The objective of the Action is to improve the Human Rights training of the Russian police by introducing international standards and existing national laws on prevention of Human Rights abuse into the training and practice of the Russian police.  
**Starting date:** 21/12/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Perm Municipal Voluntary Communal Organization Disabled People Center Assistance to Victims of Violence and Human Trafficking Association, Gazety Zvezda Street 79 614000 Perm, Russia  
**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 78.9%

### Countries: Italy

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Support for the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC)’s Working Programme 2009-2010  
**EC internal:** 215285  
**Summary:** The grant is requested for the purpose of the operation of the EIUC’s main activities (Master’s Degrees, EU-UN Fellowship Programme and other education, training and research activities).  
**Starting date:** 01/08/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** European Inter-University for Human Rights and Democratisation, Riviera San Nicolo 26, 30126 Lido Di Venezia, Italy, www.eiuc.org  
**EU contribution:** € 1,900,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 78.00%
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**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Building the future, a network for the defence of human rights

**EC internal:** 165553

**Summary:** Strengthening the space for dialogue between public and private institutions to promote the protection and safeguarding of human rights for children and adolescents and their families, from a sustainable pedagogical perspective with a view to the pastoral and social environment favouring permanent coordination between social and legal protection.

**Starting date:** 01/10/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Fundacion Don Bosco, Avenida Los Proceres Entrada el Rincon 13, 05252, Merida, Venezuela, www.fdbmeride.org

**EU contribution:** € 74,422.00

**% financed by the EU:** 74.85%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Human Rights Film Factory - human rights stories from the Kosovo margins

**EC internal:** 256558

**Summary:** Promotion of human rights dialogue in Kosovo through documentary film production by Kosovan and regional filmmakers.

**Starting date:** 17/01/2011

**Duration:** 21 months

**Beneficiary:** Udruzenje Dokufest International Documentary and Short Film Festival, Mimar Sinan 12 P.O. Box 113 20000 Prizren Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 187,705.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Italy, Kosovo, FYROM, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** European regional master degree in democracy and human rights in South East Europe

**EC internal:** 259324

**Summary:** Interdisciplinary training at Master’s level in human rights and democratisation with a regional (South East Europe) focus.

**Starting date:** 25/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** University of Sarajevo, Obala Kulina Bana 7, 71000 Sarajevo Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.unsa.ba

**EU contribution:** € 1,071,486.40

**% financed by the EU:** 78.70%

---

**Countries:** Jamaica

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Community upliftment and human rights awareness project

**EC internal:** 257874

**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote human rights by increasing access to quality education and life management skills among residents living in six inner-city communities.

**Starting date:** 14/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Rise Life Management Services Limited, East Street 51 Kingston Jamaica

**EU contribution:** € 229,353.00

**% financed by the EU:** 94.71%
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**Countries**: Central African Republic

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Training project on journalism practice on human rights

**EC internal**: 254381

**Summary**: The overall objective is to contribute to the defence and respect of human rights in the Central African Republic through the professionalization of the media in this area.

**Starting date**: 01/02/2011

**Duration**: 18 months

**Beneficiary**: Panos Institut, Rue Du Mail 10, 75002 Paris France, www.panosparis.org

**EU contribution**: € 172,500.00

**% financed by the EU**: 86.51%

---

**Countries**: Djibouti

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Spread of information and education regarding citizenship and human rights in rural areas

**EC internal**: 257146

**Summary**: The overall objective is to sensitize peasants to human rights through the organisation of the event named ‘Education to citizenship’, passing through villages in the north of the country.

**Starting date**: 01/03/2011

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Community Association of Village of Ardo, Ardo Tadjourah 7339 Ardo, Djibouti

**EU contribution**: € 80,360.00

**% financed by the EU**: 92.41%

---

**Countries**: Armenia, Belarus, France, Moldova

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Establishment of regional master’s programme in human rights and democratization in Armenia, Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova

**EC internal**: 250082

**Summary**: The project is aimed at the establishment of a regional Master’s Programme at Yerevan State University (applicant), Belarus State University, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and Moldova University.

**Starting date**: 08/10/2010

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Yerevan State University, Alex Manoogian Street 1, 0025 Yerevan Armenia, www.ysu.am

**EU contribution**: € 1,021,159.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Delivering the message on Gaza: a new human rights framework

**EC internal**: 253341

**Summary**: The objective of the project is to promote the fulfilment of Israeli human rights obligations in Gaza, providing an international law framework to govern access policies in the Palestinian territory and ‘marketing’ that framework to key sectors.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Legal Center for Freedom of Movement Association, Harakevet St 42 67770 Tel Aviv Jaffa, Israel, www.gisha.org

**EU contribution**: € 160,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
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Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Prevention and information regarding human rights - 'Chouâa El Amel'.
EC internal: 235052
Summary: The action aims to contribute to the education of citizenship by strengthening the capacities of actors working with children and vulnerable persons.
Starting date: 01/05/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Medico-Psycho-Social Help of Dellys, Etablissement Hospitalier de Dellys 35004 Bollys, Algeria
EU contribution: € 87,998.24
% financed by the EU: 88.42%

Countries: Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mozambique, Republic of Mauritius, Senegal, South Africa, Uganda
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Master of Laws (LLM) programme in human rights and democratisation in Africa
EC internal: 254644
Summary: The Master of Laws (LLM) programme in human rights and democratisation in Africa aims to develop capacity in the form of legal experts in the field of human rights and democratisation in order to strengthen national and regional structures.
Starting date: 01/03/2010
Duration: 22 months
Beneficiary: University of Pretoria, Lynnwood Road 0002 Pretoria, South Africa, www.up.ac.za
EU contribution: € 1,459,230.00
% financed by the EU: 68.63%

Countries: Belarus, Lithuania
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: European Humanities University (EHU) trust fund
EC internal: 249801
Summary: The purpose of the Trust Fund is to raise and to make use of funds provided by Donors for the European Humanities University (EHU) re-settled in Vilnius.
Starting date: 24/09/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Nordic Council of Ministers, Store Strandstraede 18 1255 Kobenhavn, Denmark
EU contribution: € 1,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80%

Countries: Sierra Leone
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: A national conversation on human rights, governance and democracy
EC internal: 257624
Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen community radio and civil society in Sierra Leone to act as an interface between citizens and state on specific human rights issues.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The BBC World Service Trust, Bush House Strand P.O. Box 76 WC2B 4PH London, United Kingdom, www.bbcworldservicetrust.org
EU contribution: € 465,112.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Countries: Belarus
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: European Humanities University (EHU) trust fund
EC internal: 208895
Summary: The purpose of the Trust Fund is to raise, accept and to make use of funds provided by Donors to the European Humanities University situated in Vilnius, with the aim of the EHU becoming self-sustaining in the future.
Starting date: 04/08/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Nordisk Ministerrads Sekretariat
EU contribution: € 1,000,000.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: Training centre for peace educators
EC internal: 221385
Summary: To contribute to the socio-professional insertion of 100 young people of both sexes aged between 20-25, who have been excluded from the education system and who belong to the popular neighbourhoods of the Alger wilaya.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Association Nationale Sante-Jeune, Lotissement Sidi Merzoug Villa 12 Bem Aknoun, Alger, Algeria
EU contribution: € 84,991.19
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Access to education
Project title: Protection of human rights in schools in BiH - utilization of the practical concept for protecting human rights in schools
EC internal: 155694
Summary: Empower stakeholders in the education system to provide a protective and proactive educational environment inside the school system by outlining practical concepts for human rights protection.
Starting date: 28/11/2008
Duration: 19 months
Beneficiary: Foundation For Creative Development, Hrasnica Cesta 12, 71210, Ilidza Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.fkr.edu.ba
EU contribution: € 79,996.76
% financed by the EU: 74.71%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Democracy and human rights defenders (DHRD)
EC internal: 258557
Summary: The objective is to strengthen the understanding of the connection between democracy and human rights among teachers and students, to broaden the scope of users, both in terms of number of participants.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Educational Technology, Klausner Street 16 P.O. Box 39513 61394 Tel Aviv, Israel, www.cet.ac.il
EU contribution: € 168,314.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** Armenia

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Step Ahead

**EC internal:** 163519

**Summary:** To foster Armenia’s democratic transition and promote European values through facilitating local human rights activists’ functions. The project will use awareness creation and education strategies at three levels with three specific target groups.

**Starting date:** 05/02/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Helsinki Committee of Armenia, 16 District 45 Building 8Apt, 375010, Yerevan, Armenia, www.armhels.org

**EU contribution:** € 148,640.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Capacity building enforcement for civil society animators in rural areas for their participation in the promotion of human rights and democratic reform in Democratic Republic of the Congo

**EC internal:** 164676

**Summary:** Strengthen the role of civil society animators; raise awareness of the rural population and vulnerable groups of civil, political and cultural rights; create a discussion framework for leaders and civil society; develop a provincial legal framework.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Action Des Chretiens pour L’abolition de la Torture, Avenue de la Cathedrale 12, Commune d’Ibanda, Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo

**EU contribution:** € 71,897.20

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Lebanon

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Multimedia virtual space for human rights

**EC internal:** 165337

**Summary:** Create a Multimedia Human Rights Center and Virtual Space. The Space will foster events, workshops and seminars.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Comitato di Coordinamento delle Organizzazioni per il Servizio Volontario, Via Soperga 36, 20127 Milano, Italy, www.cosv.org

**EU contribution:** € 299,120.64

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Public relations in human rights activities training course for NGO activists and civic journalists
EC internal: 158725
Summary: Develop the training course entitled ‘Public Relations in Human Rights Activities Strategies, Technologies, Instruments’. The course will be tested and put into regular practice for human rights activists and journalists writing about Moscow civil society issues.
Starting date: 13/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Humanist Research and Methodology Center, Dmitrovsky Projezd 1, Build 4, 125422, Moscow, Russian Federation, www.humanist.ru
EU contribution: € 69,900.00
% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: E-learning school of democracy and human rights for future decision makers 10
EC internal: 256434
Summary: Build capacity and raise awareness of the next generation of university graduates (future decision makers) of the core democratic values and institutions of modern democracies.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Partners Serbia Partners for Democratic Change Serbia, Dragosilava Jovanovic 7, 11000 Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 46,770.00
% financed by the EU: 94.00%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promotion of human rights and Peace at the National Experimental University of Tachira and municipalities of Bolivar, Fernandez, Pedro Maria Urena and San Cristobal in the Tachira State
EC internal: 169969
Summary: Promote and educate the university and citizenship communities of the municipalities targeted in the Tachira state on issues related to defence and respect for human rights as an essential condition.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 59,731.00
% financed by the EU: 70.01%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Education in values and human rights: school of university leadership
EC internal: 222448
Summary: The project aims at empowering the youth by strengthening their leadership capacities so that they will be prepared to promote a culture of human rights and full democracy in the country.
Starting date: 27/11/2009
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 91,992.00
% financed by the EU: 65.62%
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**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Building citizenship and human rights: human training for the youth of the parishes Antímano, La Vega, Sucre (Caracas), Caguas (Aragua State) in Venezuela

**EC internal:** 171797

**Summary:** Provide a 44 hour training programme to promote the understanding and exercise of human rights by building a sense of citizenship in young people (16 and 24 years old) belonging to the parishes of Antímano, La Vega, Sucre, and Caguas

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Superaction Personal a Traves de las Tecnologia, Avenida Francisco de Miranda, Edificio Centro Plaza, Torre D Piso 11, Oficina B, Urbanizacion Los Palos Grandes, 1060, Caracas, Venezuela, www.superatec.org.ve

**EU contribution:** € 73,894.00

**% financed by the EU:** 63.22%

**Countries:** Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, Uruguay

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Socio and cultural processes building through graduate studies and inter-university networks on human rights and democratization in Latin America

**EC internal:** 152365

**Summary:** Create a Centre for International Studies in Human Rights and a human rights network among existing Latin American Universities, thereby providing students with the conceptual tools needed to pursue research in human rights and democratization

**Starting date:** 01/04/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Universidad Nacional del General San Martin, Escuela de Posgrado UNSAMBelgrano 3563, 1er piso 1650 San Martin, Argentina, www.unsam.edu.ar

**EU contribution:** € 1,499,755.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Australia, Indonesia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Developing a networked Asia-Pacific master’s degree in human rights and democratisation

**EC internal:** 152214

**Summary:** Increase the capacity for the improved respect of human rights and democratic principles in the Asia-Pacific region, by training specialists in human rights and democratization

**Starting date:** 15/09/2008

**Duration:** 40 months

**Beneficiary:** University of Sydney, Camperdown Campus Arundel Street 71/79, 2006, Sydney, Australia, www.usyd.edu.au

**EU contribution:** € 1,498,410.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** European regional master’s degree in democracy and human rights in South-East Europe

**EC internal:** 163895

**Summary:** Offer interdisciplinary MAs in human rights and democratisation with a regional (South East Europe) focus; increase cooperation between universities in the region and beyond; enhance the human resources capital available for employment in the region

**Starting date:** 28/08/2008

**Duration:** 38 months

**Beneficiary:** University of Sarajevo, Obaia Kulina Bana 7, 71000, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.cps.edu.ba

**EU contribution:** € 1,489,324.80

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Countries: FYROM
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Human rights - a base for local economic development
EC internal: 163448
Summary: Support the realisation of the human rights agenda and improve interethnic relations whilst implementing the Strategies for Local Economic Development (LED) towards faster integration into the European Union
Starting date: 24/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Citizens Association for Support of Interethnic Dialogue and Community Development Common Values, Bul Kliment Ohridski 7/1, P.O. Box 589, 1000, Skopje, FYROM, www.cv.org.mk
EU contribution: € 66,153.00
% financed by the EU: 79.56%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Improving human rights through high school parliaments and civic education
EC internal: 162864
Summary: Contribute to promotion, advocacy and defence of human rights. Target groups are members of high school parliaments and students attending civil education classes, as well as their teachers
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Association for Creative Communication and Debate, Ustanicka 222, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.debata.org
EU contribution: € 36,605.60
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Interactive human rights european law mooting competition
EC internal: 163641
Summary: Contribute to the promotion of Human Rights culture in Armenia, raise public awareness of Human Rights in Armenia and of European mechanisms of rights protection, and raise legal consciousness of the public on matters of human rights
Starting date: 01/03/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Youth for Achievements, 1st Lane Baghramyan Av Bld1 Ap 1, 0019, Yerevan, Armenia, www.yfa.am
EU contribution: € 110,976.60
% financed by the EU: 79.40%
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Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Adults (the elderly)
Project title: Civic education on the human rights of the people living in the outskirts of the city of Inkisi
EC internal: 224065
Summary: To improve up to 60% the level of respect for human rights of the population in the urban-rural outskirts of the city.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Association de Developpement Communautaire Mokili Mwinda Rue Ndémbo 70 Quartier 13 P.O. Box 9177 Commune De Ndjili, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 57,831.00
% financed by the EU: 93.88%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: One world in schools in Georgia-human rights promotion through documentary films
EC internal: 242106
Summary: The overall objective is raising awareness and understanding of Human Rights among the Georgian youth and encouraging their active involvement in promoting human rights.
Starting date: 23/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: People in Need, Safarikova 635/24 Vinohrady 120 00 Praha 2, Czech Republic, www.peopleinneed.cz
EU contribution: € 94,750.00
% financed by the EU: 94.75%

Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Enhancing the capacity of civil society to disseminate human rights information in the Kazakh language
EC internal: 203837
Summary: To raise awareness of human rights issues among the Kazakh-speaking population of Kazakhstan by enhancing the capacity of teachers, NGOs, human rights defenders and media representatives to disseminate human rights information and human rights education.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 20 months
Beneficiary: Charter for Human Rights, Abai Av 155 of 46, 050009 Almaty, Kazakhstan
EU contribution: € 156,064.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Project for inclusion of human rights in the Kyrgyz police
EC internal: 164225
Summary: Improve human rights protection for national citizens by raising human rights awareness within the police force.
Starting date: 15/10/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Center of Innovative Education Peremena Public Foundation, Togolok Moldo Street 21-73, 720033, Kyrgyzstan, www.peremena.kg
EU contribution: € 68,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Enhancing the role of plastic artists in promotion of human rights and democracy
EC internal: 231186
Summary: The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the promotion of human rights and democracy by enhancing the role of plastic art as important tool for promotion of democracy and human rights and sustainability of peace in Sudan
Starting date: 08/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Sudanese Plastic Artists General Union Association, House No 21 Block 3dh Khartoum 111, West of Gurashi Park 1149 1111, Khartoum, Sudan
EU contribution: € 70,000.00
% financed by the EU: 73.88%

Countries: EU-27
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Support to the European Inter University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC)’s Working Programme 2007-2008
EC internal: 160719
Summary: Support the operation of the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC) and its main activities
Starting date: 01/08/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: European Inter University for Human Rights and Democratisation, Riviera San Nicolo 26, 30126, Lido di Venezia, Italy, www.eiuc.org
EU contribution: € 1,900,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: EU-27
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Support to the European Inter University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC)’s Working Programme 2007-2008
EC internal: 139629
Summary: Assist the operation of the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC) and its main activities
Starting date: 01/08/2007
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: European Inter University for Human Rights and Democratisation, riviera San Nicolo 26, 30126 Lido di Venezia, Italy, www.eiuc.org
EU contribution: € 1,860,533.51
% financed by the EU: 79.70%
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Countries: Italy

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Support to the 2010-2011 European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC)’s masters degree in human rights and democratisation, EU-UN fellowship programme as well as other education, training and research activities

EC internal: 245203

Summary: The grant is requested for the purpose of the operation of the EIUC’s main activities (Master’s Degree, EU-UN Fellowship Programme and other education, training and research activities)

Starting date: 01/08/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: European Inter University for Human Rights and Democratisation, Riviera San Nicolo 26 30126 Lido Di Venezia, Italy, www.eiuic.org

EU contribution: € 1,900,000.00

% financed by the EU: 77.00%

Countries: Russian Federation

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Film and video as campaign tool in promotion of human, civil, social and cultural rights

EC internal: 256104

Summary: The objective is to increase the capacities of 15 Russian CSOs to effectively campaign using video & film to protect human, civil, social and cultural rights in Russia

Starting date: 23/12/2010

Duration: 16 months

Beneficiary: People in Need, Safarikova 635/24 Vinohrady 120 00 Praha 2, Czech Republic, www.peopleinneed.cz

EU contribution: € 93,614.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Israel

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Visual impact: documenting the seldom seen

EC internal: 136916

Summary: Use film and video material to document the context and humanitarian toll of Israeli policy on the 3.5 million Palestinians in the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem

Starting date: 14/12/2007

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: B’Tselem the Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Administered Territories Association, 8 Ha Ta’siya Street, Jerusalem, 93420, Israel

EU contribution: € 99,717.00

% financed by the EU: 50.00%
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**Countries:** Israel

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Fostering the next generation of human rights leadership in Israel

**EC internal:** 159404

**Summary:** Introduce human rights discourse and action to marginalized communities, universities and colleges throughout Israel, including the periphery. Reinvigorate civil society organizations and increase their capacity to promote human rights and partnership

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Sherman Building, Edmond J. Safra Campus, Givat Ram, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

**EU contribution:** € 191,991.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Jordan

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Enhance the implementation of the international conventions on the national level

**EC internal:** 167540

**Summary:** Explain the legal content of the main conventions on human rights, through public awareness campaigns; media coverage; knowledge-building activities for human rights activists, legal and judiciary professionals

**Starting date:** 18/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Adaleh Center For Human Rights Studies Partnership, Tsal Ali Almawardy Street Bid 4, P.O.Box 183682, 11118, Amman, Jordan, www.adaleh-center.org

**EU contribution:** € 197,163.50

**% financed by the EU:** 79.00%

---

**Countries:** Lebanon

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** One world in schools

**EC internal:** 165422

**Summary:** Raise awareness of human rights, civic and intercultural issues among Lebanese education professionals and students. Enhancing dialogue about intercultural, civic and human rights issues among secondary school students in Lebanon

**Starting date:** 23/02/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** People in Need, Sokolska 18, 120 00,Praha 2, Czech Republic, www.peopleinneed.cz

**EU contribution:** € 185,216.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Promoting youth human rights and civic engagement

**EC internal:** 157158

**Summary:** Promote human rights and civic engagement among the youth population by creating a youth cadre; monitoring, documenting and reporting human rights violations; and engaging in the human rights advocacy process

**Starting date:** 29/11/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Hadaf Center for Human Rights, Yarmouk Street, Hamad Building, Flat 203, Gaza, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**EU contribution:** € 69,219.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Mexico
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Human rights advocacy and promotion in the field of public security
EC internal: 170803
Summary: Defend and promote educational rights by means of action of communication and analysis, besides international litigation, in areas that involve public security, whilst strengthening citizen participation in the fulfilment of fundamental rights
Starting date: 02/12/2008
Duration: 20 months
Beneficiary: Centro de Derechos Humanos Miguel Agustin pro Juarez, Asociacion Civil, Serapio Rendion 57B, Colonia San Rafael, 06470, Mexico DF, Mexico, www.centroprodh.org.mx
EU contribution: € 73,722.20
% financed by the EU: 68.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: International film festival on human rights stalker in Russian towns in 2009-2010
EC internal: 206185
Summary: The action is aimed at using the potential of cinema art with a view to raising awareness of people in the human rights area
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: The Moscow Theatre and Film Actors Guild, Profsozunyaya Ulica 66/1, 117420, MOSCOW, Russia, www.stalkerfest.org
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promoting rights-based approach to education: study and advocacy in human rights mainstreaming in education policy-making in Maybrat District and Lembata District
EC internal: 258348
Summary: The action aims to promote and strengthen public awareness on the rights to education in Maybrat and Lembata districts; and to increase local parliament capacity in legal drafting of local regulation based on a human rights perspective
Starting date: 15/01/2011
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 85,369.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
## Human rights education – Capacity building

### Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Education and awareness on human rights for citizenship  
**EC internal:** 162307  
**Summary:** Raise public awareness about the situation of human rights violations by officials and officials from the state security bodies  
**Starting date:** 15/01/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Red de Apoyo por La Justicia y La Paz, Parque Central, Edificio Caroata, nivel Oficina 2, PO Box 17476, Caracas, Venezuela, www.redapoyo.org.ve  
**EU contribution:** € 60,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%  

### Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Youth Of Understanding (YOU!)  
**EC internal:** 255615  
**Summary:** Encouragement of citizen society development in Sandžak through active participation of youth in the promotion of human rights and intercultural values  
**Starting date:** 11/12/2010  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** New Vision, Jovana Popovica 12, 31300 Prijepolje, Serbia  
**EU contribution:** € 46,790.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 94.35%  

### Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Cinema project for everybody  
**EC internal:** 228135  
**Summary:** Access to culture for poor and illiterate people  
**Starting date:** 01/02/2010  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fondation pour le Developpement des Alliances Frenches en Haiti  
**EU contribution:** € 90,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 51.25%  

### Israel

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Human rights defenders  
**EC internal:** 159439  
**Summary:** Promote human rights education and activism in the Israeli education system by creating a 'pedagogical bridge' between schools and local human rights NGOs  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Centre for Educational Technology, 16 Klausner Street, PO Box: 39513, Tel Aviv, Israel  
**EU contribution:** € 196,435.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%
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**Countries:** Malaysia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Know your rights! Human rights education & participation through popular communication art forms

**EC internal:** 245474

**Summary:** The action is to inform and educate selected civil society groups on human rights and to enable a larger group of society to participate in active debate and discourse and activities related to basic human rights and democratic values

**Starting date:** 23/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Pusat Komas Sdn Bhd, 40 A Jalan 52/18 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

**EU contribution:** € 99,903.76

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Madagascar

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** International film festival on human rights in Antananarivo

**EC internal:** 255341

**Summary:** Organizing the International Film Festival on Human Rights to sensitize the public and strengthen the influence of civil society working on human rights issues in Madagascar. The project will also strengthen the capacity of two Malagasy associations Association rencontres nationale du film court Madagascar and the NGO SOS aux victimes du non droit

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 22 months

**Beneficiary:** Alliance Association, Rue Saint Dominique 115 75007, France, www.festival-droitsdelhomme.org

**EU contribution:** € 111,863.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** South Africa

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Master of Laws (LLM) degree programme in human rights and democratisation in Africa

**EC internal:** 152386

**Summary:** Develop capacity and form legal experts in the field of human rights and democratisation in order to strengthen national and regional structures that deal with human rights and democracy

**Starting date:** 13/09/2008

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** University of Pretoria, Lynnwood Road, Centre for the Study of Aids, Pretoria, South Africa, www.chr.up.ac.za

**EU contribution:** € 1,459,143.96

**% financed by the EU:** 67.00%
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**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Film directors for human rights

**EC internal:** 157700

**Summary:** Commemorate the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) by producing and presenting a series of short thematic films on topics including: dignity and justice, gender, culture, development, participation and the environment

**Starting date:** 01/03/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, United Nations Office, 1211, Geneve 10, Switzerland, www.ohchr.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Human rights coordination platform

**EC internal:** 258042

**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen the role of CSO in promoting, monitoring and advocating HR and the principles of rule of law at local, regional and national levels

**Starting date:** 23/12/2010

**Duration:** 14 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Peace Studies, Selska Cesta 112 A 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

**EU contribution:** € 99,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.79%

**Countries:** Kyrgyzstan

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Youth rights inclusion and political engagement in southern Kyrgyzstan

**EC internal:** 216502

**Summary:** To engage youths in constructive activities to help their communities while promoting interaction and cooperation between youths from different backgrounds, and training them in awareness of rights, leadership and civic participation

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** The Eurasia Foundation of Central Asia, Shopokov Street 89, 720021 - Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, www.ef-ca.org

**EU contribution:** € 187,305.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights

**Project title:** Bring human rights to your community!

**EC internal:** 169167

**Summary:** Establish a functional Youth Human Rights Community of monitoring groups to promote successful work practices for respecting human rights

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for Democratic Initiatives, Ul. Braka Ginovski Br 61, 1230, Gostivar, FYROM, www.adl.org.mk

**EU contribution:** € 67,200.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.90%
Human rights education – Capacity building

Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Active monitoring for human rights
EC internal: 249449
Summary: The overall objective of the action is to improve the ability of Montenegrin civil society to influence development and implementation of human rights policies
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Center for Democracy and Human Rights Cedem, Bulevar Dzordza Vasingtona 51/3 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
EU contribution: € 109,881.62
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Papua New Guinea
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Comprehensive approach to democracy and human rights
EC internal: 258114
Summary: The objective is to ensure respect for rule of law and respect for human rights through monitoring and mentoring previously established Community Justice Committees (CJCs) and to continue to empower communities with the skills to resolve conflicts
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Peace Foundation Melanesia Inc, Douglas Street Lot 2 Section 3 P.O. Box 1272 Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, peacefoundationmelanesia
EU contribution: € 296,191.00
% financed by the EU: 74.38%

Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Transparency for Human Rights in Bangladesh (THR)
EC internal: 167159
Summary: The project aims to enhance the culture of human rights at the grassroots and government levels in Bangladesh and to strengthen the capacity of the media and civil society as active advocates for human rights
Starting date: 09/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Relief International
EU contribution: € 270,670.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Bir-Duyno-One World Kyrgyzstan 2009
EC internal: 164227
Summary: Improve human rights awareness among the population in Kyrgyzstan and strengthen the ability of Kyrgyz civil society to work together cohesively to promote human rights
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Human Rights Center Citizens Against Corruption, Ul Kievskaya 120-21, 720001 Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
EU contribution: € 50,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** Uganda

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Building capacity of community based associations to monitor and report human rights violations in Uganda

**EC internal:** 172240

**Summary:** Build capacity of community based human rights associations to effectively monitor and report human rights violations in order to promote dialogue and respect for human rights and democratic development in Uganda

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Foundation for Human Rights Initiative, Lulume road Plot 1853, Block 15, PO Box 11027, 25641, Kampala, Uganda

**EU contribution:** € 199,890.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Algeria

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Dar Houria (Freedom House)

**EC internal:** 220825

**Summary:** To promote democracy, human rights and gender equality

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Association Dzazairouna, Cite Ben Boulaid Batiment B 25 PO Box 411 Rp, 09000 Blida, Algeria, www.dzazairouna.ranahna.dz

**EU contribution:** € 99,785.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.00%

---

**Countries:** Nicaragua

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Capacitating and empowering civil society about their political, social, cultural and environment human rights through workshops, debates and radio shows

**EC internal:** 219159

**Summary:** To contribute to the consolidation of a democratic process in Nicaragua and the defence of human rights

**Starting date:** 20/10/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Ecumenic Centre Fray Antonio Valdivieso, Busto Jose Marti 200 Mts Este, 100 Norte, Managua, Nicaragua

**EU contribution:** € 200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Socially active media to support human rights organisations

**EC internal:** 259319

**Summary:** The programme objective is to support new communication strategies of human rights and advocacy groups to advance their cause, build public support and potentially attract funding from the general public

**Starting date:** 23/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Charities Aid Foundation Trust, Kings Hill ME19 4TA West Malling, United Kingdom, www.cafonline.org

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 85.71%
Human rights education – Capacity building

Countries: Paraguay

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Strengthening organisational and operational human rights network of civil society for political institutionalisation of human rights with governmental network of human rights

EC internal: 254373

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to the process of institutionalising a culture of respect and guarantee of DD.HH. in Paraguay as part of the consolidation of democracy and the building of the rule of law

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 30 months


EU contribution: € 250,000.00

% financed by the EU: 89.93%

________________________________________________________

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Enabling mobilisation of local communities in rural areas

EC internal: 257799

Summary: Building capacity and support of new CSO organizations in rural area of Sisak-Moslavina county

Starting date: 21/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Civil Rights Project Sisak, Rimska 6, 44000 Sisak, Croatia, www.crpsisak.hr

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 85.03%

________________________________________________________

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Support to Local Initiatives to promote human rights, democracy and local governance in North Kivu and within the rural communes of Kinshasa

EC internal: 257006

Summary: The objective is to help local groups (local committees of women, cells plays, municipal councils on human rights, defence of human rights clubs in schools) to participate in the development of the democratic process and promote rights

Starting date: 01/02/2011

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Solidarity for Social Promotion and Peace, Av Tombalbay 20 Quartier Salongo, Sud Commune De Lemba Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo

EU contribution: € 90,000.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

________________________________________________________
Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Strengthening civil society through capacity building: promoting local development through better utilisation of EU funds

**EC internal:** 258801

**Summary:** Increasing awareness of the EU’s role in the democratisation process and local development as well as the EU’s pre-accession funding opportunities for the country as a candidate country by building absorption capacities

**Starting date:** 23/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months


**EU contribution:** € 56,145.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** MORE - monitoring and reporting about the implementation of international obligations (NGOs capacity building)

**EC internal:** 162070

**Summary:** Strengthen the capacity and the role of NGOs, especially at the local level and influence state bodies responsible for the implementation of international and national standards in the field of human rights in Serbia

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Belgrade Centre for Human Rights Association BCHR, Beogradska 54, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.bgcentar.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 74,627.20

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Debating human rights

**EC internal:** 162261

**Summary:** Strengthen the role of civil society in the promotion of human rights and democratic reform, the support of conflict prevention and consolidation of progress regarding political participation and representation

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for Protection and Promotion of Mental Health in Children and You, Trg Ucitelja Tase 2, 18000, Nis, Serbia, www.oknis.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 67,072.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Capacity building CBOs (Community Based Organisations) in democracy and human rights field in Jenin Governorate

**EC internal:** 156973

**Summary:** Promote respect for human rights and democratic reform within the governorate of Jenin

**Starting date:** 27/11/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Palestinian Consultative Staff for Developing NGO’s in Jenin Association, Palestine Street, Hisham Samoudi Building, 00972, Jenin, Occupied Palestinian Territories

**EU contribution:** € 128,851.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories  
**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Strengthening good governance within the Palestinian NGO sector  
**EC internal:** 157001  
**Summary:** Strengthen the capacity of civil society to promote and deepen democratic reform through the adoption of international governance standards and principals. The project provides technical assistance and policy support to a pre-existing pool of NGOs

**Starting date:** 16/12/2008  
**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** NGO Development Center, Ramallah Jerusalem Road 91218, Mujahed Building, Al Ram, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.ndc.ps

**EU contribution:** € 193,242.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 60.14%

---

**Countries:** Morocco  
**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Monitoring group by group by the civil society action plan EU-  
**EC internal:** 159536  
**Summary:** Participate in optimizing and improving the objectives set by the Morocco-European Union partnership in respect of human rights. Strengthen capacities of actors associations and civil society

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Reseau Marocain Euromed des Ong, Complex Cultural Touria Sekkat, 20100, El Batha Maarif Casablanca

**EU contribution:** € 160,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation  
**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Stronger Together: legal assistance and enhanced cooperation of non-registered human rights and social NGOs in St Petersburg and the north-west of Russia  
**EC internal:** 157904  
**Summary:** Strengthen the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform through capacity building, enhanced cooperation of human rights NGOs and other civil society institutions

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009  
**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Development Centre Association, Ligovskiy Prospect 87, office 300, 195197, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation, www.cmo.ru

**EU contribution:** € 95,846.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Russian Federation  
**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** Enhancing the culture of safety of human rights non-governmental organisations, or how to become a ‘super-NGO’  
**EC internal:** 207353  
**Summary:** Introducing safety standards to human rights protecting non-governmental organizations’ (NGOs’) activity, to ensure their stable development in modern Russia

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010  
**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Regional standard, Tsurupa St. 151/29 PO Box 11, 450006 Ufa, Russia

**EU contribution:** € 30,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Human rights education – Capacity building

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Programme for strengthening capacity of civil society in promoting human rights and inclusive democratic practices in Sindhuli District
EC internal: 158218
Summary: Mobilise community groups at the district level by strengthening community organisations, increasing political participation of disadvantaged groups, and training school teachers and children in peaceful conciliation
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Shanti Tatha Bikas Pratisthan, Institute of Peace and Development, Kamalamai Municipality 6, Ratamata, PO Box 20646, Sindhulu, Nepal
EU contribution: € 49,991.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%

Countries: Peru
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: For a national agenda of human rights: strengthening capacities of the national network movement ‘So that it is not repeated’ (PONS)
EC internal: 157238
Summary: Contribute to the strengthening of civil society as a key actor in the defence of democracy and the rights of individuals, with particular attention to the: socially excluded and those affected by the violence
Starting date: 15/02/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Instituto Bartolome de las Casas Rimac, Belisario Flores 687, PO Box 11 0273, Lima 14, Peru, www.bcasas.org.pe
EU contribution: € 247,240.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations to participate in the shaping, implementation and monitoring of public policies, particularly those that affect their status.
EC internal: 162873
Summary: Contribute to increased civil society participation on behalf of under-represented groups in the shaping, implementing and monitoring of public policies, particularly those that affect their status
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Civic Initiatives Citizens Association for Democracy and Civic Education, Bulevard Kralja Aleksandra 79, PO Box 3527, 11210, Belgrade, Serbia, www.gradjanske.org/page/about/sr.html
EU contribution: € 90,470.05
% financed by the EU: 72.50%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: People Organise Prevention of Water Overflow - POPoW
EC internal: 258927
Summary: The general objective is the strengthening of the role of civil society in initiating dialogue in the area of Popovo Field to consolidate political participation and representation of farmers; women and men alike
Starting date: 30/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Entrepreneurship & Business Association Link Mostar, Ulica Adema Buca 32 88000 Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.linkmostar.org
EU contribution: € 102,350.00
% financed by the EU: 89.62%
Countries: Panama
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Training of leaders of community impact in human rights
EC internal: 229211
Summary: The aim of the project is to build the capacities of 120 leaders who have an impact in their communities and disseminating information about human rights
Starting date: 24/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Foundation For Freedom and Social Development, Edificio Mar Plaza Piso 14 B Marbella Bella Vista, Panama City, Panama
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 48.44%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Strengthen the role of civil society in rural areas for the promotion of human rights and democratic reforms
EC internal: 256880
Summary: The overall objective is to conduct a plea for the promotion of Human Rights, educate and sensitize rural civil society to the electoral process, create observation structures of governance in rural areas and promote the civil and political rights
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: SOS Legal and Multisectoral Information, Avenue P E Lumumba 85 Immeuble P.D. Box 376, Mukubaganyi Commune, D Ibando Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo
EU contribution: € 66,120.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Enhancing the role of Israeli civil society in the internationalization of Israelis, international human rights commitments and in the work of UN Treaty monitoring bodies
EC internal: 254873
Summary: The objective of the project is to increase the proficiency of Israeli civil society as regards the content of human rights treaties and the law and practice generated by United Nations (UN) treaty bodies
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: The Hebrew University of Givat Ram, Campus 91904, Israel, www.huji.ac.il
EU contribution: € 183,050.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Belarus
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Social partnership in local policy formulation in Belarus
EC internal: 258758
Summary: The overall objective is to establish a public dialogue at local level through improvement of respective competences of Belarus local state and non-state actors in the area of human rights
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Institute for International Assistance and Solidarity Asbl, Rue Henri Stacquet 61 1030 Bruxelles, Belgium, www.ifias.eu
EU contribution: € 71,535.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
### Eastern Europe

**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine  
**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Civil society leadership network - Ukraine, Moldova and Southern Caucasus

**EC internal:** 140325  
**Summary:** Facilitate training and communication of emerging civil society leaders and civic activists  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2008  
**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe, 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int  
**EU contribution:** € 350,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 46.67%

### Countries: Colombia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising  
**Project title:** Incidence and articulation of local and regional processes in the promotion, protection and defence of the human rights in south-western Colombia

**EC internal:** 223407  
**Summary:** The objective is to consolidate concerted strategies of training, protection, participation and impact, allowing the stability and permanence in the areas of social processes, coexistence and local governance  
**Starting date:** 01/07/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Foundation Star bank of the Colombian Massif, Avenida Vasquez Cobó 0 54 Carrera, 4 B La Pamba Popayan, Colombia  
**EU contribution:** € 280,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 93.33%

### Countries: Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations, Capacity building of organisations  
**Project title:** ‘STRONG’ platform (Strengthening Organizational Networks’ Gaps)

**EC internal:** 257788  
**Summary:** Improvement of existing networks of fragile CSOs through the development of the STRONG platform  
**Starting date:** 17/12/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Center for Civil Initiatives, Bozidara Adzije 22, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, www.cci.hr  
**EU contribution:** € 73,404.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

### Eastern Europe

**Countries:** FYROM  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Open dialogue about the law for citizen’s associations and foundations

**EC internal:** 258643  
**Summary:** The objective is to open a debate within civil society on the implementation of the Law for Citizens’ Associations and Foundations, and the opportunities it brings for CSOs  
**Starting date:** 22/12/2010  
**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Local Community Development Stip Foundation, Ul. General Mihajlo Apostolski 14a 2000 Stip, FYROM  
**EU contribution:** € 85,346.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 93.43%
## Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** Zambia  
**Areas of activity:** Human prison system  
**Project title:** Prisons human rights & basic legal education project  
**EC internal:** 248410  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote a balanced humane system of imprisonment & ex-prisoners’ reintegration into society, to provide knowledge and skills on basic legal matters and human rights  
**Starting date:** 05/10/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Prisons Care and Counselling Association, Findeco House 19th Floor Suites 5 & 6 P.O. Box 37469 10101 Lusaka, Zambia  
**EU contribution:** € 89,052.71  
**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Rights and citizenship at the core  
**EC internal:** 256900  
**Summary:** The general objective is to strengthen the operational capacity of 320 leaders of NGOs, churches, trade unions, peasant associations in human rights and democracy, Ensure civic participation in promoting and consolidating democracy and rule  
**Starting date:** 01/01/2011  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** The Voice of Non-Votes for Human Rights, Avenue Des Ecuries 3858 Quartier Joli Parc Commune De Ngaliema P.O. Box 11445Kin1 Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo  
**EU contribution:** € 88,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.97%

**Countries:** Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela  
**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation  
**Project title:** Human Rights, State and civil society: building citizenry with a culture of human rights  
**EC internal:** 167631  
**Summary:** To generate local actors’ capacities (governments and civil society) in order to build a regional citizenry with a culture of human rights  
**Starting date:** 30/11/2009  
**Duration:** 30 months  
**Beneficiary:** Municipio de Moron, Ar  
**EU contribution:** € 1,112,659.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 75.40%

**Countries:** Guatemala  
**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Participative democracy and young citizens organized to prevent violence  
**EC internal:** 226776  
**Summary:** The aim of the project is to strengthen the network of local legal organizations with a view to establishing a pact on sustainable development that ensures the active participation of young people, creates jobs for them, etc.  
**Starting date:** 01/02/2010  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Centre for the Attention of Families and Abused Children, Avenida 30 47 7a Zona 3, 01003, Ciudad De Guatemala, Guatemala  
**EU contribution:** € 99,886.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies), Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Engaging emerging trends in Nigeria’s development policy architecture a rights-based approach

**EC internal:** 235466

**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform through improved institutional coherence and deepened citizen’s participation

**Starting date:** 11/05/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Democracy and Development, Olubode Close 2 off Association Avenue Ilupeju P.O. Box 15700, Lagos, Ikeja, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 99,848.49

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** China

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** EU China Human Rights Network

**EC internal:** 168221

**Summary:** Strengthen human rights, democratisation, good governance and the rule of law, whilst encouraging convergence with relevant international norms

**Starting date:** 01/03/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** National University of Ireland Galway, University Road, Galway, Ireland, www.nuigalway.ie/human_rights

**EU contribution:** € 1,499,897.00

**% financed by the EU:** 93.84%

---

**Countries:** Albania

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Network of community services for offenders

**EC internal:** 226720

**Summary:** To establish a network of community services for offenders in Albania.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Shoqata Aksion Plus, Rr Stavri Vinjauiprapa, Ambasades Amerikane P.O. Box, Albania

**EU contribution:** € 128,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 84.10%

---

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Make human rights real

**EC internal:** 228067

**Summary:** To make human rights real and accessible for disadvantaged citizens in BiH by increasing the capacity of NGOs to affect policies, legislation and implementation of laws, and citizens’ to demand their

**Starting date:** 18/12/2009

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Initiative and Civil Action, Fra Andela Zvizdovica 1, 71000, Sarajevo, BiH, www.icva-bh.org

**EU contribution:** € 96,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Human rights education – Capacity building

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Forum Theatre in Kosovo

**EC internal:** 225656

**Summary:** The overall objective of the action is to support community members in Kosovo to take an active role in their community by engaging them into discussions directly through forum theatre and seeking solutions to human rights-related issues.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2010

**Duration:** 26 months

**Beneficiary:** Visual Art Center Multimedia Association, Teatri Dodona Rexhep Mitrovica Street 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 93,229.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Racism and discrimination

The EIDHR helps civil society organisations to defend the rights of minorities and other vulnerable groups and to stop racism and xenophobia. Groups at risk include ethnic and religious minorities, migrants, indigenous peoples, members of lesbian and gay communities and people with disabilities. The EIDHR funded more than 200 projects targeting discrimination and racism between 2007 and 2010 for a value of more than €33 million. Projects concerning discrimination against women are included in the section on women’s rights in this compendium.

Many states contain ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities whose fundamental freedoms and human rights are open to abuse. Generally, these minority communities are poorer, face discrimination, have less power and influence. They also have less access to remedies to tackle their problems. Entrenched discrimination on ethnic or religious grounds is a common precursor to conflict. Poverty is closely linked to political exclusion.

The rights of indigenous peoples are a key priority of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights which has funded some 40 specific projects worth more than €11 million. The goals are to increase indigenous peoples’ rights and capacity to control their own social, economic and cultural development, while enhancing their land rights and the sustainable management of biological resources. In some countries, indigenous peoples are not recognised, suffering discrimination and exclusion.

In other cases, indigenous communities are not consulted or informed on activities or programmes affecting their territories.

Gender identity and sexual orientation are still used as justifications for serious human rights violations around the world. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) people constitute a vulnerable group and continue to be victims of persecution, discrimination and gross ill-treatment, often involving extreme forms of violence. Through the EIDHR, the EU supports several projects defending the rights of LGBTI people. One project, for example, empowers civil society to challenge homophobic laws and discrimination against LGBTI people, and to provide emergency psychosocial, medical, mediation and reintegration assistance.

EIDHR also provided more than €20 million to help migrants and other marginalised groups like the elderly, persons affected by HIV/AIDS, internally displaced people (IDPs) and refugees. Persons with disabilities are often among the most marginalised groups in society, particularly in developing countries. People with disabilities lack the opportunities of mainstream society and many are denied their basic human rights. Moreover a disproportionate number of people live in poverty because they are victims of social exclusion and prejudice. The EIDHR supports more than 40 specific projects which fight against the discrimination suffered by disabled people, by strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations and activists. Some projects have the ultimate objective of getting governments to sign, ratify and implement the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) and its associated optional protocol.
FOCUS ON
Rights of Sexual and Gender Diversity in Bolivia

Although the Constitution of Bolivia allows for punishment of any type of discrimination toward lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders (LGBT) who live and work in the country, they still suffer violence, discrimination and harassment in the work place on a daily basis.

An EU project is supporting the Dutch Humanist Institute for Development Cooperation (Hivos), cooperating with a local LGBT association, to raise awareness of sexual and gender diversity in Bolivia and the rights of lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders.

As well as holding a number of workshops on learning about LGBT civil rights and on how to identify homophobia, lesbophobia and transphobia and work against it, Hivos prepared a Gay Pride raising the visibility of LGBT people. The march attracted four thousand spectators on June 28 in the city of La Paz. People from 13 public and private institutions took part, alongside 17 LGBT groups, after attending meetings and workshops.

The project has led to greater openness and the involvement of La Paz government officials with LGBT themes and events and has given LGBT people in the city more public visibility, reducing discrimination and stigmatisation.
Racism and discrimination

Countries: Algeria

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Decentralisation of action for prevention and care, for psychosocial and local support of populations from the mountains in the wilaya of Tizi Ouzou

EC internal: 234340

Summary: To decentralise the action for prevention and care to provide psychosocial and local support for the populations living around the mountains in the wilaya of Tizi Ouzou.

Starting date: 01/05/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Prevention and Protection of Youth and Children’s League, Cite 104 Logements Epif Bloc Bt A 15000 Tizi Ouzou, Algeria

EU contribution: € 89,901.68
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Model for efficient communication between the Commission for inter-ethnic relations and citizens

EC internal: 216800

Summary: The Metamorphosis Foundation, Skopje works on strengthening the interethnic relations focusing on relevant institutions in the country, by improving the capacities of the Commissions for Interethnic Relations (CIRs) and increasing their visibility and ability to perform within their legally designated competencies through use of new technologies.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 15 months


EU contribution: € 65,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.27%

Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Mechanism to Pursue Discrimination in Communities

EC internal: 216785

Summary: The Centre for Civic Initiative, Prilep works on strengthening the civil society organisations to more structurally address the local concerns and priorities in the field of human rights through networking among relevant stakeholders, creation of a mechanism for identification, pursuing and monitoring of all forms of discrimination in targeted municipalities.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 59,880.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations, Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Stop for discrimination

**EC internal:** 216774

**Summary:** The Sustainable Development Centre-PORTA, Strumica will focus on strengthening the capacities of civil society organisation for cooperation and partnership among civil society, local government and national institutions for promotion and monitoring of the implementation of the Law on protection against discrimination on local and regional level.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Sustainable Development Centre, Porta Strumica, Ulica Bratstvo Edinstvo 40-8, 2400, Strumica, FYROM

**EU contribution:** € 70,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 65.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** European integration priorities: Capacity building of the Serbian civil sector to fight discrimination

**EC internal:** 226921

**Summary:** The overall objective is to train local organisations to most effectively make use of Serbian and European law to reduce instances of discrimination in the country.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Cups Center for Advanced Legal Studies, Goce Delceva 36 190177, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 99,422.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.00%

---

**Countries:** Burkina Faso, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** DECISIPH: rights, equality, citizenship, solidarity inclusion for disabled people in West Africa

**EC internal:** 167917

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to equality in disability law to other citizens and their full participation in society in West Africa

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Handicap International Association, Avenue Berthelot 14 69361 Lyon, Cedex 07, France, www.handicap-international.fr

**EU contribution:** € 1,498,500.00

**% financed by the EU:** 53.98%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** AIM 2 - Advocacy Initiatives for Minorities, one step further

**EC internal:** 226917

**Summary:** The overall objective is to increase competences (level of knowledge, skills and experience) of NGOs (extended coalition) in the field of democratic reforms to increase cohesion among NGOs working in different fields and to contribute to the prison reform concerning combating discrimination of female and disabled prisoners and rights on the proper medical care of prisoners during hunger strike/ one particular segment of medical care.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Association Group 484, Pukovnika Bacica 3 11000, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 65,740.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Improved media reporting of ethnic and minority issues in south Serbia through training for editors and civic groups
EC internal: 227164
Summary: Overall objective - Strengthening the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform, supporting the peaceful conciliation of group interests.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Media & Reform Center Nis M&RCN, Obrenoviceva 38 18000 Nis, Serbia
EU contribution: € 48,982.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Addressing hate speech in Georgia: A litmus test for human rights and social tolerance
EC internal: 242226
Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen civil society by fostering dialogue, awareness raising and implementing concepts about hate speech in Georgia, as well as to initiate a wider debate on tolerance and non-discrimination among the general public.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Heinrich Boll Foundation, Schumannstrasse 8 10117 Berlin, Germany, www.boell.de
EU contribution: € 95,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Burundi
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Promotion and protection of albino people in Burundi
EC internal: 234254
Summary: The general objective is to promote the socio-economic reintegration of the rights of marginalised and vulnerable people in Burundi society.
Starting date: 15/05/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Rcn Justice & Democratie Asbl, Avenue Brugmann 76 1190 Bruxelles, Belgium, www.rcn-ong.be
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Bolivia
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities
Project title: The Good Treatment of Social Inclusion
EC internal: 170087
Summary: Building a culture of respect for persons with disabilities to enjoy a healthy, participatory and inclusive Life. Particularly enabling disabled children to have equitable access to services and education under a functional integration approach.
Starting date: 01/03/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Ricerca e Cooperazione, Via Savona 13A, 00182, Roma, Italy, www.ongrc.org
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 88.92%
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Countries: FYROM
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities
Project title: Let us develop new abilities
EC internal: 216857
Summary: The Centre for Support of Persons with Intellectual Disability PORAKA, Struga focuses on improving the life quality of persons with intellectual disability and their families by creating a service for leisure activities and skills training in order to improve the integration of persons with intellectual disability into the society.
Starting date: 22/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Improvement of the Quality of Life of Persons with Intellectual Disability and their Families, Vlado Maleski Bb, 6330 Struga, FYROM
EU contribution: € 40,000.00
% financed by the EU: 72.06%

Countries: Haiti
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities
Project title: Enhancement of the workshop for disabled people of Arche de Chantal
EC internal: 171175
Summary: Contribute to the improvement of living conditions for people with intellectual disability, by giving them the opportunity to restore their dignity through community work and productive activities.
Starting date: 01/03/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Arche-Haiti, Rue Baussan Alix Roy 4, Port au Prince, Haiti
EU contribution: € 49,506.34
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: FYROM
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities
Project title: Closing time for disability discrimination
EC internal: 169160
Summary: Promote the social inclusion of persons with disabilities, enhancing the respect of their human rights as equal citizens in society.
Starting date: 24/12/2008
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Polio Plus Post Polio Support Group, Bul Avnoj Br 64 Lok 2, Skopje 1000, FYROM, www.polioplus.org.mk
EU contribution: € 58,360.00
% financed by the EU: 79.42%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities
Project title: Fighting stigma and discrimination of mental ill health
EC internal: 162696
Summary: The action promotes the rights of vulnerable and marginalized groups – persons with mental disorders and disabilities, and their family members - including their rights to equal treatment and non-discrimination, promotes their integration into the society.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Global Initiative on Psychiatry, Tbilisi Foundation, Kipshidze 49 A, 0162, Tbilisi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 72,418.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Persons with disabilities - democratic forces
EC internal: 227168
Summary: Overarching objectives Strengthening the capacities, communication and mutual cooperation of the persons with disabilities movement in Serbia, and increasing the possibilities for promotion of the rights and interests of persons with disabilities (especially women with disabilities), bearing in mind relevant EU and UN conventions on persons with disabilities.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Circle Organization for Support and Rights Protect Women with Disabilities Association, Sredacka 2 P.O. Box 011 11000, Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 44,485.09
% financed by the EU: 94.95%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Capacity-building of disabled people’s organisations to monitor implementation of Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities (CRPD)
EC internal: 227179
Summary: Build capacity of disabled people’s (DPOs) organisations for advocacy based on the Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities (hereafter the CRPD).
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Center for Independent Living, Serbia Association, Milenka Vesnica 3 11040, Serbia
EU contribution: € 50,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.06%

Countries: Albania
Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards
Project title: Promoting and Protecting the Rights of People with Disability in Albania
EC internal: 172386
Summary: Promoting improvement and implementation of legal framework and policies on disability based on the National Strategy for People with Disability (NSPD) through ‘A Disability Rights Awareness Week’ campaign.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Albanian Disability Rights Foundation, Rruga Andon Zako Cajupi Pallati, Enil Kati 3 TE, Tirana, Albania
EU contribution: € 77,953.92
% financed by the EU: 79.99%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: Your rights and capabilities
EC internal: 247346
Summary: The overall objective of the project is to expand access of CWDs’ Parents and Disabled of RT to informational-legislative resources, to raise the legal literacy of CWD parents through the educational training courses ‘Alphabet of Right’.
Starting date: 26/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Public Charity Medical Organization, N Karabaeva Street 84/5, Kindergarten 151 734061 Dushanbe, Tajikistan
EU contribution: € 30,922.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Access to education
Project title: Disability rights and advocacy
EC internal: 242080

Summary: The overall objective is to improve the integration and quality of life for People with Disabilities (PWD) in Georgia through advocacy, education and monitoring.

Starting date: 17/12/2010
Duration: 15 months

EU contribution: € 95,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children

Project title: NO to the charity, YES to the fight for accomplishment of human rights of REA disabled children in Montenegro
EC internal: 223356

Summary: To reduce discrimination and to accomplish the fundamental human and children rights of 350-400 disabled children belonging to the Roma, Egyptians and Ashali populations and to enhance their social and social and economic situation.

Starting date: 30/11/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Association Humanitarac, Rubeza 138, 81400 Niksic, Montenegro
EU contribution: € 30,147.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: ‘News from the past’ – historical illusions: misconceptions about the past and their social and political effects
EC internal: 227012

Summary: The overall long-term objective of the project is to develop a new attitude among the public in Serbia and, to the extent possible, in neighbouring countries. This will involve recalling the facts of past events, emotions felt and mythical aspects, many of which have been forgotten, thereby eliminating the ‘curse of history’ that has dominated much of the political thinking and decision making.

Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Belgrade Centre for Human Rights Association Bchr, Beogradska 54 11000 Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 45,763.40
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Advocating for human rights of the terminally ill
EC internal: 227185
Summary: Overall objective: To contribute to setting a standard of human rights of terminally ill in Serbia that would enable terminally ill/dying persons and their families and beloved ones to be treated with consideration.
Starting date: 15/12/2009
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Charitable Fund of the Serbian Orthodox Church – Philanthropy, Kralja Petra Street 5 11000, Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 87,123.70
% financed by the EU: 79.93%

Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Let us say no to discrimination
EC internal: 223156
Summary: To implement an advocacy and media campaign to sensitize and raise public awareness on the need and relevance to pass the Law against the Discrimination of disabled People and capacitating and training CSOs and other actors on the new Law.
Starting date: 30/11/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Association of Paraplegics of Montenegro, Ulica vojvode ilije plamenca bb, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
EU contribution: € 89,098.84
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Enabling civil society to promote the rights of people with disabilities
EC internal: 211136
Summary: Assist local civil society organisations and people with disabilities to promote their legislated human rights, thus reducing their social exclusion and vulnerability and engaging state counterparts in constructive dialogue and action.
Starting date: 27/11/2009
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 222,408.00
% financed by the EU: 79.29%
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Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Improvement of right to life without violence for disabled persons - deaf/impaired hearing and blind persons
EC internal: 155789
Summary: Improve instruments of protection for disabled persons and ensure the right to life without violence for hard of hearing and blind persons by capacity-building and networking within existing systemic, institutional, local community mechanisms.
Starting date: 01/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Local Democracy Foundation, Bravadzilik BB, 71000, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.fld.ba
EU contribution: € 62,427.47
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Empowering representative organisations of persons with disabilities in Tajikistan to effectively promote the equal participation of persons with disabilities and their human rights in the development of Tajikistan
EC internal: 247389
Summary: Representative organisations of persons with disabilities advance the equal participation of persons with disabilities and the inclusion of their human rights in the development of Tajikistan.
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 241,844.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: From exclusion to equality
EC internal: 248518
Summary: The overall objective is to promote the social inclusion of people with disabilities in Vietnam through community-based rehabilitation.
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Associazione Italiana Amici Di Raoul Follereau - Aifo - Organizzazione per la Cooperazione Sanitaria Internazionale Onlus, Via Borselli 4-6 40135 Bologna, Italy, www.aifo.it
EU contribution: € 265,081.06
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Zambia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Advancing domestication of the convention on the rights of persons with disabilities in Zambia
EC internal: 248676
Summary: The overall objective is to advance domestication of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) in Zambia and thereby achieve improved human rights and equality of people with disabilities in Zambia.
Starting date: 07/10/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Zambia Federation of Disability Organisations Association, Magoye Road Plot 5573 Kalundu, P.O. Box 35295 10101 LUSAKA, Zambia
EU contribution: € 94,994.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice

Project title: Enhancing the positive impact of the law for vulnerable and marginalised groups in Kosovo

EC internal: 256425

Summary: The overall objective of the project is to enhance positive impact of the laws for persons from vulnerable and marginalised groups in Kosovo, including women, disabled persons, minority communities, internally displaced persons, etc.

Starting date: 17/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: European Centre For Minority Issues In Kosovo Foundation, Str Rexhep Luci 16 3 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

EU contribution: € 255,760.96

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

---

Countries: Albania

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice

Project title: Enhancing access to justice of the vulnerable groups

EC internal: 227459

Summary: To enhance access to justice for the most vulnerable groups by organising street law activities and seminars for NGO’s and municipality units.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Center Tirana Legal Aid Society, Rruga Sami Frasheri 4 Kullat, Seksioni 3 Ap 1/A 69 Tirana, Albania

EU contribution: € 147,065.56

% financed by the EU: 85.00%

---

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Would you like to be in my shoes?

EC internal: 258953

Summary: The overall objective is the contribution to the respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms, especially the rights of persons with disabilities.

Starting date: 23/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Mreze Udruga Osoba S Invaliditetom Dalmacije, Kliska Bb 21000 Split, Croatia

EU contribution: € 89,722.00

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

---

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Promotion and education about the opportunities of persons with physical disabilities

EC internal: 257042

Summary: The overall objective is to increase knowledge of all stakeholders responsible for caring for people with physical disabilities, about their capabilities, human rights and needs to achieve social inclusion and quality of life in the community.

Starting date: 22/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Drustvo Osoba s Cerebralnom i Djecjom Paralizom Zagreb Udruga, Dalmatinska 1 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

EU contribution: € 67,455.51

% financed by the EU: 90.00%
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Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Persons with disabilities, Women

Project title: In the Abyss of Discrimination - the programme of emotional, cultural and social empowerment of women with sensory impairment

EC internal: 227716

Summary: To ensure the emotional, social, cultural and economic empowerment of deaf blind/deaf/blind women and to improvement the quality of life in the community of multiple obstacles, with special emphasis on areas of special state concern.

Starting date: 14/12/2009
Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Hrvatska Udruga Gluhoslijepih Osoba, Vodnikova 8, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, www.dodir.hr

EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 60.17%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Advancing human rights of person with disabilities through self-initiatives and implementation of state services and benefits in rural community in Nepal

EC internal: 234038

Summary: Project has aimed at getting the human rights of persons with disabilities respected through self-initiatives of persons with disabilities

Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Disable Empowerment and Communication Center Association, Ward 8 Baniyabhar Nauwasta, Nepalgun Banke, Nepal

EU contribution: € 43,500.00
% financed by the EU: 94.71%

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Learning and guaranteeing our rights

EC internal: 220468

Summary: Reinforcing the capacities of persons with disabilities to fully exercise their rights by increasing their knowledge of the legal instruments that guarantee them.

Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Asociacion de Personas con Discapacidad Fisica Motora, Rotonda Plaza De Espana 3 Cuadras, Al Oeste Cuadras Al Norte 2, Bolonia, Managua, Nicaragua

EU contribution: € 82,476.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Lao PDR

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Strengthening the role and capacity of the Lao Disabled People Association in promoting the rights of people with disability in Lao PDR

EC internal: 255046

Summary: The project will strengthen the capacity of LDPA on the promotion of the rights of PWD through removal of barriers & mainstreaming the rights in development projects, and to support the Government to CRPD and to implement a coherence strategy of PWD.

Starting date: 01/04/2011
Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 76.34%
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Countries: Malaysia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Young voices on the UN Convention on disability
EC internal: 245417
Summary: The project is to contribute to the implementation of the UN CRPD in Malaysia. This will result in improvements in the human rights and living conditions of people with disabilities. The action is to equip young people with disabilities in Malaysia.
Starting date: 16/12/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Leonard Cheshire Disability Foundation, South Lambeth Road 66 SW8 1RL, London, United Kingdom, www.lcdisability.org
EU contribution: € 78,909.00
% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Longer term support to human rights defenders' needs, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: How to protect rights of people with mental disorders cooperation of human rights defenders and psychiatrists
EC internal: 206147
Summary: The action is aimed at raising potential of civil society in the sphere of protection of rights of people with mental disorders by uniting efforts of lawyers and psychiatrists.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Independent Psychiatric Association of Russia 000* IPA of Russia, Matrosskaya Tishina Str 20, 107076, Moksva, Russia
EU contribution: € 88,000.00
% financed by the EU: 94.66%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: FLAME 2
EC internal: 248516
Summary: Addressing disability as a means to ensure representation and protection of rights of vulnerable people.
Starting date: 01/04/2011
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 283,400.00
% financed by the EU: 94.66%

Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Coordinated effort to access justice for vulnerable groups
EC internal: 155235
Summary: Improve public access to formal and informal institutions entrusted with the delivery of justice, with particular focus on access for disadvantaged groups including women, Adivasi and other ethnic minority groups and children.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Association for Integrated Development-Comilla, Raghpur P O Rajapara Jagannathpur Comilla, Sadar, P.O.Box 54, 3500, Comilla, Bangladesh, www.aidcomilla.org
EU contribution: € 239,913.60
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Suspended lives, perceived lives

EC internal: 227348

Summary: Concerning the significantly growing asylum seeker and refuge population in Turkey, a comprehensive research study alongside training activities will be carried out in order to provide a resource for the new legislation in the area.

Starting date: 28/12/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Association for Solidarity with Asylum Seekers and Migrants

EU contribution: € 131,920.41

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Angola

Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Promoting an inclusive society: reinforcing organisations of persons with disabilities

EC internal: 226231

Summary: Contribute to the inclusiveness and strengthen of persons with disabilities.

Starting date: 21/12/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: ASBL Handicap International VZW*

EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Angola

Areas of activity: Persons with disabilities, Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Implementation and monitoring of the UN Convention of the rights of persons with disabilities

EC internal: 224678

Summary: Support to different segments of civil society to effectively promote and advocate their own human rights and equality within society. People with disabilities are involved in and impact upon the monitoring and implementation of the UNCRPD.

Starting date: 12/04/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Leonard Cheshire Disability Foundation, UK

EU contribution: € 174,102.00

% financed by the EU: 77.60%
### Armenia

**Countries:** Armenia  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Everything for us—with us  
**EC internal:** 241517  
**Summary:** The overall objective of proposed action is promotion of democratic values in civil society through advocacy for the rights of people with disabilities.  
**Starting date:** 25/11/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Liarzhek Kyank Charitable Ngo, 4th Street 6 4th Microregion, Stepanavan 377320 Lori Marz, Armenia  
**EU contribution:** € 115,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 83.68%

### Sudan

**Countries:** Sudan  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Promoting the rights of people with disability to civic inclusion and participation in Juba, South Sudan  
**EC internal:** 229753  
**Summary:** Equal rights for Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) are promoted and their civic participation is facilitated in Southern Sudan through strengthened civil society organisations.  
**Starting date:** 14/08/2010  
**Duration:** 20 months  
**Beneficiary:** Handicap International Association, Avenue Berthelot 14 69361 Lyon, Cedex 07, France, www.handicap-international.fr  
**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%

### Egypt

**Countries:** Egypt  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Towards right to light for the poor people with eye problems in Egypt  
**EC internal:** 242956  
**Summary:** The objective is to empower the civil society to hold the duty bearers accountable to improve quality, accessibility, prioritization, of allocated resources for poor citizens with eye diseases and at risk of blindness.  
**Starting date:** 23/07/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Coptic Evangelical Organization for Social Services Association, Dr Ahmed Zaki Street Block 1331el, Nozha Elgedida P.O. Box 162 11811, Cairo, Egypt, www.ceoss.org.eg  
**EU contribution:** € 112,500.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

### Argentina

**Countries:** Argentina  
**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations  
**Project title:** Promotion and implementation of activities for the citizenship of people experiencing psychosocial disability in 4 strategic areas of Argentina  
**EC internal:** 229396  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to overcome barriers in the exercise of citizenship for people experiencing psychosocial disability in strategic areas of Argentina.  
**Starting date:** 01/09/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** International Committee for the Development of People, Via Germanico 198 00192 Roma, Italy, www.developmentofpeoples.org  
**EU contribution:** € 195,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%
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Countries: Somalia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Enhancing participation of Somalis with disability for human rights and democracy in Somaliland and Puntland
EC internal: 243848
Summary: The overall objectives are the promotion and protection of rights of people with disability to prevent discrimination, abuse and exploitation and the enhancement of their civic participation.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 30 months
EU contribution: € 211,125.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: National sports network sports program for people with disabilities
EC internal: 163521
Summary: Promote the advancement of human rights for people with disabilities as they relate to sport by monitoring and improving the level of access to sporting opportunities for disabled people and supporting physical activity programs for the disabled.
Starting date: 05/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Armenian Camp Language and Sailing School, Halabyan Street 45 Apt 19, 0078, Yerevan, Armenia
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.90%

Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Strengthening the participation of people with mental disabilities in Kosovo society
EC internal: 168496
Summary: Build capacity of NGOs ‘Ne per Ne’ & ‘Surviving Together’ establishing a Mental Disability Rights Committee; raising awareness of the rights of the mentally disabled and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Kosovo Mental Disability Rights Initiative Udruzenje, Rustem Agim Ramadani PN, 10000, Pristina, Kosovo, www.mdri.org/kmdri.html
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 67.19%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Creating a community-based mental health model for social inclusion of people with mental disabilities
EC internal: 170259
Summary: Enhance the rights of persons with mental disabilities through a pilot community-based mental health model, developed in cooperation with local agencies and NGOs. Preparation of an advocacy documentary and evaluation report.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Association for Human Rights Initiative in Mental Health, Gazeteci Erol Dernek Sokak Hanif Han 11/5, Beyoglu, 34433, Istanbul, Turkey, www.rusihak.org
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 64.20%
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Countries: Moldova, Ukraine
Areas of activity: Promotion of political pluralism
Project title: Adoption and implementation of a comprehensive strategy for the improvement of the living conditions of the Roma and for their integration into society
EC internal: 140326
Summary: Bring Ukrainian and Moldovan legislation and practice into conformity with EU conventions concerning Roma minorities and EU legislation against discrimination in various fields.
Starting date: 01/01/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe, 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 50.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Promotion of human rights of persons with mental health problems through developing a strategy for mental health advocacy
EC internal: 242241
Summary: The promotion of human rights of people with mental health problems including children with intellectual difficulties through developing strategy for mental health advocacy.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Partnership for Equal Rights Union, Tsageri Street 3 Ap 19 Vake District, 0160 Tbilisi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 39,000.00
% financed by the EU: 84.64%

Countries: Jordan
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Building a movement to protect rights of migrant workers
EC internal: 224466
Summary: To advocate for promoting and protecting the rights of migrant workers in Jordan.
Starting date: 10/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 199,185.00
% financed by the EU: 81.00%

Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform
Project title: Reinforcement of the process of determining the condition of refugees in Venezuela
EC internal: 219455
Summary: The project aims promotion of the exercise of refugees’ rights in Venezuela through the reinforcement of the procedure to determine who can be considered a refugee by the National Commission for Refugees.
Starting date: 20/11/2009
Duration: 16 months
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 67.82%
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Countries: Peru
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Citizens’ oversight of human trafficking, migrants smuggling and missing persons
EC internal: 157204
Summary: Implement social control mechanisms within civil society so public policies on trafficking, migrant smuggling and missing persons, gain effectiveness by protecting and promoting the victims’ human rights, their families, and vulnerable population.
Starting date: 02/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Capital Humano y Social, Victor Larco Herrera 277, Miraflores 18, Lima, Peru, www.chs-peru.com
EU contribution: € 62,395.00
% financed by the EU: 80.02%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Stand up for human rights in the context of HIV/AIDS
EC internal: 242097
Summary: The objective is the promotion of human rights in the context of HIV/AIDS and combat HIV/AIDS related stigma and discrimination in Georgia.
Starting date: 16/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Public Association Bemoni Union, Akhalsheni Str 50 Apt 58 0186 Tbilisi, Georgia, www.bemonidrug.org.ge
EU contribution: € 99,672.69
% financed by the EU: 79.93%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promotion of inclusive labour market for persons with disabilities in Republic of Serbia
EC internal: 256056
Summary: Overall objective: to contribute to the fulfilment of the human rights of PWD’s and better inclusion in society, to enhance employment opportunities and to contribute to the fulfilment of the human rights.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centar Za Orijentaciju Drustva Udruzenje, Mitišća Milinkovica 68/3 11070, Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 97,815.91
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promoting equality in planning for the Arab minority through due representation in state planning institutions
EC internal: 228209
Summary: Research and analyze existing institutional mechanisms (both legislative and administrative) related to planning procedures and processes on various levels in order to completely understand, identify, and address areas of discrimination against Arabs.
Starting date: 21/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The Arab Center for Alternative Planning, PO Box 571, 16972 Elalboun, Israel, www.ac-ai.org
EU contribution: € 157,319.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Promotion and protection of the human rights of vulnerable people of the metropolitan and semi-arid region of Salvador
EC internal: 200217
Summary: Empower vulnerable groups (youth, women, gays, lesbians, bisexuals, transvestites and transsexuals population and people living with HIV/AIDS) to guarantee their rights through their training in legal education, and community mediation.
Starting date: 01/05/2009
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 149,981.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Montenegro
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Montenegro: a bright spot on the ‘gay-map’
EC internal: 223530
Summary: To promote and support anti-discrimination actions against LGBT people in Montenegro through among other activities, running a media campaign, capacity building of LGBTI activists and providing redress for violations of human rights.
Starting date: 08/12/2009
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Youth Cultural Centre Juventas Bulevar Svetog Petracetinskog, Zgrada Maxim Kula C 1 Floor, 81000, Podgorica, Montenegro
EU contribution: € 95,274.95
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Nicaragua
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Empowering indigenous women and Afro-descendants from the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua to effectively exercise their human rights
EC internal: 219252
Summary: The aim of the project is to promote and defend human rights of indigenous women and Afro-descendants so they are able to gain awareness of them.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: University of the Autonomous Regions of the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua, Del Puente El Eden 1 Cuadra Arriba, Cuadras Al Sur 2 Duci, Managua, Nicaragua
EU contribution: € 192,831.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bangladesh
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Making sure of aid for the needy to uphold and sustain human rights (MANUSH)
EC internal: 155475
Summary: Raise awareness of human rights among marginalized groups and inform them of their entitlements regarding justice and rights protection, whilst also providing legal aid and rehabilitation to the victims of rights violations.
Starting date: 01/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Biva Association, Noapara Bazaar, Noapara, 7460, Abhoynagar, Jessore, Bangladesh
EU contribution: € 96,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons)
Project title: Protecting and promoting IDP rights and responsibilities
EC internal: 255928
Summary: The objective is to mobilize and motivate the peaceful conciliation of group interests, based on the protection and encouragement of IDP rights and responsibilities, as a means to improving living conditions and supporting a durable solution.
Starting date: 14/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Danish Refugee Council DRC, Borgergade 10 300 København K, Denmark, www.drc.dk
EU contribution: € 123,067.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Ecuador
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Training in communication, social and political impact for people in need of international protection and host population of Ecuador’s northern border
EC internal: 240178
Summary: The general objective is to promote a mutually supportive cooperation, respectful of Human Rights among the Ecuadorian host population and the Colombian population in need of international protection.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Permanent Assembly of Human Rights Association, Avenida 6 De Diciembre 26-158 Entre, Orellana y San Ignacio Edificio, Fomer Oficina 1a Quito, Ecuador
EU contribution: € 287,300.00
% financed by the EU: 85.00%

Countries: Bolivia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Contribution to indigenous women integration through the implementation of democratic practices and promoting civil rights respect
EC internal: 171632
Summary: Contribution to the integration of indigenous women through the implementation of democratic practices and by promoting respect for their civil rights.
Starting date: 05/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Instituto de Investigacion Cultural Para la Educacion Popular, Maria Luisa Pacheco 359, 00463, Cochabamba, Bolivia, www.indicep.org
EU contribution: € 101,303.00
% financed by the EU: 86.51%
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**Countries**: Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Support to the promotion of the rights of indigenous pygmy peoples in Katanga

**EC internal**: 164674

**Summary**: Promoting the rights of Indigenous peoples, especially those of indigenous women and children, raise awareness of people to the knowledge of their rights and their enjoyment.

**Starting date**: 01/11/2008

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Espoir Pour Tous Abl, Avenue des Palmiers 10A Croisement Avenue, Haut Commandement, Gombe, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo, espoirpourtous.midiblogs.com

**EU contribution**: € 75,198.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.67%

---

**Countries**: Brazil

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title**: Legal advice and training of Brazilian indigenous leaders

**EC internal**: 167765

**Summary**: Strengthen the participation of indigenous peoples by training, monitoring and ongoing support them and their organisations so they can exercise their civil role of monitoring and control the social policies at different public organisations.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Horizont 3000 Austrian Organisation for Development Cooperation, Wohllebengasse 12-14, 1040, Vienna, Austria, www.horizont3000.at

**EU contribution**: € 149,973.78

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Rwanda

**Areas of activity**: Promotion of access to justice

**Project title**: Project to support the promotion of human rights and access to social justice (PAPA) in symbol

**EC internal**: 153977

**Summary**: Strengthening the capacity of historically marginalized people (Batwa) to ensure their effective integration and active participation in community initiatives.

**Starting date**: 08/10/2008

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Services au Dev des Associations, Gikongoro Ville, PO Box 02, Gikongoro, Rwanda

**EU contribution**: € 239,912.43

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Bangladesh

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title**: Promotion of human rights of indigenous woman and youth in Bangladesh

**EC internal**: 138996

**Summary**: Improve human rights situation of indigenous peoples by strengthening their leadership capacity, supporting women and youth to undertake organised action on socio-economic, political and cultural identity issues within national policy and procedures.

**Starting date**: 07/12/2007

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Indigenous Peoples Development Services, Probol Housing 54 Ring Road, Mohammadpur, 1207, Dhaka, Bangladesh, www.ipdsbd.com

**EU contribution**: € 82,974.96

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%
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**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Promotion of indigenous and tribal peoples' rights through legal advice, capacity-building and dialogue

**EC internal:** 162124

**Summary:** Promote the implementation of relevant ILO conventions (N°s 107, 111 and 169) to protect the rights of indigenous and tribal people.

**Starting date:** 15/09/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** International Labour Organisation, Route des Morillons 4, 1211, Geneve 22, Switzerland, www.iло.org

**EU contribution:** € 830,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.99%

---

**Countries:** Switzerland, United States

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Developing indigenous networks and strengthening their capacities at the international, regional and local levels

**EC internal:** 221580

**Summary:** To strengthen the Global Network on indigenous peoples' rights and to facilitate the effective and informed participation of its members in UN meetings related to IPs to mainstream support to the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights, www.ohchr.org

**EU contribution:** € 600,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 100.00%

---

**Countries:** Brazil

**Areas of activity:** Access to information and transparency

**Project title:** The city as environment affirming indigenous rights

**EC internal:** 228291

**Summary:** The action specifically aims to promote the role of indigenous peoples living in urban areas in defending their interests by setting up grants and providing information to enable them to demand measures that reduce exclusion.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2011

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Oxfam GB LBG, John Smith Drive Oxfam Great House OX4 2JY Oxford, United Kingdom, www.oxfam.org.uk

**EU contribution:** € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 69.43%

---

**Countries:** Bolivia, Peru

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Political culture and cultural diversity: Empowering citizens of the Quecha Andes peoples from Peru and Bolivia

**EC internal:** 166434

**Summary:** To contribute to the development of analytical capacities about cultural concepts related to democracy, human rights or gender equality to allow citizens to better assess the political options offered by the governments on these issues.

**Starting date:** 03/11/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Movimiento Manuela Ramos Asociacion

**EU contribution:** € 1,499,343.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.41%
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Countries: Chile
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: A comprehensive strategy to guarantee the complete respect of women, young people and indigenous peoples’ rights
EC internal: 172080
Summary: To contribute to a better respect of women, young people and indigenous peoples’ rights by developing a common strategy to influence and oversee decisions taken by the authorities on them.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centro Regional de Derechos Humanos y Justicia de Genero Corporacion
EU contribution: € 123,406.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Chile
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Workshops and participative dialogues on the rights of indigenous peoples under ILO’s Covenant 169
EC internal: 172101
Summary: To promote the correct implementation of Covenant 169 of the ILO within the indigenous communities and also by the public authorities and reinforcing the capacities of civil society to demand and protect those rights.
Starting date: 30/11/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Universidad Diego Portales Fundacion, Santiago, CL
EU contribution: € 143,287.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Cameroon
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Forest Voices: promoting the right of indigenous forest communities in the TRIDOM
EC internal: 254960
Summary: The project idea is to promote the rights of the minority Pygmy and increase their participation in public life.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Living Earth Foundation Lbg, Great James Street 5 WC1N 3DB London, United Kingdom, www.livingearth.org.uk
EU contribution: € 102,925.00
% financed by the EU: 79.15%
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Countries: Venezuela
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Yekuanas, Jivis, Pemon, Sanemas, Piaroas and Waraos: Human rights as an urgent tool for survival and reinforcement of these indigenous peoples
EC internal: 219339
Summary: The aim of this project is to investigate the factors (political, cultural, environmental, economic, etc) responsible for the extreme vulnerability of these peoples and elaborate strategies to overcome them.
Starting date: 02/11/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Civil Association Kape Kape, Avenida Naiguata Sector Caprenco, Vista Hermosa, Sede de la Casa Del Periodista Piso N 1 Oficina N 2, 8001, Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela
EU contribution: € 80,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: India
Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons)
Project title: Project RDeB (Repatriation of Internally Displaced Persons)
EC internal: 232198
Summary: The objective is securing basic humanitarian aid for the indigenous IDPs, ensuring that they receive their entitlements & assistance without any violation of the principles of equality and non-discrimination, and promoting and sustaining their basic rights.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Indo-Global Social Service Society, Lodi Road 28 Institutional Area 3037, 110003 New Delhi, India, www.igsss.org
EU contribution: € 200,153.00
% financed by the EU: 89.58%

Countries: Malaysia
Areas of activity: Women, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Empowering leadership of poor indigenous and Indian women through legal education and advocacy training
EC internal: 225791
Summary: The objective is to contribute to an increase in the awareness of basic rights within the communities of indigenous and Indian women, to establish conditions necessary for women from these communities.
Starting date: 18/03/2010
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 49,956.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Mexico
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards
Project title: Justiciability of human rights of indigenous peoples before the Mexican judicial system
EC internal: 245909
Summary: The Judiciary is transformed to ensure respect of the rights of indigenous groups through the implementation of public policies.
Starting date: 14/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 113,407.00
% financed by the EU: 77.42%
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**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Implementation of the rights of indigenous peoples in India with special focus on armed conflict situations

**EC internal:** 232154

**Summary:** It aims to improve protection of human rights for indigenous peoples in India, through public advocacy reform of NCST & Tribes Advisory Councils, research on major incidents of HR violations against IPs, capacity development of IP activists.

**Starting date:** 27/10/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Asian Indigenous & Tribal Peoples Network Trust, C1/66 1st Floor P.O. Box 9627, 110058 Janakpuri New Delhi, India

**EU contribution:** € 250,718.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Bolivia

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** School of indigenous community from governments of Bolivia/ Foundation phase

**EC internal:** 256150

**Summary:** The general objective is to strengthen the exercise of political rights of indigenous people contributing to the reconstruction of their own forms of community territorial government to ‘live well’.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Kawsay Cultures Originating Centre, Calle Potosi 55 2348 Cochabamba, Bolivia, www.kawsay-unik.org

**EU contribution:** € 200,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 89.77%

---

**Countries:** Brazil

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Service centre for indigenous peoples of the metropolitan region of Belo Horizonte - RMBH

**EC internal:** 228256

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to the recognition and strengthening of the right of indigenous peoples residing in urban areas, through basic services of health, education, culture, and particularly training.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Gruppo di Volontariato Civile Onlus, Via Dell Osservanza 35/2 Villa, Aldini 40136 Bologna, Italy, www.gvc-italia.org

**EU contribution:** € 149,833.50

**% financed by the EU:** 90.90%
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Countries: Thailand
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Promotion of community identity, legal entity and collective land registration of indigenous communities in Ratanakiri (CILE-CLR)
EC internal: 253999
Summary: The Action aims to improve the land tenure security of indigenous communities in Cambodia through the promotion of community identity, legal entity and collective land registration.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 94.94%

Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Other measures of supporting electoral processes
Project title: Promoting voters’ voice in remote and indigenous communes
EC internal: 254001
Summary: The Action aims to empower voters to demonstrate their rights to participate effectively in local democracy.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 22 months
EU contribution: € 131,330.20
% financed by the EU: 70.00%

Countries: Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Promoting the rights of indigenous populations to manage natural resources in the Amazonian regions of Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru
EC internal: 166891
Summary: To reinforce the participation and influence of Amazonian indigenous peoples in the decision-making process on public policies that relate to the management of natural resources on a local, national and regional level.
Starting date: 11/01/2010
Duration: 33 months
Beneficiary: Care International UK, UK, www.careinternational.org.uk
EU contribution: € 1,500,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.95%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Support to the process of participation and political representation of indigenous pygmies in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
EC internal: 256980
Summary: The general objective is to contribute to participation and political representation of indigenous pygmies in the Democratic Republic of the Congo within the prospects of the election process.
Starting date: 15/12/2010
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Hope for all, Boulevard Du 30 Juin Immeuble Le Royal Local 202 P.O. Box 15513 Kinshasa Gombe, Democratic Republic of the Congo, espoirpourtous.midiblogs.com
EU contribution: € 91,680.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Promotion of rights for Tharu communities
EC internal: 158224
Summary: Promote legal, social and human rights of Tharu communities in Kapilvastu district in terms of promoting their access to, and knowledge about, local governance institutions and local level decision-making processes.
Starting date: 05/02/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Kalika Swabalamban Samajik, Kendra, Kalika Self Reliance Social Centre, Kalika Gaun 4, Taulihawa Kapilbastu, Nepal
EU contribution: € 32,765.17
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Legal advice for the defence of the collective territorial rights of Xingu and Quilombo indigenous peoples of the Ribeira valley
EC internal: 200237
Summary: Provide legal services to defend the collective land rights of indigenous peoples from the Xingu basin, Mato Grosso, and the maroon communities of the Vale do Ribeira, state of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Starting date: 05/03/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Instituto Socioambiental, Avenue Higienopolis 901, 01238001, São Paulo, Brazil, www.sociambiental.org
EU contribution: € 148,976.08
% financed by the EU: 79.00%

Countries: Philippines
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: In defence of land and life: addressing human rights concerns of indigenous peoples in resource conflict areas
EC internal: 205299
Summary: To contribute to enabling IP communities to assert their rights in specific resource conflict areas.
Starting date: 16/10/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Philippine Human Rights Informationcenter (Philrights), Inc
EU contribution: € 199,999.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Panama
Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights
Project title: Balance of public policies towards the indigenous policies in Panama
EC internal: 229207
Summary: The aim is to promote the participation of indigenous peoples in the evaluation, definition and execution of the public policies in Panama to reach the Millennium development goals.
Starting date: 28/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Foundation for the Development of Citizen's Liberties, Calle 59 E Urbanizacion Nuevo, Pantilla Casa 25 Corregimiento De San Francisco, 0835 00529 Panama, Panama
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 78.01%
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Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Old castle new bridges reconciliation and consensus building in Zadar County hinterland

EC internal: 171719

Summary: Establishing a Centre for Multiculturalism and Ethnic Dialogues proposing several cultural activities and publication.

Starting date: 23/12/2008

Duration: 14 months

Beneficiary: Center for Peace Studies, Pierottieva 3, 10000, Zagreb, Croatia

EU contribution: € 84,513.70

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Building trust path for community development in the area of special state concern

EC internal: 171485

Summary: Support local development and cohesion encouraging inter community dialogue and partnership against marginalisation.

Starting date: 31/12/2008

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Udruga Mi, Sinjska 7, Split 21000, Croatia, www.udruga-mi.hr

EU contribution: € 93,905.00

% financed by the EU: 78.37%

Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Include me

EC internal: 258381

Summary: Realization of social inclusion of the Roma minority in the County of Medimurje.

Starting date: 23/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Zora Dawn, Marsala Tita 183 Novo Selo Rok, 40000 Cakovec, Croatia

EU contribution: € 54,510.00

% financed by the EU: 89.86%

Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Promoting the protection of minority rights in Kosovo

EC internal: 168448

Summary: Combat discrimination and promote minority-group participation in the social, economic and political life of Kosovo within the broader context of strengthening human rights, political pluralism and democratic participation.

Starting date: 15/01/2009

Duration: 18 months


EU contribution: € 98,111.88

% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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**Countries:** Uganda

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Mediation and dialogue

**Project title:** On the footsteps of Karimojong: awareness-raising and capacity development for peace-building and the protection of the human rights of Karimojong Emigrants.

**EC internal:** 170836

**Summary:** Protect and promote fundamental human rights of out-migrant Karimojong, mainly women and children, and their integration in social, health care and education by establishing peaceful coexistence, dialogue, peace-building and conflict management.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Deutschland, Sulzburgstrasse 140, 50937, Cologne, Germany, www.asb.de

**EU contribution:** € 159,107.76

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Bangladesh

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Bridging media and ethnicity

**EC internal:** 138964

**Summary:** Mainstream ethnic communities by strengthening the capacities of journalists on ethnic issues, enhancing media understanding of NGOs working for ethnic rights, and bridging the gap between media & NGOs working for ethnic rights.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2008

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Management and Resources Development Initiative Joint Stock Company, Sir Syed Road 2/8 Block A, Mohammadpur, 1207, Dhaka, Bangladesh, www.mrdibd.org

**EU contribution:** € 95,696.09

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Lebanon

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Promoting the rule of law and human rights relevant to migrants in Lebanon

**EC internal:** 165368

**Summary:** Protect and promote respect for the rights of migrant workers, refugees and asylum-seekers, and the rule of law. Providing support for migrants inside and outside custody; building a network of actors to promote migrant rights.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Caritas Lebanon Migrant Center, Takla Center - Facin Futuroscope, Sin El Fil, P.O. Box 40061, Beirut, Lebanon, www.caritasmigrant.org.lb

**EU contribution:** € 226,580.27

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Albania

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Increasing the voice of vulnerable groups in local government unit and promoting better policies for integration into the social and economic life of the community

**EC internal:** 172305

**Summary:** Establishing a network between LGU’s, NGO’s working in this field, and representatives of the vulnerable groups (mainly Roma minority and the disabled people) in the regions of Korca and Gjirokastra.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2009

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Qendra Per Kerkim Dhe Zhvillim Foundation, Rruga Luigj Gurakuqi P15/1 Sh1 Ap1, P.O., Box 218 1, Tirana, Albania

**EU contribution:** € 92,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 76.99%
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Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: ‘We’ and ‘The Others’: Ethnic minorities in the national history of Ukraine
EC internal: 238418
Summary: The overall objective is to replace a traditional ethnocentric approach with new multicultural and multiaspect approaches to the development of history education.
Starting date: 30/04/2010
Duration: 22 months
Beneficiary: All Ukrainian Association of Teachers of History Civic Education and Social Studies Nova Dob, Ul. Staromiska 1 79019 Lviv, Ukraine
EU contribution: € 134,953.14
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Costa Rica
Areas of activity: Access to information and transparency
Project title: Among Neighbours II: Action and information for migrant and refugee populations in Costa Rica
EC internal: 257118
Summary: The general objective is to provide the target group with new tools to obtain understandable and relevant information in collaboration with the National Directorate of Foreigners and Migration in Costa Rica.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Foreign Service for Peace and Democracy Foundation, Del Final De La Avenida 10 25 Metros, Norte Y 100 Metros Casa Color, Terracota A Mano Izquierda P.O. Box 12835 1000 San Jose, Costa Rica
EU contribution: € 80,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: ALMA - Art in Literature as a Model for Advocacy (for minority rights)
EC internal: 255753
Summary: The overall objective is society where minority rights are respected and interethnic and intercultural dialogue nurtured.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
EU contribution: € 69,428.45
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: To promote a rights-based inclusive approach on HIV/AIDS policy for discriminated indigenous people and PLHIV living in Quang Tri
EC internal: 240697
Summary: Ethnic minorities are included in the provincial HIV prevention and support mechanisms and PLHIV are able to claim for their rights and enhanced access to services.
Starting date: 03/07/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 243,000.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%
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Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Freedom of association and assembly
Project title: The rights of ethnic minorities and a way of their realization in modern Georgia
EC internal: 210995
Summary: Increase the civil conciseness among representatives of ethnic minorities, especially women and youth, in regions and will contribute to their inclusion in the process of democratic development of Georgia.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Association Women of Multinational Georgia
EU contribution: € 95,880.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Talking about migrants’ lives in Russia
EC internal: 256740
Summary: The overall objective of Talking about migrants’ lives in Russia is to foster inclusiveness and pluralism in Russian society by raising awareness about the situation of migrants.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Deutsche Welle, Kurt Schumacher Strasse 3 53133, Bonn, Germany, www.dw-world.de
EU contribution: € 149,180.00
% financed by the EU: 61.61%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Role of education as a means to reconciliation in societies experiencing social and political conflicts
EC internal: 169372
Summary: Build consensus among culturally conflicting ethnic groups through education, discussion meetings and an international symposium. Recommendations will be presented to the Ministry of National Education.
Starting date: 02/02/2009
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 119,235.66
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Improving social inclusion and human rights of sexual and gender minorities in Nepal
EC internal: 158203
Summary: Reduce stigma and discrimination against gender minorities, build capacity of local gender minority groups, reduce ignorance and intolerance of law enforcement agencies towards gender minorities.
Starting date: 15/02/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Blue Diamond Society Nepal, Shivbhakti Marg 344, Khursanitar, PO Box 8975, Lazimpat, Nepal
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 76.92%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons)
Project title: Promotion interests of displaced to the construction of Rogun HPP
EC internal: 247343
Summary: The specific objective concerned to the rights of people who will be displaced because of construction of Rogun hydro power plant (HPP), especially their right to get proper compensations.
Starting date: 03/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Republican Bureau on Human Rights and Rule of Law Public Association, R Nabieva St 26/21 Apt 78 734000 Dushanbe, Tajikistan
EU contribution: € 90,172.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Afghanistan
Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue
Project title: Mitigating Ethnicity: a democratic response to social division in Afghanistan
EC internal: 243497
Summary: The overall objective is to create an enabling environment for an effective dialogue on questions of ethnicity and human rights in Afghanistan and the development of an anti-discrimination code of conduct.
Starting date: 02/09/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development Charitable Organization, De Maisonneuve East 1001 Suite 1100 H2L 4P9 Montreal, Canada
EU contribution: € 265,000.00
% financed by the EU: 91.38%
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**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Empowering Adivasis: strengthening tribal organisations in Chhattisgarh, India

**EC internal:** 232199

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to increased realisation of the rights of adivasis in Chhattisgarh state. The specific objective is to empower 2,250 adivasis, as individuals and as members of civil society organisation.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Find Your Feet Ltd, Ferndale Road 241-251 Bon Marche Centre 316 SW9 8BJ London, United Kingdom, www.fyf.org.uk

**EU contribution:** € 212,028.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Georgia

**Areas of activity:** Children

**Project title:** Promote human culture, tolerance and intercultural dialogue for youth

**EC internal:** 242116

**Summary:** The overall objective is to decrease the level of youth violence and xenophobia that leads to discrimination and numerous cases of Human Rights violations.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Multiethnic Resource Centre for Civil Education Development Foundation, D Uznadze Str 117 Apt 12 Entr 2 0102, Tbilisi, Georgia

**EU contribution:** € 75,731.00

**% financed by the EU:** 91.76%

---

**Countries:** Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Persons with disabilities

**Access to education**

**Project title:** Supporting project to the school integration of visually impaired students of Port-au-Prince and the Cayes

**EC internal:** 169878

**Summary:** Integrate 200 visually challenged students in ordinary schools and raise public awareness of the education of impaired children.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Societe Haitienne D’aide aux Aveugles, Rue V Ricourt 12 Delmas 13, PO Box 555, 6120, Port au Prince, Haiti

**EU contribution:** € 79,716.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Interethnic relations at local level in Serbia: enhancing participative policy and practice

**EC internal:** 163054

**Summary:** Strengthen the development of Serbia’s local democracy concerning human rights and inter-ethnic relations.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Ethnicity Research Center, Petra Jovovica 8, 11080, Zemun, Serbia, www.ercbgd.org.yu

**EU contribution:** € 53,941.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.00%
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Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Launching a campaign for protection of civil interests of vulnerable groups of society in Adjara
EC internal: 242229
Summary: The overall objective is to protect the rights and interests of vulnerable persons and in general, marginal groups of society living in Adjara region, their advocacy, promoting and settling their problems.
Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 20 months
Beneficiary: Institute of Democracy Union, Parnavaz Mepe 93/99 6010 Batumi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 99,750.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Support centre of national minority rights
EC internal: 164189
Summary: Strengthen minority group interaction with State bodies and NGOs, political representation and participation at local and national levels and involvement in democratic reforms.
Starting date: 16/10/2008
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 63,889.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Armenians in Turkey: from silent victims to active citizens
EC internal: 257324
Summary: The overall objective is strengthening the involvement of the minorities as organized civil societies in the shaping of local and national policies through building an understanding amongst minorities of their fundamental rights.
Starting date: 01/03/2011
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: International Hrant Dink Foundation, Halaskargazi Cad Sebat Apt 192 1, Osmanbey Sisli 34371 Istanbul, Turkey
EU contribution: € 137,075.56
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Project for developing integral social policies for Roma communities
EC internal: 232543
Summary: The project aims to improve the dialogue between Roma groups and public and non-governmental organizations and education institutions at the local and national levels; and therefore contribute to the development of effective social policies.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 16 months
Beneficiary: Edirne Roman Kulturunu Arastirma Gelistirme Yardimlasma Ve Dayanisma Dernegi, Orhaniye Cd Mithat Pasa Mh 31 Kat 3, 22020 Edirne, Turkey
EU contribution: € 111,943.90
% financed by the EU: 89.66%
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**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

**Project title:** Supporting work of the national coordination body on implementation and monitoring of the national action plan for solving problems of Roma in the areas of health protection, housing and employment

**EC internal:** 155428

**Summary:** Strengthen democratic institutions and human rights by assisting the state institutions in advancing rights of the Roma minority and their democratic political participation and representation.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2008

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Bosnia Committee for Help, Ul Mirze Delibasica 9, 75000, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.bospo.ba

**EU contribution:** € 84,666.96

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Urgent response protection needs

**Project title:** Psychosocial, legal and labour assistance program for refugee Colombians in Venezuela

**EC internal:** 254092

**Summary:** The objective is that refugees and asylum seekers can restart a project of living in Venezuela or in a next destination.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2011

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Venezuela Hias Association, Avda Francisco De Miranda Edif, Centro Plaza Piso 15 Oficina A Urb, Los Palos Grandes 1060 Caracas, Venezuela

**EU contribution:** € 233,090.00

**% financed by the EU:** 36.37%

---

**Countries:** Bolivia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Advocacy and promotion of the rights of people with sexual orientation and gender identity, gay, lesbians, bisexuals and transgender people

**EC internal:** 170088

**Summary:** Contribute to the defence and promotion of the rights of people with sexual orientation and gender identity, gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans. Reduce their discrimination and stigmatization and empower them by raising awareness at all levels.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2008

**Duration:** 24 months


**EU contribution:** € 178,084.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Psychosocial assistance programme to Colombian refugees in Venezuela

**EC internal:** 168309

**Summary:** The ultimate goal of the program is that refugees and asylum seekers can restart a project of living in Venezuela or your next destination.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2008

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Hias Venezuela, Avenida Francisco de Miranda, Edificio Centro, Plaza, Piso 15, Oficina A, Urbanizacion Los, Palos Grandes, 1060, Caracas, Venezuela, www.hias.org

**EU contribution:** € 75,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 40.75%
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Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Unity in action - multiethnic youth participation project

EC internal: 169177

Summary: Provide opportunities for young people from different ethnic backgrounds to interact in a friendly atmosphere, conducive towards openness, understanding and the building of long lasting relationships.

Starting date: 23/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 51,245.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%


Countries: FYROM

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: FYROM without Discrimination

EC internal: 163229

Summary: Develop an environment of equal opportunities to help build a fair society free from discrimination.

Starting date: 24/12/2008

Duration: 18 months


EU contribution: € 79,724.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%


Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Everybody can win: conflicts and what with them? / part two

EC internal: 162432

Summary: Promote respect for other nations and ethnic groups in order to promote the quality of the common life and peace.

Starting date: 11/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 83,476.00

% financed by the EU: 79.42%


Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Improving religious freedom in Serbia

EC internal: 162422

Summary: Contribute to an increase of religious freedoms and a decrease of discrimination in Serbia.

Starting date: 11/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 41,400.00

% financed by the EU: 79.04%
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Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Mediation and dialogue

Project title: Improving present perception about the Jewish community of Turkey

EC internal: 169639

Summary: Fight misperceptions and promote non-discrimination among young generations vis-à-vis Jews in Turkey. Implement a perception survey on Jews in Turkey, University seminars, cultural events and tours of Jewish sites.

Starting date: 15/12/2008

Duration: 12 months


EU contribution: € 86,382.77

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Media watch against hate speech

EC internal: 169166

Summary: Combat hate speech and discrimination in the media against ethnic and religious minorities in Turkey. Report on hate speech in national and local newspapers; workshops on for legal experts and media professionals.

Starting date: 23/01/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: International Hrant Dink Foundation, Halaskargazi Cad Sebat Apt 192 1, Osmanbey Sisli, 34371, İstanbul, Turkey, www.hrantdink.org/tr

EU contribution: € 95,777.36

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Mobilizing towards equality and non-discrimination

EC internal: 200032

Summary: Enhance research-based civil society advocacy for equality and non-discrimination in Turkey. Production of a report on anti-Alevi discrimination; training delivered to key stakeholders on data collection; discrimination advocacy.

Starting date: 04/03/2009

Duration: 18 months


EU contribution: € 110,444.54

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Vietnam

Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Promoting the application of basic human rights through the utilisation of legal frameworks

EC internal: 169358

Summary: Foster respect for the rights of HIV/AIDS sufferers and female sex workers through inclusive strategies, widened support service access, empowered civil society organisations, and cooperation with policymakers, the police and service providers.

Starting date: 30/12/2008

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Cesvi Foundation, Via Broseta 68 / A, 24128, Bergamo, Italy, www.cesvi.org

EU contribution: € 76,059.88

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Supporting the law by understanding HIV and training in the practice of human rights advocacy for PLHIV
EC internal: 171328
Summary: Reduce stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV and reinforce the fulfilment of their rights in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, whilst improving legal responses to incidences of discrimination.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Care Deutschland-Luxemburg, Dreizehnmorgenweg 6, 53175, Bonn, Germany, www.care.de
EU contribution: € 124,212.45
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Make hate crimes history
EC internal: 241347
Summary: The overall objective of the project is to contribute to building a society free of prejudices and harassment and empowering the protected and vulnerable groups in their full participation in society and their representation in organized civil society.
Starting date: 15/06/2010
Duration: 17 months
EU contribution: € 125,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.91%

Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: A comprehensive framework for Arab education in Israel: goals, legal status and a pedagogic council
EC internal: 219435
Summary: Involve Jewish and Arab leaders, academics, unions and civil society activists, legislators, senior officials, parents and educators in articulating.
Starting date: 01/11/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: The Follow Up Committee on Arab Education Association, Po Box 20154, 16430, Nazareth, Israel
EU contribution: € 122,106.00
% financed by the EU: 72.00%

Countries: Guyana
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Empowering civil society to challenge homophobic laws and discrimination against LGBT
EC internal: 246311
Summary: The main aim is to enable civil society organisations to combat discrimination more effectively, strengthen their role in documenting incidences of discrimination against LGBTI persons, develop skills to challenge this and advocate for legal reform.
Starting date: 19/10/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: The Equal Rights Trust, North End Road 126 W14 9PP, United Kingdom, www.equalrightstrust.org
EU contribution: € 79,990.83
% financed by the EU: 74.95%
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**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Capacity building of organisations**

**Project title:** Reinforcing the capacities of NGOs in promoting the need to demand the non-discrimination of persons with Aids and HIV

**EC internal:** 219405

**Summary:** The project aims at reinforcing the activities of NGOs to evaluate and inform on the violations of this right in Venezuela and to elaborate proposals for the authorities to fulfil their engagements towards its respect.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2009

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Asociacion Civil Accion Solidaria, Av. Orinoco, Quinta Los Olivos, Bello Monte, Caracas 1050, Venezuela, www.accionsolidaria.info

**EU contribution:** € 119,918.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Israel

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Towards sustainable democracy: reinforcing respect for human rights and democracy while delegitimizing racism

**EC internal:** 203871

**Summary:** The aim is to effectively mobilize civil society and influential actors within Israeli society in order to curb the erosion of democratic values and to reaffirm respect for human rights while de-legitimizing racism.

**Starting date:** 25/11/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** The Association for Human Rights in Israel, Kanfei Nesharim Street 3 PO Box, 34510, 91000 Jerusalem, Israel, www.acri.org.il/eng

**EU contribution:** € 231,759.00

**% financed by the EU:** 73.50%

---

**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Mainstreaming new Macedonian anti-discrimination legislation

**EC internal:** 258102

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute towards the dissemination and implementation of the new FYROM antidiscrimination law, with the aim of the strengthening the social environment.

**Starting date:** 29/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** The British Council, Spring Gardens 10 SW1A 2BN, United Kingdom, www.britishcouncil.org

**EU contribution:** € 90,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 94.99%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Positioning the Union of Serbian PLHIV (people living with HIV/AIDS) organisations on civil society scene in Serbia

**EC internal:** 255840

**Summary:** Overall objective is to position the Union of Serbian PLHIV (USOP), as a network of organisations of Serbia dealing with protection of people living with HIV/AIDS (PLHIV), together with its constituency.

**Starting date:** 11/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Charitable Fund of the Serbian Orthodox Church - Philanthropy, Kralja Petra Street 5 11000, Beograd, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 90,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.74%
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Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Empowering civil society in Sudan to combat discrimination
EC internal: 232336
Summary: The overall objective is the strengthening civil society capacity to advocate for improved human rights protection.
Starting date: 04/10/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 144,124.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Malaysia
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Empowering civil society to combat discrimination through collective advocacy and litigation
EC internal: 225790
Summary: The objective is to strengthen the role of Malaysian civil society in implementing equality and anti-discrimination provisions enshrined in the Federal Constitution, in line with international law.
Starting date: 11/03/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 49,999.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life
Project title: Never Again
EC internal: 229720
Summary: This project aims at addressing the misperceptions and limited knowledge about LGBT community, as well as homophobia and transphobia.
Starting date: 15/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Kaos Gey Ve Lezbiyen Kulturel, Arast Irmalar Ve Dayanisma Derneği, Gazi Mustafa Kemal Bulvari 29/12, Demirtepe Cankaya 06440 Ankara, Turkey
EU contribution: € 124,999.71
% financed by the EU: 82.30%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: X - PRESS social inclusion through the media
EC internal: 155725
Summary: Improve the position of marginalised and vulnerable groups in BiH and help combat discrimination through joint advocacy actions with NGOs and media groups.
Starting date: 16/12/2008
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Helsinki Citizens Assembly, Krfska 84, 78000, Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.hcabl.org
EU contribution: € 94,336.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Moldova

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Strengthening legal protection from and raising awareness of discriminatory ill treatment in the Republic of Moldova, including Transnistria

EC internal: 225726

Summary: Increase protection of fundamental human rights, capacity building, strengthen the partnership and awareness among civil society actors in the context of prohibiting discriminatory ill-treatment, increase engagement of civil society and courts.

Starting date: 20/03/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Asociatia Obsteasca Promo-Lex, Dumitru Riscanu Strada 11 Ap 41, 2024 Chisinau, Moldova

EU contribution: € 142,897.37

% financed by the EU: 92.41%

Countries: Sudan

Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons)

Project title: Empowering IDPs to facilitate their inclusion in Sudanese civil society

EC internal: 229099

Summary: The objective is to build the capacities of community-based organizations, encourage collaboration with their IDP communities to undertake their own initiatives and increase IDP awareness of human rights.

Starting date: 12/07/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association of Almanar Non-Governmental Organization, Al Amarat Street 35 Block 9 House 28 FLAT 1 Botte postale 946 KHARTOUM, Sudan

EU contribution: € 142,500.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Nicaragua

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Promoting ethnic and racial equality and protecting the rights of traditionally excluded groups in Latin America

EC internal: 255811

Summary: The specific objective that the action aims to achieve is the strengthening of IACHR protection and promotion capacities, including increase of the efficiency and effectiveness of the individual case system.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 600,000.00

% financed by the EU: 65.14%

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: Raising Awareness of NGOs, GOs, MPs regarding human rights of PLHIV and improving national response to HIV/AIDS

EC internal: 230606

Summary: The objective of the project is to achieve universal access for all people living with HIV (PLHIV) in Turkey by decreasing stigma and discrimination towards them.

Starting date: 19/02/2010

Duration: 15 months

Beneficiary: Positive Living Association Pyd Pla, Eski Osmanli Sokak Dilan Sitesi A, Blok No 4 K 3 D 6 Mecidiyekoy 34387, Istanbul, Turkey

EU contribution: € 138,200.00

% financed by the EU: 89.99%
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Countries: Israel

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

Project title: The coalition against racism: fighting racism, building solidarity between communities in Israel

EC internal: 254666

Summary: The overall objectives to strengthen a united approach to combat racism and promote the accessibility to human rights in Israel through a pluralistic civil society Coalition.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Mossawa Center the Advocacy Center for Arab Citizens of Israel, Knoury Street 2 Evel 12 P.O. Box 4471 31043 Haifa, Israel, www.mossawa.org

EU contribution: € 196,880.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Combating discrimination in Turkey through documenting and reporting

EC internal: 171094

Summary: Identification of ongoing discrimination practices; strengthening of mechanisms to combat them. Foster civil society networks and provide anti-discrimination training, plus guidelines for discrimination monitoring.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Istanbul Bilgi University Human Rights Law Research Center, Inonu Caddesi 28, 80310, Istanbul, Turkey, insanhaklarimerkezi.bilgi.edu.tr

EU contribution: € 84,713.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Indonesia

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Empowering civil society to use non-discrimination law to combat religious discrimination and promote religious freedom

EC internal: 253237

Summary: The action aims to empower civil society to contribute to efforts combat religious discrimination and to promote religious freedom in Indonesia.

Starting date: 01/11/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: The Equal Rights Trust Lbg, North End Road 126 W14 9PP, United Kingdom, www.equalrightstrust.org

EU contribution: € 99,750.00

% financed by the EU: 79.97%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

Project title: Advocating the end of untouchability through the constitution-building process

EC internal: 158394

Summary: Combat caste-based discrimination; empower low-caste representative of the Constituent Assembly; ensure justice for victims of discrimination; reconvene the Untouchability Crime Watch Centre network.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Lawyers National Campaign Against Untouchability Nepal, Siddhartha Marga, Anamnagar 32, Nepal

EU contribution: € 240,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Israel
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations, Access to education
Project title: Enhancing rights to education in the Arab Palestinian community in Israel: Arab teacher training
EC internal: 203925
Summary: The aim is to improve teacher training curricula to reflect the reality of Arab culture, history and language in Israel; capacity building and dialogue in both Arab and Jewish teacher colleges.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Dirasat Arab Center For Law And Policy, Haifa Street Po Box 3190, 16131, Nazareth, Israel
EU contribution: € 59,979.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Improving the lives of people with disabilities
EC internal: 164229
Summary: Civil society capacity-building to enable people with disabilities to access services, counter discrimination and transform the current attitudes of Kyrgyz society towards them.
Starting date: 04/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Eurasia Foundation of Central Asia, Shopokov Street 89, 720021, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, www.efcentralasia.org
EU contribution: € 107,517.60
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Capacity building of fragile civil society organizations (CSOs)
EC internal: 256118
Summary: The overall objective of this project is to enhance the capacities of fragile CSOs and non-formal marginalized and underrepresented groups in South-eastern Serbia and to enable their active participation in community life and decision-making process.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Civic Library Pirgos Udruzenje, Cirila I Metodija Street 7 18300 Pirot, Serbia
EU contribution: € 47,485.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Strengthening the capacity of civil society and women to promote human rights and democratic reform
EC internal: 158049
Summary: Promote interethnic solidarity through community advocacy, networking and the active participation of all ethnicities in the democratic process. Accelerate interethnic interdependency and mitigate socio-economic disparities.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Oppressed Class and Women Awareness Center, Masthamandu 1, Sanfe Bagal, Achham, Nepal
EU contribution: € 49,452.00
% financed by the EU: 100.00%
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Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human prison system, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Coalition for prison reform
EC internal: 162409
Summary: Increase NGO competence in the field of democratic reform whilst simultaneously contributing to prison reform by combating discrimination of minorities and disabled persons.
Starting date: 11/12/2008
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 71,242.44
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kazakhstan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Shanyrak is our common house! assistance to the peaceful coordination of group interests. search for a consensus on disputable and inconsistent areas of the internal migration of the population.
EC internal: 163408
Summary: Provide assistance to civil society in upholding human rights and solving the problems of internal migration, which is one of the key factors in the internal social conflicts of Kazakhstan.
Starting date: 23/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Ar.Rukh.Khak, Esenova Street, House 1, Area Medeuksy, 480002, Almaty, Kazakhstan
EU contribution: € 236,264.30
% financed by the EU: 79.90%

Countries: Russian Federation
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Building capacity for defending human rights to clean environment and the pursuit of traditional livelihoods for local communities and society on Kamchatka
EC internal: 227865
Summary: The project encompasses training sessions, legal consultations and other forms of assistance for local NGOs and indigenous peoples in protecting their rights concerning the environment and maintenance of traditional lifestyles.
Starting date: 22/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: World Wild Fund for Nature Russia, Nikoloyamskaya St 19 Bid 3, 109240, Moscow, Russia
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.90%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Strengthening of dialogue between NGO and the public sectors on social protection of vulnerable people in Kyrgyzstan
EC internal: 218481
Summary: To meet and solve social problems in the rural areas, by lobbying for the rights and interests of the non-governmental sector, developing proposals for improvement of the NGO activity legislation, establishment of effective social partnerships.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Pro NGO, Am Mutzbach 20, 51069 - Koln, Germany, www.pro-ngo.org
EU contribution: € 209,452.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons), Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Social Justice for IDPs

EC internal: 229966

Summary: The overall objective of the project is to strengthen the civil, economic, social and cultural rights of IDPs in Turkey.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 16 months

Beneficiary: Akdeniz E Gec Edenler Bilim Kultur, Sosyal Yardımlasma Ve Dayanisma Dernegi, Camiserif Mah 5238 Sk Gulergun Ish, 3 6 33060 Mersin, Turkey

EU contribution: € 62,431.29

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Georgia

Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons)

Project title: Working together for equal rights

EC internal: 211172

Summary: Strengthen civil society role in protecting human rights particularly in regard to marginalized/vulnerable groups and facilitate their inclusion/integration into general society.

Starting date: 27/11/2009

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Izulebit Gaddadgelubul Qalta Asociacia Tanxmo ba -IDP Women 'Consent' Association, 16/25 Kipshidze str, 0102, Tbilisi, Georgia

EU contribution: € 95,637.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Equality in rural communities

EC internal: 258968

Summary: The objective is to contribute to social capital building and strengthening role of civil society in rural areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina in protecting human rights (HRs), combating discrimination and ensuring representation of all community members.

Starting date: 01/01/2011

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: Community Development Foundation Mozaik, Soukbnar 42 71000 Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina, www.mozaiq.ba

EU contribution: € 118,780.20

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: AIM - Advocacy Initiatives for Minorities

EC internal: 162333

Summary: Improve the realization of minority rights and inter-ethnic dialogue in Serbia by strengthening existing local civil society initiatives in advocacy and networking.

Starting date: 11/12/2008

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Association Group 484, Gracanicka 10, 11000, Belgrade, Serbia, www.grupa484.org.rs

EU contribution: € 70,849.15

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Ukraine
Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: AGE advocacy programme ‘together we can’
EC internal: 168304
Summary: Advance the rights of social orphans and the elderly, especially those living alone, by consolidating the efforts of NGOs, volunteer services, government and municipal agencies and the media in Ukraine.
Starting date: 04/11/2008
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 139,000.00
% financed by the EU: 79.96%

Countries: Azerbaijan
Areas of activity: Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Improving standards of protection for internally displaced persons in Azerbaijan
EC internal: 158492
Summary: Promote international best practices for the protection of IDPs in Azerbaijan by providing free legal assistance regarding property rights protection, restitution and compensation, tenancy rights, documentation recovery and access to social services.
Starting date: 02/12/2008
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Praxis Support to Social Development Public Union, Zahid Khalilov Street 26/554, P.O. Box 239, 1141, Baku, Azerbaijan
EU contribution: € 200,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Lao PDR
Areas of activity: Promotion of political pluralism, Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Networking between civil society organisations
Project title: Fostering a fair and balanced representation of vulnerability in the Lao PDR
EC internal: 217015
Summary: The overall objective is to reinforce the networks and social dialogue between an emerging civil society and the media that address vulnerable people’s issues.
Starting date: 04/01/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 107,771.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Consolidation of the Andean network for peace, justice and community
EC internal: 166806
Summary: The purpose of the initiative is to help improve the conditions of access to justice for women, Indian men and peasants of Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru. The objective: to strengthen the Andean network for peace, justice and community as a regional actor.
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 36 months
EU contribution: € 712,149.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Zimbabwe
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Children
Project title: Young voices on the UN convention on disability
EC internal: 209210
Summary: The overall objective is to strengthen the capacity of young disabled people to be active citizens and participate fully in civil society action on decision making.
Starting date: 17/04/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Leonard Cheshire Disability Foundation, South Lambeth Road 66 SW8 1RL, London, United Kingdom, www.lcdisability.org
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons), Women
Project title: Promoting the rights & social and economical integration of South Ossetian women IDPS
EC internal: 242096
Summary: The overall objective is to promote the rights and social and economic integration of women displaced from South Ossetia who currently reside in Koda.
Starting date: 27/12/2010
Duration: 14 months
Beneficiary: Foundation for Dialogue in Transition Regions, Koningslaan 60 3583 Gn Utrecht, The Netherlands
EU contribution: € 94,824.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Peru
Areas of activity: Women, Promotion of access to justice, Children
Project title: Women, adolescents and children of people Ashaninka Kakinte Nomatsiguenga and the central jungle accessing justice in the context of National Human Rights Plan
EC internal: 230242
Summary: The objective is to increase knowledge and the effective exercise of collective and individual human rights in 3 communities belonging to the Organization of the Ene river Ashaninka Campa (Ocara), 3 communities belonging to the Confederation Nomatsigu
Starting date: 01/09/2010
Duration: 26 months
Beneficiary: Centre of the Peruvian Woman Flora Tristan, Parque Herman Velarde 42 Lima, Peru
EU contribution: € 238,000.00
% financed by the EU: 85.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Violence against women, Violence against children
Project title: Ensuring human rights through paralegal committees and child clubs
EC internal: 234014
Summary: Project has aimed at creating such communities where women, dalits, children and other disadvantaged people have knowledge of human rights, practice it and are free from all forms of violence, exploitation, and abuse.
Starting date: 15/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 46,918.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Mauritania
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Support the claims of rights to the land and the civil status of people repatriated from Senegal in the municipalities of Rosso Boghé Bababé and Kaédi
EC internal: 259514
Summary: The overall objective is to support the claims of the rights of repatriated population in the towns of Rosso Boghé Bababé Kaédi and through the revitalisation of Human Rights observatories FONADH.
Starting date: 28/12/2010
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Forum of National Human Rights in Mauritania, Ilot C Tevragh Zeina P.O. Box 1582, Nouakchott, Mauritania
EU contribution: € 286,596.34
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Peru
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Identity and citizenship: exercise of rights in the mountains and in the Peruvian jungle
EC internal: 230270
Summary: The objective is to strengthen social dialogue to improve the system of protection and the exercise of the rights of local communities in the departments of Amazonas, Apurimac with specific attention to the right of identity.
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Terra Nuova Centro Per Il Volontariato Onlus, Via Gran Bretagna 18 00196 Roma, Italy, www.terranuova.org
EU contribution: € 275,260.00
% financed by the EU: 86.42%

Countries: Paraguay
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Project of awareness and training of leaders / Community for the defence and promotion of rights of NNA in situations of exclusion
EC internal: 254901
Summary: Leaders / Community sensitized and trainers are based on networks and promote the rights of the NNA from a gender perspective and human rights.
Starting date: 01/02/2011
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Callescuela Association, Calle Soldado Ovelar 436 Dr Sosa, P.O. Box 2355 1209 Fernando De La Mora, Paraguay
EU contribution: € 228,000.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Vietnam
Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation
Project title: Reduction and prevention of statelessness in Vietnam
EC internal: 248434
Summary: The overall objective is to promote greater understanding of statelessness in Vietnam and increase public awareness on its risks and consequences.
Starting date: 01/10/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, P.O. Box 2500 1211 GENEVE 2, Switzerland, www.unhcr.org
EU contribution: € 205,870.00
% financed by the EU: 94.99%
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Countries: Guatemala

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Reinforcing governance and environmental justice in Guatemala

EC internal: 227655

Summary: The project aims at reinforcing environmental governance and justice through the promotion of citizens’ participation in the defence of the environment and the respect of the environmental-related collective rights of indigenous peoples.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 98,901.00

% financed by the EU: 66.60%

Countries: Lao PDR

Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights

Project title: Strengthening the role and capacity of the Lao disabled people’s association to promote human rights of women with disabilities in the Lao PDR

EC internal: 165073

Summary: Empower women with disabilities to strengthen their representation and dialogue with policy makers, by organising radio listening clubs, raising awareness, producing toolkits on women’s health issues and providing appropriate research.

Starting date: 03/12/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Power International Lbg, Church Lane 4, OX49 5TP, Lewknor, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom, www.powerinternational.org

EU contribution: € 98,156.00

% financed by the EU: 80.01%

Countries: Peru

Areas of activity: Strengthening of the democratic public institutions (other than parliamentary bodies)

Project title: Establishing bonds between government, businesses and indigenous people in the Ucayali region, affected by the extraction of natural resources, for the recognition of their rights and for building collaborative agendas

EC internal: 157211

Summary: Consolidate democracy, rule of law, and respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms, especially of Ucayali indigenous people with environmental problems and deliberate omission of their representatives from political decision-making processes.

Starting date: 02/02/2009

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 109,966.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Bolivia

Areas of activity: Adults (the elderly), Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Promoting and protecting the human rights of elderly people in Bolivia

EC internal: 171633

Summary: Improve the respect of the human rights of vulnerable elderly people according to international conventions and national laws. Elderly organizations at municipal and national level to promote their civil, social and economic rights are strengthened.

Starting date: 05/01/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Fundacion Horizontes, Calle Ricardo Mujia 766, Zona Sopocachi, 2217, La Paz, Bolivia

EU contribution: € 120,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Reinforcement of the access to HIV prevention to immigrants in Algeria
EC internal: 220839
Summary: Improve the access to HIV prevention to immigrants and nomad populations in Algeria.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Association pour L’Information sur les Drogues et le Sida, Rue Ahcene Khemissa 07, Alger, Algeria, www.aidsalgerie.org
EU contribution: € 50,266.94
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Judicial promotion of the human rights of vulnerable communities through the articulation of social movements, community leaders and legal actors
EC internal: 167762
Summary: Project Summary: is currently not available.
Starting date: 12/01/2007
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Brazilian Action for the Association of Nutrition and Human Rights, Shcn 215, Bloco D, SL17, E49, 70874100, Brasilia, Brazil
EU contribution: € 120,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Georgia
Areas of activity: Access to education
Project title: Ethnic minorities educational rights protection through bilingual education
EC internal: 211227
Summary: Promote the right of education of ethnic minorities in Georgia by improving bilingual teaching quality in non-Georgian speaking schools with the ultimate goal to facilitate civil integration in Samtskhe-Javakheti and Kvemo Kartli regions.
Starting date: 09/12/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Civil Integration and Inter-Ethnic Relations, Vazha Pahavela Avenue 74 30 A, 0177, Tbilisi, Georgia
EU contribution: € 95,516.83
% financed by the EU: 79.89%

Countries: Tajikistan
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Mainstreaming of youth policy against radicalism (MYPAR)
EC internal: 247388
Summary: The project aims to bridge societal divides and strengthen the role of civil society and local government in the peaceful conciliation of group interests, promotion of human rights and facilitation of participatory policy processes.
Starting date: 02/12/2010
Duration: 18 months
EU contribution: € 104,141.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%
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**Countries:** Bolivia

**Areas of activity:** Other measures of supporting electoral processes

**Project title:** Denunciation of voter registration in the Chaco region of Bolivia and support of people from Guaraní in their fight against violations of their fundamental rights

**EC internal:** 255998

**Summary:** The general objective is to promote respect of human rights and fundamental freedom of Guaraní families in debt bondage in the Chaco region of Bolivia, promoting democratic reform of the system of servitude that govern it.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 21 months

**Beneficiary:** International Cooperation Association, Via De Lemene 50 20151 Milano, Italy, www.coopi.org

**EU contribution:** € 270,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

**Countries:** Peru

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Contributions to a peaceful and sustainable solution to the conflict over land and territory in the Peruvian Amazon ‘For the duration of the human rights of indigenous peoples, protection of Amazonia and consolidation of the rule of law’.

**EC internal:** 245750

**Summary:** The main objective aims to contribute to the overall defence of the rights of indigenous Amazonian peoples, as part of constructing the rule of law and within the framework of international human rights standards for indigenous groups.

**Starting date:** 01/09/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Diakonia I, Starrbacksgatan 11 172 99, Sundbyberg, Sweden, www.diakonia.se

**EU contribution:** € 300,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 86.96%

**Countries:** Nigeria

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Basic human rights training for people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) and health care personnel involved in their support, treatment and care

**EC internal:** 168715

**Summary:** To substantially reduce and over time end all discrimination against PLWHAs and hence bring about their social integration.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Socio Economic Rights Initiative, Surulere Street 1 Oseni close by Modupe Johnson Crescent off Adeniran, Ogunsanya - Lagos, Nigeria

**EU contribution:** € 91,610.19

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

**Countries:** Burundi

**Areas of activity:** Child sexual exploitation

**Project title:** Human rights protections for sexual minorities (HRPSM) in Burundi

**EC internal:** 259046

**Summary:** The global objective is to increase human rights protections for sexual minorities experiencing discrimination and violence based on their sexual orientation or gender presentation in Burundi.

**Starting date:** 24/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Heartland Alliance for Human Needs & Human Rights Non Profit Org, S Lasalle Street 208 Suite 1818 60604, Chicago Il, United States

**EU contribution:** € 214,923.78

**% financed by the EU:** 87.78%
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**Countries:** FYROM

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** Promoting housing rights for the Roma

**EC internal:** 258642

**Summary:** Contributing towards promotion of housing rights as a basis for social inclusion of Roma and serve as encouragement for further improvement of their status in education, health, employment and gender equality.

**Starting date:** 23/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Association for Human Habitat, Habitat for Humanity FYROM, Nikola Parapunov Street Bb, Kompleks Makoteks 1 Kat P.O. Box 407 1000 Skopje, FYROM

**EU contribution:** € 75,023.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.65%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Ending institutional discrimination by promoting the voice of people with disability in mainstream media

**EC internal:** 225639

**Summary:** The overall objective of the contract is to improve the living conditions and social participation of people with disabilities while raising professional capacities of Kosovo journalists to better present disability related issues.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Association of the Persons with Children Paralyses Handicap, Str Hil Mosi 5 A 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 89,576.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Power sharing - basis for coexistence in Kosovo

**EC internal:** 225568

**Summary:** The project aims at improving the quality of life in multiethnic communities, through effective functioning of the new democratic model of power-sharing as well as improved decisions/instruments/strategies for protection of minorities’ rights using the Law on local self-government and Law for protection and promotion of rights of minorities in Kosovo.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Kosova Development Center in Gjakove, Deshmoret E Lirise No 135 5000, Gjakova, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 84,245.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.29%

---

**Countries:** Israel

**Areas of activity:** Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation

**Project title:** Advocating a just solution for the issue of the unrecognized villages in the Negev

**EC internal:** 254885

**Summary:** The overall objective is to promote recognition of the 36 remaining unrecognized villages in the Negev while safeguarding the human and citizen rights of their residents, respecting their vision, culture and lifestyle.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 22 months

**Beneficiary:** Al-Awna Fund, Haatsmaout Sreet 47 10002 84105, Beer Sheva, Israel, www.rcuv.net

**EU contribution:** € 193,574.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Empowering associations for the disabled

**EC internal:** 228143

**Summary:** To create stimulating conditions for disabled people, their families and associations of disabled in BiH to become active members of society, capable to protect and improve their socio-economic status.

**Starting date:** 31/12/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Agencija Za Saradnju, Edukaciju I Razvoj Udruzenja Gradana, Bulevar Vojvode Petra Bojovica 1a, 78000 Banja Luka, BiH, www.aced.ba

**EU contribution:** € 96,978.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Adults (the elderly)

**Project title:** For old age with dignity

**EC internal:** 228056

**Summary:** Creation and implementation of mechanisms to provide help to elderly over 65 in a systematic way to contribute to the general improvement of their living conditions.

**Starting date:** 16/12/2009

**Duration:** 20 months

**Beneficiary:** Refugee Return Service, Hrvatskih Gardijskih Brigada S 24, 80260 Drvar, BiH, www.rsrdrvar.org

**EU contribution:** € 92,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

**Project title:** United for LGBT Equality at Workplace

**EC internal:** 258750

**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen capacities of trade unions, employers and local authorities for promoting equality and combating discrimination of LGBT persons in the workplace.

**Starting date:** 21/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Lesbian Group Kontra, Kralja Drzislava 2 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

**EU contribution:** € 88,912.80

**% financed by the EU:** 90%
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**Countries:** Worldwide

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms for equal treatment and opportunities, including implementation of international legal standards

**Project title:** Inter-regional capacity building and network for minority rights advocacy

**EC internal:** 215520

**Summary:** To increase the governments' responsiveness in states to minority concerns and to change legislation to improve compliance with relevant international human rights standards.

**Starting date:** 01/09/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Minority Rights Group Lbg, Commercial Street 54, E1 6LT, London, United Kingdom, www.minorityrights.org

**EU contribution:** € 1,497,675.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Turkey

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Promotion of human rights for sex workers and transgenders

**EC internal:** 227360

**Summary:** The objective of the project is to promote the human rights of sex workers through research and legislative change.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Human Resource Development Foundation

**EU contribution:** € 140,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 89.97%
Although most countries have ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and its two optional protocols, many children in the world still suffer serious abuses. Children are victims of violence in their homes, or they may be forced to live in the streets and beg. Others are sold, trafficked or used for the worst forms of labour exploitation as in the mining sector, or even forced into prostitution. Some children have been deprived of their liberty and live in care institutions because they faced problems with the law or for any other reason – like being orphaned. These children have to be protected from violence and abuses while residing in these institutions and a child-friendly juvenile justice system must be ensured. In other cases, children are recruited to fight in armed conflicts and as such are exposed to extreme mental and physical pressure with a disastrous impact on their lives and further development.

Children must be protected and their rights promoted and defended at all times. The EU Guidelines on the Rights of the Child (2007) and the EU Guidelines on Children Affected by Armed Conflicts (2003, updated in 2008 and in 2010) are the practical basis for EU actions to protect children’s rights. These guidelines seek to promote the rights of the child worldwide through the implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and its optional protocols, and by ensuring that the rights of the child are taken into account in all EU policies and actions.

From 2007 to 2010, 11% of EIDHR funding was devoted specifically to 141 projects for children with a total value of more than €28 million.

However this figure shows only part of the picture. The protection and promotion of children’s rights have been mainstreamed in many projects which are presented in other thematic areas of EIDHR activities. Thus the actual number of EIDHR projects, which have a relevant children’s rights component is close to 200 with an overall value of more than €38 million.

EIDHR projects focus on an extensive range of activities to benefit directly children involved in armed conflicts (both prevention and rehabilitation), and to combat domestic violence, child trafficking, child prostitution and child pornography. Other projects target juvenile justice and the prevention of violence against children at large. Actions to promote children’s rights also include the development of child welfare strategies and protection networks, the formulation of child protection policies and the intensification of efforts progressively to eliminate child labour.
Kidnapped aged 15 by rebel militia in DR Congo, given lighter guns than the men so they could carry them and often under the influence of drugs, twin sisters Naomi and Fuhara spent three years fighting on the front line. Although the conflict in DR Congo is officially finished, continued violence in the eastern region makes it one of the most dangerous places in the world to be a young girl or woman.

The twins are now under the protective umbrella of an EU project in the region managed by War Child to help the recovery and reintegration of 800 girls affected by armed conflict.

Poverty, displacement and the breakdown of families, killed or separated, have left children vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. Girls living on the streets are vulnerable to rape and sexual violence. Many are forced into prostitution to support themselves. Helping them return to school with literacy and numeracy classes and vocational training is a way of helping them find alternatives to sex work.

As well as rehabilitating former child soldiers, the War Child project sets out to protect girls at risk of being recruited or enlisted by the military – half the population of DR Congo is under 18 years old and with unemployment in the region among young people running at 95%, militia life becomes attractive.

The lives of a number of poverty-stricken girls are currently being turned round by being taught how to read and write. Given professional training so they can work as tailors, hairdressers or cooks, they should eventually be able to support themselves. The girls are also given psychosocial support, as in the case of a 12 year old accused of being a witch by her family and community and threatened with death. The project helps provide her with protection and temporary shelter, continued schooling and care from social workers and a psychologist.
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Countries: Colombia

Areas of activity: Fighting impunity and promoting international Justice, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Contribution to the protection of girl victims of armed conflict in Colombia

EC internal: 204629

Summary: Improve the communities’ capacities to protect indigenous, afro-descendant and peasant girls from the impact of armed conflict in Arauca, Nariño and Vaupés, through research and specific actions awareness-raising, medical and psychological attention, etc.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Humanidad Vigente Corporación Jurídica, ICA

EU contribution: € 629,627.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Somalia

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children in armed conflict, Child sexual exploitation

Project title: Protection of the rights of children affected by the armed conflict in Somaliland and Puntland

EC internal: 204637

Summary: The establishment of 3 dimensions 1) institutional/ political, 2) creation of a mechanism for protection, monitoring and reporting and 3) a technical system of social workers and psychosocial centres for the rehabilitation of victims and vulnerable children.

Starting date: 23/12/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: CESVI Foundation ONLUS, cesvi@cesvi.org

EU contribution: € 497,711.00

% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Nepal

Areas of activity: Children in armed conflict, Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12), Child sexual exploitation, Child labour

Project title: Action for Social Inclusion of Children Affected by Armed Conflict in Nepal (ASIC)

EC internal: 204215

Summary: Specific objective is to reintegrate 4000 former child and combatants and conflict affected children and adolescents between ages of 10-18 years in four districts in the Mid-Western Region of Nepal. Special attention given to vulnerable girls.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 360,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Yemen

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children in armed conflict, Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Armed Conflicts and Trafficking, Child Prevention program

EC internal: 200464

Summary: Awareness raising activities on negative aspects of child trafficking and children’s involvement in armed conflicts throughout various governorates of Yemen.

Starting date: 01/12/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Civic Democratic Initiative Support Foundation, Hadda Str 55, PO BOX 22257, Sana’a, Yemen

EU contribution: € 150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
**Rights of the child**

**Countries:** Colombia

**Areas of activity:** Children in armed conflict

**Project title:** A comprehensive community approach to protect child soldiers.

**EC internal:** 204085

**Summary:** The promotion and adoption of interventions and policies for the institutions responsible for family and child welfare, as well as by national and local government agencies to protect the fundamental rights of children in armed conflict.

**Starting date:** 15/11/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Mercy Corps Scotland, Sciennes 40, EH9 1NJ Edinburgh, United Kingdom, www.mercycorps.org.uk

**EU contribution:** € 749,859.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Nepal

**Areas of activity:** Children in armed conflict

**Project title:** Realisation of the rights and the sustainable reintegation of children and youth formerly associated with armed forces and armed groups (CAAFAG) in Nepal

**EC internal:** 234074

**Summary:** The project is aimed at contributing towards the realisation of the rights, and the sustainable reintegation and development, of all groups of children in Nepal associated with or previously associated with armed forces and armed groups (CAAFAG).

**Starting date:** 20/12/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Child Workers In Nepal Concerned Center CWIN, Ravibhawan P.O. Box 4374, Kathmandu, Nepal, www.cwin.org.np

**EU contribution:** € 285,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 95.00%

---

**Countries:** Democratic Republic of the Congo

**Areas of activity:** Violence against women, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children in armed conflict

**Project title:** Preventing and Responding to Girls Associated with Armed Forces and Armed Groups

**EC internal:** 204664

**Summary:** To strengthen the protective environment for girls formerly associated with armed forces and armed groups, and girls at risk of being recruited or enlisted into armed forces or armed groups. Capacity-building, recovery and reintegation, prevention.

**Starting date:** 01/03/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** War Child LBG

**EU contribution:** € 749,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
Rights of the child

**Countries**: Albania

**Areas of activity**: Access to education

**Project title**: Books without Barriers: Education-Focused, Psycho-Social, Community-Based Rehabilitation for the Blind and Visually Impaired

**EC internal**: 227456

**Summary**: The project is aimed at addressing the psycho-social needs of a target group of over 1,500 blind persons living in the areas of Tirana, Vlora, Elbasan and Shkodra.

**Starting date**: 01/02/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: QKRV National Center for the Rehabilitation of the Blind in Albania, RR Nikolla Lena 62 19 Tirana, Albania, www.shvsh.org.al

**EU contribution**: € 150,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 72.39%

---

**Countries**: Azerbaijan

**Areas of activity**: Persons with Disabilities

**Project title**: Strengthening the Civil Society Message - Meeting the Needs of Disabled Children and Their Families

**EC internal**: 158131

**Summary**: Support and foster respect for the needs and value of disabled children and their families, in coordination with pre-existing community-based public services.

**Starting date**: 19/12/2008

**Duration**: 30 months

**Beneficiary**: Centre for Innovations in Education, Vidadi Str 187 Apt 24/26, 1095, Baku, Azerbaijan

**EU contribution**: € 288,785.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Serbia

**Areas of activity**: Children

**Project title**: Creating Legal Framework and Advocacy Actions for Advancing Human Rights Realisation of Children and Adults with Disabilities in Serbia

**EC internal**: 163063

**Summary**: Protect and promote the rights of children/people with disabilities to education, life within the family and employment. The project will focus on legislative initiatives, advocacy, and capacity building.

**Starting date**: 11/12/2008

**Duration**: 18 months

**Beneficiary**: Velikimali Initiative for Inclusion, Zarka Zrenjanina 10, 26000, Pancevo, Serbia, www.velikimali.org

**EU contribution**: € 65,248.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
## Rights of the child

**Countries:** Armenia  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Promoting Rights of Children and Adolescents with Mental Health problems  
**EC internal:** 163511  
**Summary:** Promote the Rights of Children and Adolescents with Mental Health (MH) problems in Armenia, specifically by putting in place psychological services for target schools and by establishing partners.  
**Starting date:** 01/03/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** French-Armenian Development Foundation, Khanjian 13/3, 0010, Yerevan, Armenia, www.ffad.am  
**EU contribution:** € 83,211.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 74.16%  

**Countries:** Jordan  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Promotion of Human Rights towards Persons with Disability in Jordan  
**EC internal:** 225457  
**Summary:** Improving the compliance of public schools with the rights of Persons with Disabilities to education in Zarqa.  
**Starting date:** 10/12/2009  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**Beneficiary:** Fondazione Terre des Hommes Italia, Viale Monza, 57 20125 Milan, Italy, www.tdhitaly.org  
**EU contribution:** € 173,213.31  
**% financed by the EU:** 81.68%  

**Countries:** Vietnam  
**Areas of activity:** Persons with Disabilities, Children  
**Project title:** Rights-Based Inclusive Education Access for Children with Disabilities in Bac Kan Province  
**EC internal:** 169359  
**Summary:** Improve social integration by providing access to inclusive education for children with disabilities and specific educational needs in the Bac Kan District and building an inclusive education capacity of the provincial department of education and training.  
**Starting date:** 01/06/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Handicap International Association, Avenue Berthelot 14, 69361, Lyon Cedex 07, France, www.handicap-international.fr  
**EU contribution:** € 121,760.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%  

**Countries:** Serbia  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** We Have Our Say!  
**EC internal:** 163109  
**Summary:** Contribute to democratization processes in Serbia by supporting the upholding of the rights of children living with disabilities.  
**Starting date:** 11/12/2008  
**Duration:** 12 months  
**EU contribution:** € 75,872.42  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Croatia

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: In my name!

EC internal: 258943

Summary: The general objective is the improvement of the quality of life of the young people with disabilities in Croatia.

Starting date: 25/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Croatian Institute for Local Government HILS, Stjepana Radica 17, 31000 Osijek, Croatia

EU contribution: € 56,697.10

% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Kosovo

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Advocacy for Early Intervention Programme for Children with Disabilities

EC internal: 225551

Summary: This contract aims at advocating with relevant institutions for early intervention for children with Down syndrome.

Starting date: 15/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Shoqata Down Syndrome Kosova, Kroi I Bardh No 72 Dardania 10000, Pristina, Kosovo

EU contribution: € 73,439.34

% financed by the EU: 75.67%

Countries: Algeria

Areas of activity: Networking between civil society organisations

Project title: Improved support for children in situations of disability in residential care in Algeria

EC internal: 204428

Summary: Improve the conditions of reception, care and prospects for removal of children present at health facilities. Enhance professional practice and coordination of national and local authorities, service providers and all stakeholders.

Starting date: 01/03/2011

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Federation Association International Handicap, Avenue Berthelot 14, 69361 Lyon, France

EU contribution: € 702,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Albania

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: Promote and Consolidate Restorative Justice and Victim-Offender Mediation for Juveniles

EC internal: 226674

Summary: The objective of the project is to raise awareness, review legislation and train lawyers, judges, mediators, police officers, psychologists and social workers on restorative justice for juveniles.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Conflict Resolution & Reconciliation of Disputes Foundation FZK AFCR, Rruga Him Kolli Pall P F Trade 2, C Tirana, Albania

EU contribution: € 146,386.00

% financed by the EU: 85.00%
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Countries: Indonesia
Areas of activity: Children
EC internal: 212520
Summary: The project aims to increase the awareness of the state of its legal obligation to protect children in conflict with the law and to enhance CSOs networking in monitoring the issue of children in conflict with the law.
Starting date: 04/01/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Yayasan Pusaka Indonesia
EU contribution: € 916,752.52
% financed by the EU: 790.18%

Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Violence against children
Project title: Reducing Violence against Children in Selected Care and Justice Institutions in Pernambuco, Brazil
EC internal: 204418
Summary: Increase the compliance to international norms and standards related to the rights of the child - with specific reference to violence against children - in ten care and justice institutions in the Recife Metropolitan Area of Pernambuco.
Starting date: 19/11/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Save The Children Fund, St John’s Lane 1, EC1M 4AR London, United Kingdom, www.savethechildren.org.uk
EU contribution: € 732,867.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms of child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards
Project title: Restorative Juvenile Justice in BiH - Repairing the Harm of Youth Crime
EC internal: 258886
Summary: The general objective is to contribute to establishing the juvenile justice system based on the concept of restorative justice within the justice system and practice framework in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Starting date: 23/12/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Human Rights Office Tuzla, Ulica Fra Stjepana Matijevica 3 75000, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina
EU contribution: € 125,559.79
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Albania
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice
Project title: Access to justice for vulnerable and marginalised groups – Promoting Human Dignity for women and juveniles in prison
EC internal: 227278
Summary: To organise training and conferences on women's basic rights and human dignity in prison, provide technical legal expertise and conduct research on the conditions of women in Albanian prisons.
Starting date: 01/01/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Albanian Rehabilitation Centre for Trauma and Torture, Rruga Kont Urani 10 Tirana, Albania, www.arct.org
EU contribution: € 92,458.22
% financed by the EU: 84.76%
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Countries: Turkey

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children

Project title: To defend the rights of the children who are in dispute with law and unable to reach justice and have no access to justice; redressing their grievances

EC internal: 232692

Summary: The project aims to defend children who are in dispute with the law and unable to reach justice; create public awareness at national and international levels; and attempt to change the legislation negatively.

Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Insan Haklari Dernegi Diyarbakir Subesi* IHD, Aliemri 1sok Yilmaz 2004 AP 1/1 21100, Diyarbakir, Turkey

EU contribution: € 80,207.20
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Ghana

Areas of activity: Violence against children, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

Project title: Preventing and combating all forms of violence against children and youths in justice institutions or in conflict with the law

EC internal: 204164

Summary: Implementation of mechanisms, systems and laws in the area of protection of children and youth in justice institutions and in conflict with the law in Ghana.

Starting date: 04/01/2010
Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Plan International Sverige

EU contribution: € 716,392.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Panama

Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Children

Project title: Ensuring access to justice for children and adolescent migrants violated in their human rights in Costa Rica

EC internal: 257541

Summary: The general objective is to provide the psycho-social support and legal services to children and adolescent migrants who are vulnerable.

Starting date: 22/12/2010
Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Alliance for your Rights Association, 700 mts noreste y 25 norte de la Escuela de Santa Marta de Montes de Oca San Pedro de Montes de Oca 1685 2050 San Jose, Costa Rica

EU contribution: € 78,668.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Development of the Juvenile Justice Model in Armenia

EC internal: 203943

Summary: Contribute to the promotion of modern concepts in the administration of Juvenile Justice in Armenia: raise awareness of children’s rights, strengthen the role of civil society, promote legal framework.

Starting date: 22/11/2010
Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: Penal Reform International UK LGB, Commercial Street 60-62, First Floor, E1 6LT London, United Kingdom, www.penalreform.org

EU contribution: € 479,999.80
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards
Project title: Improved protection for children in conflict with the law
EC internal: 248095
Summary: The overall objective of the action is to contribute to the development of a child-friendly justice process and to strengthen the implementation of children’s rights through national and international law in Cambodia.
Starting date: 01/01/2011
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Redd Barna Forening, Storgata 38, 0182 Oslo, Norway
EU contribution: € 480,763.20
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Pakistan
Areas of activity: Promotion of access to justice, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Juvenile Justice Reform in Pakistan
EC internal: 169259
Summary: Support the development of a comprehensive juvenile justice system in Pakistan to address and prevent juvenile delinquency while respecting the dignity and rights of children.
Starting date: 01/01/2009
Duration: 30 months
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 76.47%

Countries: Brazil
Areas of activity: Violence against children, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards
Project title: Promotion and defence of the rights of children in care and justice institutions in the State of Pará, Brazil
EC internal: 223394
Summary: Strengthening co-operation and articulation between civil society organisations, communities and public entities of the Pará, aiming for increased effectiveness in guarantee of rights systems and reduction of all forms of violence against children.
Starting date: 03/12/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Christian Aid LBG, www.christian-aid.org.uk
EU contribution: € 731,268.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: India
Areas of activity: Violence against children, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards
Project title: National campaign for prevention of violence against children in conflict with the law in India
EC internal: 204111
Summary: Focuses on lobbying for implementation of the current law on juvenile justice system in India, through research, documentation, public interest litigation and individual legal cases.
Starting date: 01/04/2010
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Asian Centre for Human Rights Charitable Trust* ACHR, India
EU contribution: € 382,600.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Georgia

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children

Project title: New Initiative in Justice System

EC internal: 242073

Summary: The overall objective is to promote Juvenile Observance of the Justice System in Batumi, promote Rehabilitation and Public Re-integration of Juveniles transgressing the Justice System, and promote development of State.

Starting date: 22/12/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Rehabilitation Centre Non-Entrepreneurial, Javakhishvili Str 72 B/9 6010 Batumi, Georgia

EU contribution: € 99,204.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Venezuela

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: Contributing to the Development of Democracy through the Promotion and Defence of Children and Adolescents’ Human Rights

EC internal: 164847

Summary: Rights of children and adolescents, particularly their right to education and health.

Starting date: 01/10/2008

Duration: 16 months

Beneficiary: Fundación Luz Vida, Calle Madelaine 1207, frente Plaza Sucre, Zona Colonial de Petare, 1070, Miranda, Venezuela

EU contribution: € 75,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Ecuador

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children

Project title: Exercising the Right to Diversity in Urban Youth Culture

EC internal: 158937

Summary: Build a space for dialogue and participation of youths, public high school teachers, and authorities to promote the rights of urban youth cultures and to avoid discrimination through research, training, dissemination, and strengthening of networks.

Starting date: 01/11/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Fundación Regional de Asesoría en, Derechos Humanos (INREDH)

EU contribution: € 265,685.28

% financed by the EU: 28.53%

Countries: Haiti

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children

Project title: Ti Lekol Dwa Moun Phase II

EC internal: 170098

Summary: Provide civic education and human rights courses for the children of the underprivileged areas of Port au Prince metropolitan region.

Starting date: 01/01/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Fondation Africamerica, 1ère Avenue Wilson Pacot, P.O. Box 15427PV, Port au Prince 6113, Haiti

EU contribution: € 68,810.38

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Bolivia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Maya Paya Kimsa: School for the Defence of the Rights of Street Children and Adolescents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 170090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Implement a methodology for addressing the street children and adolescents based on the work developed by Maya Paya Kimsa, assuring children and adolescents the fullness of their rights and including them in the democratic life of Bolivia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 30 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Gruppo di Volontariato Civile ONLUS, Via dell’Osservanza 35/2 Villa Aldini, 40136, Bologna, Italy, <a href="http://www.gvc-italia.org">www.gvc-italia.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 173,376.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 90.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Violence against children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Social Economic Reintegration of Street Children in Kinshasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 165097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Continue reunification, street work, transitional care or alternatives for children from broken homes. Protection and assistance in the street; transitional and long term support; reunification and support for families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Centre Professionnel d’Encadrement des Jeunes Désœuvrés ASBL, Rue Ndinga 74 Quartier II, Commune de Masina, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 50,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 50.42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Children, Human rights education, training and awareness-raising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Network for Children Rights Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 200139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Protect and introduce human rights for social orphans in the Donetsk and Lugansk regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 05/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Youth Organisation Martin Club, 38 Sverdlova St., Makeyevka, 86108, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine, <a href="http://www.martin-club.org">www.martin-club.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 177,350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 79.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Children in Crisis and Old People - ‘Steps Toward Each Other’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 164331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Create and distribute a pilot model for an effective system of social, medical and psychotherapeutic support of parentless children in a state of crisis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 26/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Yanush Korchac Rehabilitation Institute for Persons with Mental Disabilities, 3-A Gaidara St., 65074, Odessa, Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 156,067.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 79.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Countries: Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title:** Children’s Rights in Action

**EC internal:** 208764

**Summary:** Secure consideration of rights and interests of children while implementing state family policy in Kherson.

**Starting date:** 29/05/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Youth Organisation ‘New Generation’, 19-a Mykolaiyske shosse St., office 411, Kherson, Ukraine

**EU contribution:** € 108,221.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

### Countries: Brazil

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title:** Belo Horizonte: a Network of Social and Legal Support for the Defence of Family and Community Harmony

**EC internal:** 168298

**Summary:** Promote the effective exercise of the rights of children and adolescents in institutionalised shelters in Belo Horizonte to profit from a family and community life according to national legislation.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2009

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Associazione Amici dei Bambini, Via Margignaro 18, 20098, Mezzano di San Giuliano Milanese, Italy, www.amicidelibambini.it

**EU contribution:** € 149,512.15

**% financed by the EU:** 68.35%

---

### Countries: Vietnam

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Media and Civil Society for the Rights of the Child.

**EC internal:** 170249

**Summary:** Improve media coverage of child rights concerns and civil society work in the area, whilst empowering children to speak to the media about rights issues. By 2011, the project will have reached these goals with 5 media and 10 civil society groups.

**Starting date:** 02/01/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Save The Children Sweden, Landsvagen 39, Sundbyberg, 10788, Stockholm, Sweden, www.rb.se

**EU contribution:** € 132,765.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.75%

---

### Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Access to education

**Project title:** Student Council Network

**EC internal:** 258910

**Summary:** Councils in secondary schools in Bosnia and Herzegovina and to develop a functional Student Council Network able to represent the interests of school youths.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Agencija Za Saradnju, Edukaciju I Razvoj Udruzenja Gradana* ACED, Bulevar Vojvode Petra Bojovica 1A, 78000 Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.aced.ba

**EU contribution:** € 145,700.00

**% financed by the EU:** 89.99%
## Rights of the child

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Serbia</th>
<th>Countries: Armenia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Access to education</td>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Access to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> The Empowering of Council of Parents in Primary Schools</td>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Youth Engaged in Society School Debate Club Creation Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 162031</td>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 163550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Build the capacities of parent councils in elementary schools to act as child rights advocates and participate in decision making within the school and educational systems.</td>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Promote the development of civil society by creation and development of Debating Clubs for secondary school students in Armenia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 11/12/2008</td>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 12 months</td>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 26 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 49,647.50</td>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 207,168.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 79.70%</td>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 76.74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries: Algeria</th>
<th>Countries: Albania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Access to education</td>
<td><strong>Areas of activity:</strong> Access to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Information training cell on children’s rights to access schools (primary, preparatory and secondary) in the wilaya of Borj Bou Arreridj</td>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong> Supporting effective and coordinated action to prevent school dropout in the region of Kukës</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 220842</td>
<td><strong>EC internal:</strong> 226-705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> Reinforce the capacities and teaching programmes in children’s rights and perform efficient strategies with the objective to promote children’s rights at every school level in Borj Bou Arrerid.</td>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong> The project activities are aimed at preventing school drop-outs by organising awareness-raising campaigns, training school administrators, school psychologists and teachers in child-centred methods of teaching, and conducting educational support classes, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/01/2010</td>
<td><strong>Starting date:</strong> 01/02/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 36 months</td>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> 18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> El Ghaith Association, Rue Mebarkia 48, Bordj Bou Arreridj</td>
<td><strong>Beneficiary:</strong> Partnere per Femijet Foundation, Rr Murat Toptani 25 Tirana, Albania, <a href="http://www.partnereperfemijet.org">www.partnereperfemijet.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 99,951.51</td>
<td><strong>EU contribution:</strong> € 94,246.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 80.00%</td>
<td><strong>% financed by the EU:</strong> 85.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Children, Access to education

**Project title:** School - a safe place for development and education

**EC internal:** 258907

**Summary:** The empowerment of schools to create safe environment for development and education of children, promotion of non-violent and collaborative behaviour among children as well as adults, through official standardization and systematic evaluation.

**Starting date:** 22/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Youth Center Kastel ZDS, Cara Lazara 1 Sime Matavulja 2, 78000 Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.zdravodaste.org

**EU contribution:** € 118,169.30

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Guyana

**Areas of activity:** Children

**Project title:** Pickney Project - Promoting the Rights of Children through Public Education and Support Services

**EC internal:** 251711

**Summary:** The project will promote children’s safety in Hague and Zeelugt in Region 3; and Sophia and Good Hope in Region 4, through community based actions, and through prevention education.

**Starting date:** 19/10/2010

**Duration:** 15 months

**Beneficiary:** Help & Shelter, Homestretch Avenue, Durban Park, Georgetown, Guyana

**EU contribution:** € 34,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 87.07%

---

**Countries:** Haiti

**Areas of activity:** Children

**Project title:** Access to school for poor children

**EC internal:** 228100

**Summary:** Facilitate access to quality education of poor children.

**Starting date:** 01/02/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Ansanm Pou Yon Demen Miyo An, Ayiti Association

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 58.48%

---

**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Children, Access to education

**Project title:** Promoting School of teenagers / youth (for Minors Centers) in Human Rights

**EC internal:** 254152

**Summary:** The overall objective is to strengthen social skills of adolescents and youths in deprivation of freedom conditions through a process of information, training and dissemination.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2011

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Training Center Reborn Again, Calle 20 de Febrero Qta Ceporejun, 4132 La Vela De Coro, Venezuela

**EU contribution:** € 208,677.00

**% financed by the EU:** 94.18%
Rights of the child

Countries: Malaysia

Areas of activity: Children, Access to education

Project title: Education for Children of Bajau Laut and other marginalised/stateless children on the East Coast of Sabah

EC internal: 245520

Summary: The overall objective is to provide education in accordance with the UN's Child Rights Convention for children of the Bajau Laut community. To operate primary education at 5 learning centres for not less than 500 children.

Starting date: 16/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Humana Child Aid Society Sabah – HCASS - Borneo Child Aid Society, MDLD 6820 LOT 177 Lorong Perdana 14, Sri Perdana P.O. Box 61850 91127, Lahad Datu Sabah, Malaysia, www.borneochildaid.org

EU contribution: € 100,000.00

% financed by the EU: 50.00%

---

Countries: Georgia

Areas of activity: IDP (Internal displaced persons), Access to education

Project title: Enhancing the rights of IDP Children and Families Residing in IDP-Dense Settlements

EC internal: 211126

Summary: Protect and enhance the rights of IDP children and their families in regions/locations of dense settlements by implementing an officially accredited child rights-focused democratic Programme in Primary classrooms and IDPs Pre-school Centres.

Starting date: 18/11/2009

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Center for Educational Initiatives Association, 10 Cholvelidze str, 380008 Tbilisi, Georgia

EU contribution: € 72,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

---

Countries: Cambodia

Areas of activity: Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12), Capacity building of organisations

Project title: Enhancing capacity to address trafficking especially in children from a human rights perspective in nine provinces and the Phnom Penh municipality of Cambodia

EC internal: 218621

Summary: The project seeks to foster the integration of children’s rights into the work of government authorities against trafficking, as well as into the practices of NGOs and communities, by promoting changes in social perceptions.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Cambodia Against Child Trafficking Networks Association, Street 118 House 25, Sangkat Phsar, Depo 3 Khan Toul Kork - Phnom Penh, Cambodia

EU contribution: € 188,483.00

% financed by the EU: 66.00%
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**Countries**: Armenia

**Areas of activity**: Children, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Promotion and Protection of the Rights of the Child

**EC internal**: 204070

**Summary**: The aim is to support the functionality of central and local government and community based structures to prevent, identify and adequately address child protection concerns in institutions in Armenia.

**Starting date**: 04/11/2009

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Save The Children Federation, Wilton Road 54, CT 06880, Westport, United States, www.savethechildren.org

**EU contribution**: € 633,853.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka

**Areas of activity**: Children, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Civil Society Alliance for Child Rights in South Asia

**EC internal**: 167016

**Summary**: To contribute to the creation of regional spaces of cooperation among civil society organisations in the South Asian Region; to contribute to the defence of Child Rights through the support of civil society organisations.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2011

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Centro Italiano Aiuti All Infanzia, Via Bordighera 6, 20142 Milano, Italy, www.ciai.it

**EU contribution**: € 1,039,925.00

**% financed by the EU**: 77.50%

---

**Countries**: Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children in armed conflict, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Utilizing and Activating Media for Promoting and Spreading Children’s Rights

**EC internal**: 156955

**Summary**: Build capacity among the media sector to promote the rights of the child through training and programme preparation. The project also trains children to act as media personnel.

**Starting date**: 04/11/2008

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Early Childhood Resource Center, Ardashir Street Beithanina, 25222, 91250, Jerusalem, Israel, www.ecrc-jer.org

**EU contribution**: € 187,026.80

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%

---

**Countries**: Guatemala

**Areas of activity**: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title**: Human Rights and social participation of children, adolescents and youngsters

**EC internal**: 224502

**Summary**: The project aims at improving the capacities of youth and children in order to encourage their active participation in the promotion and defence of human rights and democratic participation in their communities.

**Starting date**: 01/02/2010

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Centro Ecuménico de Integración Pastoral, 8a Calle 19-33 Zona 3, 09001, Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, ceipa-ac.org

**EU contribution**: € 96,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 80.00%
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Countries: Cambodia
Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: The Child Safe Network Project
EC internal: 164770
Summary: Sustainably build the capacity of civil society to promote the rights of children, identify risk factors leading to child abuse and to empower communities and visitors to safeguard young people from all forms of abuse.
Starting date: 18/11/2008
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 62.66%

Countries: Egypt
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Protect the at-risk children through giving them access to their rights
EC internal: 244009
Summary: The objective is to protect the at-risk children in the target areas ‘Misr El-Kadima - Dar El Salam’ through enabling them to have access to their ‘social-economic-health-legal’ rights.
Starting date: 05/08/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: New Fostat Association for Local Community Development, Gunaim St 11 Ard El Gameya Ein El, Sera Salah Salem Road Misr El, Kadima 11441 Cairo, Egypt
EU contribution: € 111,279.60
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Nepal
Areas of activity: Violence against children
Project title: Community Empowerment Action for Protection and Promotion of Rights of Women and Children
EC internal: 158139
Summary: Empower the most vulnerable groups of 3 districts of mid-Western Nepal to access human rights and protection against violence.
Starting date: 01/05/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Association Planète Enfants, Rue du Majoral Fournier 11, 24190, Neuvic, France
EU contribution: € 100,864.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Armenia
Areas of activity: Child labour
Project title: Facilitating Multi-Stakeholder Dialogue for Addressing Child Labour Issues by Armenian Companies
EC internal: 241509
Summary: The objective of the project is to decrease the utilisation percentage of child labour by the private sector, to eradicate the worst forms of it and secure reasonable employment of children not affecting their health, personal development or schooling.
Starting date: 25/11/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Centre for Socio Economic Research and Analysis, Gyulbenkyan Street 43 Apt 17 0033, YEREVAN, Armenia, www.csera.org
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 93.75%
Rights of the child

**Countries:** Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Child labour

**Project title:** Decent Work and Youth in Chiapas, Mexico

**EC internal:** 169342

**Summary:** Increase the capacity of young people, civil society organisations, employers and public authorities, to take part in the fulfilment of the specific rights of the worker and of young people by designing new labour policies.

**Starting date:** 22/11/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Iniciativas para la Identidad y la Inclusión, Asociación Civil, 20 de Agosto 35 Planta Alta, Colonia, Churubusco, Delegación Coyoacán, 04810, México DF, Mexico, www.inicia.org

**EU contribution:** € 85,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 73.68%

---

**Countries:** Indonesia

**Areas of activity:** Child labour

**Project title:** Monitoring implementation of two ILO conventions related to child labour and empowering the capacity of NGOs against child labour in Indonesia

**EC internal:** 169261

**Summary:** Examine effectiveness of government responses to the issue of child labour and strengthen the capacity of local NGOs to eliminate the worst forms of child labour.

**Starting date:** 02/01/2009

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Jarak NGO Network for Elimination of Child Labour, Perum Karanglo Indah Blok I 4, 65126, Malang Jawa Timur, Indonesia

**EU contribution:** € 92,040.00

**% financed by the EU:** 77.23%

---

**Countries:** Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity:** Child sexual exploitation

**Project title:** Community-based protection for children in GS from sexual abuse

**EC internal:** 230514

**Summary:** The overall objective is to improve protection of the rights of children in GS exposed to sexual abuse threats through community-based mechanisms. To institutionalise a short, medium and long-term community participation regarding children’s rights.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Palestinian Center for Democracy and Conflict Resolution Ltd, Charles de Gaulle St Arelmal, 009728 Gaza, West Bank and Gaza Strip, www.pcdcr.org

**EU contribution:** € 270,942.12

**% financed by the EU:** 89.99%

---

**Countries:** Indonesia

**Areas of activity:** Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12), Child sexual exploitation


**EC internal:** 253189

**Summary:** The action aims to strengthen the advocacy works of CSOs on the issues of trafficking in persons and sexual exploitation of children through the participation of young people.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Koalisi Nasional Penghapusan Eksploitasi Seksual Komersial Asosiasi ANAK, Jl Abdul Hakim No 5 A Pasar I Setia, Budi Tanjung Sari Medan Selayang, 20132 Medan, Indonesia, www.eska.or.id

**EU contribution:** € 99,004.00

**% financed by the EU:** 92.91%
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Countries: Tajikistan

Areas of activity: Violence against children, Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)

Project title: Day Shelter for Exposed Girls

EC internal: 247363

Summary: The project will prevent threats to, rehabilitate and reintegrate back to communities children and girls who become victims of violence, abuse, exploitation and trafficking; and will protect their rights.

Starting date: 08/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Charitable Center of Social Protection of Homeless Children, MUNIS, Chutak Urazov Street 62, 735020, Hissar, Tajikistan

EU contribution: € 70,247.00

% financed by the EU: 92.00%

Countries: Haiti

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: A school for happy children

EC internal: 226107

Summary: Better school conditions for children in difficult situations.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: ARCHE-Haiti ASBL

EU contribution: € 55,908.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Haiti

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: Improve conditions of children in difficult situations

EC internal: 228125

Summary: To improve the situation of children in difficult situations.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: Réseau National de Défense des Droits Humains RNDOH ASBL

EU contribution: € 74,000.00

% financed by the EU: 79.92%

Countries: Georgia

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: Advocacy for participation to protect children’s rights

EC internal: 242101

Summary: The overall objective is to ensure that children without parental care in Georgia have the opportunity to grow up in a safe, caring family environment which protects their interests.

Starting date: 22/12/2010

Duration: 20 months

Beneficiary: The European Children’s Trust, Rivington Street Bath Place 4 EC2A3DR London, United Kingdom, www.everychild.org.uk

EU contribution: € 95,043.00

% financed by the EU: 94.96%
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**Countries:** Costa Rica  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Ensuring the visibility of migrants and their children in the programmes of NGO - Aldeas Infantiles SOS Costa Rica  
**EC internal:** 217153  
**Summary:** The aim of the project is to train professionals working in the organisation about the particularities of migrants’ children, and sometimes their mothers who are separated from their parents by the authorities or are abandoned.  
**Starting date:** 19/10/2009  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Beneficiary:** Aldeas SOS de Niños de Costa Rica Asociación, 400 metros al norte del Parque, CP 37 2070, Sabanilla de Montes de Oca San Jose, Costa Rica  
**EU contribution:** € 25,000.34  
**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Mexico  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Integral Protection Systems: Alternative proposal for the full development of girls and vulnerable children  
**EC internal:** 245878  
**Summary:** This project will be implemented in 20 Community Centres Child Development (CCDI) of the Federal District and Mexico State network of 140 Community Centres supported by Save the Children, directly impacting 1.441 children  
**Starting date:** 30/11/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Establishment of Child Support, Ernesto Elorduy 42 Guadalupe Inn, 01020 Mexico, Mexico  
**EU contribution:** € 120,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 78.61%

---

**Countries:** Burundi  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Reintegration and protection of street children  
**EC internal:** 228091  
**Summary:** To protect street children.  
**Starting date:** 30/12/2009  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Croix Rouge de Belgique  
**EU contribution:** € 386,808.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Argentina  
**Areas of activity:** Children  
**Project title:** Promoting respect for the rights of children and teenagers in the provinces of Jujuy, Tucumán, Santiago del Estero, Córdoba and Buenos Aires.  
**EC internal:** 229408  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to the promotion and respect of human rights of children and adolescents contributing to the construction of a just and democratic society that recognises them as full citizens.  
**Starting date:** 01/09/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Save The Children Foundation, Av Callao 868 2 A C1023AAO Buenos Aires, Argentina  
**EU contribution:** € 199,862.18  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.74%
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Countries: Argentina
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Participate on the Rights of Children
EC internal: 229294
Summary: The children of the Province of Misiones know their rights, and have strengthened institutional mechanisms to promote and defend them. The civil society organisations have strengthened their roles and capacity to disseminate information on their rights.
Starting date: 01/09/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Civil Projects and Studies Association, Av de Mayo 1370 3 Piso Oficinas 2 A23, C1085ABQ Buenos Aires, Argentina
EU contribution: € 196,110.00
% financed by the EU: 83.09%

Countries: Zimbabwe
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Children in Governance
EC internal: 210749
Summary: Overall objective(s) to strengthen the implementation and monitoring of the UNCRC through democratic child participation in Zimbabwe.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Redd Barna Forening
EU contribution: € 150,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Kyrgyzstan
Areas of activity: Constitutional and legislative reform
Project title: Empowerment of NGOs working in the field of children’s rights in the Kyrgyz Republic
EC internal: 216561
Summary: To enhance the participation of civil society in processes relating to the protection and promotion of children’s rights and to amend and implement national legislation in the field of children’s rights in accordance with international standards.
Starting date: 01/11/2009
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Folkekirkens Nodhjaelp, Danchurchaid, Norregade 13, 1165 - København K, Denmark, www.danchurchaid.org
EU contribution: € 281,250.00
% financed by the EU: 75.00%

Countries: Sudan
Areas of activity: FGM and other forms of traditional and cultural coercions (including young girls under 18)
Children
Project title: Family and Child Development Centre
EC internal: 220066
Summary: Overall objective(s): to contribute to the promotion of the rights of the child and the wellbeing of children in Sudan.
Starting date: 06/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Vet-Care Organisation Association, Khartoum East Avenue 43, Building 8, 2nd Floor Apt 4, PO Box 995 - 11111, Khartoum, Sudan
EU contribution: € 99,312.00
% financed by the EU: 71.82%
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Countries: Lao PDR

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Freedom of opinion and expression, Children

Project title: Children as Agents of Change

EC internal: 255047

Summary: The project develops spaces for children to express their views and concerns on dialogue of Gov. decision makers at all levels, raises awareness of children’s issues through CSOs and integrates the children’s participation in the National CRC report.

Starting date: 01/03/2011

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Save The Children Norway, Storgata 38 0182 OSLO, Norway

EU contribution: € 142,500.00

% financed by the EU: 79.17%

Countries: Rwanda

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children

Project title: Tomorrow’s young responsible leaders

EC internal: 200277

Summary: The project aims to make Rwandan students future managers concerned about human rights and promoters of tolerance and national solidarity.

Starting date: 11/08/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Youth Association for Human Right Promotion and Development – Assn. Jeunesse pour Promotion Droits de l’Homme & Développement, District de Gasabo, PO Box 6811 - Kigali, RWANDA

EU contribution: € 101,773.98

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Guatemala

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children

Project title: I know and express my rights

EC internal: 228102

Summary: The project aims at creating spaces for participation, communication and expression for children, adolescents and young people in 4 rural municipalities in Chimaltenango.

Starting date: 01/02/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Rodríguez & Aragón Civil Society, Novena Calle 5-68 Zona 1 Quintas, Los Aposentos I Chimaltenango, 04000 Guatemala, Guatemala

EU contribution: € 76,190.48

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Zimbabwe

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Children

Project title: Strengthening the respect, protection and promotion of children’s human rights in Zimbabwe

EC internal: 209248

Summary: The project aims to strengthen the respect, protection, promotion and fulfilment of children’s human rights through advocating for their incorporation in the constitution and mainstreaming them in the work of national institutions.

Starting date: 15/04/2010

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Justice For Children Trust, Robert Mugabe Road 145 4888, Harare, Zimbabwe

EU contribution: € 60,000.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Pakistan

Areas of activity: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Children

Project title: Fostering the protection of children in detention through legal assistance, psycho-social rehabilitation and capacity building

EC internal: 223080

Summary: To ensure respect of child rights in the judicial system in PK by contributing to a conducive social, institutional & legal environment, to minimise the stay in jail of children in conflict with the law & to facilitate rehabilitation & reintegration.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 36 months


EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 66.08%

Countries: Venezuela

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Children

Project title: Promotion of Youth Participation in border areas through the construction of Citizenship

EC internal: 255441

Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to inclusion and participation of youths in their communities through public recognition as subjects of law.

Starting date: 15/01/2011

Duration: 16 months


EU contribution: € 171,000.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: The monitoring of human rights, Children

Project title: Monitoring of Child Rights in Educational System

EC internal: 255566

Summary: The overall objective of the project is to establish effective and functional system of monitoring of child rights within the educational system.

Starting date: 11/12/2010

Duration: 12 months

Beneficiary: UCPD Uzice Child Rights Centre, Petra I 70 A 31000 Uzice, Serbia

EU contribution: € 48,626.43

% financed by the EU: 91.99%

Countries: Rwanda

Areas of activity: Violence against children, Children

Project title: Protection of rights and improvement of the living conditions of young street girls

EC internal: 200401

Summary: Fight against juvenile delinquency of young street girls in Gasabo district, Kigali.

Starting date: 31/08/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Hope For Living ASBL

EU contribution: € 180,000.00

% financed by the EU: 78.20%
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Countries: Egypt

Areas of activity: Violence against children, Children

Project title: Protection and Promotion of the Right of Street Children

EC internal: 169710

Summary: To contribute to the reduction of street children, as well as to improve the quality of life and future prospects of the marginalized group by providing them with health services, education opportunities and foster their social development.

Starting date: 01/10/2009

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association Hope Village Society, Doctor Ahmed El Khashab Street 17, Region 8 Nasr City, Egypt

EU contribution: € 148,416.00

% financed by the EU: 65.00%

Countries: Armenia

Areas of activity: Violence against children, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Domestic violence (including young girls under 18)

Project title: Reducing Violence Against Children in Armenia

EC internal: 204608

Summary: The aim is to ensure capacity-building and coordination of state agencies to protect children against violence and amending domestic law and policy related to child protection and services to align with international child rights norms.

Starting date: 09/11/2009

Duration: 36 months

Beneficiary: World Vision UK, Opal Drive Fox Milne, MK15 0ZR, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom, www.worldvision.org.uk

EU contribution: € 749,972.00

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Ecuador

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Local Empowerment and Encouraging Participation of Vulnerable Children and Youth in the Canton of San Lorenzo to Defend and Reinforce their Rights

EC internal: 158931

Summary: Encourage participation and involvement of local actors in protection mechanisms and restoration of children’s and youths’ rights. Strengthening local governmental capacity, inter agency coordination as well as awareness, training and communication.

Starting date: 01/11/2008

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Fundación Yupana

EU contribution: € 197,652.00

% financed by the EU: 79.79%
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**Countries:** Sudan

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Child Rights Promotion and Protection Zone

**EC internal:** 245934

**Summary:** The overall objective of this project is to contribute to the promotion of the human rights in Sudan by promoting understanding for the protection and promotion of the rights of the children and their welfare in rural setting.

**Starting date:** 05/08/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Charitable Association of Faragalla, Al Amin Abdel Elatif Building First Floor Hassaheissa, Sudan

**EU contribution:** € 70,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.77%

---

**Countries:** Chile

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Young citizenry: Wish and right to be individuals with rights

**EC internal:** 172110

**Summary:** To build and reinforce a culture of rights for young people that allows the empowering of youngsters in less favoured sectors of society and the respect of those rights by the authorities.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Fundación Ideas

Chile

**EU contribution:** € 143,287.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.47%

---

**Countries:** Uruguay

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** The UN Convention of the Child: 20 years on

**EC internal:** 214087

**Summary:** To reinforce civil society to improve their influence on public policies related to children, in order to guarantee the effective implementation of children’s rights.

**Starting date:** 01/05/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Asociación Civil Gurises Unidos

**EU contribution:** € 100,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Bolivia

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title:** Promoting the Rights of Children and Young Workers Living in Social Exclusion, Violence, Exploitation and Abuse in the Pilot Regions of Bolivia

**EC internal:** 171634

**Summary:** Improve the living conditions of working children and adolescents under social exclusion, violence, exploitation and abuse, in compliance to international treaties on rights of children in pilot regions of Bolivia.

**Starting date:** 16/12/2008

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Fundación Intercultural Nor Sud, Avenida Venezuela 1241, PO Box 396, Sucre, Bolivia, www.norsud.org

**EU contribution:** € 132,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 75.00%
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**Countries**: FYROM

**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title**: Partnership for Protection of the Child’s Rights

**EC internal**: 169106

**Summary**: Support the implementation of the Government’s policy for protection of children’s rights on regional and local levels.

**Starting date**: 25/12/2008

**Duration**: 12 months

**Beneficiary**: Pelagonja Regional Development Agency Preda Fondacia, Ivo Loal Ribar 5, P.O. Box 174, 7500, Prilep, FYROM, www.preda.org.mk

**EU contribution**: € 79,958.00

**% financed by the EU**: 79.20%

---

**Countries**: Kazakhstan

**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title**: Protect a Child

**EC internal**: 146519

**Summary**: Develop a culture of human rights through the participation of children and adults and the community as a whole in the process of their own rights protection.

**Starting date**: 29/12/2007

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Center for Children’s Social Adaptation Association, Seifullina Street 2/3 Office 25, Astana 010000, Kazakhstan

**EU contribution**: € 45,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 90.00%

---

**Countries**: Occupied Palestinian Territories

**Areas of activity**: Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title**: Contributing to the respect, protection and promotion of children’s rights through enabling children to claim their rights, and empowering civil society to promote and respect children’s rights

**EC internal**: 157155

**Summary**: Contribute to the promotion of the rights of the child by enabling children to claim and protect their own rights, whilst empowering civil society to promote child rights through research, information dissemination and law enforcement monitoring.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2008

**Duration**: 36 months

**Beneficiary**: Al-Dameer Association for Supporting Prisoners and Human Rights, Charl Digol Street, 5045, Gaza City, Occupied Palestinian Territories, www.addameer.org

**EU contribution**: € 190,000.00

**% financed by the EU**: 76.21%

---

**Countries**: Sierra Leone

**Areas of activity**: Networking between civil society organisations, Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards

**Project title**: Strengthening Civil Society Actors to Work in Greater Cohesion with Government in Implementing the Child Rights Act

**EC internal**: 169033

**Summary**: Improve the child rights situation in Sierra Leone by ensuring the Government of Sierra Leone fulfils its commitment to implement international human rights treaties including gender and child rights.

**Starting date**: 01/01/2009

**Duration**: 24 months

**Beneficiary**: Save The Children Fund, Saint John’s Lane 1, EC1M 4AR, London, United Kingdom, www.savethechildren.org.uk

**EU contribution**: € 236,500.00

**% financed by the EU**: 74.95%
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**Countries:** Venezuela

**Areas of activity:** Violence against children

**Project title:** Together we will end physical and humiliating punishment against children and adolescents

**EC internal:** 170952

**Summary:** Help raising awareness on the Venezuelan society of the rights to good treatment and an upbringing free of physical and humiliating punishment against children and adolescents, and disseminate information on the exercise of good upbringing.

**Starting date:** 07/01/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Save The Children Sweden, Landsvagen 39, Sundbyberg, 10788, Stockholm, Sweden, www.rb.se

**EU contribution:** € 70,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Bosnia & Herzegovina

**Areas of activity:** Violence against children

**Project title:** Strengthening role of CSOs in the monitoring of state strategy for combating violence against children 2011-2014

**EC internal:** 258972

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to strengthening of the role of civil society in promotion of human rights and democratic reforms in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

**Starting date:** 21/12/2010

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Vesta Humanitarian Organisation, Ul. Dorda Mihajlovica 4 75000 Tuzla, Bosnia Herzegovina, www.vesta.ba

**EU contribution:** € 134,730.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Guyana

**Areas of activity:** Violence against children

**Project title:** Hug Project - Providing protection and security to children from violence

**EC internal:** 246297

**Summary:** The overall objective is to contribute to strengthening of the role of civil society in promotion of human rights and democratic reforms in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

**Starting date:** 19/10/2010

**Duration:** 30 months

**Beneficiary:** Childlink Inc, Camp Street 215 101199 Georgetown, Guyana

**EU contribution:** € 80,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** India

**Areas of activity:** Violence against children

**Project title:** Promoting organised initiative of victims and civil society institutions for ending violence against children

**EC internal:** 232276

**Summary:** The project aims to set up a vigilant and sustained civil society network for protection of Child Rights in Manipur.

**Starting date:** 01/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Wide Angle (Social Development Organisation) Association, Keishampat Junction near Churachanpur Parking 795001, Imphal Manipur, India, wideanglesocialdevelopment.blogspot.com

**EU contribution:** € 106,711.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
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Countries: Philippines

Areas of activity: Violence against children

Project title: Strengthening civil society in eliminating violence against children in the Philippines

EC internal: 259315

Summary: The objective is to improve the capacity of civil society organizations in reducing the prevalence of all forms of corporal punishment and in promoting non-violent approaches to child discipline in the home, schools, institutions.

Starting date: 29/12/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Plan International Deutschland, Bramfelder Strasse 70, 22305, Hamburg, Germany, www.plan-deutschland.de

EU contribution: € 250,000.00

% financed by the EU: 58.94%

---

Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina

Areas of activity: Violence among children, Violence against children

Project title: Fighting Against Peer Violence in BiH

EC internal: 155435

Summary: Change attitudes towards and levels of tolerance for peer violence, to initiate cooperation and mutual respect, to prevent further escalation of the problem with violent behaviour among children in schools.

Starting date: 22/11/2008

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Zdravo Da Ste, Sime Matavulja 2, 78000, Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, www.zdravodaste.org

EU contribution: € 79,996.80

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

---

Countries: Argentina

Areas of activity: Argentina

Project title: Protection of children against institutional violence

EC internal: 231965

Summary: The overall objective is to promote the respect of the rights of the children and teenagers in conflict with law.

Starting date: 01/09/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Permanent Assembly for Human Rights La Plata, Calle 48 632 Piso 6 Oficina 79 Y 80, 1900 La Plata, Argentina

EU contribution: € 197,282.00

% financed by the EU: 84.30%

---

Countries: Algeria

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

Project title: Acting for my rights

EC internal: 234518

Summary: The action aims to promote the rights of children and the ability to communicate orally and in writing.

Starting date: 01/05/2010

Duration: 24 months

Beneficiary: Association for the promotion of children’s reading, Centre Culturel Imam El Houari, 31007 El Makkazi Oran, Algeria

EU contribution: € 89,965.00

% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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**Countries:** Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine  
**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards  
**Project title:** Reinforcing the fight against ill-treatment and impunity  
**EC internal:** 257602  
**Summary:** The objective is to reinforce the national capacities for combating ill-treatment by law enforcement agencies and penitentiary institutions, including strengthening the effectiveness of investigations of allegations of ill-treatment.  
**Starting date:** 01/07/2011  
**Duration:** 30 months  
**Beneficiary:** Council of Europe, Avenue de l’Europe 67075, Strasbourg Cedex, France, www.coe.int  
**EU contribution:** € 750,000.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 80%

---

**Countries:** Mozambique  
**Areas of activity:** Domestic violence (including young girls under 18), Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)  
**Project title:** Combating domestic violence and combating trafficking of people with special attention to teenage girls  
**EC internal:** 233727  
**Summary:** The overall objective is to prevent and combat weddings of teenage girls from the districts of Magude and Manhiça and defend their Human Rights.  
**Starting date:** 16/11/2010  
**Duration:** 24 months  
**Beneficiary:** Association Gwevhane, Avenida Julius Nyrere Distrito da, Manhica Vila Sede Xinavane Maputo, Mozambique  
**EU contribution:** € 124,200.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%

---

**Countries:** Serbia  
**Areas of activity:** Children, Access to education  
**Project title:** Strengthening capacities of local self-governments and educational institutions for implementation of laws and policies of inclusive education in local communities in Serbia  
**EC internal:** 255767  
**Summary:** Persons with disability fully enjoy the right to have full and equal access to education system and related supporting (social) services in their local community.  
**Starting date:** 11/12/2010  
**Duration:** 18 months  
**Beneficiary:** Association of Students with Disabilities ASD, Vojvode Stepe 33 Boîte Postale 162703 11000 Beograd, Serbia  
**EU contribution:** € 79,380.00  
**% financed by the EU:** 79.56%
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Countries: Egypt
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Platform for Change
EC internal: 242960
Summary: The objective is to create a space for youth in the governorates of Fayoum, Menia and Beni Suef and rural Cairo and Giza to explore their community, identify social issues that are of concern to them, to develop constructive ways of concerns.
Starting date: 25/08/2010
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Media Arts for Development Association, Al Gomhoreya Buildings 2054 Al Ma Rag City behind Maadi Carrefour 11728 Cairo, Egypt, www.madevegypt.org
EU contribution: € 110,864.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Algeria
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children, Capacity building of organisations
Project title: Reduction of violence in the schools
EC internal: 220836
Summary: To reinforce the capacities and to enlarge the field of intervention of the permanent team of therapists within the Foundation in order to deal with students and teachers victims of violence at school.
Starting date: 01/11/2009
Duration: 36 months
Beneficiary: Fondation Mahfoud Boucebeci Recherche et Culture, Cité Les Bananiers llot 09, Mohammadia, 16130 Algiers, Algeria
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Peru
Areas of activity: Children, Access to education
Project title: Contributions to a culturally school education, which promotes democracy and respect of human rights in post conflict rural areas of Ayacucho and Huanuco
EC internal: 245904
Summary: It seeks to contribute to the school education of children in post conflict rural areas Andean and promotes the construction of a democratic, inclusive, encouraging citizen participation and respect for human rights.
Starting date: 01/09/2010
Duration: 24 months
EU contribution: € 300,000.00
% financed by the EU: 90.00%

Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children
Project title: Theatre Clubs of Cultural Debate in Primary Schools
EC internal: 256724
Summary: The project aims to contribute on enhancement of the respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms from early stage of child development through art performances.
Starting date: 17/01/2011
Duration: 24 months
Beneficiary: Oda Udruzenje, Pallati I Rinise 111 10030 Prishtina, Kosovo
EU contribution: € 284,817.81
% financed by the EU: 95.00%
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Countries: Serbia
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children
Project title: Child Fostering-Raising Standards for Better Care in Serbia
EC internal: 256045
Summary: The overall objective is to contribute to development of democratic society and promotion of human rights of children in fostering in Serbia through enhancing the inclusiveness and pluralism of civil society.
Starting date: 11/12/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Child Rights Centre, Skender Begova 20/12 11000, Beograd, Serbia
EU contribution: € 45,712.00
% financed by the EU: 95.00%

Countries: Kosovo
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Promoting the Rights of the Child in the Field of Education
EC internal: 168440
Summary: Raise awareness on the situation of children’s rights in the field of education; organizing concerted civil society monitoring actions in cooperation with central/local authorities; building school capacity.
Starting date: 15/01/2009
Duration: 30 months
Beneficiary: Kosova Education Center Foundation, Isa Kastrati Street nn, Third Millennium School, Compound, 10000, Pristina, Kosovo, www.kec-ks.org
EU contribution: € 100,000.00
% financed by the EU: 71.12%

Countries: Yemen
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Children
Project title: Enhancing human rights and democracy principles among children through short stories (Our Rights)
EC internal: 200410
Summary: Raising awareness among young school children in Yemeni society of human rights and democratic principles through specially written short stories and other activities.
Starting date: 01/12/2009
Duration: 15 months
Beneficiary: Seyaj Organization for Childhood Protecting Foundation, New University Sq PO Box 5642, Sana’a, Yemen
EU contribution: € 49,690.16
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Guatemala
Areas of activity: Sexual abuses (including young girls under 18), Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Empowering social networks and Tribunals for children and youth about the Law Against Sexual Violence, Exploitation and Trafficking of persons
EC internal: 225474
Summary: The project aims at improving the awareness and implementation of the Law among social operators and justice officials as a means to increase the protection of children and adolescents.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Cooperazione Internazionale Sud – Sud, Via Marconi 2a, 90141 Palermo, Italy, www.cissong.org
EU contribution: € 99,900.00
% financed by the EU: 79.94%
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**Countries:** Philippines

**Areas of activity:** Child sexual exploitation

**Project title:** Laws on anti-child trafficking and other forms of child abuse in selected areas of the Philippines

**EC internal:** 246141

**Summary:** The project aims to contribute to the implementation of the Optional Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Pornography, Anti-trafficking in Persons Act of 2003 (Republic Act 9208) and other relevant laws in the Philippines.

**Starting date:** 01/11/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Philippines Against Child Trafficking (PACT), Inc Corporation, Commonwealth Avenue RM 316 3/F, Philippine Social Science Center, Diliman 1101 Quezon City, Philippines

**EU contribution:** € 172,364.00

**% financed by the EU:** 83.04%

---

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)

**Project title:** For better protection of victims of trafficking in Human Beings – response of Judiciary

**EC internal:** 255782

**Summary:** Overall project objective is to develop sustainable and comprehensive judiciary protection of the victims of trafficking in human beings (THB).

**Starting date:** 11/12/2010

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Association of Public Prosecutors and Deputy Public Prosecutors of Serbia, Gracanicka 18, 11000 Beograd, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 78,390.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.22%

---

**Countries:** Mexico

**Areas of activity:** Child trafficking (boys and girls under the age of 12)

**Project title:** Public agenda for the establishment of the State Programme against Human Trafficking in Tlaxcala

**EC internal:** 245824

**Summary:** State Council Against Human Trafficking in Tlaxcala establishing a State Programme to Prevent, treat and Punish Human Trafficking.

**Starting date:** 01/12/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre Fray Julian Garces Human Rights and Local Development, Calle 11 No 214 Colonia Loma, Xicohtencatl 90070 Tlaxcala, Mexico

**EU contribution:** € 105,849.60

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

---

**Countries:** Ukraine

**Areas of activity:** Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Strengthening the Role of Civil Society in the Protection of Children’s Rights

**EC internal:** 164190

**Summary:** Strengthen the role of civil society in the protection of vulnerable children to grow up in either a family or ‘family-style’ care system.

**Starting date:** 01/10/2008

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Gurt Resource Centre for NGO Development, 52 Popudrenka St., of. 609, Kiev, Ukraine, www.gurt.org.ua

**EU contribution:** € 184,160.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.95%
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### Countries: Nepal

**Areas of activity:** Law enforcement and legal reforms on child protection, including implementation of the international legal standards, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Strengthening Capacities and Coordination Among Actors Working with Street Children

**EC internal:** 158243

**Summary:** Capacity-building of civil society organisations working to help street children. The project works through national civil society networks to build organisational skills and promote coordinated actions and policy change.

**Starting date:** 10/02/2009

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** National Alliance of Organisation for Street Children, Dhalku, PO Box 8975, EPC 1936, Kathmandu, Nepal

**EU contribution:** € 86,000.00

**% financed by the EU:** 79.14%

### Countries: FYROM

**Areas of activity:** The monitoring of human rights, Capacity building of organisations

**Project title:** Building a Culture of Child Participation

**EC internal:** 169156

**Summary:** Strengthen the capacity of NGOs and children in the monitoring and reporting of the rights of the child at the local and national levels.

**Starting date:** 23/12/2008

**Duration:** 15 months


**EU contribution:** € 69,921.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

### Countries: Costa Rica

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** The articulation and strengthening of the youth sector in Costa Rica

**EC internal:** 256820

**Summary:** The overall objective is to create a network of youth organisations to make their requests and needs more visible within the political context.

**Starting date:** 24/12/2010

**Duration:** 24 months

**Beneficiary:** Football For Life Foundation, Barrio 500 m sur de la Iglesia de, San Cayetano El Carmen de Paso Ancho, P.O. Box 1890 1002 SAN, Costa Rica

**EU contribution:** € 90,321.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%

### Countries: Madagascar

**Areas of activity:** Children, Access to education

**Project title:** Here and Elsewhere

**EC internal:** 255325

**Summary:** The overall objective is to improve the level of education, housing, health and social reintegration Akany Avoko Ambohidratrimo and in its sister centers through exchanging experiences and building capacities.

**Starting date:** 03/01/2011

**Duration:** 36 months

**Beneficiary:** Federation of Protestant Churches, Route de Majunga Pr 15 P.O. Box 29 105 Ambohidratrimo, Madagascar, www.akanyavoko.com

**EU contribution:** € 111,971.81

**% financed by the EU:** 90.00%
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**Countries:** Kosovo

**Areas of activity:** Networking between civil society organisations

**Project title:** Enrolment and Registration of RAE Children in Primary Education in Kosovo

**EC internal:** 225957

**Summary:** The overall objective of the action is to improve the situation and prospects of RAE communities, and children in particular, in regard to their education and social inclusion.

**Starting date:** 15/01/2010

**Duration:** 18 months

**Beneficiary:** Civil Rights Programme - Kosovo Association, Radovan Zogovic Street No 10, Pey Ton 10000 Pristina, Kosovo

**EU contribution:** € 92,554.57

**% financed by the EU:** 74.02%

**Countries:** Serbia

**Areas of activity:** Human rights education, training and awareness-raising

**Project title:** Child Rights in Secondary Schools

**EC internal:** 227007

**Summary:** Overall objective is to build sustainable capacities in secondary schools to implement, promote and protect child rights.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** UCPD Uzice Child Rights Centre, Kralja Petra I 70 A, 31000 Uzice, Serbia

**EU contribution:** € 49,521.00

**% financed by the EU:** 90.63%

**Countries:** Croatia

**Areas of activity:** Children

**Project title:** Implementation of Child Rights for Children Placed in Foster Families

**EC internal:** 227809

**Summary:** To promote, advocate, implement and monitor child’s rights implementation for children placed in foster families, strengthening the non discrimination approach related to ethnicity and nationality.

**Starting date:** 15/12/2009

**Duration:** 12 months

**Beneficiary:** Centre for Social Policy, Jurisiceva 19, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

**EU contribution:** € 78,812.00

**% financed by the EU:** 80.00%
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Countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina
Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising
Project title: Prevention of juvenile delinquency on the local level
EC internal: 228051
Summary: To reduce juvenile delinquency in B&H, with a special focus on the development of a preventive network on the local level, according to Strategy against juvenile delinquency in BH 2006-2010.
Starting date: 18/12/2009
Duration: 18 months
Beneficiary: Youth Center Kastel ZDS, Cara Lazara 1 Sime Matavulja 2, 78000 Banja Luka, BiH, www.zdravodaste.org
EU contribution: € 71,737.44
% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Areas of activity: Children
Project title: Reduction of the phenomenon of street children by prevention
EC internal: 224066
Summary: To prevent the phenomenon of ‘street children’ and to pursue the reunification, work on the street, transitional care or other alternatives for children from broken homes.
Starting date: 15/11/2009
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Centre Professional d’Encadrement des Jeunes Désouvrés, Rye Ndinga 74 Quartier II, Commune de Massina 16784 Kinshasa
EU contribution: € 61,033.00
% financed by the EU: 74.20%

Countries: Haiti
Areas of activity: Human prison system
Project title: Rehabilitation and reintegration programme for juveniles in detention
EC internal: 228646
Summary: To offer detained juveniles a psychosocial and educational perspective to reduce the risk of recidivism after leaving the centre.
Starting date: 01/02/2010
Duration: 12 months
Beneficiary: Fondation Progrès et Développement
EU contribution: € 79,664.76
% financed by the EU: 80.00%
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Countries: Albania

Areas of activity: Human rights education, training and awareness-raising, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Friends in the Game, Collaborators in Class, Together in Life

EC internal: 225385

Summary: Protecting and promoting the access of the Roma communities in Fier to basic services such as education, healthcare, facilitation of civil registration of children, vocational training, and to ensure their social inclusion.

Starting date: 01/01/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 150,000.00

% financed by the EU: 76.50%

Countries: Serbia

Areas of activity: Political participation by citizens and democratic political representation, Equal participation of women and men in civil society, social, economic and political life

Project title: Youth Networking for Equal rights and Tolerance – Youth NET

EC internal: 226903

Summary: Overall objective is strengthening the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform, in supporting conflict prevention and in consolidating political participation and representation in South East Serbia.

Starting date: 17/12/2009

Duration: 18 months

Beneficiary: Association Protection & Promotion of Mental Health in Children & Youth, Ucitelj Tasa Square 2, 18000 Nis, Serbia, www.oknis.org.rs

EU contribution: € 88,753.72

% financed by the EU: 80.00%

Countries: Angola

Areas of activity: Children

Project title: Support for the care of children and young people in the street in Luanda

EC internal: 256317

Summary: To support approximately 500 children and youth living in the streets of Luanda, train social workers, build up the capacity of specialised shelters and introduce a system of information and skills sharing.

Starting date: 24/12/2010

Duration: 24 months


EU contribution: € 300,000.00

% financed by the EU: 79.89%
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Serbia: 18; 20; 21; 25; 37; 39; 40; 52; 53; 77; 80; 90; 96; 103; 107; 124; 125; 126; 129; 133; 142; 143; 154; 170; 186; 193; 201; 211; 216; 226; 231; 233; 238; 239; 245; 247; 258; 259; 261; 262; 263; 272; 284; 287; 290; 293; 297; 298; 299; 315; 316; 324; 334; 340; 342; 343; 345; 347
Turkey: 20; 23; 24; 28; 38; 56; 61; 62; 110; 124; 160; 164; 168; 174; 203; 230; 268; 270; 285; 288; 291; 292; 294; 295; 296; 299; 308; 319

Eastern partners and Russia

Armenia: 10; 20; 24; 32; 50; 58; 59; 67; 79; 81; 96; 106; 118; 128; 135; 141; 150; 158; 160; 193; 199; 208; 210; 227; 230; 233; 238; 249; 269; 270; 316; 319; 324; 327; 328; 335; 340
Azerbaijan: 10; 20; 24; 50; 81; 128; 135; 141; 150; 154; 158; 160; 164; 173; 185; 199; 218; 238; 249; 300; 315; 340
Belarus: 24; 99; 150; 163; 164; 227; 228; 229; 235; 238; 248
Georgia: 10; 15; 20; 21; 24; 25; 50; 60; 65; 69; 76; 81; 82; 107; 115; 116; 125; 128; 135; 139; 141; 149; 150; 158; 160; 176; 193; 199; 234; 238; 244; 249; 259; 260; 262; 271; 272; 285; 287; 288; 299; 301; 304; 321; 326; 330; 340
Moldova: 19; 20; 27; 50; 51; 55; 76; 150; 160; 161; 163; 167; 227; 238; 249; 271; 295; 340
Middle East and North Africa

Algeria: 10; 127; 154; 159; 169; 195; 203; 211; 228; 229; 243; 257; 304; 317; 324; 339; 341

Egypt: 10; 12; 15; 86; 102; 105; 109; 159; 191; 196; 207; 228; 269; 328; 335; 341

Iraq: 19; 124

Israel: 28; 29; 69; 105; 106; 110; 111; 114; 125; 141; 145; 157; 159; 166; 180; 227; 229; 236; 237; 239; 248; 272; 292; 293; 296; 306

Jordan: 10; 12; 49; 74; 77; 126; 159; 165; 184; 190; 191; 196; 197; 198; 200; 217; 218; 237; 271; 316

Kuwait: 162

Lebanon: 10; 12; 20; 31; 47; 103; 137; 159; 171; 230; 237; 283

Libya: 10; 25; 159

Morocco: 10; 11; 24; 47; 48; 56; 59; 61; 62; 63; 65; 73; 108; 159; 166; 168; 182; 246

Occupied Palestinian Territories: 12; 23; 29; 59; 62; 67; 69; 105; 106; 111; 112; 141; 145; 153; 159; 161; 162; 163; 165; 198; 227; 237; 245; 246; 327; 329; 337

Oman: 162

Qatar: 162

Saudi Arabia: 162

Syria: 159

Tunisia: 97; 159

United Arab Emirates: 10; 162

Yemen: 10; 11; 23; 32; 46; 186; 188; 189; 191; 196; 209; 313; 342

Sub-Saharan Africa

Angola: 38; 67; 87; 97; 112; 131; 155; 167; 179; 180; 268; 347

Benin: 9; 126; 157; 181

Burkina Faso: 9; 258

Burundi: 9; 17; 26; 88; 89; 126; 127; 128; 149; 155; 188; 192; 195; 259; 305; 331

Cameroon: 18; 28; 65; 66; 172; 228; 277

Central African Republic: 9; 45; 67; 127; 227

Chad: 28; 155

Congo: 9

Democratic Republic of the Congo: 18; 19; 22; 49; 54; 55; 77; 85; 89; 100; 112; 124; 126; 127; 128; 137; 145; 149; 150; 152; 155; 174; 184; 220; 221; 230; 234; 244; 248; 250; 275; 280; 314; 322; 346

Ethiopia: 228

Ghana: 45; 83; 84; 228; 319

Guinea-Bissau: 155

Guinea Conakry: 25; 31; 123; 128

Ivory Coast: 25; 123; 155

Kenya: 17; 18; 22; 26; 127; 131

Lesotho: 9

Liberia: 9; 19; 123; 124; 128; 155

Madagascar: 24; 41; 154; 183; 240; 344

Malawi: 9

Mali: 59; 205; 211; 258

Mauritius (Republic of): 228

Mauritania: 132; 194; 205; 221; 302
Index

Mozambique: 17; 51; 82; 112; 113; 183; 185; 209; 210; 211; 228; 340
Nigeria: 9; 13; 15; 16; 25; 30; 84; 136; 200; 208; 251; 258; 305
Rwanda: 17; 43; 45; 69; 71; 72; 98; 108; 116; 123; 124; 127; 131; 136; 143; 149; 155; 164; 179; 275; 333; 334
Senegal: 228; 258
Sierra Leone: 52; 85; 86; 124; 138; 155; 194; 205; 228; 258; 268; 337
Somalia: 130; 140; 150; 270; 313
South Africa: 17; 25; 157; 228; 240
Sudan: 26; 42; 43; 46; 48; 79; 82; 95; 101; 124; 133; 174; 205; 213; 218; 220; 235; 269; 294; 295; 322; 336
Togo: 9; 155; 258
Uganda: 17; 18; 76; 124; 126; 127; 131; 228; 243; 283
Zambia: 250; 264
Zimbabwe: 26; 44; 48; 155; 218; 301; 332; 333

Asia, Central Asia
and Pacific

Afghanistan: 70; 85; 139; 165; 199; 203; 286; 327
Australia: 232
Bangladesh: 21; 30; 70; 95; 189; 190; 199; 204; 242; 267; 273; 275; 283; 327
Cambodia: 10; 26; 31; 57; 63; 65; 95; 97; 111; 168; 188; 200; 201; 214; 280; 320; 326; 328
China: 9; 10; 27; 251
Fiji: 90
India: 17; 25; 26; 73; 100; 102; 132; 143; 159; 216; 278; 279; 287; 320; 327; 338
Indonesia: 14; 31; 47; 57; 58; 75; 78; 95; 99; 102; 123; 126; 128; 133; 142; 186; 197; 232; 238; 296; 318; 329
Japan: 9
Kazakhstan: 24; 56; 60; 81; 97; 101; 104; 150; 151; 155; 161; 166; 170; 197; 215; 234; 298; 337
Kyrgyzstan: 14; 24; 26; 52; 56; 72; 143; 144; 150; 155; 171; 193; 199; 215; 234; 241; 242; 288; 297; 298; 332
Lao PDR: 10; 68; 266; 300; 303; 333
Malaysia: 170; 217; 240; 267; 278; 294; 326
Myanmar: 10; 124
Nepal: 30; 129; 140; 142; 157; 182; 197; 198; 200; 213; 214; 216; 232; 247; 266; 281; 286; 296; 297; 301; 313; 314; 327; 328; 344
Pakistan: 14; 30; 66; 80; 174; 195; 199; 204; 206; 320; 334
Papua New Guinea: 38; 39; 42; 44; 71; 225; 242
Philippines: 22; 25; 37; 41; 74; 126; 155; 156; 179; 185; 201; 212; 281; 314; 339; 343
Singapore: 10
Sri Lanka: 26; 31; 95; 232; 327
Tajikistan: 16; 24; 52; 56; 61; 109; 114; 130; 150; 155; 199; 261; 263; 264; 286; 304; 330
Thailand: 10; 24; 232; 280
Turkmenistan: 56; 150; 155
Uzbekistan: 56; 155
Vietnam: 10; 57; 109; 204; 209; 264; 267; 284; 291; 292; 302; 316; 323

Latin America, Central America and Caribbean

Argentina: 24; 29; 103; 110; 113; 128; 137; 180; 206; 232; 250; 269; 331; 332; 339
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Reference 1</th>
<th>Reference 2</th>
<th>Reference 3</th>
<th>Reference 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>37; 75; 128; 151; 180; 213; 232; 250; 259; 274; 276; 279; 280; 289; 300; 303; 305; 322; 336; 340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>24; 70; 73; 78; 98; 132; 151; 172; 180; 250; 273; 275; 276; 279; 281; 304; 318; 320; 323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>17; 128; 138; 139; 140; 151; 180; 186; 232; 250; 277; 336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>17; 29; 47; 98; 117; 126; 128; 129; 140; 141; 151; 156; 173; 180; 185; 199; 249; 313; 314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>74; 104; 167; 192; 284; 319; 331; 344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>131; 151; 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>15; 128; 141; 151; 180; 185; 219; 274; 280; 300; 321; 335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>51; 60; 72; 103; 106; 107; 111; 116; 151; 156; 180; 194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>11; 22; 60; 66; 98; 103; 115; 134; 144; 145; 151; 156; 165; 182; 183; 184; 195; 202; 215; 250; 279; 303; 327; 333; 342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>79; 87; 128; 130; 292; 325; 338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>43; 44; 53; 95; 127; 128; 131; 151; 173; 196; 207; 239; 260; 287; 321; 325; 330; 346</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>46; 103; 151; 155; 159; 180; 208; 209; 212; 217</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>68; 72; 78; 151; 226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>31; 64; 70; 73; 151; 180; 187; 192; 202; 210; 219; 232; 238; 278; 329; 331; 343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>43; 44; 54; 71; 82; 87; 103; 128; 151; 162; 169; 189; 196; 212; 219; 243; 266; 273; 295; 319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>78; 180; 212; 248; 281; 319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>25; 68; 96; 110; 135; 138; 180; 198; 244; 250; 302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>15; 18; 26; 126; 127; 141; 151; 180; 190; 196; 247; 250; 272; 276; 280; 300; 301; 302; 303; 305; 341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>98; 115; 135; 138; 171; 180; 214; 232; 250; 336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>18; 66; 96; 104; 149; 151; 160; 169; 183; 189; 207; 226; 231; 232; 239; 250; 271; 278; 289; 293; 321; 325; 334; 338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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